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1. 

A Study on Contemporary Challenges and 

Opportunities of Retail Banking in India 

 

Bharti Vidhani 

Assistant Professor 

Asia Pacific Group of Colleges Ahmedabad Gujarat(India)  

Abstract 

The landscape of India’s financial sector is changing. Anytime, anywhere banking, using 

differentiated channels and technology, will enable a multi-fold increase of reach in rural and 

remote areas. Coupled with the emergence of a new class of banks—the small and payments 

banks—one of the biggest impacts of technology adoption will be rapidly accelerating financial 

inclusion by making last-mile access more cost effective and expanding the reach of banking to 

the unbanked. Powerful forces are reshaping the banking industry. Customer expectations, 

technological capabilities, regulatory requirements, demographics and economics are together 

creating an imperative to change. Banks need to get ahead of these challenges and retool to win 

in the next era. Banks must not only execute on today’s imperatives but also radically innovate 

and transform themselves for thefuture. 

India’s banking and financial sector is expanding rapidly. The Indian Banking industry is 

currently worth Rs. 81 trillion (US $ 1.31 trillion) and banks are now utilizing the latest 

technologies like internet and mobile devices to carry out transactions and communicate with 

the masses. The Indian banking sector consists of 26 public sector banks, 20 private sector 

banks and 43 foreign banks along with 61 regional rural banks (RRBs) and more than 90,000 

credit cooperatives. According to the global perspective it has potentials to become the fifth 

largest bank industry in the world by 2020 and third largest by 2025. The present study aims to 

focusing on the contemporary challenges and opportunities of the Retail Banking sector 

inIndia. 

 

Keywords: Retail Banking, Regional Rural Banks, Digital Innovation, Digital channel. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Retail Banking is also known as Consumer Banking is  the delivery of services  by  a bank to 

individual consumers, rather than to companies, corporations or other banks. Services offered 

include savings and transaction accounts, mortgages, personal loans, debit cards, and credit 

cards. India too experienced a surge in retail banking after the financial sector reforms in early 

nineties. There are various pointers towards this. Retail banking in India has fast emerged as 
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one of the major drivers of the overall banking industry and has witnessed enormous growth 

in the recent past. Retail banking is the cluster of products and services that banks provide to 

consumers and small businesses through branches, the Internet, and other channels. In recent 

years, retail banking has become a key area of strategic emphasis in the Indian banking 

industry, as evidenced by rising trends in retail loan and deposit shares on commercial bank 

balance sheets and a continuing increase in the number of bank branches. Across the globe, 

retail lending has been a spectacular innovation in the commercial banking sector in 

recentyears. 

A graphical representation of the positioning of mass retail banking vis-à-vis other segments 

of banking is as under: 

 

THE EVOLUTION OF RETAIL BANKING 

Powerful forces are transforming the retail banking industry. Growth remains elusive, costs 

are proving hard to contain and ROEs remain stubbornly low. Regulation is impacting 

business models and economics. Technology is rapidly morphing from an expensive 

challenge into a potent enabler of both customer experience and effective operations. Non-

traditional players are challenging the established order, leading with customer-centric 

innovation. New service providers are emerging. Customers are demanding ever higher levels 

of service and value. Trust is at an all-time low. 

In the developed markets, banking over the years has evolved through following three distinct 

phases. These three phases broadly coincide with the level of development in the real 

economy in the respective jurisdictions. 

a) Initial Phase: During this phase the banks were primarily engaged in offering the basic 
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intermediation service i.e. provision of savings facilities and credit for productive 

purposes and also facilitate payment services includingremittances 

b) Intermediate Phase: Apart from providing the services offered in the initial phase, the 

banks additionally moved into lending for consumption purposes. The banks also started 

offering certain para-banking services like insurance etc. The demand for such services 

arises primarily on account of a transition of the economy from an investment 

(production) led growth phase to a consumption led growth phase. At this stage of 

development of the economy and the society, retail banking becomesrelevant. 

c) Advanced Phase: Apart from providing the services offered in the intermediate phase, the 

banks have additionally started providing high-end savings & investment products, wealth 

management products, and structured products to both individuals and corporates. In 

other words, in this phase, the banking system additionally starts supporting the 

speculative activities over and above for the production and consumption activities. 

Private banking, an advanced version of retail banking for ‘classes’, becomes relevant at 

thisstage. 

GROWTH OF RETAIL BANKING IN INDIA 

To gauge the evolving importance of retail banking, one would ideally examine a single, 

comprehensive measure of retail banking activity that could be calculated for individual banks 

and for the industry as a whole. Potential candidates might be the share of revenue or profit 

derived from retail activities or the share of risk capital allocated to these business units. The 

growth in retail banking has been facilitated by the growth in banking technology and 

automation of banking processes that enable extension of reach and rationalization of costs. 

ATMs have emerged as an alternative banking channel, which facilitate low-cost transactions 

vis-à-vis traditional branches. It also has the advantage of reducing the branch traffic. It also 

enables banks with small networks to offset the traditional disadvantages by increasing their 

reach and spread. Moreover growth of retail lending, especially, in emerging economies, is 

attributable to the rapid advances in information technology, the evolving macroeconomic 

environment, financial market reform, and several micro-level demand and supply side 

factors. 
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GROWTH IN MONEY SUPPLY OVER PAST FEW YEARS (US$ BILLION) 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The objective of this paper is to explain the changing banking scenario, to analyze the 

opportunities and challenges of Retail Banking in India. In addition to this; an attempt is made 

to understand the significant priorities of banks in India. The main objectives of the study are: 

1. To analyse the competition prevailing in Retail BankingService 

2. To highlight various Opportunities & Challenges to Retail Banking inIndia 

3. To give suggestions to expand Retail Banking inIndia. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This paper is the outcome of a secondary data on Retail Banking Sector with special reference 

to Indian context. To complete this, annual reports, various books, journals and periodicals 

have been consulted, several reports on this particular area have been considered, and internet 

searching has also been done. 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF RETAIL BANKING IN INDIA 

Retail banking has immense opportunities in a growing economy like India. As the growth 

story gets unfolded in India, retail banking is going to emerge a major driver. The rise of the 

Indian middle class is an important contributory factor in this regard. The percentage of 

middle to high income Indian households is expected to continue rising. The younger 

population not only wields increasing purchasing power, but as far as acquiring personal debt 

is concerned, they are perhaps more comfortable than previous generations. Further increased 

competitions for retail deposits and tighter regulations have created challenges, but also 

opportunities for banks able toadaptquickly to the new banking environment. While retail 

banking offers phenomenal opportunities for growth, the challenges are equallydaunting. How 
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far the retail banking is able to lead growth of the banking industry in future would depend 

upon the capacity building of the banks to meet the challenges and make use of the 

opportunities profitably. 

The combination of the above factors promises substantial growth in the retail sector, which at 

present is in the nascent stage. Due to bundling of services and delivery channels, the areas of 

potential conflicts of interest tend to increase in universal banks and financial conglomerates. 

Some of the key policy issues relevant to the retail banking sector are: financial inclusion, 

responsible lending, and access to finance, long-term savings, financial capability, consumer 

protection, regulation and financial crime prevention. 

CHALLENGES OF RETAIL BANKING IN INDIA 

The economic downturn has resulted in a number of challenges facing the retail banking 

industry, including increased regulatory pressure, low interest rates, a shift toward digital, and 

a clear decline in trust and loyalty. In reaction, there’s a drive toward customer centricity. The 

focus needs to be on the relationship with customers, factoring in technologies such as 

interconnectivity, digital living, cloud, mobility, and social influence. Increasing proliferation 

of digital channels and evolving customer preferences – the two key factors influencing 

banking trends, have necessitated retail banks to rethink their business strategy. Transforming 

their business processes to take advantage of these trends can help retail banks deliver 

differentiated products, and faster and more efficient services. Thus, helping them stay 

relevant by enhancing customer’s experience, and improving market competitiveness. 

Retail banks are currently facing an unprecedented challenge – how best to engage with the 

digital consumer to provide great cross-channel customer experiences that build lasting, 

meaningful relationships. Banks need to get ahead of these challenges and retool to win in the 

next era of competition. This is imperative, and also a tremendous opportunity. Banks need to 

make hard choices about which customers to service, how to win and where not to play. They 

need to rebuild their organizations around the customer, simplify and structurally reduce cost. 

They need to learn to be agile, innovative and adaptable in order to execute effectively. 

First, Today’s challenges Unsurprisingly, nearly all bankers surveyed view retention and 

attracting new customers as one of their top challenges over the next two years – banks are 

hungry for growth, and finding new customers is the first response of a good product banker. 

Service quality in retail banking is a critical factor to customer satisfaction which aid in 

customer retention. Customer complaint redressal systems have to be robust and should be 

handled carefully. Further in the more rapidly developing India as an emerging market, where 

big, established banks have less dominance, bankers report that attracting talent and retaining 

existing customers in face of fierce competition and new market entrants are also top 

challenges.However,banks also recognise the need to deepen their customer relationships and 

focus more on specific customer outcomes. Hence, enhancing customer service is the number 

one investment priority for banks, globally. 
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Second, the biggest challenge faced by the Indian banks in the field of retail banking is going 

to be the rising indebtedness. Consumer debt is growing fast in India. Middle class not only 

wields increasing purchasing power, but also has an evolving appetite to take on debt for 

acquisition of assets and supporting their aspiring lifestyle. Significant growth has been 

witnessed in the financing of automobiles, mortgages, white goods and consumer durables. 

However, India has massive room forhigh growth in all these areas, as the level of retail credit 

penetration is extremely low compared to other developed and developing economies. From a 

demand side perspective, rising incomes, asset ownership aspirations and low perception of 

risk is fuelling the rapid growth in demand for retail credit. On the other hand India’s retail 

banking industry is one of the major beneficiaries of the country’s ascendant economic power. 

Improving consumer purchasing power, coupled with more liberal attitudes toward personal 

debt, is fuelling India’s explosive bankingsegment. 

Third, Key emerging technology trends that are changing the way banks do business. 

Technological Advancement poses both opportunities and challenges. Demographic changes 

will provide opportunities for growth and will require innovation to develop new products and 

services. Innovation will be the single most important factor driving sustainable top- and 

bottom line growth in banking over the next five years. Digital innovation, Mobile banking 

and Technical innovation are the greatest opportunity for the retail banking to differentiate 

themselves from their competitors. The evolution of internet-based banking, particularly the 

promotion and sale of products represents an area of noteworthy opportunity, particularly for 

more flexible challenger banks. Customers favour internet banking for simple transactions. 

The pace of innovation will continue to increase, and leading banks will need to enable or 

leverage this innovation. Technology will change everything – becoming a potent enabler of 

increased service and reduced cost; innovation isimperative. 

Further Digitalization is both a threat and an opportunity for retail banks. To succeed, they need 

to transform their branch networks to address the Internet age, and overhaul their internal 

processes and systems to better deliver the service and technology their customers want. More 

importantly, digitalization means rethinking, redesigning and refining the customer experience – 
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and investing in change management for the bank management and staff. 

Fifth, Direct/digital channels and retail banking is one of the predominant drivers and challenges 

in retail banking across the globe is the ongoing evolution towards direct models and channels, 

predominantly digital channels. The rise of direct and digital channels in retail banking, with an 

increasingly important role for mobile, obviously does not stand alone. Consumers are channel-

agnostic and it’s clear that retail banks as a result need to align their channel distribution 

approach and move from multi- channel to Omni channel distribution strategies. With face-to-

face interaction and the “human touch” in retail banking remaining important, the customer-

oriented channel mix is essential, looking at the customer life cycle rather than at individual 

behavior. Furthermore, the cost-efficiencies associated with digital channels must be exploited to 

build a sustainable multi-channel business. Building trust in digital channels will be a 

prerequisite for this medium to expand its product footprint. By 2020, banks will manage 

distribution holistically. Products will not be built-into, or serviced through, the channel: rather, 

banks will develop shared platforms that distribute products across allchannels. 

 

REASONS FOR EXPAND RETAIL BANKING IN INDIA 

Every bank needs to develop a view of the future landscape, and the uncertainties surrounding 

it. Every bank needs a clear view of its own unique strengths and challenges. And every bank 

needs to develop its posture against this evolving and uncertain future. Priorities for 2020 

However, the pace of change is increasing and banks need to do even more to ensure they are 

well-positioned to succeed in the future. 

Banks universally agree that they are hindered from addressing these priorities by financial, 

talent, technology and organisational constraints. Banks need to take aggressive action to ease 

these constraints, and manage them in a more agile manner to enable innovation and 

transformation, while preserving their optionality to capitalise on market opportunities and 

address unexpectedchallenges. 

http://www.i-scoop.eu/retail-banking-consumer-banking/
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Banks will organize themselves around customers instead of products or channels - They 

will offer a seamless customer experience, integrating sales and service across all channels. 

They will develop the ability to view customers as a ‘segment of one’, recognizing their 

uniqueness, and tailoring their offerings so that customers view banks as ‘meeting their needs’ 

not ‘pushing products’. Customer expectations are being shaped by their interactions outside 

of the banking industry – they increasingly want the type and quality of service they receive 

from industries that place significant focus on customer experience. Customers are also 

increasingly connected to others across social, geographic and demographic boundaries. This 

‘social world’ augments close friends and family as the primary source of information, 

opinion andrecommendation. 

Social media will be the media - One of the biggest challenges for the banks are to 

understanding and harnessing the power of social media. Today, social media is coexisting 

alongside traditional media. By 2020, social media will be the primary medium to connect, 

engage, inform and understand the customers (from the mass ‘social mind’ to the minutiae of 

each and every individual), as well as the place where customers research and compare banks’ 

offerings. Several banks today are connecting to customer through various social media 

platforms. Mastery of social media will be a core competency. And, as today, information and 

opinion (good or bad) can be amplified, creating new risks and opportunities. Opportunities 

include greater engagement and proactive risk management. 

Customer trust will be returning - Customer trust is at an all-time low, and they want their 

banks to be more socially responsible. The new middle class is likely to be fickle in its 

banking relationship – given the very low costs of, and multiple available options for, 

switching. The key to building and profiting from a long term relationship with this segment 

will be the ability to build trust over a series of transactions. They are also concerned about 

privacy and security, as more of their personal information and financial life migrates online. 

Some banks will benefit significantly from taking a leadership role in the public debate. The 

leading firms will have reclaimed at least some of the high ground they lost in the financial 

crisis and begin to reshape public opinion. They will inform and educate – from mass 

offerings on basic financial skills, culture and economics, are of the fundamental benefits of 

banking to society. However, banks also recognize the need to deepen their customer 

relationships and focus more on specific customer outcomes. Banks must target a level of trust 

in the service akin to that held by branches. Hence, enhancing customer trust is the number 

one investment priority for banks, globally. 

Cyber security is paramount to rebuilding this trust – winners will have invested 

significantly in this area. There are now higher expectations about security of information and 

privacy among clients, employees, suppliers and regulators. By 2020, leading banks will have 

developed cyber-security strategies that are aligned with their business objectives, risk-

management protocols and regulatory requirements. Many banks lack the resources to tackle 

these issues on their own, and will have partnered with third parties. 
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Enhanced capital and risk management - Global regulation of capital, liquidity and related 

stress-test requirements, as well as enhanced prudential standards, will continue to evolve and 

eventually force globally active and/or systematically important banks to meet even higher 

stringent and binding standards. These requirements are making a compelling case to seek 

alignment of risk appetite, capital planning and adequacy assessment, recovery and resolution 

planning, liquidity risk management, stress testing and overall enterprise risk management 

activities. Establishing a common thread of consistency to support a sound, robust and 

integrated enterprise risk framework will be key to meeting regulatory expectations from both 

micro- as well as macro-prudentialperspectives. 

Customer experience: Understand how customer loyalty and retention is affected by a mix of 

superior digital experiences and human interaction, and how delivering this mix is the primary 

challenge. Customer experience is defined as the end-to end interaction of a customer with a 

company or product and it has reached a level of paramount importance in recent years for 

across industries and sectors. Nowhere is the changing landscape of customer expectations 

and technology more evident that Retail Banks are shifting their focus away from 

rationalizing product offering towards a cohesive, simple and personalized customer 

experience. Customers’ growing use of digital channels for banking and their demand for an 

individualized experience have forced many banks to revisit their customer service efforts. In 

the face of increasing competition from emerging digital banks, which are redefining 

customer experience and luring younger customers, traditional banks must leverage digital 

channels to create a more rewarding customer experience. For a successful transition to digital 

banking, banks must formulate a strategy focused on six key areas: customer, mobile and 

online capabilities, use of customer data, social media, modernized branches/ATMs and 

provision for a seamless experience across allchannels. 

PRIORITIES OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM 

Each bank needs to develop a clear strategy to deal with this transforming landscape. To 

succeed in this rapidly changing landscape, banks need to have a clear sense of the posture 

they wish to adopt – whether to shape the industry, rapidly follow the leaders, or manage 

defensively, putting off change. They need to create agility and optionality, to adapt to rapid 

change and future uncertainty. Yet, whatever the chosen strategy, success will come from 

successfully executing the right balance across the following six priorities. 

The following six priorities for retail banks to win in 2020: 

1. Developing a customer-centric businessmodel. 

2. Optimisingdistribution. 

3. Simplifying business and operatingmodels. 

4. Obtaining an informationadvantage. 

5. Enabling innovation and the capabilities required to fosterit. 

6. Proactively managing risk, regulations andcapital. 

CONCLUSION 

The financial services industry is going through dramatic changes as a consequence of 

changing customer behaviour, increasing expectations, channel proliferation, disruption, 

innovative use and adoption of new technologies and the digitization of business and society 
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in general. Cost reductions, increasing top-line revenue and mitigating risk remain the key 

drivers, also in retail banking. 90% of consumers prefer online banking services, regardless of 

age, income, place of residence or type of bank. However, much of the landscape will change 

significantly in response to the evolving forces of customer expectations, regulatory 

requirements, technology, demographics, new competitors and shifting economics. Since 

retail banking requires mass production techniques, the advent of technology has enabled the 

banks to design appropriate technology-based delivery channels. Retail banking has also 

received a thrust from the regulators/policymakers’ push for inclusive growth in the wake of 

the global financial crisis. The Governments across the world view banks as the key 

component in furthering the cause of financial inclusion. And they need to have a clear 

strategy to deal with these challenges and address these priorities, including considering 

partnerships with third parties and applying lessons from other industries. The Retail banks 

need to do even more to ensure they are well-positioned to succeed in thefuture. 
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Abstract: The historic Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted at the UN General 

Assembly in 1948, declared that “everyone has the right to education”. Article 26 in the 

Declaration stated that “education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental 

stages” and “elementary education shall be compulsory”, and that ‘education shall be directed 

to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human 

rights and fundamental freedoms’.The Indian constitution pronounces equality of opportunity 

and free and compulsory education to all in the Indian education system. The present paper aims 

to study the main features of the draft of the new Policy of Education 2019, comment on the 

drawbacks of it and offer a few suggestions for a strong NPE to be formed which could 

transform India in the future years to come. 

Introduction:  

“Education is the spine of every nation! The better the education, the better the nation! The mediocre 

the education, the mediocre the nation!Until we fix our education system, we shall always have a 

wrong education and we shall always see a wrong nation!” – 

Ernest AgyemangYeboah 

The International Commission on Education for the Twenty-first Century chaired by Jacques 

Delors, submitted to UNESCO in 1996 argued that education throughout life was based on four 

pillars: 

i) Learning to know - acquiring a body of knowledge and learning how to learn, 

so as to benefit from the opportunities education provides throughout life; 

ii) Learning to do - acquiring not only an occupational skill but also the 

competence to deal with many situations and work in teams, and a package of 

skills that enables one to deal with the various challenges of working life;  

iii) Learning to live together - developing an understanding of other people and 

an appreciation of interdependence in a spirit of respect for the values of 

pluralism, mutual understanding and peace; and 

iv) Learning to be - developing one’s personality and being able to act with 

autonomy, judgement and personal responsibility, while ensuring that education 

does not disregard any aspect of the potential of a person: memory, reasoning, 
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aesthetic sense, physical capacities and communication skills. Such an 

articulation of a broad view of education encompassing the holistic 

development 

Such an articulation of a broad view of education encompassing the holistic development of 

students with special emphasis on the development of the creative potential of each individual, in 

all its richness and complexity, has grown increasingly popular in recent years to suit the 

requirements of the twenty first century.  Students must develop not only cognitive skills - both 

‘foundational skills’ of literacy and numeracy and ‘higher-order’ cognitive skills such as critical 

thinking and problem solving skills - but also social and emotional skills, also referred to as ‘soft 

skills’, including cultural awareness and empathy, perseverance and grit, teamwork and 

leadership, among others. The process by which children and adults acquire these competencies 

is also referred to as Social and Emotional Learning (SEL). 

Education in India: India has had a long and illustrious history of holistic education. The aim of 

education in ancient India was not just the acquisition of knowledge, as preparation for life in 

this world or for life beyond schooling, but for complete realisation and liberation of the self. 

According to Swami Vivekananda, 

 “Education is not the amount of information that we put into your brain and runs riot 

there, undigested, all your life. We must have life-building, man-making, character-making 

assimilation of ideas. If you have assimilated five ideas and made them your life and 

character, you have more education than any man who has got by heart a whole library. If 

education is identical with information, the libraries are the greatest sages of the world and 

encyclopaedia are the greatest Rishis”.  

The Indian education system produced scholars like Charaka and Susruta, Aryabhata, 

Bhaskaracharya, Chanakya, Patanjali and Panini, and numerous others. They made seminal 

contributions to world knowledge in diverse fields such as mathematics, astronomy, metallurgy, 

medical science and surgery, civil engineering and architecture, shipbuilding and navigation, 

yoga, fine arts, chess, and more. Taxila, Kanchipura or Conjeevaram, Nalanda, Odantapuri or 

Uddanddapma, Kashmira and Vikramashilaused to be the seats of higher learning in the 

Brahminical intellectual areansas well asin the Buddhist literature.  

The Muslim invasions brought the Arabic Madrassah tradition along with the Brahminical 

Sanskrit Tradition in India. Thetrade and commerceof the East India Company during the 1600  

transformed into Colonialismgraduaaly and through the “Macaulay-minute” of 1835 with the 

approval of Sir William Bentinck, the then Governor General, English education gradually 

became very popular in big cities of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras.In the post-independence 

period, Maulana Azad, India's first education minister envisaged strong central government 

control over education throughout the country, with a uniform educational system.But owing to 

the given the cultural and linguistic diversity of India,it was only the higher education dealing 
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with science and technology that came under the jurisdiction of the Central Government. The 

various boards like the following are established to regulate education system at various levels. 

• The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) board.  

• The Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (ICSE) board.  

• The National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) board.  

• Islamic Madrasah schools, whose boards are controlled by local state governments, or 

autonomous, or affiliated with 

Darulhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darul_Uloom_DeobandUloomhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Darul_Uloom_DeobandDeoband.  

• Autonomous schools like Woodstock School, Auroville, Patha Bhavan and 

Anandahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananda_MargaMargahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anand

a_MargaGurukula 

The National Council of Education research and Training (NCERT) and University Grants 

Commission (UGC) became the apex bodies for school education and Higher education in India 

respectively.National Policy on Education (1968) with its path breaking “three language 

formula” and National Policy on Education (1986) with its emphasis on Distance Education 

through Open universities helped the flowering of the education system in India. 

Phase-wise introduction of credit system, Semester system, Continuous evaluation, Updating of 

curricula to retain its relevance, Interdisciplinary in developing curricula, Competitive 

admissions, Innovations in Teaching Learning Methods, Rewards to meritorious teachers and 

researchers, Teachers to upgrade qualifications and knowledge were some of the highlights of 

the recent developments in the education system. The Knowledge Commission Report (2007) 

headed by Sam Pitroda emphasized on Access, Concepts, Creation, Application and Services in 

Education sector.   

The NITI Aayog (National Institution for Transforming India-2015)is a policy think tank of 

the Government of India, established with the aim to achieve Sustainable Development Goals 

and to enhance cooperative federalism by fostering the involvement of State Governments of 

India in the economic policy-making process using a bottom-up approach. Its initiatives include 

"15 year road map", "7-year vision, strategy and action plan", AMRUT, Digital India, Atal 

Innovation Mission, Medical Education Reform, agriculture reforms, Indices Measuring States’ 

Performance in Health, Education and Water Management, Sub-Group of Chief Ministers on 

Rationalization of Centrally Sponsored Schemes, Sub-Group of Chief Ministers on Swachh 

Bharat Abhiyan, Sub-Group of Chief Ministers on Skill Development, Task Forces on 

Agriculture and op of Poverty, and Transforming India Lecture Series. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darul_Uloom_Deoband
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darul_Uloom_Deoband
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darul_Uloom_Deoband
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananda_Marga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananda_Marga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananda_Marga
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National Policy on Education 2019:The draft prepared by a committee chaired by K. 

Kasturirangan has been shared by the Human Resource Development ministry for public 

commentson 31 May 2019. The policy aims at making India a knowledge super power by 

equipping students with the necessary skills and knowledge. It also aims at eliminating man 

power in Science, Technology, academics and industry. The draft policy is built up on the 

foundation pillars of access, equity, quality, affordability and accountability with the structure of 

5 +3+3+4.  

The key changes in the draft: The National policy of education of 1986 modified in 1992 

required changes to meet with the contemporary and futuristic demands of India. 

1. In the journey of four years, starting from January 2015 to the culmination of it through K. 

KasturiranganCommittee constituted in June 2017 till the date of submitting the report to 

the ministry has 5 foundational principles:   access, equity, quality, affordability and 

accountability. 

2. The approach of the committee is to look at the education in a continuum rather than looking 

at education as various sub sectors by which it stands. Hence this committee has been 

extremely comprehensive when compared to the previous committees, in covering not only 

school education but also Higher education, professional education which includes 

Agricultural education, legal education, Medical education and Technical Education, teacher 

education and research and innovation. The coverage of the policy has been so 

comprehensive that it is one of a kind that has not taken place earlier in the country. 

3. The new Apex body proposed by NPE 2019 is called as the RashtriyaShikshaAayog. It will 

enable a holistic and integrated implementation of all educational initiatives and 

programmatic interventions. The body also will coordinate between the Centre and the 

States. 

4. School education: Early childhood care and education has been integrated within the 

ministry of education in this new policy. So there is a demand to change the nomenclature 

itself from the ‘Ministry of Human Resource Development’ to the ‘Ministry of Education’. 

All the features of education which are outside the periphery of Human Resource 

Development actually are within the integral part of education now.  

• Early childhood care from 3 years to 6 years of age which was not a part of 

education is now brought into the school itself, which is a major change in the policy.  

• Certain foundational skills of children through the new structure of 5+3+3+4 are the 

second major change. 

• Discovery learning, learning by play, activity based learning is to be followed for 3 to 

6 year olds to develop the psychological aspects of cognitive and various other 

foundational skills of literacy and numerical skills of the child which are very 

important at the later stages of life.  
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• A mission mode execution of this early childhood care through National Tutors 

Program, Remedial Instructional Aids Program, and Nutrition Programs to 

strengthen the educational foundation of 3 to 8 year olds is suggested. 

• The foundational stage is between 3 and 8 years (grades 1 to 2); The preparatory 

stage is from 8 to 11years (grades 3 to 5); the middle stageis 11 to 14years (grades 6 

to 8); and then the Secondary stage from 14 to 18 years (grades 9 to 12); the policy 

looks at the entire spectrum between 3 years to 18 years as a continuum and not 

segmented. For functional reasons, the stages are segmented but for a child, it is 

continuous and then the policy considers the child’s journey as a continuous process 

and hence tries to bring the interconnectedness for curricular and pedagogical reasons 

and not infra-structure part of it. 

• For the infra-structural point of view, given the size and complexity of India, it is 

felt that the school should not be looked at independent units alone but should be 

looked at as a complex, so that there is a sharing of resources, both human and 

infrastructural. 

• School system also will have governance changes with regulatory body, 

accreditation systems. 

• The policy tries to achieve a fully literate society by 2030. 

 

5. Higher Education: The NPE 2019 envisions an India Centred education system that 

contributes directly in transforming India sustainably into an equitable and vibrant 

knowledge society, by providing high quality education to all. The global and local synergy 

is aimed at through its propositions. All the HE systems would be categorized as Tier 1, Tier 

2 and Tier 3. 

• The tier 1 –Research Universities, focuses on Research and within 10 to 20 years 

period, around 150 to 300 research institutions of high quality research output to be 

able match global institutions would be formed. They would offer UG, PG, 

Doctoral,Professional and Vocational programs. 

• The tier 2-Teaching Universities,would be basically teaching universities with a 

little bit of research; they would offer UG, PG, Doctoral, Certificate, Diploma 

programs, along with contributing to a cutting edge research. Around 1000 to 2000 

such institutions in the next two decades is expected in the country.  Some of them 

might aim to join tier I as and when their research improves in higher quality. 

• The tier 3-Colleges would be purely autonomous Degree granting colleges. They 

offer UG programs in addition to Certificate and Diploma programs across all fields 

and disciplines. CBCS and Semester pattern to be followed and hence the education is 

more liberal. Emphasis is on vocational training and research. Some of them might 

aim to join tier II and tier I as and when their research improves in higher quality. 

• By 2032, all institutions should be accredited and accordingly funded. 

• M. Phil. programs are to be discontinued. 
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• Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC)are given importance with CBCS division. 

• A National Research Foundation(NRF)to be established to propel research in all 

the subject areas like Science, Technology, Social Sciences and Humanities. The idea 

is to spread the research culture at the under graduate education. The research index is 

low today because the undergraduates are not research oriented. Rs.20, 000Crores is 

ear marked to encourage the youngsters to take up research projects and to incentivise 

them with awards and recognitions. 

• The student who leaves the system after one year will be conferred a Certificate; 

while the one who leaves the system after two years will be conferred a Diploma; and 

the student who leaves the system after three years will be conferred a Degree. 

• The Under graduation program could be of three years or four years and after the 

fourth year, an Honours Degree would be conferred. 

• The Post-graduation programis for two years for a Degree holder and one year for 

the honours holder. 

 

6. Teacher Education:The B.Ed. Colleges would be situated in the universities. Fully qualified 

teachers and excellent training to be offered periodically for becoming motivated teachers. 

Teacher’s creativity is given maximum importance which is trained in the CPD –

Continuous Professional Developmentto be in pace with the new trends in the respective 

subjects. Teacher performance would be assessed and accredited for promotions. The closure 

of teacher education colleges that are substandard and non-functional is also proposed. 

 

7. Professional Education: Centralized Exit Examination for MBBS is the key new feature 

proposed by the policy makers. 

 

 

8. Language issues: The draft says that the Government is convicted to promote all languages 

with no imposition of any particular language and with no discrimination of any language. 

The three language formula of the Kothari commission of 1964 emphasises the study of 

Northern language by the southern people and vice-versa.  The draft proposes the following: 

• There also is an emphasis of English as an international language.  

• There is no question of imposition of any language, especially Hindi. Hindi is now an 

optional subject to be offered. 

•  The draft talks about the classical languages and modern Indian languages and 

making a symbiotic relationship between all the Indian languages rather than creating 

any differences between them. 

• Sanskrit language be offered at all levels of school and HE as one of the optional 

languages on par with all schedule of 8 languages. 
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9. The functions of the government proposed in terms of funding, operation and as assessor and 

regulator of the entire education system is also revised. To do all the functions at a time is 

often very difficult. So the Government will be funder and operator but will not be the 

regulator and assessor. Assessing will be through National Achievement Survey (NAS) and 

Sate Achievement Survey (SAS). 

 

10. UGC will be replaced by NHERA-National Higher Education Regulatory Authorityas 

the sole authority of HE and NAAC-National Assessment and Accreditation Council shall 

be the Accreditation authority. There will be a Yes /No accreditation by NAAC instead of 

grading. 

 

11. Open and Distance Learning ODL will be encouraged and are also accredited by NAAC. 

 

12. AICTE and NCTE will be transformed to Professional Standard Setting Bodies PSSBs 

 

13. Common man’s view is incorporated from all across the country with grass root 

consultations from -village, block, district, urban local bodies and the state level both for 

school level and higher education on the 33 basic themes and then the report is made. 

Consensus building has been an on-going process throughout.  

 

14. National Scholarship funds for HE is re structured. 

Drawbacks: this ambitious draft aims to implementing the policy in the school and HE areas 

with the following short comings. 

1. The compulsory education is between the age groups of 6 and 16 years. Though the idea 

of early childhood and care is very essential but including that in the school education 

system becomes a herculean task in its implementation process. The site and content of it 

are not clear. 

2. The compulsory education is increased up to grade 12 i.e., up to 18 years of age. It is an 

expansive proposition and the justification of it is not clear. 

3. Practical issues of education departments in the universities again are a question while 

getting implemented. 

4. As the Government will not be the Assessor and Regulator and the assessment and 

regulation will be from a private body, it is not clear as to how both will work together in 

deciding the accreditation and assessment of an institution. 

5. How far these regulatory bodies at school and college levels establish the learning 

achievements at thegovernment schools and colleges along with the private institutions is 

still a question. 

6. Covering the 3 to 18 years of children under the system of education is highly ambitious 

and requires a constitutional amendment. 
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7.  To cover 12 grade also as compulsory education is focusing more on quantity rather than 

quality. What is required is to improve the quality of education atboth Government and 

private sectors rather than focusing on the quality. 

8. Should natal and prenatal studies also be taken care as in certain institutes in Gujarat state 

that is working under the principle ofAbhimanyu, Ahtavakrais also a question uncovered. 

9. B.Ed is good, but less emphasis is given on M. Ed.  Instead of M. Ed., Masters of 

Teacher Education isto be framed. 

10. Clarity regarding Ph. D. norms also is required. 

Suggestions: The following are the suggestions to improve the Policy of Education 2019, to 

empower India and lead the world by 2030. 

• Let there be no distinction in standard, books, teachers and infrastructural facilities 

provided between Government schools and colleges and private institutions. Let there 

be one country-one education policy; one country-one syllabus; one country –one 

examination throughout the country; with practically no distinction between the rich 

and the poor, the English medium and local medium schools and colleges in the rural 

and urban areas all across the country. 

• The child between the age group of 3 and 8 years in the foundation stage must be 

oriented to develop societal commitment, patriotic fervour, universal unity, global 

synergy, environmental responsibility and cosmic understanding through stories, 

songs, skits and dances. 

• From the foundational level to the Higher Education, every grade of learning should 

incorporate one mandatory paper of morals, values and ethicsin the form of 

various short fictions and moral stories. 

• The education system should inculcate patriotism and love for the nation among its 

citizens in the form of national songs, patriotic songs, singing national anthem and 

national song along with various prescribed stories related to patriots and National 

leaders.  

• Texts related to the Indian Culture and Indian traditionof 3000 to 5000 years is to 

be incorporated in the school and college curriculums to enable the young generation 

understand the rich and vast cultural heritage of the country. 

• Indian history beginning with the Vedic period till date is to be properly and 

objectively be written first by the Indian scholars in the respective fields and in toto 

be included as a package to the students from primary to Higher Education 

levels.This should be supplemented with the world history for a proper 

understanding of history, culture, politics and international underpinnings of 

concepts. 

• Philosophy and psychology teachings to go deep inside the individual for a proper 

understanding of  the inner self should be prescribed from the secondary level of 
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teaching to enable the student know his/her own self and understand the basic 

questions of existence from various perspectives. 

• Skill based teaching and learning is a must ; but a proper methodology to be 

adopted with a clear understanding of course, classroom deliberations and learning 

outcomes. 

• Utilizing a very large part of the world’s intellectual resources through the use of 

ICT at all levels and areas is a must. 

• Industry academia interaction and synergic working in designing the courses and 

programs at all levels is a must. Let the academicians break the thick walls of 

academic shell and be close to the industry to understand the expectations of society 

and contemporary productiveness for a more meaningful impart of pedagogywith real 

life education. 

• The research output should be society based, benefitted by a common man in the 

country and the world rather than merely bookish. The achieving of the learning 

outcomes of the pedagogy is as important as the practical application of the research. 

 

Conclusion: Education is beautification of the inner world and the outer world.The highest 

education is that which makes man’s life in harmony with all existence;it is the only powerful 

weapon to change the world. Modern education of technology should go hand in hand with the 

Indian traditional education of culture along with the inculcation of a sense of responsibility towards 

self, society, country and the world.  

*** 

 

Reference: 

Draft of National Education Policy 2019 

  ❑❑❑ 
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3. 

 

Ethnic Clashes in Afghanistan:                                                               

Reference to “The Swallows of Kabul” by Yasmina Khadra  
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Yasmina Khadra’s The Swallows of Kabul gives an insight of Afghanistan from the 

perspective of a foreign writer. Khadra has written novels on the Algerian struggle and thus 

could relate his experiences with that of the conditions in Afghanistan. Khadra’s descriptive style 

helps every reader, even the Western, to feel what these characters feel.  Certainly there are 

issues which need to be addressed in modern-day Afghanistan, about culture, about oppression, 

about religious beliefs. Before that, his characters take the readers for an errand to a land 

unspoken and uncalled for. 

Outline of the Novel: 

The novel The Swallows of Kabul follows the lives of two couples --  Mohsen and 

Zunaira and Atiq and Musarrat,  navigating the dangers and sorrows of life under the rule of the 

ethnic Mujahideen and Taliban.  They are members of the nation soon fading away from its once 

rich culture. Mohsen and Zunaira belong to the educated middle-class and are victims of the 

political vicissitudes of the nation. They are reduced to a life of seclusion and desperation as the 

rules set by the new ethnic groups are conflicting and confusing. The characters surrender to the 

laws of the ethnic groups keeping their integrity at stake. Atiq and Musarrat find themselves torn 

between their allegiance to the Islamic law and the nuances thrusted by the ethnic Mujahideen 

and Taliban. Theirs is a world of war and oppression where men are maimed by landmines and 

public stoning. The pull of this animalistic world is ubiquitous in their lives making them 

adaptable to the new forced culture eclipsing their tendencies of humanity.  

Atiq belongs to the ethnic Mujahideen group; a group that began with the paradigm of 

fighting the Russians. He is a jailer in the novel and displays all emotions of hatred, dislike, 

frustration and unhappiness. He is also tired of the conditions at home because of his sick wife, 

and shoulders major responsibilities and chores of the house. His wife, Musarrat is suffering 

from an incurable disease and is often found sitting in a corner of the house weeping because of 

her helplessness and deteriorating health. Musarrat saves Atiq’s life when he was injured during 

the Russian war and hence Atiq has great regard for his dutiful wife and feels responsible 

towards her. He is a devout Muslim; he has not so far questioned his fundamentalist faith.  He 
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lives a very mechanical life, with neither pity, nor hope, love being almost a forgotten entity. 

Also Atiq’s religious faith and his sense of manhood are beginning to shake--- the prevailing 

devastation and his wives health and barren womb being major culprits. Atiq is unable to 

comprehend whether it is the horrendous job of guarding prisoners or the ghosts of the 

prostitutes who were executed are reasons why the jail’s shadowy corners are filled with the 

musty reek of the next world. And he tries to seek a solution for his condition, he confides in a 

friend and childhood companion Mirza Shah who is a chauvinist and believes in accepting the 

changes in Afghanistan instead of fretting over. He justifies women oppression and the dictums 

levied by the new ethnic groups. Atiq is rather troubled more when he is told to throw Musarrat 

out and divorce her. He also suggests Atiq to marry a younger woman who will give him a 

child.   

Mohsen and Zunaira though devastated by the rules set by the Taliban lead a routine life; 

they are deprived of relatives, food and basic amenities though. Mohsen’s stoning of the 

prostitute give vent to the tragic events that the four characters in the novel are entangled with. 

Zunaira does not forgive Mohseen and this leads to his death. Later in the novel, Atiq comes 

across a beautiful woman, Zunaira, a prisoner in his jail and also condemned to death. He is so 

starved of beauty that his instincts are aroused. He cannot bear the thought of her execution and 

begins to talk to her and tries rescuing her from the public justice spectacle. Musarrat is surprised 

by the sudden development and is overwhelmed by her husband’s transition. She actually is 

happy for him and thinks of a scheme to save the woman. She suggests a much more daring 

remedy for her husband’s sorrows, the one which is as shocking as it is utterly liberated and 

potentially liberating. 

Men & Women as Victims 

The ethnicity factor in the novel is very glaring; all characters being victims to the 

emerging ethnic groups who promised to safeguard the interests of the people. Most of the 

characters here are victims: Atiq, Musarrat, Mohsen Ramat, Zunaira, Nazeesh. Mirza Shah and 

Qassim can be characterized under those people who stand unaffected by the brutal disposition 

of the ethnic groups; they hardly contest with the apocalyptic intentions of the Mujahideen or the 

Taliban. The novel opens with the goriest of events of Afghanistan, the act of public justice, the 

law decided by the ethnic Taliban. It is a scene where the people of Afghanistan are 

overwhelmed to watch the public execution of a prostitute take place. The woman is planted in a 

hole, buried till the thighs with earth, readied to be stoned to death. The mullah bestows all 

words of heresy upon the prostitute and declares that a few people choose to wallow in filth like 

pigs and hence deserve the wrath of God. He accuses her of shutting herself to the muezzin’s call 

and one who hearkens to the ribaldries of Satan. As she has turned her herself away from the 

path of the Lord, the Lord turns his back on her, hence she deserves death. And after the Mullah 

reciting a verse from the Quran, the crowd rushes to the heaps of rocks placed in the square for 

the purpose. The woman suffers a projectile of stones coming from all directions and collapses in 

less than a minute, for the vultures to feast. It is as though, the people have come to watch a 

spectacular show and would be highly disappointed if the stoning does not happen. The people 
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have adapted themselves to the changed brutal regime, allowing their logical abilities to remain 

dormant. The society is in the grip of the ethnic Taliban, not allowing them to contest for 

freedom, not allowing them to live, to breathe in peace. But when we interpret the verses from 

the holy book, the penalty for adultery is not stoning to death. And the punishment holds well 

only if the adulterer is a hardened and habitual sinner and also a perpetual disturber of peace of 

the society. as per Verse 24:2 of the Surah, 

“The woman and the man guilty of unlawful sex (adultery or fornication), flog each of 

them with a hundred stripes; let not compassion move you in their case in a matter 

prescribed by Allah if ye believe in Allah and the Last day; and let a party of the 

believers witness their punishment.”(24) 

Hence there is nothing to prove the contention of stoning to death being the punishment 

for adultery in the book of God. On the contrary, there are clear indications in Quran that 

punishment of 100 lashes is for all adult and sane persons making illicit sexual intercourse, be 

they married or unmarried, men or women. Verse 24:8 of the Surah also says that the adulterer is 

subject to punishment if the sinner has not been transformed by compassion as prescribed by 

Allah. The sinner also is rightful of being saved if there is repentance and makes amendments in 

the living pattern. Moreover, someone who launches a false charge against a chaste woman and 

does not produce four witnesses to support the allegation is prone to eighty stripes as such men 

are wicked transgressors. The verse also says that the person guilty of adultery or fornication 

shall marry a man or woman who is similarly guilty or an unbeliever, as for the believers such a 

thing is forbidden. It is evident and clear that the adulterer being stoned to death is an adapted 

version of these religious despots. However when we refer to Islamic beliefs as per the Quran, 

God reveals what awaits the cruel nature of such people, “There are only grounds against those 

who wrong people and act as tyrants in the earth without any right to do so. Such people will 

have a painful punishment” (42:42). 

The ethnic groups have exploited their power and levied dictums that satiate their selfish 

political intentions. This event impacts the lives of the two couples leading them towards 

damnation. And when Atiq has Zunaira as a prisoner, he was almost zapped by her beauty and 

was finding reasons and ways to save her. He also attempts to speak to Qasim Abdul Jabbar- the 

executioner, pleading him to save Zunaira of the public justice. Atiq who was so overwrought 

with the intimidating circumstances around, of the anarchy and devastation, of his wife’s health, 

he tried to scrounge to bring a ray of hope in his life. Atiq finds Zunaira beautiful beyond 

imagination; he almost decides that she’s like a dawn gathering brightness in the heart of this 

poisonous squalid fatal dungeon. It is as though he were under a spell; he behaves weird at home, 

almost living in a trance. His strange ways bother Musarrat, but she can see the sudden sparkle in 

his eyes. And when he talks of Zunaira’s beauty to Musarrat, she is amused to see the poet 

instinct kindled in him. When Musarrat is irate at his strange behavior, of his overindulgence, he 
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almost goes to the extent of throttling her and warning her that he cannot stand Musarrat any 

longer; even her presence, or the smell of her body. And when Atiq learns from Zunaira about 

how Mohsen dies, he declares that it’s a mere accident as he tripped over a carafe and she does 

not deserve to be punished. He pleads Qasim to save her, to display some indulgence so that he 

would petition the qazi.  Instead, Qasim warns him to come to his senses blaming him that his 

black moods have weakened him and her beauty bamboozled him thoroughly.  Bearing in mind 

that killing an innocent person is like murdering all mankind, it is clear what a great sin all the 

killings, murders and genocide carried out by these extremist groups are. Atiq understands his 

futile efforts of saving Zunaira; he understands that no sermon, no holy man would help him 

save Zunaira. Everybody was making preparations for the event, as prestigious guests were 

coming to share the joy of public executions, of the implementation of the Sharia at the stadium 

on Friday. And once, he also persuades Zunaira to run out of the place, leaving the gates of the 

cell open for her. He pleads her to get away from this unforgiving and wretched nation; he would 

take the blame on himself of not having padlocked the chains properly. But Zunaira denies 

escaping. She says that she has nowhere to go, all her family members are either dead or are 

reported missing. She says that the only light she had in her life had been blown because of her 

own fault, she blew too hard on it, trying to turn it into a torch and that had put it out. Atiq is 

tormented because of her denial; he wonders how a person can accept dying because a bunch of 

incompetent quazi has reached a hasty verdict.  

Musarratplans to scheme against the situation and take Zunaira’s place in the cell to save her. 

Musarrat takes Zunaira’s place and Zunaira that of Musarrat and is made to sit in the jailor’s 

office to watch the execution take place. The great show occurs with multiple executions and 

also of Musarrat--- camouflaged as Zunaira under the aegis of Qassim. Zunaira is amongst the 

audience watching the show. And after the execution is over, very much appealing the Taliban 

thugs, Atiq goes in search of Zunaira. He waits for her at the entrance, searches in the stadium 

and not finding her anywhere goes delirious. He wanders in the street like a mad dog uttering 

Zunaira’s name repeatedly. He also seizes a few women, tears their clothes and lifts their heads 

by the hair. And finally, he gives in, when his head begins to oscillate and his surroundings turn 

dark. Before he comes to terms with the rules set by the Taliban, to be burnt, to be crucified, he 

closes his eyes in intense silence, to enter into a sleep unfathomable as the secrets of the night.  

Clash between the East and the West: The sermon given by Mullah Basheer in the novel 

denigrating the ways of the West is a sound example of ethnic clashes and the common man 

being victimized amidst the chaos. He says that the ways of the west are absurd and 

insubstantial, collapsed in the rubble of its own flimsiness. He also adds that it is chagrined by its 

progress and its colossal façade is a masquerade having lost its faith and soul. Its cutting-edge 

technology cannot intercept their prayers.On the other side, among the various interpretations of 

non-Muslims toward Islam one that seems very apparent is that Islam advocates violence and 

terrorism, it restricts basic human rights, oppresses women, and promotes slavery. In other 

words, non-Muslims, especially the Westerners, often criticize Islam on the grounds that it 
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advocates beliefs and actions that perpetuate injustice.As Gilles Kepel observes that a new 

religious approach took place in the modern times which did not aim at adapting to secular 

values but at recovering a sacred foundation for the arrangement of society and also by changing 

it if necessary. It was assumed that modernism has got its serious setbacks and dead ends leading 

to separation from the divine. 

Conclusion: In the novel it is seen that Afghanistan is reflective of the dominant ethnic Pashtun 

community. An important ideology in the Pashtun culture is that they adhere strongly to the 

tenets of Pashtunwali, their value systems. The tenets of nang and namoos, of honour and pride 

display their belief system. But then a parallel set of beliefs of the ethnic groups gives a clear 

view that the preservation and promotion of these values supersede over material considerations. 

Religion has been made adaptable for political reasons. Afghanistan’s traditional society stopped 

the individuality of its people at a stage that did not threaten the authority of a leader. The ways 

of the ethnic Taliban give a clear picture of their treatment of men and women.The situation is 

much more complex where clash of civilizations is the beginning of conflicts within the nation. 

As the external ethnic forces have been occupying this land, new ethnic groups started emerging. 

These perpetrators have invariably forced the people in the nation to re-interpret Islam and its 

teachings. The origin of fundamentalist ethnic groups exemplifies the rise of Islamism, with its 

adherence to interpretation of particular faith and its desire to fight a holy war against the 

infidels. In the process, it did form a conduit for transnational coalition of Islamist warriors 

where culture, politics and religion became highly subjective. Social norms were also decided on 

the re-interpretations of the Islamic teachings befriending tyranny and making freedom of 

enquiry heretic.  
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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays in politics as happens in product and service branding, politicians and political 

parties all thought the world are creating their brands. Political marketing’s single goal is to 

win the elections and capture the power. As in current scenario social life of peoples revolves 

around social media, it plays critical role to influence political behaviour. So to build a strong 

image, candidates resort to take all ways and means. The widespread presence of social media is 

a cheaper way to persuade voters to vote for a particular party or leader. Political parties in 

recent general elections had developed smart campaign strategies to reach voters. How far it 

had helped them win elections is what we need to find and analyse.So how are voters influenced 

or persuaded? What makes voters change their perception? This research paper based on all 

these questions and sheds light on the reality of social media. 

 

Key words: Political Parties, elections, political marketing, politics and promotion 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Election fever has just passed away from India and about to hit rest of world as citizens in 

countries like America, United Kingdom, South Africa, Japan and the Indonesia head to the polls 

to cast their vote.In the time since these countries last held their general elections, Donald Trump 

won the presidency in the United States and Britain voted to exit the European Union, with 

social media playing a crucial role during the political campaigning in these two events.In India 

also most of the credit for the BhartiyaJanta Party’s landslide win in 2014 was given to its 

marketing and branding campaigns. The media agencies who handled these campaigns were 

Ogilvy and Mather, Soho Square and Madison World. It was perhaps for the first time that the 

importance of ads and public relations in the Indian elections came into limelight.Needless to 

say, the advertising and public relations campaigns have gotten even bigger because there is a lot 

more at stake. Being the trending national topic these days, it is no surprise that some advertising 

management courses also have included case studies on elections in their modules. 

In recent 2019 general elections of India the leaders, candidates and workers from the National 

Democratic Alliance (NDA) and United Progressive Alliance (UPA) had fought loggerheads to 

come to power. In current political scenario there is a huge demand for media professionals who 

understand political marketing well.Nowadays political parties hire PR, advertising agencies and 
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social media experts, who design short-term as well as long-term media plans which suits leader 

as well as political parties. The modern science of politics sees voters as consumers and so-called 

leaders and servants of public want to ‘sell’ them and voters have to ‘purchase’ those politicians 

in the elections. 

Prof. Colm Fox, assistant professor of political science at the School of Social Sciences at 

Singapore Management University (SMU), explains that it is often difficult to judge the impact 

of social media on elections and campaigns and it is rare to find well-designed studies to assess 

their impact, particularly outside the west. According to Fox the impact of social media is often 

over rated and other traditional forms such as print as well as electronic media plus door-to-door 

campaigning is still the primary means for candidates to mobilizing voters. 

Let’s take a look at what role Digital media is playing in the Indian election 2019. 

Electoral Ads 

There is no doubt that ads can reach out effectively to both rural and urban masses. The political 

parties are spending huge chunks of money on electoral ads. According to the Indian 

Transparency Report on polls released by Google, Some parties spend as high as approximately 

32% of their campaign budget on advertisements. The most popular ad mediums used by these 

parties include television, print, radio and digital media. 

 

Content Marketing 

Content is the king, no matter what marketing tactic is used in the elections. While the content is 

definitely given primary focus in the speeches, brochures, leaflets and all other mediums of 

communication, a new face of content has recently emerged. 

Though subtle, this new form of content is hard-hitting and grabs immediate attention. One such 

type of content is political movies. These movies get heavily promoted on social media directly 

and indirectly by the PR agencies and influencers. Apart from these movies and books, other 

interesting content ads can be witnessed on Twitter, YouTube and Facebook in the form of 

memes and fact-based information. 

Digital Advertising 

With more than 260 million active social media users in India, the political parties know that it 

would be a colossal mistake not to leverage it. Most of political leaders are actively present on 

social media handles and engage with their followers on a day-to-day basis. The political parties 

are drawing voters in huge numbers through highly structured and targeted campaigns via digital 

marketing. The fact that young population can be influenced through social media is another 

reason why the political parties are focusing on digital media as a tool for ad and PR. 

 

Mobile Advertising 

The recent elections also focused on sending targeted and personalized PR campaigns by sending 

text and WhatsApp messages. These messages are customized in regional languages and usually 

sent directly or as forwards, either highlighting the political party’s strengths or targeting 

weaknesses of the rival parties. Some parties have even started exploring automated calls to the 
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voters requesting to vote in their favour. India is home to 731 million mobile users and more than 

200 million WhatsApp users. Imagine the reach that mobile marketing had given to political 

parties. 

 

Direct PR Engagement with Public 

Through the PR campaigns like ‘Chai PeCharcha’ and ‘Mann Ki Baat’, the government 

highlights what it is doing for the public, talks about governance and also takes feedback from 

people on what should be improved. The government has also addressed children during board 

exams, talking about the importance of yoga and even publishing a book called ‘Exam Warriors’. 

 

Television Interviews and Debates 

Another way the political parties are engaged in PR campaigns was by appearing in face-to-face 

interviews and debates on television channels. When the voters get to see and hear their leaders 

up close and personal, they tend to form an opinion. So, an increasing number of politicians can 

be seen on television trying to connect with the voters. 

 

Influencer Marketing  

Manypolitical parties are collaborating with social media influencers to push their messages to 

the voters. These influencers come from different walks of life such as Bollywood, sports like 

cricket, fashion, food, travel, lifestyle and defence as well, and are quite popular among 

millennial voters. 

 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 

As one can easily observe the elections had been forward-looking in their approach and political 

parties want to tap every age group of voters. They are leaving no stone unturned to leverage all 

the ad and PR mediums to get the maximum reach. For this political parties of India had spent 

heavily in general elections of 2019. Let’s have a look on how heavily these political players 

spent on PR and social media campaign.   

Capital expenditure in brand building 

As much as 26 billion rupees expected spent by BJP only on advertising in the elections, 

according to Zenith India, a firm that arranges for slots on TV and in newspapers. That’s more 

than double the 12 billion that the Election Commission estimates the two main parties spent in 

2014. In February alone, more than 40 million rupees was spent on political advertising on just 

one site—Facebook—the company’s report shows. Then there are T-shirts with the slogan 

“Namo Again” peddled by his camp.  

Budget of Election Commission of India 

Campaign spending by political parties accounts for almost all India’s election outlays. But the 

Election Commission has also faced large costs organizing an election with polling stations 

running from 15,000 feet above sea level in the Himalayas and one for a sole hermit deep in the 

jungles of Western India. India’s budget has allocated 2.62 billion rupees to the Election 
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Commission this fiscal year, a new high. Some of that may be used for elephants to carry 

electronic voting machines to relatively inaccessible regions, and boats to ferry men and 

materials across the mighty Brahmaputra river in the northeast. 

Electoral Finance 

Electoral finance has crossed all limits. Between 2014 and 2019, the new instrument of ‘electoral 

bonds’ was introduced by the BJP governmentwhich leads to make funding of political parties 

and candidates utterly opaque. Surprisingly, 95% of these bonds had gone to the ruling party, 

creating campaign wealth of an unprecedented order. Evidence of this is the capture of the public 

space by its ubiquitous and expensive advertising, and the easy availability of masks, flags, 

earrings, saris, brooches, pencil cases, umbrellas.  And it works, especially in places where the 

message is new. For instance, in a state like West Bengal, Karnataka and Kerala where the party 

organisation is relatively weak, people enthusiastically stated that the BJP would come back. 

When asked why, their reply is ‘you see their colours everywhere, so they must be winning’.  

Congress has received far fewer funds because of a perception it is unlikely to win the election, 

political strategists said. The opposition party has been hampered by its inability to forge a 

national alliance to take on Modi and has struggled to capitalise on discontent against the BJP 

over a lack of jobs and distressed farm incomes. 

Opaque campaign financing in the world’s largest democracy makes it tricky to get a full picture 

of money in politics here. But current and former BJP supporters, opposition politicians, 

businessmen and activists interviewed by Reuters say Modi had an unprecedented advantage, 

thanks to support from businesses. 

Impact of Whatsapp 

Whatsapp was not so popular in India till 2014.  By 2019 however, the combination of cheap 

smart phones and affordable data plans like ‘Jio’ helpfully made available by one company 

owned by a single industrialist who presciently stated ‘data is the new oil’ has made direct texts, 

video and audio messages to individual phones possible.  This combined with a formidable 

grassroots organisation of the same party has meant that voters receive regular feeds that are 

literally at their fingertips, to be rehearsed, disseminated and chanted with others.  It is as if 

spectators continually receive messages on their phones while the match is on, telling them that 

their team is the best and that their team will triumph as the only champions. 

BJP VS INC 

The ruling party had spent heavily on Facebook and Google advertisements, spending six times 

more than Congress since February, according to data from the two firms. Modi merchandise 

abounds, as do Modi marketing sites.The money puts the BJP in an extraordinarily powerful 

position, even over logistical issues like how to get its leaders to election rallies. According to a 

Congress official the BJP had the funds to reserve most of India’s fleet of helicopters for hire for 

90 days, making it difficult for opponents to get hold of them. About 95 percent of electoral 

bonds snapped up in a first tranche offering last year went to the BJP, according to data reviewed 

by Reuters through a Right To Information request and BJP filings.  
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MukeshAmbani, Asia’s richest man and the owner of the Reliance Industries conglomerate, hails 

from Modi’s home state of Gujarat and his family has praised the prime minister publicly. 

Ambani even splashed Modi’s face on advertisements for the Reliance Jio telecoms launch in 

2016.  

But Mumbai-based Ambanialso endorsed Congress candidate MilindDeora, appearing in a video 

saying “Milind is the man for South Bombay.” Deora’s politician father was a close friend of the 

Ambanis. 

The New Delhi-based Centre for Media Studies (CMS) estimates almost $8.6 billion had been 

spent on this year’s vote, roughly twice the 2014 election. The figure would surpass 

OpenSecrets.org’s estimate that $6.5 billion was spent in the 2016 U.S. presidential and 

congressional elections.Modi had been topped polls as India’s most popular politician, well 

ahead of Congress President Rahul Gandhi. According PawanKhera a congress man that was the 

most unequal election fought in India. 

CONCLUSION 

The current political scenario has changed our political as well as ideological behavior, which is 

highly influenced by social media. From dawn till dusk, we receive messages over Facebook, 

Twitter, and WhatsApp. The content is generated by marketing agencies and IT cells of political 

parties. Candidates also hire social media experts to build a strong image to win the election.For 

these reason the 2019 election was a radical rupture from any that came before it. This time 

people of India witnessed a truly twenty first century campaign where one party has combined 

the use of technology and organisation to propagate the message it wants voters to consume, 

regardless of veracity, determined to win at all cost. And this desire to win elections with the 

help of social media with proper structured political marketing echoes a wider mood in the 

country.  
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INTRODUCTION : English language has become a global language in today’s world. As a result, 

English as Second Language or foreign language is becoming a major area of interest for non-

native learners in the countries of Expanding and Outer Circles. But learning a second or foreign 

language is not easy. 

Lado, the renowned American linguist furthermore explained that the objectives of learning a 

non-native language as “the ability to use it, understanding its meanings and connotations in 

terms of the target language and culture, and the ability to understand the speech and writing of 

natives of the target culture in terms of their great ideas and achievement” (Lado, 1964: 25).  

India is a multilingual country and Indian Government has declared Hindi as a national language 

and English as an official language but pedagogically English is introduced as a third language in 

schools; and as a first language from +2 level onwards. Hence, there should be uniformity in the 

language usage in India. Moreover, teaching ESL through literature in heterogeneous Indian 

classrooms, is a challenge for the teachers as the present day’s learners are more. 

Thus, my research will focus to exhibit or stress ESL teaching – learning process through 

literature utility, more functional with easy and aesthetic approaches. My research will search 

learning fuels for the young and hyperactive minds who are not only nomophobians ( no-mobile-

phobians )but also fickles.  

OBJECTIVES: 

 

➢ To provide the teaching fraternity, an aesthetic and easy pedagogical atmosphere through 

various implementing methods and approaches. 

➢ Toencourage teachers embrace literature positively in their ESL classrooms and make it 

morefunctional suits to adopt social and professional attitude. 

➢ To suggest some of selective literary pieces of prose and poetry along with language 

learning tasks to satisfy the teaching and learning process.  
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DISCUSSION  

The language teaching needs a makeover in India. The most of contents that have been taught at 

the school level are being repeated in the intermediate, graduation and in professional studies. 

Hence, students don’t feel its importance as a language study. The syllabus must be innovative 

where the students are given a challenge and an opportunity to test their ability and realize the 

need for improvement. 

 

Need of Makeover: Syllabus / Content 

 

Learning the language ascodes is not adopting the language. Knowledge about language code 

should be supplemented by the knowledge about its appropriate use to communicate meaning in 

varying contexts. One of the problems of language learning is thus the contextualisation or the 

appropriate use of the language code learnt.1 

Every learning level,from primary to UG level, has different hunger of knowledge and 

challenges. To meet these, the syllabus of ESL should be based on realistic situation as well as 

in Indian context whereas at UG level it should an extension with international context in order 

to provide the more utility of the language. It will be a statement of paradox, ‘ English is a 

Global Language and universally communicated,’ If we don’t provide global situations and 

context in Indian syllabus; especially, at UG level. Lessons content should be combination of 

fiction and non – fiction. This combination will help the learner to adopt both social and 

professional aptitude and attitude; and can easily communicate globally. 

 

Emphasis on Indian English Literature 

 

The expressions in any language are controlled and to a great extent conditioned by the cultural 

peculiarities of its native speaking community. Understanding the culture of a particular 

language community is thus of great importance to its foreign speakers. This is evident not in 

the learning of its literature alone, but even in the learning of its language, especially in realising 

the value of its idiomatic expressions. It is literature that provides the ESL learners with this link 

towards the culture of their target language.1 

 

Bringing Indian Literature into the ESL classrooms will be more beneficial in acquisition of 

language. As we know language can be learnt easily &effectively through the language skills i.e. 

Listening, Speaking and later Reading and Writing in very lively and familiar situations. 

Moreover, one of the teaching techniques is translation courses which make the learners 

translate literary texts like drama, poetry and short stories into the mother tongue, or vice versa. 

Since translation gives students the chance to practice the lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic 

and stylistic knowledge they have acquired in other courses, translation as an application area 

covering four basic skills. 
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This is just an evidence of the best utility of literature. More various literary prose are available 

to meet this concept such as : biographies; memoirs; journalism; and historical, scientific, 

technical, or economic writings; even other writings can be utilised as an abridged version, if it 

meets the requirement of teaching skills ( Listening, Speaking , Reading and Writing ) and areas 

( Vocabulary & Grammar ) 

 

Need of Makeover: Methodology 

 

In this regards, my emphasis will be on both teachers and learners methodology.  

 

“There is no single acceptable way to go about teaching language today.”4 The statements 

quoted above make it clear that no single approach or method is appropriate for all learning 

styles. A good lesson will, therefore, be one in which the teachers use a smorgasbord of 

activities taken from a variety of sources. By varying our techniques, we will give students of all 

styles the chance to shine some of the time.4 

 

Hence, it is becomes mandatory to carve and enable the hands of those who have to use this 

teaching tool for carving the learners’ communication skills.  

 

Therefore, to strengthen the teaching – learning process through literature, especially in Indian 

classrooms from primary level to UG level, convincing efforts are needed to train the trainers. 

Perhaps, they are with the conventional notion that teaching literature is simply telling stories or 

play a drama for entertainment and thus it is a day-dreaming task which extends the language 

learning just to comprehend the literary text or there are many teachers who started teaching 

literature without any literature background except the technical qualification of B.Ed. Such and 

more other categories of teachers at primary level of learning are available who need to be 

groomed and convinced by encouraging and providing them various innovative ideas or 

methods to teach and make any text of literature the best tool of teaching. 

 

It is easy in the early stagesto provide contexts through demonstrations, pictures and drawings. 

But at the advanced level, it is literature that brings the ESL learners close to how the language 

works in real life. Drama and fiction depict people communicating in common situations. Even 

the least realistic kind of literature, which is usually in verse, can help the learners recognise the 

rhythmic patterns of the English language which will be more practical and close to real life. 

Thus where the language drills and grammar lessons tend to think in terms of abstractions like 

phonemes, morphemes, words, clauses, structures etc. literature throws the emphasis on to 

context, on to how language is used for communication.1 

 

I advocate the above statement in two points of view that there are various play way methods to 

teach primary level but from secondary level to UG level will be a challenging task for the 
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teachers to handle and tackle the smart, fickleand smart people who have born and brought 

around gadget and believers of more practical approaches to achieve the task.  

 

Literature teaching to facilitate language teaching goals and processes in Indian UG-level ESL 

classrooms need to have a different orientation. Specific objectives once having been clearly 

outlined, it remains for the enterprising teacher to perfectly plan the teaching progress strategies. 

The whole literature text needs to be broken up into useful divisions to conform to the needs of 

the plan of progress which teaching in the language achievements already targeted in some 

purpose-oriented way envisions.2 

 

The above suggestions and the method of teaching literature at UG level, are apprehending 

approaches and preparation guidance to the teachers but there is a need to wave both literature 

and language learning tasks in such a way which turn out into an innovative challenging task/s. 

Hence, my search will be on to find out more innovative or modified conventional methods 

which satisfied the young minds   

 

CONCLUSION : In nut shell, my research will be focusing on the best utility of Indian English 

literature as the key tool to teach along with innovative practical methods of teaching, in Indian 

classrooms, in more Indian contextualized learning atmosphere which not only meet the 

requirement of the professional life but also invoke positive interest in both teachers and 

learners towards literature.  
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ABSTRACT 

The first few paragraphs state that how Raja Rao shared his mythical techniques by 

comparing the life of Rama and the life of Gandhiji. Then he emphasized the struggles of Rama 

and Sita by connecting with the struggles of Gandhi and Moorthy. Kanthapura novel is a very 

good example in which the protagonist Moorthy followed Gandhi and his teachings. Then the 

last few paragraphs state the life of Lord shiva and Parvathy which was connected with Gandhi 

and his followers. Raja Rao too was very clear in explaining each characters and the connectivity 

between Ramayana and Kanthapura. He was very successful using myths. I hope the readers are 

also going to enjoy the taste of this paper by reading it in detail.  

 

MYTHICAL TECHNIQUES OF RAJA RAO’S ‘KANTHAPURA’ 

The word ‘Myth’ is derived from the Ancient Greek ‘Mythos’ which means speech, 

narrative, fiction, myth and plot. This Greek word was being used in nineteenth century as a 

traditional story, a religious belief or ritual or a natural phenomenon and so on. 

The main role in myths is Gods, demigods or supernatural humans. Raja Rao became 

very famous person, because of the Kanthapura novel. Kanthapura novel is dealing with the 

influences of Gandhian freedom struggle in the South Indian village called ‘Kanthapura’. He 

used his artistic talents of myth in the novel perfectly. Kanthapura is best known for the myth, 

legends, symbols and creative tradition stories. As a grandmother or grandfather tells or narrates 

a story, Kanthapura portrays a genuine image series with living human beings. It is based on the 

structure of epic Ramayana. 

Raja Rao used ancient mythological motifs knowingly as a technique of narration. He 

portrayed clearly in Kanthapura the epics like Ramayana, Mahabharata and Bhagavatha. He 

believed that Indians would give more importance to the mythological characters. He attempted 

to show the similarity between Ramayana and Kanthapura. That is why; he is one of the best 

Indian novelists writing in English.Raja Rao, in Kanthapura, promotes Gandhian struggle for 

freedom offering a mythological portico by incorporating Indian myths. Raja Rao notes, “The 
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subtlety of the Gandhian thought and the complex political situation of Pre-independence could 

be explained to the unlettered villagers only through legends and religious stories of gods”(K-

55). 

Sage Valmiki narrated the Ramayana and Achakka the old womanof the village is a 

narrator and commentator of Kanthapura. Gandhiji is an equivalent to Rama and India is an 

equivalent to Sita. Rama’s exile is an equivalent to Gandhiji’s trip to England and Indians were 

compared with Bharatha. Kanthapura is compared with Ayodhya, a traditional caste ridden 

village which is away from all the modern ways of living.“It is not for nothing the Mahatma is a 

Mahatma and he would not be Mahatma if the gods were not with him”. Gandhi, as Rama, is 

expected to come out of the exile to set Sita free” (K-68) 

As Sita was tortured by Ravana, the India also was being tortured by the British people 

called Red-men or Red-foreigners. At last Rama rescued Sita by lot of struggles, problems, 

dilemma and sufferings; similarly Raja Rao portrayed how Gandhiji underwent lot of struggles, 

problems, dilemma and sufferings because of these Britishers in order to get the freedom and 

liberalism by leading the people of India.  

In Ramayana, Rama did a brave and heroic fight against Ravana to rescue Sita and in 

Kanthapura,Gandhiji did a brave and heroic fight against Britishers by the Ahimsa, Satyagrahas 

and non-violence. Rama is considered as one of the Avatars of Vishnu. His wife is considered as 

Laskshmiand the perfect model for womanhood.Rama had Bharatha to be with him, follow him, 

support him, and guide him to win over Ravana.  

Gandhi was, Nehru acknowledges, “like a powerful current of fresh 

air…like beam of light that pierced the darkness and removed the scales 

from our eyes; like a whirlwind that upset many things, but most of all the 

working of people’s minds”. He kindled the nation awakening the non-

violent movement within the Indian minds through non-

cooperationanddisobedience movement (K-88) 

Likewise, Mahatma Gandhi had Nehru to be with him, follow him, support him, and 

guide him so as to receive the rights of the people form Britishers called Red-foreigners. People 

compared Jawaharlal Nehru with Bharath and Laxman.  

Gandhiji would have slept in his hut as he made pilgrimages, similar to the incident of 

Ramayana, Rama was under the papal tree and Sita would have dried her clothes on the yellow 

stone after the bath. In Kanthapura the local goddess ‘Kenchamma’ is being venerated by the 

people of Kanthapura, she protected the village people from famine, diseases and all sort of 

problems. People fully surrendered to the goddess kenchamma and recited prayers often. There 

is a background story for this goddess Kenchamma. Since the goddess Kenchamma killed the 

demon, the hill became red in colour. Villagers used to call her as Kenchamma, benevolent, big 

hearted, protector of earth, blood of life, rain-crowned, goodness of god and so on. 
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“Moorthy, the protagonist of Kanthapura, is a replica of Raja 

Rao’sGandhian self. Through Moorthy, Raja Rao assumes an apologists 

façade to Gandhian ideals. Moorthy, a Gandhian, is presented as a 

preeminent personality. He is “a pebble among the pebbles of theriver, 

and when the floods came, rock by rock may lie buried under”.  

Rangamma remarks him as “Moorthy the good, Moorthy the religious 

and Moorthy the noble(K-93). 

The main and important character or hero in Kanthapura is Moorthy. Moorthy is a 

Brahmin. The Britishers were the demons and Moorthy was an Avatar who came to liberate the 

people from cruelties and an injustice done to the people. He is a good, kind hearted man, 

benevolent and generous person. All the villagers had a great respect on him and listened to his 

words always. The villagers considered him as ‘small mountain and Gandhiji was considered as 

‘big mountain’; this is because they were the hope for their freedom and liberalism. 

In Kanthapura, there were so many groups who were divided by caste. If any festival is 

celebrated in the village, all would be come together as one to celebrate the function or festival in 

a grand manner. At the time the unity is shown clearly to show the happiness though they were 

categorized by caste. There was a temple which was built in the Centre point of village. The 

statue of ‘lingam’was mounted in the temple which was found by moorthy. 

The clash between the Satyagrahis and the British was a clash between good and evil 

forces. Satyagrahis went through so many problems and difficulties by the Red-men. In 

Ramayana, Rama was a king but he approached the doors of vanaras so as to motivate his people 

to kill and destroy the evil power of Ravana. Similarly, Moorthy too approached his village 

people, persuading them and spreading the messages of Gandhiji in order to make the people to 

know the political, social and economic status and situation. 

In the side of Rama, people like Lakshman, Sugriva and Hanuman supported him to 

destroy Ravanan and to find the place where Sita was hidden. In the same way, in the side of 

Moorthy, People like Rachanna, Rangamma, Patel Range Gowda and especially Seenu supported 

him in all the ways possible. Rangamma is widow and got married second time with moorthy.  

She became the Gandhian movement’s secondary leader and being a knowledgeable person, 

published a newspaper that quickly spread news of the national Gandhian movement. Rachanna 

is a coolie who became eventually one of group’s most important leaders. Patel Range Gowda 

was a representative, village headman and a landholder. He was the second in command after 

Moorthy. Rama needed hanuman in search of Ravana and sita so that he could save our rescue 

Sita from the evil power of Ravana.Seenu was a sort of Hanuman to Moorthy to be with him in 

all the situations. Seenu was a follower of Moorthy. He was a follower, successor, worker, 

messenger and a devotee. 

Vanaras gave a helping hand in order to save or rescue the Sita from Ravana, similar to 

this the people of Kanthapura too gave a helping hand like vanaras to redeem the people and free 
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their mother Bharathmata from Red-men or Red-foreigners. Raja Rao showed clearly that how 

Sita suffered in Lanka, like that of the sufferings in the Skeffington Coffee Estate under the rule 

of Red-men or Red-foreigners. In the Estate, the villagers were tortured. They were not given 

enough freedom and liberalism. They were exploited thoroughly. They were not given rest time 

to rest themselves. They were like slaves in all the ways. They were not given any rights to act 

freely. Thus the estate owner and the Red-foreigners ruled over the people without giving the 

proper rights. 

In Kanthapura, people used Harikathas which means ‘God’. It was representing the story 

of Vishnu and his Avatars. It is about the Harikatha of Lord Siva and Goddess Parvathi. This 

showed how Goddess Parvathi won Lord Siva. The three eyes of Lord Shiva indicate self-

purification, unity, making and wearing of Khadi. 

Jayaramachar is a Harikatha-man who was welcomed by Moorthy to Kanthapura and 

discussed about the Indian’s opposition under colonialism and Gandhi’s promise to free the 

people of India.In his Harikatha, he depicted the struggle of Goddess Parvathi to win Lord Shiva 

as the India’s struggle for liberalism. Lord Shiva is considered as ‘Swaraj’.Swaraj means a home 

rule. He had shown the equality between Lord Krishna and Mahatma Gandhi.   

Gandhi was assumed as God in the mind and eyes of people, explaining that Lord 

Krishna destroyed serpent Kali, likewise Mahatma opposed and changed foreign rule. He also 

gave importance to women like Goddess Parvathi by bearing up all the ill treatments of police 

and Red-foreigners.At the end the result is all women acted like Shakthi. That is why, Ramayana 

is even today the greatest epic among all the Indians and Kanthapura became a perfect myth and 

legend and Gandhian epic. 

The novel is full of similes and metaphors that are derived from things which are familiar 

to people and their way of living in Indian villages.Raja Rao proved perfectly that he is an 

innovative and creative moreover he himself is a legend and myth in portraying the novel by 

making the parallelism between Ramayana and Kanthapura. Even though it happened in the past, 

the novelist had given the life and made it as present.  

Creativity is just connecting and linking things. Creative thinking inspires ideas. Ideas 

inspire change. When we ask creative people how they didn’t really do it, they just saw 

something. That’s because they were able to connect experiences they have had and synthesize 

new things. Raja Rao is a perfect model for the creativity and deep thinking which was shown 

clearly in Mythical Techniques of Kanthapura. Appreciation and admiration goes to Raja Rao.  
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Abstract : Samuel Barclay Beckett was a very famous name in English Drama. He was a playwright, 

novelist, theatre director, poet, short story writer and translator. He wrote in both English and French. 

He won the Nobel Prize for literature in1969. His best known play is Waiting for Godot. His other plays 

are Murphy, Molly, Malone Dies, The Unnamable, Endgame, Happy Days and Krapp’s Last Tape.  

These plays were written and produced in the period of transformation, destruction, disillusionment 

prevailed by World War II. His play Waiting for Godot is considered to be a mile stone in the Theatre of 

Absurd which reflects the purposeless nature of man’s existence in the society as well as in the universe.  

A Hungarian critic, Martin Esslin coined the term in his book ‘The Theatre of the Absurd’. First time the 

term was used in Camus’ Myth of Sisyphus as an analysis of man’s reaction to bewilderment on 

confrontation. The literal meaning of the word ‘Absurd’ is ridiculous, wildly unreasonable, illogical or 

inappropriate. The Theatre of Absurd, an Avant-grade drama originated in 1950s with Irish Samuel 

Beckett, Rumanian Eugene Ionesco, Russian American Arthur Adamov, French Jean genet and British 

Harold Pinter, is a form of drama that depicts the absurdity of human existence in fragmented plots with 

irregular dialogues and attacks the comfortable zone of religious or political orthodoxy. It poses an 

unresolved identity crisis. This paper is an attempt to delineate absurdity of human existence in Waiting 

for Godot, Endgame and Happy Days of Samuel Beckett.   

Keywords- The Theatre of Absurd, World War II, Anti-plot, Anti-drama, Anti-character, Dilemma. 

 

Samuel Barclay Beckett was a very famous name in English Drama. He was a playwright, 

novelist, theatre director, poet, short story writer and translator. He wrote in two languages- 

English and French. He won the Nobel Prize for literature in 1969. His best known play is 

Waiting for Godot. His other plays are Murphy, Molly, Malone Dies, The Unnamable 

Endgame, Happy Days and Krapp’s Last Tape.  These plays were written and produced in the 

period of transformation, destruction, disillusionment prevailed by World War II. His play 

Waiting for Godot is considered to be a mile stone in the Theatre of Absurd which reflects the 

purposeless nature of man’s Existence in the society as well as in the universe 

A Hungarian critic, Martin Esslin coined the term in his book The Theatre of the Absurd. The 

term at first was used in Camus’ Myth of Sisyphus written in 1942 as an analysis of man’s 

reaction to bewilderment on confrontation. He said that human situation and his existence are 

basically meaningless and absurd. Nothing is certain. The literal meaning of the word ‘Absurd’ is 

ridiculous, wildly unreasonable, illogical or inappropriate. The Theatre of Absurd, an Avant-
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grade drama originated in 1950s with Irish Samuel Beckett, Rumanian Eugene Ionesco, Russian 

American Arthur Adamov, French Jean genet and British Harold Pinter, is a form of drama that 

depicts the absurdity of human existence in fragmented plots and attacks the comfortable zone of 

religious or political orthodoxy. It poses an unresolved identity crisis and shows that man is 

helpless. Absurd play shows the anguish, sadness, fear, threat, hopelessness, selflessness etc. 

Reason deals with the credibility of human existence. In it plot is incoherent, dialogues are 

illogical and disjointed. Language is a vehicle of conventionalised, stereotyped, meaningless 

exchanges where words failed to express the essence of human experience and are unable to 

penetrate beyond its surface.  

Samuel Beckett wrote a play with the title ‘Waiting for Godot’ in French, which was first 

performed at Paris in 1953. Its English translation by Beckett was first presented at the Arts 

Theatre, London in 1955. It was repeatedly performed both in England and in America and 

earned a wide acclaim on account of its mysterious theme and use of complicated techniques. In 

this play Samuel Beckett has used new language which speaks the ambivalences of feelings of 

the post-war years. The play was a milestone in the Theatre of the Absurd breaking new 

grounds both in theme and techniques. The world of this play, concerned to depict, shows a little 

sense of direction; the reason in life is obscured and events occurred in the play are accepted 

without apparent meaning. This play is meant to shake us into recognizing the real business of 

the existence. It is uncommitted in any social and political sense and it shows us that the living is 

absurd and life is not a well-made play.  

In act I of the play two tramps named Vladimir and Estragon wait beside a leafless tree for the 

arrival of Godot with whom they had an appointment. In order to pass their time, they play 

verbal games. When Pozzo arrives holding his slave Lucky with a rope the two tramps wonder if 

he is Godot. When they ask Pozzo if he is Godot, he denies all knowledge of Godot. To the 

discomfort and confusion of the two tramps and the audience, Pozzo makes Lucky dance and 

then think. Thereafter both the master and the slave depart. In the mean time a boy arrives to tell 

the two tramps that Godot will not be coming that day but he will surely turn up tomorrow.  

In Act II of the play, the two tramps continue waiting for Godot beside a tree which has leaves 

this time. Pozzo enters again but blind and dependent on the guiding rope that binds his slave 

Lucky to him. Lucky is now dumb. When they have gone a boy appears again with the message 

that Godot is not coming. However, the two tramps still do not move. A critic has aptly observed 

that nothing happens in the play. The real subject of the play is, therefore, not Godot but waiting 

for him by the two tramps. So Waiting for Godot neither portrays characters nor does it narrate 

a story; it rather depicts a condition of life which is static and unchanging. Samuel Beckett 

remarks about the action of his play that Nothing happens, nobody comes, nobody goes, it’s 

awful.  

In both the Acts of the play the situation remains unchanged and both the tramps continue 

waiting indefinitely without moving. Though both of them agree to go yet they do not move. It is 

in this act of waiting that we experience time in its purest form. When we are active, we are 
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likely to forget the passage of time. If we are passively waiting, we are able to watch the action 

of time itself.   

All the four characters of the play and their short meetings expose how time goes through us and 

changes us in doing so. Nobody can escape the process of change and nobody, at no single 

moment, is identical with himself. The desire of the two tramps is to see Godot who seems 

beyond their reach forever; still they go on hoping against their no-hope. This waiting is 

indicative of everybody’s hope against no-hope. This process of waiting is likely to continue in 

the life of everyone. The boy who appears twice in the play seems to be the messenger of Godot 

whom they do not recognize. He also does not recognize the two tramps. This act suggests how 

human beings of yesterdays are different from those of tomorrows.  

Still both the tramps continue to live in hope. They wait for Godot believing that Godot’s coming 

will stop the flow of time and they will be able to sleep in their place with their bellies full. Their 

waiting for Godot suggests uncertainty in life in the same way as the uncertainty of the arrival of 

Godot. The theme of the uncertainty of the hope of salvation pervades the whole play. Beckett 

believed that man has fifty percent chance of redemption and hence the emphasis of the play is 

on the illogicality of God’s justice. This hope of salvation and the act of waiting for Godot are 

essentially absurd because the hope of salvation is nothing but an evasion of the suffering and 

anguish springing from the reality of the human condition. Thus, the play reads like an allegory 

and a detective story in which the discovery is made about ourselves.   

The moot question in the play is: who is Godot in whose quest are the two tramps, Vladimir and 

Estragon? Martin Esslin has suggested that Godot is a weakened form of the word God. Eva 

Metman is also of the same opinion. He writes that from all this we may gather that Godot has 

several traits in common with the image of God as we know it from the Old and the New 

Testament. With Waiting for Godot the reign of New Drama began in which construction, 

characterization, style and decency of language were discarded.   

He wrote his another one act play Endgame in French and later translated it into English. The 

play was first performed in French language at the Royal Court Theatre in England on 3rd April, 

957. It is a tragicomedy with four characters named Hamm who is unable to stand and blind, 

Negg who is Hamm’s father with no legs and lives in a dustbin, Nell who is Hamm’s mother 

with no legs and lives in a dustbin next to Nagg, and Clov who is Hamm’s servant and unable to 

sit deals with meaninglessness of life.  

 

The play discusses the theme of End or finished as all the four characters trapped in a bare room 

with two window situated up on the back wall. The opening line of the play has the word 

finished and the very word repeated throughout the play. The playwright suggests that beginning 

and ending are not two different things. They are intertwined. The play falls in the category of 

Theatre of Absurd as it is a despairing play about hopelessness where nothing happens. The 

characters present two senses that are brain and memory. The play views life as meaningless and 
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beyond human logic to understand. The minimal use of language, one room setting, self 

consciousness of characters and the fact that nothing happens in the play support the label of the 

play. The play ends where it began.  

His Happy Days, a play in two acts, was published in 1961. In this play Beckett pursues his 

relentless search for the meaning of existence, exploring the fragile relationship that winds one 

person to another and each to the universe, to the time past and time present by mentioning “To 

be always what I am –and so changed from what was”. The play offers two characters named 

Winnie who is the protagonist and wife of Willie and Willie who is the husband of Winnie.  

Shower or Cooker and Fiancee who are a couple to whom Winnie calls up and Mildred who is a 

young girl in the story of Winnie just mentioned in the play. Nobody knows whether they exist in 

the play or they are the imagination of Winnie. The protagonist of the play is a middle aged 

woman buried in a mound without any explained reason first to her waist and then to her neck.  

The mound grows deeper and deeper day by day. The play depicts that Winnie is trapped and has 

no hope to be out of that. It becomes clear by the statement, “if you don’t know where you are 

currently standing, you are dead.”  The play also deals with loneliness and need for 

companionship. The play presents both positive and negative images of human condition. 

Interactions of Winnie and Willie are meaningless. By presenting negative view on the world 

and human condition the title of the play is ironic in itself.   

Thus Samuel Beckett is considered the most eminent and influential playwright of Absurd 

Drama. Absurdism is a natural phenomenon of his plays. Nothingness is the major concern of his 

plays. According to him nothing happens, nobody comes, nobody goes. His plays have no plot, 

no character, no logical sequence etc. It poses question of meaning of existence full of fury with 

nothing. According to Martin Esslin Waiting for Godot does not tell a story and is based on the 

theme of nothing to be done. Endgame deals with the theme of end and finished and shows the 

pain of life without expressing it while his Happy Days revolves round the futility of human 

race and shows meaninglessness of human relationship.  
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An art of 2500 year old the history of Madhubani painting is stated to be first created in the time 

of Ramayana when king Janak asked an artist to create his daughter Sita's wedding to prince 

rama.by the evidence of history the art form started from wall and floors painting in the house, 

they mainly drowned during the time of festivals ceremonies or special occasions. Which were 

done by the women and for the growth and development of the art form was taught to their 

daughter, now if u will see the scale of development of this art then u will be surprised to see that 

the male member of the village are willing to leave there farming and want to adopt the 

traditional art which depicts there art and culture.  

This art may have been started back in 2500 years but if we will see its growth level of this art 

form then we will be astonished to see that the art which started from finger drawing on the wall 

had taken a completely different aspect of development like table linens, napkin, rings, lamps, 

wall hanging, bags, cushion covers, coasters, mugs, crockery, and mouse pad and most important 

saree.    

An art form which originated in the Mithila region of Bihar and Nepal which is nowadays known 

as the Madhubani art.this art is often characterized by complex geometrical patterns, their 

paintings are known for representation ritual content for a particular occasion, including 

festivals, religious rituals, and many more subject is created. If we go deep back to the culture or 

the tradition of painting then we will be able to notice that Madhubani painting was practiced by 

different sects of people and which lead to the creation of five different styles such as 

tantrik,kohbar,bharni,godna,katchni. In the 1960s bharni, kachni and tantrik style were mainly 

done brahman and kayashth women, they are 'upper caste' women in India and Nepal. The theme 

of Brahman and kayashth were mainly religious and they depicted god and goddesses, plants and 

animal in there painting. Whereas people of lower castes include subject like their daily life and 

symbols, story of raja Shailesh and much more, in their paintings. but today, these five different 

styles have been merged by the contemporary artist.  

If we look deeper in the painting then we can find out that Madhubani painting is not practiced as 

art for art's sake, but are colorful narratives that highlight cultural ideas of devotion, harmony, 

truth, love, and splendor. The painting is not just shapes and colors,but renditions of stories from 

our treasure of epics and folklores.folk arts tell the story, culture and history of a whole region 
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and capture it for eternity .the themes used in the painting mainly revolve around Hindu deities 

like Krishna, ram, Lakshmi, Shiva, Durga, and Saraswati .we can also natural objects like the 

moon ,the sun and we can also see the direction of religious plants like tulsi which are widely 

painted, and there are scenes from the royal court and social events like wedding. the human 

figures are mostly abstract and linear in form.  

In the painting there is no space is left empty and the gaps are filled by paintings of flowers, 

animals, birds, and even geometric designs. These complex mathematical patterns were used in 

Madhubani painting makes them more intriguing and special. one interesting thing about the 

Madhubani painting is that in there painting women take up the center stage while men are in the 

background.there are some sort of iconography for example fish for good luck, peacock for 

romantic love/devotion,, serpents for divine protection.  

When you first see a Madhubani painting, you are immediately greeted with a surfeit of natural 

bounty surrounding human figure all vibrating in bright color in dense proximity .mostley these 

paintings are known for there bright color and simplicity. If we talk about the creation of brush 

and color then they are often derived from natural sources, color is largely made using powdered 

rice, colors derived from turmeric, pollen, pigments,indigo, various flowers, sandalwood, and 

leaves of various plants and trees,,and the role of pencil, pen and sketch pen is performed by the 

all-rounder bamboo sticks that are dipped into jars containing a mixture of soot and water, and 

for the purpose of kachni or for the borders there was use of delicate metal nibs which 

characterize authentic Mithila art today, the nib look and feel like calligraphy pens. 

 if we talk about coloring then you should know that coloring is of two styles  

1- kachni (hatching)-kachni used delicate fine lines to fill the painting and less color is used. 

2- bharni (shading)-Bharni used a solid color to shade and fill the pictures. It uses black outlines 

filled with vibrant color.   

Though there are traditional codes that determine the relative appearances and symbols, the artist 

has a great degree of latitude in picking characters, moods, colors, and shapes. Thus each 

painting is a unique piece.  

The most unique and the iconic thing of Madhubani painting is its borders. In these painting 

everything and every figure have its own border, it can be from a half inch to two or more inches 

wide totally depend on the formula the bigger the canvas wider the border and it is created 

because it provides the feeling of completeness. A double line is usually drawn as the border. the 

kachni form of coloring is mostly used in the creation of the borders. 

Till now we have seen how magnificent is the art form but, who  developed this art form 

worldwide global importance.  as we are aware that Madhubani painting are created by women, 

out of so many women there were few extraordinary women who glorified this art all over the 

world like Sita Devi, Ganga Devi, mahasundari Devi, Bharti Dayal,jagdamba devi. These all are 

the legend of this art style because of there efforts this amazing art form is still kept alive. 

With the hard work of these incredible women today Madhubani art had moved beyond painting, 

it had developed an interest in art lovers from different countries like USA, Australia,UK, and 
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Russia. The patterns from this art form have also found their way onto various items like bags, 

cushion covers, mugs and on saree as well. If we see art in today's light then nothing had 

changed majorly because then also they use to show empowered women and today also they 

show social issues in which the women are the main hero of the pictorial narratives.at the time of 

Ramayana site was the main hero of there painting and in  today's time also women like Sita are 

the main hero of there painting .   

 

  ❑❑❑ 
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Abstract:In the Republic, Plato banished Poets from his ideal state due to the false conceptions 

of God and atheism which he found in the earlier poetry. He did not like false conceptions of 

God sand Goddesses. Indirectly, he expressed his strong belief in the God. Keats treatment of 

Gods and Goddesses is Greek. There are Hymns to pagan Gods and goddesses, Diana, Neptune, 

Venus, Cupid, Pan, Becchus, and Hermas etc. Like Plato, Keats referred to Greek stories and 

mythology in his work. In the present paper, I am going to discuss Plato’s influence on the works 

of John Keats. 

 

Keywords: Hellenism, mythology, beauty, truth. 

 

 

Keats imbibed much of the Spirit of the Old Greeks, for example, a desire to be perfected 

rather than an adumbrated beauty; a delight in finished workmanship rather than in vague 

suggestiveness and a feeling far from delight in the myths of God and titans, nymphs and 

fauns.Hellenic traits and Greek qualities are found in Keats poetry but he was less influenced by 

Plato than Shelley. A few ideas of Plato are incorporated in Keats’ poetry. Keats was platonic in 

his power of assimilating Greek mythology and legend. Many of Plato’s works 

(EspeciallyTimaeus, Permenides, and The Republic) include myths, symbols and images. The 

first and the most important trait which binds him unquestionably with Plato is his love for Greek 

legend and mythology. Keats frequently goes to Greek stories and myths. The themes of his 

major works like Endymion, Hyperion, Lamia, Ode the Gracian Urn, Ode to psyche are taken 

from Hellas. The Nightingale becomes the” light winged Dryad of the trees”. This mental 

saturation of the ancient mythology of Greece Suggests a temperamental affinity with the Greek 

way of life and religious learning which is visible in the works of Plato. As Plato described Poet 

as a light and winged and sacred thing. In the same way and in the same words Nightingale has 

been described by the Poet.  

In the Republic, Plato banished Poets from his ideal state due to the false conceptions of 

God and atheism which he found in the earlier poetry. He did not like false conceptions of God 

sand Goddesses. Indirectly, he expressed his strong belief in the God. Keats treatment of Gods 

and Goddesses is Greek. There are Hymns to pagan Gods and goddesses, Diana, Neptune, 
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Venus, Cupid, Pan, Becchus, and Hermas etc. Like Plato, Keats referred to Greek stories and 

mythology in his work. 

With the help of myths, symbols and allusions, Plato expressed his ideas of truth, beauty 

and the good. He believed that there is no difference between truth, beauty and the good, all are 

one, a form aesthetic and philosophic Trinity, Keats adoration of beauty connects him with Plato. 

Like Plato, Keats viewed beauty as truth and truth as beauty. 

The central fact of Keats life was the existence of the spiritual essence called beauty. 

Keats conception of beauty and his attitude towards beauty underwent a change with the passage 

of time. At all the stages, he was a great devotee and a lover of beauty. At all periods of his life 

the moving principle that guided him was the adoration of beauty. 

Like Plato, Keats viewed beauty, truth and good as one. He found joy in the beauty of 

Nature. In the early stage of his life, Keats appreciation of beauty was purely physical. He was 

interested in the beauty of woman and the beauty of Nature. In the poem Endymion he 

represented this joy in the beauty of Nature in its varied aspects. Endymion is a long poem in 

four books dealing with the Hellenic subject of beauty and charm. Keats was a great lover of 

Greek mythology and he made an abundant use of Greek myths in his poetry. In the poem Keats 

viewed beauty as a source of forever joy. Keats contended that beauty has the power to remove 

all sufferings of life and can bring cheerfulness and brightness to weary existence. The opening 

lines of Endymion exhibit poet’s love for beauty. 

A thing of beauty is a joy for every 

Its loveliness increases, it will never 

Pass into nothingness, but still will keep 

A hower quite for us, and a sleep 

Full of sweet dreams and health.   

Accepting platonic ideal that, the spirit moves through all the objects of Nature, Keats in 

Endymion celebrated it as the spirit of beauty, which is the source of eternal joy, which removes 

weariness and suffering of all human beings. 

From this world of beauty in female form and nature, Keats advanced to a philosophic 

concept of beauty. In Ode to a Gracian Urn, Keats identified truth with beauty. Like Plato, he 

treated truth and beauty as different aspects of one supreme reality. He went to the extent of 

saying “what the imagination seizes as beauty must be truth”. Beauty for Keats was the moving 

principle of life. He loved beauty in all its manifestations – in the flower, in the cloud, in the 

song of bird, in the face of woman, and in the work of art. 

Keats formulated his philosophy of beauty in the concluding lines of the Ode to a 

Gracian Urn. 

Beauty is truth, truth beauty – that is all;                        

 Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know. 
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Keats thought that beauty was eternal and indestructible. Beauty and truth were the 

highest characteristics of the transcendental being, whom we call God. They were very much 

akin to each other, as Plato viewed truth, beauty and the good as philosophic and aesthetic 

trinity. On the first day of the year 1819 Keats announced once more and more clearly his 

peculiar criterion of truth – “I can never feel certain of any truth but from a clear perception of its 

beauty”. It was only ten days after this letter that Keats wrote another letter to his brother 

George, in which he revealed his mind in the very act of this discovery of truth by the sign of 

beauty. Commenting on the philosophic attitude of Keats towards beauty, Middleton Murry 

observes, “It may be well to insist once more that Keats means precisely what he says, that he is 

unable to recognize truth except by the sign of beauty”. Hence in Ode to a Grecian Urn, Keats 

says if you know that beauty is truth, you need not have anything else to know. 

As time escaped Keats perception of beauty became deeper and humanitarian in his 

outlook. In the poem, Hyperion, Keats moved a step ahead and he celebrated beauty as 

governing principal which moves through man’s life.  

“For it’s the eternal law  

That first in beauty should be first in might”. 

Stafford A Brook, while commenting on this principal, writes, “Where there is highest 

beauty there is necessity of the greatest power. It is the instinct of all spirits to bow 

unconditionally to beauty, if they have heart to see it. This is Keats Second law. The first is that 

truth and beauty are one. Yet the two laws are one law, for beauty is the form that truth takes its 

eternal logos. That was the last thought of Keats upon the matter – truth, beauty and power – a co 

– equal trinity. It was no small thing to have perceived the necessary relation of beauty with truth 

and of both with power and joy”. 

Keats remained throughout his life a great adorer and worshipper of beauty in its many 

fold aspects. “If I should die” he wrote, “I have left no immortal work behind me – nothing to 

make my friends proud of my memory, but I have loved the principle of beauty in all things”. 

Plato believed in the doctrine of art for life’s sake, for him practicality and utility were 

the criteria of the value of a work of art. As regards the function of poetry, he was of the view 

that it is not merely the giving pleasure, but the moulding of the human character and the 

bringing out of the best that is latent in the human soul are the functions of poetry. Like Plato, 

Keats in his later stage of literary career, thought that, poetry should not be completely detached 

from life and humanity, but must voice the hopes and aspirations, sorrow and suffering of human 

life. He wondered whether he could give up the sensuous ecstasies but realized in the same 

breath that they were only a stage in the higher progress of life. So Keats wrote in Sleep and 

Poetry. 

“And can I ever bid these joys farewell?  

Yes I must pass them for nobler life 

Where I may find the agonies, the strife of human heart”. 
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He decided to deal with the miseries and agonies of human beings. Like Plato and 

Shelley, Keats cared for human beings. Again he writes in the same poem. 

“None can usurp this height  

But those to whom the miseries of the world 

Are misery, and will not let the rest”. 

Like Plato, Keats realized that poetry should have in its pale the sorrows and sufferings of 

humanity and the great end of poetry is to help mankind. Again he writes in the Sleep and 

Poetry.  

“Should be a friend 

To sooth the cares and lift the thoughts of men”. 

In the above lines Keats reveals himself as a poet of reform and as a lover of mankind. 

In the early stage of his literary career, Keats escapes and keeps aloof from the stern 

realities of life. He revels in Greek legends and beautiful descriptions of Nature. He goes to the 

middle ages and the Old pagan times. The world of Greek paganism lives again in his verse, with 

all its joy of life and mysticism. Plato was Pantheist, who believed in the divine power governing 

and shaping all the objects of Nature and human life. Keats was pantheist more intensely even 

than Shelley. In To Psyche Keats comes before as a pantheist. 

“When holy were the haunted forest, boughs 

Holy the air, the water, and the fire”. 

Keats noticed divinity in almost all the objects of Nature. 

Plato objected to the false conceptions of gods and the atheism which he found in the 

earlier poetry. Indirectly, he expressed his strong belief in gods. In the like manner, Keats wrote 

about gods and goddesses. Lord Byron writes, “Keats has contrived to talk about the gods much 

as they might have been supposed to speak”. In this way Keats weaves a web of romance and 

colours his works with a romantic ardour. But that is not the whole truth about Keats. At one 

stage of his life he was himself disgusted with the world of flora and old pan that he wanted to go 

to a world where, he may find the agonies and the strife of human hearts. He strived to write 

about tales affecting human lives and their destiny. In the Eve of St. Agnes, and Ode to Psyche, 

the human touch is clearly present, which connects him with Plato, who believed in the doctrine 

of art for life’s sake. 
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 Abstract: Indian history and mythology abound in the sufferings of women which continue even 

today.  They are portrayed in various literatures of the country, including Indian-English literature.  

These sufferings could be from the zamindari or Panchayat system, patriarchal society, joint-family 

system, traditions, superstitions and blind beliefs, among others.  Different stories of Ramesh K. 

Srivastava have been taken up to discuss, analyze and illustrate various causes of women’s sufferings.  

Keywords: Patriarchal, Zamindari system, Suppression, Sabhapati, Joint-family, Superstitions, 

Discrimination. 

 

Indian history and mythology abound in the stories of sufferings of women.  Draupadi of 

the Mahabharata and Sita of the Ramayana symbolize such sufferers.  Though thousands of 

years of reform in this direction have brought about a great deal of amelioration in the plight of 

women, a lot remains to be done.  Such things are bound to be reflected in various literatures of 

the country, including Indian-English literature.  

Ramesh K. Srivastava has written a large number of short stories concerning this 

problem. In his essay “My Idea of a Short Story,”  Srivastava had made it clear that the greatness 

of a short story writer consists “in painting  a realistic picture of life” (Read 102).  The realistic 

picture of women in this conservative, orthodox and tradition-bound country is often of suffering 

women in the society, even though the causes could be the erstwhile zamindari system, 

patriarchal society, joint-family system, traditions, superstitious and blind beliefs, among others.   

Though the zamindari system was abolished in the country a couple of years after India’s 

Independence, in certain backward places, away from the politically-awakened  urban and rural 

areas, some pockets remained practically unaffected. In such places, remnants of the old system  

still prevail or, at most,  it is replaced by the dictatorial village Panchayati system in which the 

Sabhapati wields unchecked power over the village people, particularly over the illiterate ones. 

In Srivastava’s “Under the Lamp,” Karmaibai is a widow of Fauladi, a blacksmith of Kaliana 

village.  Her suppression and oppression began because of her unusual beauty and the “chief 

architect” of her woes was Bichitra Singh, an erstwhile Zamindar,  who had become the 

Sabhapati of the village (Under 105).  He broke Karmaibai’s first matrimonial engagement and 

attempted to do the same with the second one but in vain. When she began to work at his house 

after her husband’s death,  he started having sex with her at will. The poor woman tolerated 

everything for her son Siddha’s future. Considering the Sabhapati a ferocious crocodile and a 
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revengeful cobra, her father-in-law had warned her against fighting with him unless he could be 

killed.  Since Bichitra Singh also cultivated good relations with the Head Constable of the village 

police station,  no one could dare to go against such a formidable person. When a better Head 

Constable came to the police station, Karmaibai showed him Bichitra Singh’s cruelty to her in 

the form of “marks of lashes, sticks and iron rods” (119) on her back.  After the passing away of 

her father-in-law, Bichitra Singh’s crimes knew no bounds.  He began to have sex with her at her 

own place and on her refusal, she was lashed, beaten and burnt with lighted cigarette butts.  Later 

on, her son was also killed by him in connivance with the policemen.   

For Usha  Bande, the story is “on a social situation in which the ‘haves’ exploit the ‘have-

nots,’ and if the ‘have-nots’ be a woman,  she has nowhere to hide” (Bande 144).  Lata Mishra 

feels that “the writer presents the oppression of women not only with greater self-involvement 

but also with  a note of protest” (Mishra 22). Similarly in “Lucky Rope,” Raja Bhunaresh Singh, 

called Raja Sahib, was a one-time zamindar of Chakarpur village who sexually exploited most of 

the newly weds in the village, particularly Bhanwari Bai and her daughter-in-law Hulli. The 

former was frequently thrashed with a leather whip and a strong  rope. One can imagine her 

exploitation when Bhanwari Bai had confessed that “she must have slept more with the  Raja 

Sahib than with her own husband” (Road 60). 

The joint-family system has been prevalent in the country for ages. While it undoubtedly 

has its advantages, certain ill-practices have also crept in the system and the mother-in-law has 

come to be regarded as an instrument of the suppression of daughter-in-law.  In his novel Neema, 

Srivastava showed how Neema’s mother-in-law had made the former’s life hellish through her 

machinations and had even attempted to kill her.  In “Rebirth,” the sufferings of   Kiran Arora 

happen to be because of her love marriage and consequently, she was harassed by her mother-in-

law, particularly after the death of her husband.  Even her husband’s death was attributed to her 

“ominous presence in the house” (Games 20). Disallowing Kiran even to come inside the 

kitchen, her mother-in-law asked her only to scrub the utensils, to sweep the floor and to wash 

the clothes. She was also charged with devouring her husband and ruining the house. Anil 

Kumar Tewari calls the mother-in-law as one who “devotes the patriarchal power of her son over 

the other’s daughter, her  daughter-in-law” (Tewari 47). 

India has been a religious country  for ages and the evidence of it can be found in 

numerous temples, big and small, dotting the entire country. Over several centuries, the Hindu 

religion developed certain distortions and a large number of superstitions and blind beliefs began 

to take the place of genuine religious practices. Such malpractices gave rise to many false saints 

to whom exhibition of miracles became an easy device to dupe and to misguide  the ignorant and 

the gullible.  Hence many Asarams, Ram Rahims and Rampals came into existence who claimed 

to be next to gods.  In Srivastava’s “Maharshi Satyanand,” Ranga, the dacoit, began to manage 

certain miracles with the help of stooges and people began to believe in him as an incarnation of 

god. In the story, Sheela’s son Babloo was suffering from fever and a good physician’s treatment 

was continuing but she believed “in the efficacy of the temple priest much more than in 

physician’s” (A Christmas 13).  Her excessive faith in priests came  to the point of believing in 
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superstitions and blind beliefs.  Her expensive propitiation of gods and goddesses was called  

“killing cures” (14) by her husband.  He felt revulsion “when her superstitious cures prevail over 

the doctor’s treatment” (14).  When she  desired  to join the Maharshi’s ashram for good after 

renouncing the family, her husband, considering such saints as “holy imposters” (14), started  

investigations into the Maharshi’s antecedents and found that he was  Ranga, the dacoit, who 

carried the reward of fifty thousand rupees on his head for dacoities and murders. In “Ganga 

Ma,” Chhutakee is so superstitious that  she does not listen to any rational voice and it results in 

her son’s death.  In bitter freezing cold, she cannot avoid giving a holy dip to her ailing son 

which kills him. Neither her husband, nor her niece could put her on the right path. She 

mistakenly understood the underground  pipe burst as the incarnation of the Ganga Ma.  Kanika 

finally explained that she herself “believed in God, but there was difference between hypocrisy 

and faith, between coincidences and so-called miracles” (A Christmas 91). For Smita Das, both 

these stories “portray superstitions of both rural and urban people” (Das 42). Usha Bande 

considers it a case of “superstitions and curse of blind faith (Bande 145). Neeta Maini feels that 

here Srivastava “clearly satirizes the ill-founded credulity of the village people                                                                                                                                       

who consider it a sin not to take a holy dip” in Prayag on Makar Sankranti  (Maini 191).   

In the urban areas, women who take up jobs have sometimes to suffer various kinds of 

exploitation from their employers or immediate bosses.  This happens much more in those 

organizations where male members happen to be in vast majority. In “Lasting Victory,” Vimala 

was a lady Lecturer in  a predominantly men’s college and her sufferings were because she 

refused to yield to the Principal’s wishes.  When he attempted to hold her, she escaped “like a cat 

suddenly freed from the jaws of a hound” (A Christmas 141).  Having failed in his attempt to 

molest her, he operated by proxy in instigating Gurmel Singh, an impertinent student of the 

college, to harass her. At one stage, Gurmel unsuccessfully tried to molest her.  As the President 

of the Students Association, he wanted to burn a bus in the college in order to bring an ill name 

to Vimala as the Students’ Advisor but she checkmated his action by boarding the bus herself 

and asking him to burn it along with her. 

Some of the sufferings of women are because of their inborn traits in their personalities 

for which none other than god or nature can be blamed. It is the ignorant and short-sighted 

people who find fault with the person due to their jaundiced attitude and prejudices. Shyamali in 

“An Ugly Duckling,” suffers from god-given “coal-black complexion as if she had been 

designed by a devil” (A Christmas 195).  If she suffers, it is because  the society puts premium 

on fair complexion and downgrades those who have dark colour.  Due to her black complexion, 

she has to bear injustices, physical thrashing and  taunts at home from no other person than her 

own mother Meghana who considers Shyamali “an unending source of torture and tears” (199). 

Similarly, Garima in “A Short Work,” suffers because she has the short height of four-and-half 

feet.  When others made references to it, it “hit her heart like an arrow that remained painfully 

lodged in her heart and bred inferiority complex within her” (A Christmas 267). Though these 

are god-given traits of their personalities, the society, instead of consoling them for such traits, 

causes unending mental sufferings and tortures to them. 
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In the above stories, Ramesh K. Srivastava has graphically presented the sufferings of 

women in a rather artistic manner.  The short stories have been structured in a form that grips the 

reader’s attention, having all the parts—a appetizing beginning, an elaborate middle and a 

satisfying resolution as an end—all are well-synthesized into an organic whole.  With the use of 

satire, irony and humour, he has  highlighted the                                        basic ills of the society 

which have been the cause of women’s sufferings. Divorced from his art, the stories  could have 

degenerated into didactic tracts.  Srivastava paints a series of fascinating vignettes of the 

suffering women struggling courageously for survival in the patriarchal, male-dominated world. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Love can be expressed in music all over the world. Vikram Seth’s An Equal Music expresses 

Michael’s love through the feeling of music. This paper focuses on young man growth, maturity and his 

lost love. Love is the central emotion in Michael’s heart. Love is the affection key that opens the lock of 

happiness. To enjoy that happiness Michael pursues love. Love is conquering all. He craves for union 

with Julia for the fulfillment of love but he is heartbroken. Despite his heartache their romance and 

making music both blossom. Julia departure from Michael’s life ten years before. As his love story ranges 

from London to Vienna to Venice. Michael is still intensely in love with Julia. What’s going to happen 

between Michael and Julia? They are still having in love affair. Michael life deals with unfulfilled love. 

He could not find the fulfillment of love in his life. He craved for love which was absent in his life. The 

repetition ‘loved’ and ‘loved’ and ‘loved’ reveal the Michael’s intensity for love in Julia. Michael and 

Julia are alive not as in flesh and blood, but very much in their relationship with each other. 

 

 GLOOMNESS OF LOVE IN VIKRAM SETH’S AN EQUAL MUSIC   

Vikram Seth’s An Equal Music is not a romantic saga. This is a serious poignant love 

story. It is a passionate love story but one without happy ending. Michael Holmes appears to be 

curiously and permanently in mourning for his life for Julia a woman he deserted in Vienna ten 

years ago. Michael is drenched in love and longing for his past and present in the voice of a 

broken hearted lover. Michael can’t meet anyone else because it is a very insular world. He 

concentrates now on his music 

The last time was I was a student in Vienna ten years ago. I return there again and 

again think was I in error? Where was the balance of pain between the two of us? 

What I lost there I have never come to retrieving. What happened to me so many 

years ago? Love or no love I could not continue in that city. I stumbled, my 

jammed; I felt the pressure of every breath. I told her I was going went. From two 

I could do nothing not even write to her. I came to London. The smug dispersed 

but too late. Where are you now Julia and I not forgiven? (AEM 5). 
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Michael studied at a music school in Vienna, where he first met Julia. “I don’t know what 

she saw in me other than my almost desperate longing for her, but within a week of our meeting 

we are lovers” (AM 102). There he embarrassed himself by falling at a performance on stage 

leading him to abandon Julia in his humiliation. He is always regretted letting her go. However 

he might have a second chance.  

Their relationship is rekindled b chance. Michael suddenly spots Julia on a passing bus 

on the opposite side of the road. He gets a glimpse of Julia on a passing bus. Julia is sitting five 

feet away from Michael and reading a book. She smiles at something in the book and his heart 

sinks. “I must look wild m face red – my eyes follow her – her eyes follow me” (AM 52). He 

catches up the bus. His passionate love for Julia has failed whom he had once loved and left in 

Vienna and has been unable to find again since. Michael gave his heart to Julia. Michael teaching 

the violin to a few music students with one of whom he is having an affair. Michael says 

Virginie “I love you. You don’t deserve it, but I do and I don’t want to see you tomorrow” (AM 

99). There is nothing in relationship for Michael. Michael is still intensely in love with Julia.  

Julia re-enters Michael’s life he learns that she has been married to an American James 

Hansen since nine years. They have a seven years old son Luke. Michael relives that reasons for 

their breakup. He walks out on her, drops his studies and returns to England where he almost 

becomes a fugitive. In retrospect he realizes that there was some truth in Julia’s accusation that 

he had been very self willed and unable to sift a musicians message from his playing not his 

speech. When he tries to renew contact with Julia, she refuses to call back or write. He realizes 

what he has lost her through his sudden departure and long silence. When Michael leaves Vienna 

Julia is truly heartbroken, but pulls herself together to pick up the pieces of her life. 

What is the difference between my life and my love? 

One gets me low, the other lets me go.  

O Luke, O Luke, rack me no riddles more (AEM 441).  

Michael has to live for the next ten years with the painful burden of his loss love. His 

mental processes are directed inward, shutting out the view of the world outside, festering in a 

mire of bitterness, self-resentment, and to a certain extent, self-pity. But these faults are 

redeemed by his innate goodness, honestly and above all, by his passion for Julia, that is quite 

beyond the grasp of lesser mortals. Julia could forgive him but Michael cannot forgive her 

whenever he hears Bach, he thinks of Julia. His lives settle down only because of his music.  

Their love which apparently never died is rekindled. But only with their love affair 

already underway does Michael discover that in the intervening decade she has fallen victim to 

disease. Julia explains Michael that she is suffering from auto-immune disease of the inner ear. 

She is gradually going deaf. But Julia cannot reconcile to living in a dual world. Julia situations 

become unsustainable, and she has to choose between her family and her lover. She admits to her 
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intense love for Michael but decides to forgo her love for her husband and son. She devotes her 

life to her son and learns to love her husband James. 

Michael is her past and she realizes that one cannot live in the past forever. Michael 

emotionally tells Julia I don’t know how I have lived without you all these years, only to realize 

to me, as if they have been plucked out of some house wife fantasy. Michael ignore the reality, 

the fact that Julia’s  existence cannot be treated in isolation a woman who has been different 

times in her life, good and bad. He realizes that marriage is much beyond a sensual relations, it is 

a commitment of interpersonal trust, faith, concern and love. Julia feels she has lost her peace of 

mind. She has become restless, perhaps afraid that her married life might get wrecked. 

Music, such music, is a sufficient gift. Why ask for happiness; 

Why hope not to grieve? It is enough, to live from day to day  

And to hear such music- not too much, or the soul could not 

  Sustain it –from time to time (AEM 484). 

The symphony is finally reached and Michael feels happy with great satisfaction when he 

watches Julia’s solo Performance. He see her pain and Julia must believe in an understanding 

God. But he has never forced her into more what she wanted?  We should have continued 

making music together, nothing else, to re-create the bonds of stimulation and companionship so 

long lost? He has been no guilt. She could have been reconciled herself of having two husbands, 

each of them for a different world. 

 Pointless to think of it, now that it has begun. 

But what if had not begun? What if we were not making 

 Love together, we whose blood beats in one pulse? 

How touching it would be, how chaste, sad, 

Poignant, beautiful – how self-congratulatory, 

How false, how agonizing, how comfortless (AEM 217). 

Michael suffers a lot but they also understand and their understanding derives from a proper 

exercise of rational thoughts rather than from emotional or passionate entanglement. Michael 

who has everything in his life but Julia’s love is not in his life. However, when Michael does 

longing for love, it seems to come highly in his priorities. Michael is craving for her love which 

was absence in his life.   

CONCLUSION 

Love is an intense feeling of affection. Ancient Greek philosophers identified different 

forms of love: Agape (divine love), Eros (passionate love), Philia (friendly love), Storge (familial 

love), Ludas (conjucating), Pragma (shared goals love) and Philautia (self love). In fact, for a 
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long time, many people suggested that love is simply something that science couldn’t 

understand.  The meaning of love cannot really be explained, but to be experienced. Love is a 

basic human emotion, but understanding is not possible and why it happens is not necessarily 

easy.    

Michael love for Julia has a saga of heartbreaking. Michael love which is marked by 

balance, harmony, uniformity and tranquility. Michael and Julia confront the truth about their 

love for each other their love for each other their love for music that brought them, together and 

the true consequences for their tangled hearts. Michael achieves an uncanny sense of satisfaction 

and fulfillment as he sees Julia performs exquisitely. The satisfaction that Michael gets out of it 

is unequalled. 

True love s not depends on expectation it’s unconditional. It can happen at any age, any 

time. There are no limitations in love no matter how old you are? Love is a feeling of affection 

only the way of expression is different.  May be we can feel what is love but we can’t define 

what is love. Truly love can become the soul of one’s life, it can sustain a person admits his 

turbulences and despair. Love is the solution that opens all the happiness in Michael’s life. 

Michael .love for Julia is unconditional. He is craving for Julia’s love. Michael knows that she is 

married with James but he is still intensely in love with her. No matter what Michael does not 

want to Julia go again. Michael may be lost her love Julia but his love never has an end. Michael 

has the power to heal all wounds and to make them bearable. True love has no destination.  

Lack of communication between Michael and Julia though they are involved in a love 

affair but Michael is still longing for her affection. The anguish of Michael pain is contentment. 

Romantic passions that cannot sustain in love relationship since it is expectations to fulfill their 

own desires. Relationships are based on understanding, comfortable and affection. Sometimes 

relationships are also based on respect and mutual affection. Finally Michael love is satisfied 

with the eyes of Julia’s last performance. 
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Abstract: 

          The term “woman empowerment” refers to woman who is empowered in total and treated 

equally with man in Indian society.  There are many Indian English writers like Badal Sircar, 

Mohan Rakesh, Mahesh Dattani, Vijay Tendulkar and Girish Karnad have voiced for the women 

empowerment in and through their plays. Therefore, the object of the present paper is to see 

whether Karnad’s woman Padmini, the protagonist of Hayavadana, is an empowered woman 

who aspires for a man blended with body and mind. The paper also examines how far she is 

liberated in the Indian society.                                                                                                                                                                            
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Note: The following are the abbreviations used after quotations: Three Plays – TP;  I Am 

Malala: The Girl Who Stood up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban – IAM; "Gender 
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 The term “woman empowerment” refers to woman who is empowered totally and treated 

equally with man in Indian society. Wikipedia states, “Women empowerment is the process in 

which women elaborate and recreate what it is that they can be, do, and accomplish in a 

circumstance that they previously were denied.” (GEWE, 13) The Cambridge Dictionary defines 

“empowerment” as “the process of gaining freedom and power to do what you want or to control 

what happens to you.” It also utters the meaning of “empowered” as “confident and in control of 

one’s life.”  According to the Nobel Laureate Malala Yousafzai, ‘women empowerment’ means 

emancipating women completely from socio-economic-political shackles of dependency and 

deprivations and the term is often synonymous to gender equality. Therefore, women are 

motivated to be self-reliant, independent, active, positive, self-esteemed, and self-confident to 

face any challenge in the socio-economic-political scenario. 

 One can, therefore, define “woman empowerment” as accepting and allowing woman to 

make decisions and to empower her to live the life of her own in the society and among her 

communities. At this juncture, it is indispensible to say that even though the term “woman 

empowerment” does mean empowering woman both socially, politically and economically, the 

study attempts at probing how woman is empowered and liberated socially.  

 Many Indian English writers like Badal Sircar, Vijay Tendulkar, Mohan Rakesh, Mahesh 

Dattani and Girish Karnad have voiced for the unvoiced and marginalized in and through their 

plays. In other words, they have voiced for the women empowerment. For instance, Badal Sircar 

in his Evam Indrajit, Vijay Tendulkar in his Silence! The Court is in Session, Sakram Binder and 

Kamala, Mohan Rakesh in his One Day in Ashadha and The Great Swans of the Waves, Mahesh 

Dattani in his In Thirty Days in September and Girish Karnad in his Yayati, Hayavadana, Naga-

mandala, The Fire and the Rain and Bali: the Sacrifice have empowered women from the 

shackles of the society to lead their lives of their own.    

Among his contemporaries, Girish Karnad, as a feminist writer, has excelled in his plays by 

empowering women, to such an extent that, the readers and critics get astonished and 

dumbfounded on seeing these empowered, emancipated and liberated women’s ways of fulfilling 

their unfulfilled wishes and desires. This article particularly scans the life of the protagonist, 

Padmini who is the wife of Devadatta in Hayavadana. Girish Karnad has bravely knitted the 

character of Padmini who aspires for a man blended with body and mind. 

 Girish Karnad is one of the India’s most significant playwrights who have performed in 

many languages across the country and abroad. It is noteworthy that it is his father who exposed 

him to Company Natak plays.  Karnad is the stalwart and veteran in almost every field of arts.  

He has been decorated with various honours in diverse fields such as Director of the Film and 

Television Institute of India, Pune, (1974–1975), Chairman of Sangeet Natak Akademi, New 

Delhi (1988-1993), Director of the Nehru Centre, London (2000–2003).  He has been conferred 

with the Padmashri and the Padmabhushan awards and has also won two most prestigious 

literary awards namely Gnanpith Award (1999) and the Kalidasa Samman (1999).   
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 In Shakespeare’s plays, one can see his subtle way of handling the main and sub-plots 

together to bring out the theme of the plays emphatically. Likewise, Karnad has also presented 

‘play within a play’ to emphasise the theme.  As the present study probes into the play to know 

how far a woman has empowerment in the society, it concentrates only on the main plot of the 

play and leaves its sub-plot completely.  

 It will not be futile to have a rapid glance over his plays. At the outset, it is noteworthy 

that Karnad uses myths and legends as his sources for his plays but alters them in the plays to 

empower the Indian women in the society without violating the Indian marital rituals, cultures 

and customs. Yayati is his first play in which the protagonist Chitralekha questions her father-in-

law cum King named Yayati for his exchanging the youth of his last son Puru when she has right 

over it. In Naga-mandala, Karnad focusses on the husband-wife relationship through the 

characters Rani, Appanna and Naga.  The dramatist tactfully gives the shape of Appanna to Naga 

and relieves Rani from her deprivation without violating the sacredness of the marriage customs. 

The Fire and the Rain is written having the myth of Yavakrida as a base.  It is a play that depicts 

the plight of a married woman Vishaka, Paravasu’s wife who leads a life of isolation.  It tempts 

her to seek Yavakri, the son of Bharadwaja, for her self-fulfilment. In Bali: the Sacrifice, Karnad 

has used the Jain doctrine as well as Gandhian principle – ‘non-violence’ to ridicule the minds of 

the people as they are mentally bent on committing violence in the name of sacrifice. The Queen 

commits adultery with the Mahout in a dilapidated temple. The King comes to know of his 

wife’s illicit relationship with the elephant-man and his mother (the King’s mother) demands 

him to sacrifice at least a dough cock as atonement. Regarding Hayavadana, which is going to be 

examined in detail shortly, depicts the triangular love between Padmini, Devadatta, her husband 

and Kapila, his friend. The sub-plot of the play is Karnad’s own creation in which he focusses 

the theme of search of completeness by the horse-headed man, Hayavadana. The other plays are 

known for their historicity namely, Tughlaq, Tale-Danda and The Dreams of Tipu Sultan based 

on the legendary figures like Tughlaq, Basavanna and Tipu Sultan respectively.   

 Before probing into the “woman empowerment” in Karnad’s Hayavadana, it is inevitable 

to look into the source of the play from which the story has been built but with some alterations. 

“Hayavadana is based on Thomas Mann’s Die Vertauchten Kopfe (Transposed Heads) which is, 

in turn, based on the Vetala Panchavimshika included in Somadeva’s Kathasapritasagara, or 

otherwise called as Brihatkatha Saritsagar, an ancient collection of Sanskrit stories.” (UML, 66)  

In the story of Thomas Mann’s The Transposed Heads, Shridaman, a Brahmin by birth but 

Vaniya by profession and Nanda, a man from cowherd are very close friends. Shridaman falls in 

love with Sita whom he see while travelling and Nanda consents to be his messenger.  Sita 

accepts the proposal and marries Shridaman.  After a few months, while all of them travel 

together in a cart to Sita’s parental home, they lose the track. They come across a temple of Kali 

and halt. Shridaman visits the temple alone and he offers himself to the Goddess due to an 

incredible urge. Nanda goes in search of his friend and gets horrified on seeing Shridaman’s 

corpse. Out of fear that he would be blamed, he kills himself.  Sita realizes and prepares to hang 
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herself. At that moment, Goddess Durga appears, chides her for her brutal act and then she grants 

life to the two dead bodies.  Sita, out of her excitement, mismatches the heads. Now the question 

arises, “Who is her rightful husband?”  Mann provides the solution with the help of the hermit’s 

logicality. “If the head is the determining limit, then the body should change to fit the head.” (13)  

Consequently, Nanda decides to go away from Sita. Later, Shridaman’s head gradually begins to 

control over Nanda’s body which loses its toughness. Thereafter, Sita starts to pine for Nanda, to 

such an extent that she sets out to meet him carrying her son Andhak. After a long and strenuous 

journey, she finds him at a sylvan surrounding in the forest. They spend the day and the night in 

heavenly bliss. Next morning, Shridaman meets Nanda and Sita in the forest. He suggests that 

they three should perform Sati. Sita thinks that if she lives the life of a widow, Andhak’s future 

will be spoiled. Instead if she performs Sati, he would become a Sati’s son and his social image 

would be elevated. So, she gives her consent to perform Sati and burns herself on the funeral 

pyre of her two husbands.  “At the end of Mann’s version, the bodies have changed again and 

adjusted themselves to the heads so perfectly that the men are physically exactly as they were at 

the beginning.” (TP, 13)  Karnad has chosen Thomas Mann’s story as a base for his play as it has 

a well- developed and well-knitted plot. Another reason is that ‘incest’ is present in Somadeva’s 

version, which is an expression of obsession globally and a taboo in the minds of people.   

Usually in myths and legends, women are portrayed as submissive, pious, all enduring 

whereas men as chauvinists and totalitarians. In contrast to the traditional way of portrayal, 

Karnad poses women as empowered, bold and courageous to deconstruct and falsify the image 

of women projected. Thus the paper researches to prove that women are empowered with the 

special reference to Padmini’s life portrayed in the play.  At first, the playwright introduces her 

as an embodiment of beauty through Devadatta, even before she appears on the stage. Devadatta 

adores her by saying, “…born of Kalidasa’s magic description – as Vatsyayana has dreamt her. 

Kapila, in one appearance, she became my guru in the poetry of love.” (85)  On seeing Padmini, 

face-to-face, Kapila acknowledges Devadatta’s.  “I hadn’t thought anyone could be more 

beautiful than the wench Ragini who acts Rambha in our village troupe.  But this one! You’re 

right – She is Yakshini, Shakunthala, Urvashi, Indumati – all rolled into one.” (87)  Kapila 

admires not only at her feminine charm but also at her logical arguments.  He who is known for 

his physical prowess admits openly his verbal defeat and totally surrenders to the argumentative 

talent of Padmini and calls her as ‘Mother’.   

Kapila  : (Desperate.)   Please, please – call your father or the master or   both, or 

if they are same, anyone…please call someone!  

Padmini: No. No. That won’t do.  

Kapila  : (Looking around; aside.) No one here. Still I have to find out her name. 

Devadatta must be in pain and … He will never forgive me if I go back now. 

(Aloud.) Madam, please. I have some very important work. I’ll touch your feet …. 

My mother, can I at least talk to a servant? (89) 
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In order to bring out the power of speech, which is also the prime quality of an empowered 

woman, Karnad deliberately portrays the characteristics of Padmini through her conversation 

with Kapila. Many critics like Ananda Murthy, accuse Padmini for her urge for physical 

pleasure. (CKH, 71) The question arises in the mind of readers, “Does she crave only for 

physicality or intellectuality?”  The strong and apparent reply is ‘No’ because “selfishness and 

sexuality find expression in her insatiable desire for both brain and brawn.” (MSM, 36)  In the 

play, it is revealed when she admiringly speaks with Kapila, “Be quite, stupid. Your body bathed 

in a river, swam and danced in it. Shouldn’t your head know what river it was, what swim? Your 

head too must submerge in that river – the flow must rumple your hair, run its tongue in your 

ears and press your head to its bosom. Until that’s done, you’ll to be incomplete. (TP, 126 – 127)  

  Every woman in society expects the completeness which is the unexpressed thought that 

runs undercurrent as in Padmini’s sub-conscious level. It is stressed once again that Karnad has 

presented the heroine not as a coward but as the female principle, very bold and frank in 

demanding what will fulfill her. In the very beginning itself, Kapila grasps the essence of her 

character (i.e.) what she needs is a man of steel.  Devadatta, who spends most of his time in 

reading books and performing the due rituals of his community, cares little for her worldly 

pleasure.  For instance, during the proposal to visit the Ujjain fair, Devadatta tries to cancel the 

trip, as Kapila is about to join.  But Devadatta hypocritically poses himself that he has more 

concern for Padmini’s health. “…I don’t like the idea of this trip.  You should rest – not face 

such hazards.  The cart will probably shake like an earthquake.  It’s dangerous in your 

condition.” (91)  

On the contrary, Kapila waits as a dog at her door to carry out the orders from Padmini.  

In Devadatta’s words, “… he only has to see her and he begins to wag his tail. Sits up on his hind 

legs as though he were afraid to let her words fall to the ground.” (22)   Soon after knowing 

Padmini’s illness, Kapila rushes to return the cart.  At this juncture, Padmini comes out of the 

house and pretends as if nothing had happened and casually calls Devadatta to get ready for the 

trip in a voice of an authority. “Why are you sitting here? When are we going to start? We are 

already late…” (92) On hearing this, Devadatta gets totally baffled.  This sudden act of Padmini 

reveals her stubborn and dominating nature. In other words, it reveals her empowerment in 

taking decision of her own amidst the shackles of the male-chauvinistic society. At the same 

time, this also proves that Padmini’s love turns towards Kapila not only because of his 

physicality but also for his concern towards her.   

The male-dominated society fails to realize that woman is not a disposable object and 

ignores the heartfelt and respectable feelings of woman beyond her sexual pleasure. It is the main 

idea that Karnad likes to emphasise through Padmini’s portrayal. In the Indian society, her 

predicament is the predicament of modern, empowered woman who is torn between two 

polarities. The polarity is here referred to the society which enslaves her through the system of 

marriage – one is to one – and her desire – a fusion of brain and brawn.  Devadatta and Kapila 

represent the polarity here.  She struggles in her lifetime as if she were born to suffer.  But as an 
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empowered woman of Karnad she could go along with the society.  At the same time she could 

fulfill her innate desire.  The fear of facing the reality present in the society leads Devadatta and 

Kapila to sacrifice their heads before Goddess Kali.   When Padmini enters Kali temple, she is 

shocked on seeing the ghastly sight of the dead bodies of Devadatta and Kapila.  Being afraid of 

the probable scandal, she is about to sacrifice herself.  But, at this critical juncture, Kali appears 

and orders her to put down the sword.  Kali grants life for both men as an answer to Padmini’s 

prayer out of fear.  She transposes the heads to the bodies in her excitement.  

One may say that the enactment of Transposition of Heads of Padmini is her wish 

fulfilment. It is surely incidental complication and no society will accept a woman living with 

two men in its present form.  Some may argue that this extraordinary situation gives a narrow 

escape to Padmini from the clutches of society.  She fulfils her yearning through creating her 

ideal man with brain and brawn.  Her longings are quenched for a short span psuedo-period and 

then ‘head wins over the body’ and Devadatta’s original physique comes into being through 

gradual transformation.  Bhagavata says, “He changed day by day.  Inch by Inch.  Hair by hair.  

Like the trickling sand.  Like the water filling the pot…. That’s what Padmini must tell Kapila.” 

(125)   Karnad, here through this incident, brings the hidden psyche of women to limelight.  The 

two men, who have been friends for years together, are unable to accept a woman in common. 

The cowards die fighting a duel, but courageous Padmini performs Sati as she is the embodiment 

of life force. Although she knows apparently that she will not get perfection in her next world 

she follows the socio-culture ritual.  Even before performing Sati in the last minute of her life, 

she makes it clear to the society that a human should have an integrated personality of both 

‘intellect’ and ‘muscle’. Only then it will make him attain unification and perfection all through 

his lifetime.  Thus with this idea she entrusts her son to Bhagavata and directs him to the forest 

and then to the town.   

Thus the play has been proven to be an authentic document for women empowerment. 

Having effectively intertwined the character of Padmini, Karnad has voiced for the unvoiced and 

subalterns. He has empowered Padmini to take decisions of her own and to lead her own life 

amidst her male-chauvinistic society. Still, there are some questions in the minds of the readers: 

Is seeking for and indulging in extra-marital affair by a woman called “woman empowerment”? 

Is it the way to live one’s life? Is it called decision-making? Is it called liberation? Does it sound 

good?   
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ABSTRACT 

As an individual, “self-identity” is a prescription or recognition of his or her 

characteristics within the context of the society. Mukherjee’s writings reflect the struggle of 

immigrant womenin searching for self-identity.Bharati Mukherjee’sJasmine spins around the 

core theme of self-identity. This novel gives a deep observation of recognizing a young Indian 

woman, the protagonist andher migrant experiences in the male-chauvinistic society. Thus, this 

paper attempts at examining how the protagonist of the novel adopts the American life style in 

India and changes her identity in order to survive.  

Keywords: -recognition, migrant, self-identity  

Note: - The following abbreviationsare used after quotations: Jasmine – J; Norms, Preferences, 

Identities, and Retention Decisions”. Social Psychology Quarterly– NPIR; Bharathi Mukherjee: 

A Post-modern Indian Women Novelist – BMPI; Identity Culture and the Postmodern World – 

ICPW; Mongrelisation as an Immigrant Experience in Bharati Mukherjee – MIEBM;  “Colonial 

Discourse and Female Identity: Bharati Mukherjee’s Jasmine.” (CDFI); andJasmine 

reconsidered: Narrative Discourse and Multicultural Subjectivity – NDMS  

 

 
 

 The word ‘self’ is derived from two languages namely German and Dutch, from two 

words ‘zelf’ and ‘selb’. The word ‘identity’ is derived from the late Latin word essentitas, 

meaning ‘being’, and the Latin identidem meaning ‘beingness’.As an individual, the term “self-

identity” is a prescription or recognition of his or her characteristics within the context of the 

society. Collin Dictionary defines “the conscious recognition of the self as having a unique 

identity”.As far as encyclopaedia concerned, the term refers to “one’s self-conception, self-

referent cognitions, or self-definition” Self-identities reflect the “labels people use to describe 

themselves” (NPIR, 326). In other words, it is an attempt at finding meaning for his or her own 

self in the world in which he or she plays certain structural role or in which he or she engages 

with a particular behaviour in his or her routine. 

 Further, it is interesting to note that migration often associates with self-identity. People 

usually carry their knowledge and expression when they migrate from one nation or culture. 

They face multiple identity crises throughout their journey. Here, one should perceive that 

identifying himself or herself does not have fixed result depending on his or her maturity level. 
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But it depends on his or her lifetime on-going activity in renewing, revising and constructing to 

fit into different contexts.  It is indispensible to utter that migrants in their journey experience 

various stresses affecting their mental well-being because of depriving of culture, religious 

customs and of change in their self-identities. Therefore, identity “is a mediating concept 

between the external and the internal, the individual and society, theory and practice.” (ICPW, 

28)  It is a suitable instrument which is utilized torecognize many characteristic features of his 

or her lives personally, socially, politically and philosophically. 

Some important works by Indian English writers who focus on self-identity are Kamala 

Markandaya, Anita Desai, Vikram Seth, Chitra Banerjee, Aalman Rusholie, Amitav Ghosh, 

Jhumpa Lahiri, Sunetra Gupta and V. S. Naipaul. Kamala Markandaya in The Now Here Man 

(1972) deals with alienation and loneliness after east-west conflict. Anita Desai in Bye Bye Black 

Bird (1971) describes the immigrants searching for their self-identity.She reflects the issues 

related to western cultures that lead to discrimination, disappointment and alienation of young 

immigrants .Chitra Banerjee in The Mistress of Spices (1997) describes an Indian girl, who 

works in a spice shop in American solving the problems of other migrants with the magic of her 

spice. This novel is partly an autobiography which voicesfor Indian immigrants whom she comes 

across in her life and explains their difficulties as migrants. Jhumpa Lahiri in her The Name 

Shake (2004), deals with immigrant life, the generation gap cultural variation and loss of 

identity. Sunetra Gupta in her A sin of Colour (1998) presents the alienation faced by Indian 

migrants because of their complexions. Meena Alexander, in Manhattan Music (1997) she 

discloses the migrants’ life styles and their racial discrimination leading to identity crisis. 

Bharati Mukherjee who is considered as an Asian-American non-fiction writer is best 

known for Indian Diaspora in America. She is a post-colonial immigrant. Her novel mostly deals 

with Indian Diaspora and their struggle to gain an identity, multiculturalism, post-colonialism 

and globalization. Her works are well-depicted in Tiger’s Daughter, Jasmine, The Holder of the 

World, Desirable Daughters, The Tree Brideand Leave It to Me. Tiger Daughter deals with 

identity crisis between native and adapted land. Wife deals with cross cultural dilemma. In Leave 

It to Methere is a vengeful search for her real parents. The Holder of the World focuses on 

migration and identity transformation where two different culturesmeet together.  

In Jasmine, Bharati Mukherjee concentrates on the theme of searching for self-identity. 

She explains how the female protagonist tries to tackle the problem of loss of culture and 

struggles to get a new identity in US. The novel presents the plot in such a way that the present 

and the past memory help the protagonist to construct a new identity. Jyoti was born in the 

village of Hasnapur in Punjab, as her life moves on she gets many names as Jasmine, Jazz, Jase 

and Jane under various circumstances. These all gives her new identity in turn a new life. 

“Mukherjee is for mutual assimilation and acculturation of dominant and the immigrant 

communities, seeing the process as a two–way metamorphosis and advocating what she calls 

“mongrelisation” of peoples and cultures.” (MIEBM, 1) 
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 The search for the identity against the patriarchal society begins from her birth itself. As 

in India, people neither welcome nor celebrate a girl’s birth. In fact, it is considered as an insane 

for a woman to bear a girl child.  

Searching for her identity continues till the end. She moves ahead withstanding every 

obstacle to obtain her identity. She even survives amidst her Grandma’s killing plan and thus she 

has already become Jane, a fighter and adapter. Jasmine’s piteously states, “When the midwife 

carried me out, my sisters tell me, I had ruby-red choker of bruise around my throat and sapphire 

fingerprints on my collarbone....”(40). She adds,“I survived the sniping. My grandmother may 

have named me Jyoti, light but in surviving I was already Jane, afighter and adapter.”(40) 

 At the age of seven, an astrologer forecasts her widowhood and exile. She strongly 

disagrees with his words and tells “You’re a crazy old man.You don’t know what my future 

holds!” (3). The astrologer hits her on her forehead and she develops a wound that resembles as a 

third eye. He tells her “Fate is Fate.” (4).  This statement deeply invades her heart and makes her 

fight against her fate and her identity. Marriage to Prakash gives her a new identity Jasmine. At 

this juncture, it is essential to point out how sad she feels while Prakash, her husband, 

pronounces her name as “Jasmine”.  She says, “Jyoti, Jasmine: I shuttled between identities. It is 

hypocritical to note that women are not even given rights to bear her actual name from birth.  

Prakash is a man of modernity; he wants to convert Jyoti, a Hasnapur village girl to a city 

woman. Whenever she wants to get pregnant, he replies “We are not going to spawn! We aren’t 

ignorant peasants.”(77) He adds “He was too poor to start a family and I was too young.” (77) 

The desire to become pregnant at early age shows the feudal society in Hasnapur. 

 Prakash is looking forward to do his further education in America and Jasmine happily 

shares his ambition. All her dreams, happiness shatters one day, when a fundamentalist – the 

Khalsa terrorist kills her husband on one evening of their departure. After the incident, she 

decides to live with her mother for a while. There she remembers what Prakash has urged her. 

“There is no dying; there is only an ascending or a descending, a moving on to other planes. 

Don’t crawlback to Hasnapur and feudalism….” (96) So with the help of her brother, she 

illegally decides to move to America to fulfil her last wish of her life. 

 She plans to perform Sati, so she brings white cotton sari from home along with asuitcase 

full of Prakash’s belongings. All her plan gets destroyed when Half-Face, their captainwho had 

“lost an eye and ear and most of his cheek in a paddy field in Vietnam”(104) takes her in the 

remote motel and raped her in the coast of Florida.Though she becomes very nervous, she faces 

the situation bravely. She thinksthat she should give importance to her mission rather than her 

dishonour and grief. Being Kali, she killsHalf-Face when he tries to rape for second time. 

Besides, she burns her dishonoured clothes. This event symbolically turns into the death of 

Jasmine and leads to the gain of a new identity ‘Jazzy’; the name given by Lillian Gordon. 

 Lillian Gordon gives her hope, strength her to lead a new life. She teaches her to live 

American life. She says Lillian “was a facilitator who made possible the lives of absolute 
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ordinariness that we ached for”(131). She is a protector of illegal immigrants and tells her “Now 

remember, if you walk and talk American, they’ll think you were born here, most 

Americanscan’t imagine anything else” (134-135). After this she moves to Mr Vadhera’s house, 

hereher level of discomfort reaches the extreme. “In this apartment of artificially 

maintainedIndianness,  I wanted to distance myself from everything Indian, everything Jyoti-

like.To them, I was a widow who should show a proper modestly of appearance and attitude.” 

(145) The Punjabi environment always reminds about her past andso she moves to Manhattan 

and accepts a job of caretaker of Duff.She says, “Duff was my child, Taylor and Wylie were my 

parents, my teacher,my families.” (165)She has a deep bond with Taylor’s adopted son Duff. 

“Once upon a time like me, he was someone else.We’ve been many selves. We’ve survived 

hideous times.” (214) Taylor renames her as ‘Jase’; this time she really transforms into an 

American and she herself accepts that she became an American in an apartment on Claremont 

Avenue.” (165) 

 Jase tells, “The love I felt for Taylor that first day had nothing to do with sex. I fell in 

love with his world, its ease its careless confidence and graceful self-absorption. ….” (171). But 

again her life takes a turn when she sees Sukhwinder, her husband’s murderer. So for the safety 

of Taylor and his family she leaves them. 

Then she moves towards Iowa, where she meets Ripple Meyer and he promises her for a 

job. Here she meets Bud, the banker in Iowa. Bud falls in love with her at first sight and renames 

her as ‘Jane’. Her life again gets disturbed when a farmer shoots Bud and he becomes crippled 

waist downwards. Jane serves him with love and care .She makes him to increase his confident 

and becomes pregnant. But she never wishes to marry him and explains the same to Karin, his 

wife. She feels guilty of spoiling Bud’s relationship with his wife and she again gets sandwiched 

between her past and present.  

At this point of time, Taylor again re-enters her life and asks her to join him. After 

getting through all her dilemma she decides to leave Bud, she explains, “It isn’t guilt that I feel 

its relief.” (240) 

At last she tells “There is nothing I can do.”(241)  She doesn’t sacrifice her happiness for 

Bud instead she chooses Taylor boldly.  She says about her bitter experiences, “… For me, 

experience must be forgotten, or else it will kill.” (33). Jasmine recalls her multiple identities. 

More specifically, “Mukherjee in Jasmine challenges the concepts of identity as an unchanging 

attribute of the unified, transcendent individual of the realist novel, constantly pointing to the 

discursive basis of subjectivities.” (CDFI,73). In this novel, Jasmine always changes and 

transforms herself in order to survive; she fights against every situation that tried to shuffle her. 

At last choosing her love asTaylor, she reflects the independent thought of Jasmine.It is, in fact, 

the inner soul of a person which should be in peace. “The novel’s end gives no suggestion that 

“Jase” is an ultimate identity, or that this heroine would not go on shifting her relation to 

nationality- if not to gender and sexuality-indefinitely” (NDMS, 200). 
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Bharati Mukherjee’s Jasmine gives a brave and confidentprotagonist, who teaches the 

world to overcome all theirobstacles of life, if she wants to survive in the male-dominated 

society. In this order she finally regainsher self-identity.  

Every migrant has the right to search for his or her self-identity in theirnative land. But it 

does not mean that an Indian girl can go violating her traditional values to attain a new self-

identity. Being a widow she has many ways to live in America as an American to achieve her 

husband’s mission.She may have hurdles during her purposeful journey. Of course, the 

molestation is an accident but seeking men in her life and knowingly committing adultery in the 

name of love is purely lust and can never be a true love. For Bud, it may be something normal 

but as an Indian woman, Jyoti, Jasmine, Jazz, Jazzy or Jase, should have given importance to 

chastity and must have adored the Indian culture and customs. Eventhough she changes her 

identity by names, she is basically an Indian (only). If the astrologer has warned or challenged 

her through his foretelling, she must have been very cautious about her chastised life. Even 

Mahatma Gandhi, as an immigrant, kept his three promisesto his mother while he went abroad 

for his higher studies. But Jasmine forgets her husband, her Indian values and has lived selfishly 

in America. Such self-identity of hers will always remain unstable and a fluid nature. 
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ABSTRACT: The dark holds No Terrors depicts the story of a well educated and self independent woman Sarita 

who is in search of her self identity. She is a woman of self respect and strength. The heroine and leading character 

of the novel has been ignored and neglected during her childhood as her brother Dhurva was always  given priority 

over her. Being a girl of dark complexion, she was never well treated by her parents. Her mother used to taunt her. 

Her birthday was never celebrated while Dhurva always  enjoyed  his birthday. When Dhruva drowns, her mother 

consider her responsible. She even says,” Why didn’t you die? Why are you alive and he dead”. Even after marriage, 

she faces gender discrimination. Because of her hard work and strong determination, she became a doctor. She 

struggle throughout her life. 

 

IINTRODUCTION  

 “The Dark Holds No Terrors” react against the traditional concept that everything in 

girls’s life is shaped to that single purpose of pleasing male. Not only this novel most of the 

novel and novelist wrote about status of women in their society. Being a women they were also 

faced lot of struggle in their personal life . Even though they tried to get away from the dark 

caves but till now it will be continued as a story. The Dark holds no terrors is a very powerful 

novel that despites the life of Sarita, the main character  of the novel, is the daughter of a bank 

employee. Her father was generally a silent man while her mother was the premium mobile. She 

alienated herself from her daughter for ever, and opposed her daughter evenon such an important 

issue as joining the medical college. Like aconservative and reactionary mother she said that as 

they were to spend money on her marriage,  it was not possible for her to spend money on her 

medical studies. It further widened the gap between mother and daughter. Her  father took a 

stand in favor of Sarita and sent  her  to medical college. Sarita’s mother is an example of typical 

Indian woman who are partial to sons, and consider daughter as burden on the family.  

Sarita’s entry into medical college leads to romance with Manu. Saru is like young Indian 

girls, is Smitten by Manohar’s  features. This generally happens with Indian girls who are not 

allowed to mix with boys in their daily  life, and do not have the chance to see the boy of their 

choice from close quarters.  

There is another aspect of an adolescent girl which has been highlighted through the  

character of Sarita. Her mother has got her earnings on her fifteenth birthday and promised that 

she would get her gold bangles on the next birthday because she is grown up girl, not a child any 
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more. It is the first time she grows conscious of her adolescence. Then, she experiences some 

biological changes also. She started getting dreams of a total woman.Her mother asked her to be 

careful about her, not to come out in petticoat even when it was only her father around. Soon 

after her periods began which was a strange sensation, about which she felt that she should not 

speak to anybody, yet she had to tell about it to her mother, who told her that she would have it 

regularly, year after year. She was not allowed to enter the kitchen and the puja room during 

these three days. She had virtually became a Pariah in her own home as she was to sleep on a 

straw mat covered with a thin sheet. She was  given a cup and a plate to be served from a 

distance as if her touch would cause pollution. Even her mother treated her as a woman not as a 

child. She did not want to be woman like her mother, because on that stage the child in the shape 

of immature women wants her mother as a friend.  

Sarita had heard about several women who lived utterly neglected yet they did not revolt 

or try to change their lives, as if the life was a cul-de-sac, with no way out. Her own 

grandmother, she was told, had been deserted by her husband only a few years after marriage, 

leaving her a young woman, with two little daughter, one of whom was her own mother. No one 

knew when he had gone though there was the family legend that he had taken Sanyas. Her 

grandmother’s father took the deserted grandmother and her daughters to his house, where her 

grandmother lived virtually like a widow. The young deserted grandmother didn’t even think of 

marrying again. Her grandmother’s father married away his think of marrying again. Her 

grandmother’s father married away his two grand-daughters. Sarita lamented that such deserted 

women were destitutes, left to live a burdensome life --“ But there had been, obviously, the 

burden of being unwanted, of being a dependent. Yet her grandmother had never, so she had 

heard, complained. “It is my luck,” she said,  “My fate. It was written on my forehead”. None 

advised her to begin life afresh and stand against the vagaries of fate.  

Sarita had experiences during her married life to show that women are often victims of 

male chauvinism. It happened once with herself also. Once she went home late in the night 

because she had to visit a newly admitted patient. She had to go directly from consulting room to 

the nursing home. She had asked her compounder to inform her husband that she would be late. 

Yet when she reached home, she found Manohar in a brooding mood, Sarita couldn’t understand 

what she had done to spoil the mood of her husband. Manohar was not prepared to talk to her. 

Therefore she had to express her penitence and contrition. He joined her at dinner only after she 

had served both of them. Again, while living in a chawl, Manohar was upset to see that people 

greeted his wife, showed greater regard for her.In order to be rid of such a humiliating situation, 

he declared that he was fed up of the place and wanted to shift to a new house.The situation 

became a cause for troubles in her married life.Man always tries to dominate over woman in 

Indian society.  

Sarita had the opportunity to meet several other women living in  her neighborhood. It 

was a kind of survey of Indian woman. In a few days she could know their plight.Women were 

found suffering from backache, headache, leucorrhea, manorhagea, dysmanorrhea, loss of 
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appetite, burning feet, an itch there. Women suffered these indignities silently, because they 

would not speak of these melodies to anybody due to shame –“Everything kept secret, their very 

womanhood a source of deep shame to them….Going on their tasks and destroying themselves 

in the bargain, for nothing but meaningless modesty”. Their husbands also did not feel the 

necessity of taking them to the doctor.  

Sarita had experiences which made it clear to her that wives were treated as a possession 

and show pieces. She recollected that she and Manohar went to pay a visit to a friend.They had 

lunch with him. But when they were going back home, Manohar started humming a tune, 

showing that he was exceedingly pleased. It was his usual way,she first thought it was relief at 

getting away. But later she realized, “It had been complacency, not relief. Complacency at 

having shown off a prized possession. His wife, a lady doctor”. She was hurt to see that she had 

become a possession,and a show piece to be proud of.  

Sarita gave examples from scriptures and literary works to prove her point. She said that 

if  Draupadi had been economically independent or Sita had an independent identity, their stories 

would have been the same, because they were women after all. And there was the example of 

Kalidas’ Shakuntala who, on being rejected by the king was advised by the ascetics that 

accompanied her “to stay on nevertheless in king’s harem, or as his slaves, because he was, after 

all, her husband”. And when the girl weeping, shamed, humiliated, tired, in spite of this noble 

advice, to follow the ascetics back home, one of them turned round and thundered at her….what, 

wanton girl, do you desire independence?” These examples proved that woman had always been 

a handmaid of man.  

CONCLUSION  

• Shashi Deshpande concludes this story, by portraying the two different states of woman in 

the society. Even though she was successful in her personal life.  

• Today Indian government too offers a lot of opportunities to women, women also want to 

expose themselves but in some places they are suppressed by men unknowingly.  

• However, even though India is moving away from the male dominating culture, 

discrimination is still highly visible in rural as well as in urban areas, through out all strata of 

society.  

• But it should be changed. For that not only women, men is also ready to accept women’s 

changes and ready to treat them as fair.    

• It is impossible to think about the welfare of the world of the world unless the condition of 

women is improved.   
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ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of this paper is to exhibit tragic hero in Fitzgerald’s novel that can be 

observed from Jay Gatsby. Jay Gatsby is a young man having a lot of money. He lavishly spends 

money for parties in every week end. His extravagant lifestyle and prodigal parties are simply an 

attempt to fulfill his ideal. Gatsby’s love toward Daisy is real and strong. But she is completely 

undeserving of his love. Histragic flaw is creating illusions and lives in non-reality which leads 

to his death. When Daisy refuses to accept him, he understands that all he had ever dreamt for 

Daisy’s love at collapses. It is clearly reveals that Gatsby plays the role of a tragic hero.When 

Daisy return to Long Island with Gatsby, she had driven the car and accidentally kills Myrtle 

Wilson. Myrtle was Tom’s girlfriend who had run out to see the car because she thought that it 

was Tom’s car. Myrtle’s husband, George Wilson blamed Tom for the death, but Tom informed 

him that it was Gatsby who had driven the car. Gatsby takes the blame to protect Daisy. So 

George Wilson went to Gatsby’s house, where he shoots Gatsby and then himself. 

Tragic Hero in The Great Gatsby 

 A tragic hero must have heroic features that evoke the sympathy of the reader and also 

have tragic flaws that ultimately lead to his own downfall. In the present novel Jay Gatsby is a 

tragic hero. 

Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby is narrated by Nick Carraway. He was a 

Yale graduate, who moved to New York and lived next door to Gatsby. Gatsby was an affluent 

man who lived an extravagant life style. Jay Gatsby, the mysterious man living in the West Egg. 

He has endless wealth and owns a mansion with a large swimming pool, a fancy car and dozens 

of servants. He was famous for the lavish parties. 

Gatsby made a fortune by doing illegal business. At the age of seventeen, he altered his 

name to Jay Gatsby. He learned how to make money from millionaire Yacht owner. While 

serving in the USA army he fell in love with Daisy Fay, but she married a wealthy man, Tom 

Buchanan. After Gatsby returned, he started following his dream. He used his wealth as a tool to 

win the love of his beautiful woman, Daisy. 
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 Gatsby wants to fulfill his ideal by gaining wealth and winning the complete 

unconditional love of Daisy. Daisy’s beauty strongly affects his feeling. His love toward Daisy is 

authentic and strong. His unconditional love makes him like a strong-willed and exotic person. 

He always tries to win her from her husband, Tom. Even though he has a propensity to live in the 

past,he is a very determined in the process of winning her. 

 In the past, Gatsby was an underprivileged person who did not possess much money. 

Now, he has both the money and the look, he thinks there is a possibility that he will easily 

conquest Daisy’s love back. He cannot change his bygone days and he cannot change other’s 

too. Nevertheless, he tries hard.  

Tom and Daisy Buchanan are portrayed as almost egocentric characters. Although Tom 

has endless wealth and power,hehas the need to show his wealth and influence to those who is 

inferior to him. He plays with his mechanic Wilson by procrastinating the deal.Wilson is the 

husband of Myrtle. Wilson wants to buy his car with the plan to change it with a profit. The car 

deal could not mean a lot to Tom, but it would be important to Wilson. By delaying the deal, 

Tom demonstrates his power. Tom also brags to Nick about his house and the previous 

prominent owner (Tyson 70).Although Gatsby thinks Daisy is the ideal woman, she is foolish 

and not yet developed. Daisy seems fatigue with her life. Although she felt unhappy in her 

marriage and her privileged lifestyle, she is unwilling to give up either. 

 At a party, Nick found out that Gatsby was in love with Daisy.Daisy had once been in 

love with Gatsby, but Daisy married Tom while Gatsby was in Europe during the Great war. 

Nick arranges a meeting to reestablish their relationship. Their love rekindled, they begin an 

affair.Gatsby and Daisy cannot hide their love for one another. Tom asked Gatsby about his 

intention for Daisy, and Gatsby replied that Daisy loves him, not Tom. Gatsby shows his love 

towards Daisy to tom by stating, “Your wife doesn’t love you.” “she’s never loved you. She 

loves me”(147). In this scene where Tom finds out about the affair between Gatsby and Daisy. 

So Tom started accusing him for running an illegal business. Daisy, in love with Gatsby earlier, 

after observes the quarrel she moves from Gatsby to Tom.  

 When they planned to go to New York together. Nick rides with Jordon and Tom in 

Gatsby’s car and Gatsby and Daisy ride together in Tom’s car. Tom, Nick and Jordon discover 

someone has been fatally hit by a car while driving back to Long Island. Michaelis is a Greek 

man who runs the restaurant next to Wilson’s workplace. He tells them that Myrtle was the 

victim; a car coming from New York city struck her, paused and then sped away.  

 Nick waits outside Tom’s house.  He finds there Gatsby hiding in the bushes. In the end, 

Gatsby is willing to give up everything for her. Daisy accidentally runs over and kills 

Mrs.Wilson, the woman, Tom is having an affair. Tom tells Nick that he was the one who told 

Wilson everything that Gatsby owned the car that killed Myrtle, and describes how greatly he 

suffered when he had to give the apartment he kept in the city for his affair. He says that Gatsby 

deserve to die. 
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 George Wilson stays up all the night talkingabout Myrtle to Michaelis. He tells him that 

before Myrtle died, he confronted her lover and told her that she could not hide her sin from the 

eyes of God.  

 Wilson goes to Gatsby’s house. He shoots Gatsby and then shoots himself. Jay Gatsby 

dies as a tragic figure because he wasted his life chasing an unattainable dream, Daisy Buchanan. 

His fortune and his house meant nothing to him without Daisy. Nick hurries back to West Egg 

and finds Gatsby floating dead in the pool. Nick visualizes Gatsby’s last feelings, and pictures 

him disillusioned by the worthless and emptiness of life without Daisy. 

 Fitzgerald portrays the tragic figure in the character of Jay Gatsby. Gatsby succeeds in 

changing him as he goes from having nothing to being very wealthy. His success, however, 

comes during a corrupt time. Exactly how Gatsby made his fortune is not clear but it is clear that 

he was involved in some illegal business. Gatsby’s success is dependent on the fact that he did 

not follow the rules of society. As Gatsby turns to an illegal business to achieve his American 

dream, the fact that everyone does not have the same opportunities to succeed is demonstrated by 

Fitzgerald. 

Conclusion 

 Gatsby is Fitzgerald’s personification of the tragedy, with his class journey from a farm 

boy to a very wealthy man living in luxury. Gatsby’s dream in not completed without Daisy and 

his dream of winning her is impossible because of the social class system. According to Weber, 

family heritage is important when it comes to social status (306).  

Jay Gatsby is the tragic hero who suffers a lot for an undeserving soul. As a result of his 

passion, Gatsby is really blinded to the realities of life till his death. Although Gatsby is a 

success in terms of the standards of American society, his inability to fulfill his own destruction. 

Thus for a human to truly succeed in life, one must meet one’s own expectations, rather than 

society’s. 
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16. 

 

 

 

foosdkuan foKku egkfo|ky;, cSrwy] e-iz- 

                      

Ykksduk;d xksLokeh rqylhnkl dh jkedFkk Hkkjrh; yksdthou esa izk.kok;q dh rjg O;kIr 

gS]D;ksafd ;g jkedFkk fofo/k ekuo&laca/kksa rFkk vkn”kksZ dh dFkk gS vkSj yksdthou fofo/k ekuo 

laca/kksa dk ltho] lkdkj vkSj lfØ; :Ik gh gSA lkFk gh yksdthou ijaijk ls vkc) thou gS 

vkSj jkedFkk ls c<+dj thoar ijaijk vkSj D;k gks ldrh gS\ vr% yksdthou dh d`rd`R;rk Hkh 

jkedFkk ds viuko rFkk mlesa vksrizksr gksus essa gSA bl izdkj nksuksa gh n`f"V;ksa ls Hkkjrh; 

yksdthou jkedFkk dh L=ksrfLouh ls vfHkflafpr gSA 

Hkkjrh; lkfgR; ds vUrxZRk ftruk O;kid izpkj xksLokeh rqylhnkl dh d`fr ^jkepfjrekul^ 

dk gqvk gS] mruk vU; fdlh xzaFk dk ughaA bl xzaFk dh lcls cM+h fo”ks"krk ;g gS fd bldk 

izpkj lHkh oxksZa esa gS] D;ksafd blesa dksbZ Hkh tkfrxr ;k laiznk;xr HksnHkko ugha gSA lk/kkj.k 

f”kf{kr rFkk vui<+ yksxksa dks Hkh ;g daBLFk gS vkSj fo}ku Hkh bldk euu djrs gSaA ,d lkFk 

bruh ljy gksrs gq;s Hkh bruh xw<+] thouksi;ksxh gksrs gq;s Hkh bruh nk”kZfud rF;ksa ls iw.kZ] 

mins”kkRed gksrs gq;s Hkh dfoRoiw.kZ iqLrd fo”o lkfgR; esa nqyZHk gSA ;g xzaFk Hkkjrh;ksa ds fy;s 

ojnkuLo:Ik gS] D;ksafd blus nklrk ds ;qx esa Hkh mudh lkaLd`frd vkSj pkfjf=d mPprk dh 

j{kk dh vkSj mUgsa cy iznku fd;kA xksLokeh rqylhnkl us viuh bl egku d`fr dk fuekZ.k 

leLr miyC/k Js"B lkfgR; ds vk/kkj ij fd;k gS vkSj mlesa dsoy lkfgfR;d i{k gh ugha 

oju~ thou ds lHkh i{kksa tSls& ewY;] vkpkj] /keZ] laLd`fr] jktuhfr vkfn dk izkekf.kd rFkk 

O;kogkfjd :Ik esa lekos”k fd;k gSA  

rqylhdkO; dh vusd fo”ks"krkvksa esa loZizFke ,oa izeq[k fo”ks"krk gS& fo}rlekt rFkk tulk/kkj.k 

esa  leku yksdfiz;rkA ;g lkSHkkX; mUgsa NksM+dj 'kk;n gh fdlh vU; d`frdkj dks izkIr gqvk 

gksA rqylh dks ;g lQyrk viuh bl ekU;rk ds vk/kkj ij feyh gS fd dhfrZ] dkO; vkSj 

,s”o;Z dh Js"Brk dh ,d gh dlkSVh gS fd mlds }kjk xaxk ds leku ^lc^ dk fgr gks vkSj bl 

^lc^ esa cq/k vkSj lkekU;tu nksuksa gh vk tkrs gSaA  

rqylh&dkO; dh nwljh fo”ks"krk gS fd mudk izfrik| fdlh dky fo”ks"k dh oLrq u gksdj 'kk”or~ 

gS] blhfy;s mlesa ,slk iqjkukiu ugha gS] tks eu esa cklhiu dh Hkkouk Hkjdj mlls v:fp 

mRiUu dj nsA ;fn blesa  ;fRdafpr~ iqjkusiu dh vuqHkwfr gksrh Hkh gS] rks vk;qosZn ds jl vkSj 

HkLeksa dh izkphurk dks xq.k ekuus ds ln`”k ghA ftl izdkj euq"; oL=ksa dh jpuk esa fur u;s 

ifjorZu djrk gS] ij ftl 'kjhj dks lqlfTtr djus ds fy;s og ;g lc djrk gS] mldh 

jpuk&i)fr esa dksbZ uwrurk ugha gSA gtkjksa o"kksZa ls izd`fr 'kjhj dks ,d gh <kaps esa cukrh vk 

jgh gS] fQj Hkh O;fDRk oL= ls mcrk gS] 'kjhj ls ughaA Hkou fuekZ.k dh dyk esa pkgs ftrus 

Hkh myVQsj gksrs jgs] ij i`Foh iqjkru gh gksrh gSA mlh izdkj rqylh dkO; iqjkru gksrs gq;s Hkh 

lnSo uwrurk dk vkd"kZ.k iznku djrk gS] D;ksafd blesa xksLokehth us ekuo&eu dh 'kk”or~ 

leL;k dk lek/kku izLrqr fd;k gSA xksLokehth us viuh d`fr;ksa esa thou ds fdlh vax fo”ks"k 
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dk fp=.k gh ugha fd;k] oju~ mldk laiw.kZrk ds lkFk fnXn”kZu djk;k gSA thou dh lqdqekjrk 

vkSj fLuX/krk ds lkFk mxzrk vkSj Hkh"k.krk] e/kqjrk ds lkFk&lkFk dVqrk] d:.kk ds lkFk 

fu"Bqjrk] ladh.kZRkk vkSj LOkkFkZ ds lkFk mnkjrk vkSj R;kx] eksg ds lkFk mnklhurk] 'kakfr ds lkFk 

thou dk gkgkdkj& lHkh feydj fofo/k vuqHkoksa ls gekjs vUrl~ dks le`) djrs gSaA muds 

}kjk of.kZr dFkk esa dgha thou dh fo"ke rFkk Hkh"k.k ifjfLFkfr;kW drZO;] /keZ] Lusg vkSj e;kZnk 

dks fuxy tkus ds fy;s rS;kj gS] rks dgha mldk ljy] fLuX/k vkSj Hkksyk :Ik gekjh leLr 

dqfVyrk dks xykdj cgk nsus dh {kerk ls ;qDRk gSA rkRi;Z ;g fd rqylh dkO; esa thou vius 

leLr :iksa vkSj jlksa esa izokgeku gSA 

rqylhnkl dsoy dfo gh ugh Fks] oju~ cgqr cMs lk/kd rFkk Hkkoqd HkDr Hkh FksA muds }kjk 

of.kZr HkfDr ekuo ds leLr fodkjksa] jksxksa ,oa leL;kvksa dks nwj djus ds fy, jkeck.k gSa vkSj 

bldk }kj lHkh ds fy, [kqyk gSaA lkFk gh rqylh HkDr gksrs gq;s Hkh vR;Ur izxfr”khy FksA 

e;kZnk&ikyu djus dk vkn”kZ j[krs gq;s Hkh os :f<+ fojks/kh FksA HkDRk vkSj laU;klh gksr s gq;s Hkh 

mUgksaus yksdthou dk egRo izfrf"Br fd;k vkSj fujk”kke; ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa vk”kk vkSj mRlkg dk 

lapkj fd;kA jke esa bZ”ojRo dh izfr"Bk djds mUgksaus u dsoy fujkdkj dks lkdkj cuk;k] oju~ 

bZ”oj dh lkekftd O;k[;k Hkh izLrqr dhA rqylh ds jke jktk ugha] nhuca/kq gSaA ;g nhuca/kqrk 

fdlh Hkh O;fDRk ds vkn”kZ dks vk/kqfudre lkekftd vkn”kZ dh Hkwfe ij [kM+k djrh gSA os lPps 

lkE; dh LFkkiuk pkgrs FksA mudh o.kZO;oLFkk okLro esa deZ vkSj ;ksX;rk dh O;kogkfjd lhek 

dh ;FkkFkZoknh O;k[;k gSA  

xksLokeh rqylhnkl us lkfgR; dks yksdHkk"kk esa vorh.kZ fd;k rkfd mlds }kjk leLr lekt dk 

dY;k.k laHko gks ldsA Kku ,oa vuqHko dks dsoy dqN gh O;fDRk;ksa rd lhfer j[kuk  ,d 

lkekftd vU;k; gSA bl n`f"V ls mUgksaus fdlh Hkh Hkk"kk dks fo”ks"k egRRo ugha fn;k gSA mudk 

ekuuk gSa fd tks ckr dgh tkrh gS] og egRoiw.kZ gksrh gS] fdl Hkk"kk esa dgh xbZ] ;g egRoiw.kZ 

ughaA mUgksaus gesa vkt jk"VªHkk"kk ds fuekZ.k&dk;Z esa Hkh vius iz;ksx }kjk O;kokgfjd lq>ko fn;s 

gSaA mudk fopkj gS fd izpfyr yksdHkk"kk dk <akpk vkSj mlds iz;ksxksa dks vk/kkj cukdj 

vko”;drkuqlkj mlds HkaMkj dks ge iz/kkur;k laLd`r vkSj lkekU;r;k leLr izpfyr Hkk"kkvksa  

ds 'kCnksa ls Hkj ldrs gSaA mUgksaus vius xazFkksa esa vk/kkj :Ik esa vo/kh ;k cztHkk"kk dks xzg.k 

fd;k] ijarq vjch] Qkjlh] xqtjkrh] caxyk] jktLFkkuh vkfn ds izpfyr vko”;d 'kCnksa dks xzg.k 

djus esa rfud Hkh ladksp ugha fd;kA mUgksaus ikfjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh dks laLd`r ls ysdj mls 

yksdHkk"kk ds :Ik esa <ky fn;kA vr% Hkk"kk laca/kh mudk dk;Z cM+k gh jpukREkd  vkSj mi;ksxh 

gSA  

Hkkjrh; laLd`fr ds {ks= esa Hkh rqylh dh egRoiw.kZ nsu gSA mUgksaus thou ds fofo/k laLdkjksa dk 

o.kZu fd;k gS vkSj mu o.kZuksa esa tkrh; laLd`fr dk og izfrfcac iznf”kZr gksrk gS ftldh xaHkhj 

Nk;k Hkkjrh; laLd`fr dk izk.k gS vkSj bl ckr dk |ksrd gS fd Hkkjrh;ksa ds vius dqN ,sls 

laLdkj gS tks mudh futh laifRr gSA ;fn bl izdkj dh Hkkouk dh j{kk rqylh tSls nwjn”khZ 

egkRek us u dh gksrh rks laHko Fkk fd yksx fotkrh; laLd`fr ls laidZ j[kus ij Hkkjrh;rk ls 

cgqr dqN nwj gks x;s gksrsA vLrq] rqylhnklth lnSo mnkjrk ds i{kikrh jgs gSa] lkFk gh mUgksaus 

lkaLd`frd lfg".kqrk dh vksj Hkh /;ku fn;k gSA R;kx] mnkjrk] lgu”khyrk  vkSj ikjLifjd 

fe=rk& bu  Hkkjrh; laLd`fr ds ewyrRoksa dh j{kk ds fy;s rqylh lnSo iz;Ru”khy jgs gSaA blh 

izdkj rqylh us vius dkO; esa ikfjokfjd ,ao lkekftd leL;kvksa dk gy R;kx vkSj izse }kjk 

fd;k gSA ftuls gekjk fudV dk laca/k gS] mudh =qfV;ksa ;k Hkkoksa ij jks"k djus ls gkfu gh 

gksrh gS blfy, mudh fuEu Hkkoukvksa dks izse vkSj R;kx dh mPp ,oa mnkRr Hkkokukvksa ls 
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ifj"d`r djuk pkfg;sA xka/khth dks Hkh rqylh dk ;g lans”k vPNk yxk vkSj blh ds 

ifj.kkeLo:Ik mUgksaus lR; vkSj vfgalk ds fl)karksa dk izpkj fd;kA  

rqylh dks dksjk vkn”kZoknh dguk Hkwy gSA mudk vkn”kZ];FkkFkZ dh Hkwfe ij izfrf"Br gSA os u rks 

vkt ds lanHkZ esa ;FkkFkZoknh gSa vkSj u vkn”kZoknh oju~ muesa nksuksa dk lqanj leUo; gSA muds 

lalkj esa dfy;qx Hkh gS vkSj jkejkT; HkhA mlesa dkS”kY;k vkSj lhrk Hkh gSa rFkk dSds;h vkSj 

eaFkjk HkhA mlesa LokFkhZ vkSj nq"V Hkh gSa rFkk izseh vkSj R;kxh HkhA bl izdkj mudk thou laca/kh 

fp=.k ,dkaxh ugha gS] mlesa lalkj ds lHkh i{kksa dh okLrfod >kadh gSA blh dkj.k xksLokehth 

;qx ds izfrfuf/k mrus ugha] ftrus ;qx ds fuekZrk vkSj ;qx&;qx ds laLdkjd gSaA vr% mudh 

dkO; jpuk orZeku le; esa Hkh mruh gh izHkkoh vkSj yksdekU; gS] ftruh vius fuekZ.kdky esaA 

bl ckr ds fy, vk/kqfud ifjos”k esa rqylh dk ewY;kadu vko”;d gSaA 

vk/kqfud ;qx dh lcls cM+h ckr gS& ekuork dh efgekA vkt ;qx ekuookn dk ugha] 

ekuorkokn dk gSA lkear”kkgh dk ;qx ekuookn dk ;qx Fkk&euq"; dh mWapkbZ dk ;qx Fkk] fdUrq 

;g ;qx ekuorkokn dk] lkewfgd dY;k.kHkko dk ;qx gSA euq"; fdruk Hkh lkoZHkkSe pØorhZ gks] 

fdarq ;fn mlesa ,sls xqq.k ugha gSa tks euq"; lekt dk lkewfgd mRFkku djus okys gksa] rks mldh 

dksbZ izfr"Bk ugha ekuh tk;sxhA bl ;qx esa nsojkt bUnz Hkh mlh rjg mis{k.kh; gSa ftl izdkj 

jk{kljkt jko.kA ijekRek Hkh ;fn gSa rks og egkekuo cudj izdV gks] 'khyoku~ ekuo cudj 

izdV gks] ,slh bl ;qx dh ekax gSA jke ,sls gh 'khy lefUor egkekuo ds :i esa fpf=r gq;s 

gSaA izkr%dky ls gh vkyL; R;kxdj fujkfHkeku Hkko ls yksd&lq[kdj dk;ksaZ esa tqV tkuk vkSj 

mnkRr pfj=ksa ds bfrgkl lqurs lqurs gq;s vius lg;ksfx;ksa dks Hkh vius Hkksxksa esa lc rjg ls 

lgHkkxh cukrs pyuk] ;gh rks ekuork dh lPph ekax gSA drZO; ds izfr iw.kZ vkLFkk vkSj 

vko”;d Hkksxksa ds izfr Hkh LokFkZghu lgHkkxh o`fr] ;gh rks ekuork dk lPpk y{k.k gS] ftldh 

iwfrZ rqylh ds jke djrs gSaA vr% euq";rk ds ekxZ ij vkxs c<+us ls drjkrs gq;s vFkok HkVdrs 

gq;s ekuo lekt ds fy;s vius jkepfj= }kjk tSlk lqn`<+ vkd"kZd izdk”kLraHk rqylh us fn;k gS] 

og vf}rh; gSA  

vk/kqfud ifjos”k dh nwljh ckr gS Økafr vkSj fo?kVu dh izo`fRrA /kkfeZd] lkekftd] uSfrd lHkh 

ewY;ksa esa vkt mFky&iqFky eph gqbZ gSA yksx viuk drZO; djrs ugha vkSj nwljksa ds vf/kdkjksa 

ij gkoh gksuk pkgrs gSaA {kqnz ykSfdd LokFkZ dh iwfrZ gh muds fy;s lc dqN gSA pkfjf=d iru 

gh vkt dh lcls fo"ke leL;k gS ftlds dkj.k O;fDRk fcxM+ jgk gS] dqVqEc fo?kfVRk gks jgs gS 

vkSj 'kklu laHkkys ugha laHky jgk gSA vkt ls 400 o"kZ igys gh Øakfrn”khZ rqylh us gekjs bl 

orZeku ;qx dk dksuk >kad fy;k Fkk vkSj bl leL;k dk mipkj Hkh og crk fn;k Fkk] blhfy;s 

vkt Hkh ^jkepfjrekul^ dh Jo.kh;rk vkSj euuh;rk mRrjksRrj c<+rh tk jgh gSA  

vk/kqfud jktuhfrd n`f"V ls Hkh rqylh dk ^jkepfjrekul^ egRRoiw.kZ gSA blesa ifjokj] lekt] 

uhfr] f”k{kk] jk"Vª vkfn thou ds lHkh i{kksa ij izdk”k iM+rk gSA rqylh us jkejkT; dh dYiuk 

n”kjFk&lqr ds lanHkZ esa vo”; dh] fdarq mlesa xksLokehth dk viuk fparu gS] tks vk/kqfud 

lektoknh O;oLFkk dks cy iznku djrk gSA xka/khth dh LOkjkt laca/kh vo/kkj.kk ^ekul^ ds 

jkejkT; ij vk/kkfjr Fkh vkSj ;g vo/kkj.kk gesa fujUrj Lora= jgus ds fy;s izsfjr djrh gS] 

D;ksafd ijk/khurk vkSj jkejkT; ijLij fojks/kh 'kCn gSaA vkt Hkkjrh; thou Lora= vo”; gS] 

ij mlesa jkejkT; LFkkfir ugha gSA ;g rHkh gksxk] tc ^ekul^ esa crk;s x;s vHkko] izfr”kks/k] 

fgalk] jDrikr] 'kks"k.k vkfn dk mUewyu gks tk;sxk] tc izR;sd ukxfjd vius&vius drZO; dk 

ikyu djsxk] tc fujadq”k 'kklu vkSj lkezkT;okn dk dksbZ vfLrRo ugha jg tk;sxk vkSj tc 

thou ds fofHkUu {ks=ksa esa e;kZnk ikyu lkekU; fu;e gksxkA  
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okLro esa vkt ds jk"Vªh; vkSj varjkZ"Vªh; thou esa ,sls vusd iz”u gSa ftudk lek/kku rqylh 

ds jkejkT; esa gS] u fd chaloh 'krkCnh dh ik”pkR; fopkj/kkjk esaA rqylh ls c<+dj lerk] 

ca/kqRo vkSj Lora=rk dk i{k/kj vkt dkSu gks ldrk gS\ mudh /kkj.kk Økafrdkjh /kkj.kk gSA oxZ 

la?k"kZghu] lg;ksx ,oa lgdkfjrk ij vk/kkfjr] Lo/keZikyujr] drZO;ijk;.k] vkfFkZd n`f"V ls 

ihM+k jfgr vkSj vfgalkRed lk/kuksa ls iw.kZ vkn”kZ lkE;okn rqylh ds ^jkepfjrekul^ dh fo”kky 

ihfBdk dks ysdj gh LFkkfir fd;k tk ldrk gSA mlh ls jktra= }kjk ihfM+r vkt dk ekuo 

+=k.k ik ldrk gSA Hkkjr dks lkE;okn ;k lektokn ;k vU; fdlh okn dh vko”;drk gh D;k 

gS tc rqylh dk jkejkT; gekjs lkeus gSA mlh ls clq/kSo dqVqEcde~ dh dYiuk lkdkj gks 

ldrh gS vkSj euq";&euq"; ds chp dk HksnHkko feVkdj lalkj ds lHkh ns”k viuh&viuh 

HkkSXkksfyd lhekvksa dk vfrØe.k djus dh dYiuk lR;kfir dj ldrs gSaA blds lkFk&lkFk 

ifjokj] lekt] jk"Vª vkSj tu&tu ds chp vkt tks lalkjO;kih ewY; fo?kVu n`f"Vxkspj gks jgk 

gS] og Hkh jkejkT; dh LFkkiuk ls nwj fd;k tk ldrk gSA jkejkT; ds vHkko dk ifj.kke gh 

nks fo”o;q)ksa esa n`f"Vxkspj gqvk gS vkSj ml le; rd gksrk jgsxk] tc rd jkejkT; dh 

uSfrdrk vk/kqfud 'kklu&O;oLFkk dh uhao u cusxhA jkejkT; gesa ,d ubZ jktuhfr] ubZ 'kkafr] 

,d ubZ uSfrdrk vkSj ,d u;k vkReCky iznku djrk gS ,oa ogh vkt ds thou dh foHkhf"kdk 

feVk ldrk gSA  

bl izdkj rqylh dk ^jkepfjrekul^ larIr thou dks 'khryrk iznku djus dk loksZRre lk/ku 

gS] og ns”k ds thou dk vfHkUu vax cu pqdk gSA xksLokehth ds g`n; :ih Hkwry ls mRiUu ;g 

ifo= xazFk lkjs ns”kksa dks] lkjh tkfr;kssa dks viuh fo”kky ifjf/k esa lesVdj mUgsa vkJ; iznku 

dj ldrk gSA vkt tc euq"; Lo;a viuk HkLeklqj cuk gqvk gS vkSj ekuork fouk”k ds dxkj 

ij [kM+h gqbZ gS] euq"; vius ls vtuch cuk gqvk vkSj HkhM+ esa [kks x;k izrhr gksrk gS] rc 

^jkepfjrekul^ gh ekuork dk ifj=k.k dj ldrk gSA og gesa v.kq dks fojkV esa foyhu djus 

dh vksj mUeq[k djrk gS] lsok&/keZ dh lk/kuk ds iz”kLr ekxZ dh vksj ys tkrk gS] D;ksafd 

^ekuo^ esa ,d O;kid] lkoZHkkSe ekuooknh vkn”kZ vkSj ekUko&thou ds pje y{; dh izfr"Bk 

dh xbZ gSA  

fu"d"kZr% rqylhnkl yksdthou dh ihM+k ds xk;d gh ugha gS] oju~ mudh jkedFkk jke tSls 

pfjruk;d ds ek/;e ls yksd dks bl ihM+k ls mckjus rFkk mcjus dk jkLrk lq>kus okyh dFkk 

Hkh gSA rqylh ds jke Hkh viuh okLrfodrk esa vU;k; vkSj vkrad ij fVdh 'kks"k.kewyd lRRkk 

dks tu&laXkBu ds ek/;e ls ijkHkwr djus okys vkSj bl izdkj yksd dks vU;k; rFkk 

vR;kpkj&tU; ihM+k esa eqDRk djus okys lkekU;tu ds jke gSA dqy feykdj ekul rFkk 

ekuldkj dks bl :Ik esa igpkuuk yksd vkSj mldh ihM+k dks igpkuuk gS vkSj tc rd yksd 

viuh ihM+k ls eqDr ugha gks tkrk] rc rd ekul rFkk ekuldkj Hkkjrh; lekt ds :ikUrj.k 

esa iw.kZr% mikns; jgsaxsA  

lanHkZ xzaFk 

1- rqylhnkl vkSj mudk dkO; & jkeujs”k f=ikBh 

2- rqylh lkfgR; ds u, lanHkZ & MkW- y{ehukjk;.k nqcs 

3- egkdfo rqylhnkl vkSj ;qx lanHkZ & MkW- HkxhjFk feJ 

4- rqylh& uoewY;kdau & jkejru HkVukxj 

5- rqylh % vkt ds lanHkZ esa & ;qxs”oj 

17. 
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'kks/k Nk= & yfyr dyk,¡ 

thokth fo'ofo|ky;] Xokfy;j ¼e-iz-½ 

Hkkjr ds LFkkiR; dh tM+sa ;gk¡ ds bfrgkl] n'kZu ,oa laL—fr esa fufgr gSaA Hkkjr dh okLrqdyk 

;gk¡ dh ijEijkxr ,oa ckgjh çHkkoksa dk feJ.k gSA 

Hkkjrh; okLrq dh fo'ks"krk ;gk¡ dh nhokjksa ds lqUnj vkSj vR;ar vkd"kZd vyadj.k esa gSA 

fHkfÙkfp=ksa vkSj ewfrZ;ksa dh ;kstuk] ftlesa vyadj.k ds vfrfjä vius fo"k; ds xaHkhj Hkko Hkh O;ä gksrs 

gSa] Hkou dks ckgj ls dHkh&dHkh iw.kZr;k yisV ysrh gaSA cgqr de mHkkj esa mRdh.kZ vius vykSfdd —

R;ksa esa yxs gq, ns'k Hkj ds nsoh nsork] rFkk ikSjkf.kd xkFkk,¡] ewfrZdyk dks çrhd cukdj n'kZdksa ds 

lEeq[k vR;ar jkspd dFkkvksa vkSj euksgj fp=ksa dh ,d iqLrd lh [kksy nsrh gSaA 

^okLrq* 'kCn dh O;qRifÙk laL—r ds ^ol~* /kkrq ls gqbZ gS ftldk vFkZ ^cluk* gksrk gSA pwafd clus 

ds fy;s Hkou dh vko';drk gksrh gS vr% ^okLrq* dk vFkZ ^jgus gsrq Hkou* gSA ^ol* /kkrq ls gh okl] 

vkokl] fuokl] clfr] cLrh vkfn 'kCn cus gSaA 

Hkou fuekZ.k ls lacaf/kr dyk dks LFkkiR; dyk ;k okLrqdyk dgk tkrk gSA  

Xokfy;j Hkkjr ds e/; çns'k jkT; dk ,d çeq[k 'kgj gSA HkkSxksfyd n`f"V ls Xokfy;j e-ç- 

jkT; ds mÙkj esa fLFkr gSA ;g 'kgj vkSj bldk fdyk mÙkj Hkkjr ds çkphu 'kgjks¡ ds dsUæ jgs gSaA ;g 

'kgj xqtZj] rksej rFkk dNokgks dh jkt/kkuh jgk gS bl 'kgj esa buds }kjk NksM+s x;s çkphu fpUg 

Lekjdksa] fdyksa] egyksa ds :i esa fey tk,axsA lgst dj j[ks x, vrhr ds HkO; Le`fr fpUg bl 'kgj 

dks i;ZVu dh –f"V ls egRoiw.kZ cukrs gSaA Xokfy;j 'kgj ds bl uke ds ihNs Hkh ,d bfrgkl fNik gSA 

vkBoha 'krkCnh esa ,d jktk gq, lwjtlsu] ,dckj os ,d vKkr chekjh ls xzLr gks e`R;q'kS;k ij Fks] rc 

Xokfyik uked lar us mUgsa Bhd dj thounku fn;kA cl mUgha ds lEeku esa bl 'kgj dh uhao iMh 

vkSj bls uke fn;k Xokfy;jA 

blds ckn vkus okyh 'krkfCn;ksa esa ;g 'kgj cMs+&cMs+ jktoa'kksa dh jktLFkyh cukA gj lnh ds 

lkFk bl 'kgj ds bfrgkl dks u;s vk;ke feysA egku ;ks/nkvksa] jktkvksa] dfo;ksa] laxhrdkjksa rFkk lUrksa 

us bl jkt/kkuh dks ns'kO;kih igpku nsus esa viuk&viuk ;ksxnku fn;kA vkt Xokfy;j ,d vk/kqfud 

'kgj gS vkSj ,d tkuk&ekuk vkS|ksfxd dsUæ gSA Xokfy;j dks xkyo _f"k dh riksHkwfe Hkh dgk tkrk 

gSA 

dPNi?kkr vfHkys[kksa ls ddueB eafnj ¼flgksfu;k] eqjSuk½] lkl&cgw eafnj ¼Xokfy;j nqxZ] 

Xokfy;j½] tSu eafnj ¼nwcdq.M] ';ksiqj½ ds vfrfjä ,d f'ko eafnj ¼Lejkfj eafnj½ ds vfLrRo dh lwpuk 

feyrh gSA blds vfrfjä dqN vU; eafnjksa dks Hkh dPNi?kkr eafnj ds :i esa Ñ".knso] vgen vyh us 
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of.kZr fd;k gS] ysfdu dnokgk ,oa mldk lehiorhZ {ks= ijorhZ izfrgkjksa }kjk 'kkflr Fkk] ftlls ogk¡ 

ds eafnjksa dks dPNi?kkr eafnj dguk mfpr ugha tku iM+rkA ;gk¡ dsoy mUgha eafnjksa dk fooj.k izLrqr 

fd;k x;k gSA ftudh Li"V lwpuk vfHkys[kksa ls feyrh gSA  

  

flgksfu;k] xzke eqjSuk ls 35 fdeh- nwj fLFkr gSA xzke flgksfu;k ls ddueB eafnj mRrj dh 

vksj 2 fdeh- dh nwjh ij fufeZr gSA orZeku esa eafnj ttZj voLFkk esa gSA dPNikr 'kkld eghiky ds 

ys[k esa blds fuekZ.k dk Js; dhfrZjkt dks fn;k x;k gSA  

iwokZfHkeq[k eafnj Å¡ph txrh ij fufeZr gSA txrh dh yEckbZ 300 QhV] pkSM+kbZ 150 QhV o Å¡pkbZ 12 QhV gSA 

fo'kky eafnj dh txrh ij iwoZ fn'kk esa uanh e.Mi dk fuekZ.k fd;k x;kA orZeku esa ;g uanh] eafnj ds lehi 

LFkkfir gSA eafnj esa v)Z e.Mi] eq[k e.Mi] egke.Mi] vUrjky ,oa xHkZx`g gSA txrh [kqj] dqEHk] dy'k] ifÍdk] 

rkyi= ;qä vUriZ=] diksfrdk] clarifÍdk ,oa i.kZca/k ;qä gSA txrh dh fo'kky jfFkdkvksa ij x.ks'k] dkfrZds; ,oa 

ikoZrh dk vadu gSA ewy izklkn esa osnhca/k ihB dh Hkkafr gSA bls [kqj] vUrji= in~ei= ;qä tkM~;dqEHk] dy'k] 

rkyi= ;qä vUrji=] i.kZca/k ,oa diksfrdk ls vyaÑr fd;k x;kA osnhca/k esa o`Ùkkdkj LrfEHkdkvksa ds Åij 

[kqjNk|] rqyklaxzg ,oa pSR;ksn~xe ls vkPNkfnr jfFkdkvksa ij nso izfrekvksa vkSj v"VfnDikyksa dks LFkku fn;k x;k gSA 

osnhca/k ds Åij xzkleq[k ifÍdk ij jktlsud ,oa osfndk gSA osfndk LrfEHkdk] ?kViYyo ,oa lfyykarj i=oYYkh ls 

rFkk fuf'pr varjky ij jfFkdkvksa esa nso izfrek,¡ o vU; vyadj.k mRdh.kZ fd, x, gSaA osfndk ds Åij e.Mi ds 

vkluiÍ o d{kklu dk fuekZ.k gSA vkluiÍ ds Åij Hknzd LrEHk dk fuekZ.k fd;k x;k gSA /kj.kh dks vkJ; nsrs 

e.Mi ds LrEHk v)Zin~e] dhfrZeq[k] ?kViYyo] ifÍdk ,oa vyaÑr dks"B ls ;qä gSA e.Mi ds nksuksa ik'oZ eas rFkk 

lEeq[k eq[k prq"dh ,oa Hknz e.Mi tksM+us ls bldk vkdkj egke.Mi dk izrhr gksrk gSA ;g pkjksa vksj ls [kqyk gSA 

egke.Mi 50 QhV yEck] 50 QhV pkSM+k o 20 QhV Å¡pk gSA egke.Mi dh Nr 44 lqUnjrk ls mdsjs x, LrEHkksa ij 

vk/kkfjr gSA dqN LrEHk [kafMr gSaA eafnj ds ik'oZ esa fLFkr Hknz e.Mi ls ewy izklkn lak/kkj ¼iznf{k.kk iFk ;qä½ eafnj 

gks x;k gSA iznf{k.kk iFk [kqyk gSA ;g [ktqjkgks ds eafnjks a dh rjg can ugha gSA 

 ewy izklkn dh osnhca/k ij fufeZr jfFkdk ij] czã] fo".kq o f'ko dk vadu gSA vyaÑr i.kZ e/;ca/k us ta?kk Hkkx 

dks nks Hkkxksa esa foHkä dj fn;kA fupys Hkkx esa xzkl eq[k ifÍdk ls vyaÑr eafpdk ij vk|̀r Hknzd LrfEHkdkvksa ds 

Åij v)ZjRu ifÍdk] [kqjNk|] jfFkdk fcEc ,oa ?kafVdk ls vkPNkfnr va/kdks"B Hkk¡fr dh jfFkdk,a gSaA LrfEHkdk ds Hkhrjh 

Hkkx esa }kj 'kk[kk rFkk ckã ik'oZ esa nsokaxuk,a mRdh.kZ gSaA xHkZx`g dk forku mfR{kIr izdkj dk gSA orZeku esa xHkZx`g esa 

f'kofyax LFkkfir gSA xHkZx`g dh yEckbZ 13 QhV] pkSM+kbZ 13 QhV rFkk Å¡pkbZ 20 QhV gSA mÙkjax ij yykVfcEc esa f'ko 

dk vadu gSA vUrjky 5 QhV yEck gSA xHkZxg̀ dh }kj 'kk[kk dh vf/kdka'k ewfrZ;ka [kf.Mr gks pqdh gSaA iwokZfHkeq[k 

xHkZxg̀ ds mRrj esa ty fudklh dh O;oLFkk gSA 

 jfFkdkvksa ,oa lfyykarj esa nsokadu] lqj&lqanjh] O;ky] v"Vfnd~iky ,oa lIr ekr`dkvksa dk vadu 

gSA ta?kk ds Åijh Hkkx esa vn~Hkqr ykSfdd vadu gqvk gSA ojf.Mdk esa df.kZdk] ifÍdk] diksfrdk ,oa 

i.kZca/k dk vadu gqvk gSA f'k[kj ij ewfrZ;ksa ds n'kZu gksrs gSaA orZeku esa f'k[kj ttZj voLFkk esa 

fo|eku gSA  bldh Å¡pkbZ yxHkx 100 QhV FkhA f'k[kj dk vf/kdka'k Hkkx fxj pqdk gSA eafnj ds 

f'k[kj ds vk/ks Hkkx rd jfFkdkvksa dk rFkk 'kh"kZ ij vkeylkjd ,oa vkeyd rFkk dy'k LFkkfir FkkA 

f}ryh; egke.Mi ds 'kh"kZ ij fLFkr vkeyd ls eafnj dk f'k[kj [ktqjkgksa ds danfj;k egknso eafnj ds 

c<+rs f'k[kj dh Hkk¡fr jgk gksxkA
1
 ddueB eafnj ls Kkr frfFk 1044 fo-la- ls ;g vuqeku yxk;k tk 

ldrk gS fd eafnj lu~ 987 bZ- ds iwoZ cuuk izkjaHk gks pqdk FkkA ddueB eafnj ds vfrfjä flgksfu;k 

¼eqjSuk½ esa vusd oS".ko] 'kSo] 'kkä ,oa tSu eafnj Fks fdUrq vc ;s yqIr gks x, gSaA tks 'ks"k gSa os 
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th.kZ&'kh.kZ voLFkk esa gSaA ddueB eafnj ds mÙkj esa ,d NksVs eafnj ds vfLrRo dh lwpuk feyrh gSA 

;gka fLFkr vafcdk eafnj o guqeku eafnj dks dPNi?kkr dkyhu Lohdkj fd;k tkrk gSA  

ddueB eafnj dh ik'oZ dh eaMfidk ij ,d ^x.k* izfrek gSA ;gk¡ ij ,d vfHkys[k esa ^x.k* 

vafdr gS ftlls fofnr gksrk gS fd dykdkjksa ds leqnk; ds gLrk{kj Lo:i] bl 'kCn dk iz;ksx gqvk 

gSA
2 

 Xokfy;j nqxZ ij fLFkr nks ^oS".ko eafnj* ftUgsa LFkkuh; tu ^lkl&cgw eafnj* uke ls lEcksf/kr 

djrs gSaA vyadj.k o jpuk dh n`f"V ls eafnj ,d nwljs dh vuqÑfr izrhr gksrs gSaA bl vlk/kkj.k Ñfr 

ij fo}kuksa us lksyadh izHkko Lohdkj fd;k gSA xqtjkr&jktLFkku dh jpuk 'kSyh ls izHkkfor tstkdHkqfä 

dh ijEijk ls vfHkizsfjr ;s eafnj lokZf/kd foy{k.k gSA
3
 

 ryNUn ;kstuk esa iw.kZ fodflr eafnj dk fuekZ.k Å¡ph txrh ij fd;k x;k gS] ftlesa oxkZdkj 

xHkZx`g] vUrjky] lHkke.Mi ;k jaxe.Mi vkSj eq[ke.Mi ;k eq[kprq"dh dh ;kstuk dh xbZ FkhA lHkk 

e.Mi ds ik'oksZa esa eq[ke.Mi vkSj Hknze.Mi dks tksM+us ls bldk vkdkj egke.Mi dk gks x;kA 

 eafnj dk fuekZ.k cyqvk iRFkj ls fd;k x;k] ftldk foLrkj mÙkj&nf{k.k dh vksj yxHkx 30-

48 eh- rFkk iwoZ&if'pe esa 19-20 eh- gSA
4
 1-25 eh- Å¡ph txrh iw.kZr% lknh gSA eafnj dh ihB fHkÍ 

tkyd] in~ei=] jRu rFkk vU; vyadj.kksa ls ;qä gSA fHkÍks ds Åij tkM~;dqEHk] df.kZdk] xzkliÍVh] 

xtihB vkSj ujihB lq'kksfHkr gSA  

 lHkke.Mi ;k jaxe.Mi rhu ryh; ¼f=HkkSfed½ gSA izklkn ihB ij jktlsud ds Åij nsoh 

nsorkvksa ls ;qä jfFkdkvksa dk vyadj.k fd;k x;kA jfFkdkvksa esa czãk] fo".kq] egs'k rFkk lIrekr̀dkvksa 

ds vadu ds lkFk gh ifjokj nsoksa dk Hkh vyadj.k fd;k x;kA jfFkdkvksa ds Åij vkluiÍ rFkk 

vkluiÍ ds Åij d{kklu dh jpuk dh xbZA d{kklu vc u"V gks x, gSaA  

 lkl&cgw eafnj ds lHkke.Mi] eq[ke.Mi] Hknze.Mi] vUrjky vkSj eq[k&prq"dh ds forku fofHké 

izdkj ds vyadj.kksa ,oa Fkjksa ls ltk, x, gSaA 

 LrEHk iw.kZr% vyaÑr gSA lHkke.Mi esa pkj Hknz LrEHkksa dk fuekZ.k fd;k x;kA eq[ke.Mi rFkk 

Hknz&e.Mi esa NksVs o o`Ùkkdkj LrEHkksa dk fuekZ.k fd;k x;kA lHkk e.Mi dh Nr laoj.kk vaydj.k ls 

vyaÑr dh xbZA e/;dkyhu eafnjksa esa izos'k}kj dks lkekU; :i ls ik¡p] lkr ;k ukS }kj 'kk[kkvksa ls 

vyaÑr fd;k tkrk FkkA lHkk&e.Mi ds lkeus dk izos'k }kj uo&}kj 'kk[kkvksa esa foHkä gSA igyh 

e`.kky 'kk[kk] nwljh] rhljh ,oa lkroha 'kk[kk [kYo'kk[kk] pkSFkh vkSj vkBoha i='kk[kk] ik¡poha n.M'kk[kk 

¼LrEHk'kk[kk½] NBha ekyk'kk[kk] uoha e`.kky'kk[kk gSA xHkZx`g ds izos'k}kj dks Hkh uo }kj 'kk[kkvksa esa 

vyaÑr fd;k x;kA efUnj ds xHkZx`g ds ik'oZ esa vkB NksVs xHkZx`g dh jpuk dh xbZA ftuesa fo".kq 

O;wgksa&lad"k.kZ iz|qEUk rFkk vfu:) vkSj muds O;wgkarjksa&vP;qr okeu vkfn dh ewfrZ;ksa dh O;oLFkk dh 

xbZA eafnj dk xHkZx`g orZeku esa fjDr gS rFkk dqN yksxksa ds }kjk 'kkSpky; dh rjg iz;ksx esa yk;k 

x;kA ftldh nqxZU/k esjs losZ{k.k ds le; fo|eku FkhA xHkZx`g ds forku ij pexknM+ fpids gq, 

iznf'kZr gSaA  
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 lkl eafnj ds lEeq[k ,d /ot LrEHk fo|eku gS ;g yxHkx 30 eh- mÙkj esa 8-50 eh- Å¡pk ,d 

ik"kk.k LrEHk gS fupyk Hkkx yxHkx 61 ls- eh- O;kl dk rFkk Åijh Nksj yxHkx 45-7 ls-eh- gSA LrEHk 

ij mRdh.kZ ys[k feV x;k gSA ;g /ot LrEHk lkl eafnj dk izrhr gksrk gSA
5
  

 lkl&cgw eafnj ds f'k[kj ds laca/k esa iz'kfLr esa mYys[k fd;k x;k gSA gfj ds mÙkqax eafnj dh 

Å¡pkbZ dk o.kZu lEHko ugha gSA mlds f'k[kj ij flag fufeZr fd;k x;k gS] ,slk izrhr gksrk gS fd ;g 

flag pUnzek es fLFkr e`x dk f'kdkj djus ds fy, vkdk'k Nw jgk gSA eafnj ds f'k[kj ij lksus ls 

vyaÑr /otn.M mlds Åij Å¡ph oSt;Urh fujUrj ygjkrh jgrh] ;g /otk pk¡nuh ds leku /koy 

ekuks foHkwfref.Mr 'kEHkq ds tVkeqdqV ij LoxZ ls xaxk fxj jgh gSA xHkZx`g ds Åij dk f'k[kj u"V gksus 

ls flag rFkk galkoyh Hkh u"V gks xbZ gSA  

 f}osnh ¼i-̀ 204½ dk er gS] fd in~eukFk dh izfrek xHkZx`g esa u`flagkorkj dh FkhA f'k[kj ij 

flag ,oa flgksfu;k ds eafnj esa dhfrZjkt us eafnj ds izos'k }kj ij fo'kkydk; flag fufeZr djk,A laHko 

gS dPNi?kkrksa dk jktfpUg flag FkkA orZeku esa flgksfu;k ds flag xwtjh egy laxzgky; ¼Nk;kfp= 

&14½ esa lajf{kr gSA dfu?kae ds vuqlkj f'k[kj dh Å¡pkbZ 100 QhV Fkh orZeku esa ;g 70 QhV gSA
6
 

vk/kqfud nwcdq.M [¼25044] 7704*½ ¼ftyk ';ksiqj½] ls tSu eafnj ¼Nk;kfp=&9½ ds vo'ks"k izdk'k 

esa vk, gSaA orZeku esa eafnj dk osnhcU/k ,oa ta?kk Hkkx 'ks"k gSA  eafnj dk vf/kdka'k Hkkx {kfrxzLr gks 

pqdk gSA ;g eafnj 80 QqV yEcs ,oa 80 QqV pkSM+s Hkwry ;kstuk ij fufeZr gSA iwokZfHkeq[k eafnj esa izR;sd 

fn'kk esa nl d{k cus gSa] fdukjs fLFkr dejksa ds izos'k }kj ckgj dh vksj rFkk vU; dejksa ds }kj vUnj 

cjkens esa [kqyrs gSaA cjkens dh Nr lkns iRFkj ls fufeZr gS rFkk pkSdksj LrEHkksa ij vkfJr gSA ;s 

pkSdksj LrEHk pkj czSdsV~l vkSj dSfiVy ;qä gS] ftudh yEckbZ 7 QqV 5 bap gSA cjkens esa 7 d{k [kqyrs 

gS rFkk vU; fn'kk esa [kqyus okys d{kksa dh la[;k 8 gSA d{kksa dh yEckbZ 5 QqV 8 bap vkSj pkSM+kbZ 5 

QqV 8 bap gSA bu d{kksa esa tSu rhFkZadj izfrek,¡ LFkkfir dh xbZ Fkh buesa dqN ds vo'ks"k miyC/k gSaA 

orZeku esa vusd d{kksa ds Q'kZ 5&6 QqV rd xgjs [kqns gSaA bu d{kksa ds izos'k }kj vR;f/kd vyaÑr gSA 

d{kksa dh Nr ,d&nwljs ds Åij j[ks iRFkjksa ls rhu Lrjksa esa cuh gSA buds }kj 'kk[kkvksa ij pkj 

vkÑfr;k¡ vkSj fyUVy ij rhu cM+h vkluLFk vkÑfr;k¡ cuh gSaA buds chp esa NksVh [kM+h vkÑfr;k¡ 

fufeZr gSA ckgj fLFkr vkÑfr;ksa esa L=h vkÑfr;k¡ 'osrkEcj vkSj iq#"k vkÑfr;k¡ fnxEcj tSu lEiznk; 

ls lacaf/kr gSaA  

dPNi?kkr jktk foØeflag ds fo-la- 1145 ds ys[k esa _"kHknso] 'kkfUrukFk] pUnzizHk vkSj egkohj 

rhFk±djksa ds Lrou fd, tkus ls bu izfrekvksa dks eafnj esa izfrf"Br fd, tkus ds ladsr feyrs gSaA
7 

fo-la- 1161 ¼1104 bZ-½ ds frfFk vafdr ys[k esa nqxZ ij ,d 'kSo eafnj ds vfLrRo dh lwpuk 

feyrh gSA dfUka?ke us lwjtdq.M ds nf{k.k&iwoZ esa fLFkr ekrknsoh eafnj dks gh f'ko eafnj ds :i esa 

igpkuk gSA
8
 vej flag us bl ekrk eafnj dks vis{kkÑr ckn dh jpuk Lohdkj djrs gq,] tgk¡xhj 

izkax.k esa fo|eku vk/kqfud egknso eafnj] ftlesa f'kofyax fo|eku gS] dks izkphu f'ko eafnj gksuk 

Lohdkj fd;k gSA
9
 dfua?ke ds vuqlkj 16oha 'krkCnh bZ- esa 'ksj'kkg us blds ewy Lo:i dks rqM+okdj 
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viuk fuokl LFkku cuok;k gksxkA pw¡fd lkl&cgw eafnj 1093 bZ- esa vkSj vfHkys[k esa mYysf[kr f'ko 

eafnj 1104 bZ- ds jpuk dky esa ek= 11 o"kZ dk varj FkkA lkFk gh lkl&cgw eafnj vkSj ekrknsoh eafnj 

dh vyadj.k 'kSyh esa i;kZZIr fHkérk gSA ekrk nsoh eafnj ds f'kYikadu esa âkl n`f"Vxkspj gksrk gSA izos'k 

}kj ds yykVfcEc ij vafdr x.ks'k izfrek yxHkx 12oha 'krkCnh bZ- ds mÙkjk)Z vFkok 13oha 'krkCnh bZ- 

ds iwokZ)Z esa fufeZr izrhr gksrh gSA bl izdkj vejflag us ekrknsoh eafnj dks dPNIk?kkr 'kSyh ds eafnjksa 

dh vour n'kk dk ekuk gSA
10
 

1- banksjdj] vt; % 1998] mRrjh e-iz- dk eafnj LFkkiR; ,oa dyk] ¼'kks/kizca/k½  Xokfy;j] i`- 93- 

2-  feJ] jekukFk % 2002] Hkkjrh; ewfrZdyk dk bfrgkl] fnYyh i`- 287 

3-  feJ] jekukFk % ogh] i`- 288- 

4-  flag] vej % 1996] Xokfy;j nqxZ eafnj ,oa ewfrZ;k¡] y[kuÅ] i`- 73- 

5-  flag] vej % ogh] i`- 82- 

6-  feJk] ch-Mh- % 1993] QksVZl ,.M QksVZjsl vkWQ Xokfy;j ,.M bV~l gUVjyS.M] ubZ fnYyh] i`- 69 

7-  flag] ,- ds- % 2007] nwcdq.M fLFkr tSu eafnj ,oa vfHkys[k] ftu&Kku] i`- 130 

8-  dfua?ke] vk-l-b-fj- Hkkx&2] i`- 364- 

9-  flag] vej % ogh] i`- 91- 

10-  flag] vej % ogh i`- 93 

 
  ❑❑❑ 
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Abstract:  The Mistress of Spices unravels the journey of Tilo from childhood to womanhood. The power 

possessed by Tilo over the spices and how she uses the power to heal others those who visits her shop and 

how she lands into trouble by trespassing the rules, for possessing the power of the spices, by giving vent 

to her passions for a man in the new land where she lives in now are also dealt with. The novel is a blend 

of magic and reality known as magic realism. Indian authors like R. K. Narayan, Salman Rushdie, and 

Arundhati Roy deals with the theme of  magic realism in their  novels and shown how myths and 

magical realism got nourished in Indian English fiction In this paper, I particularly dealt with the 

magical realism in Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s The Mistress of Spices.  

Keywords: mistress, sorceress, realism, serpents, zamindar 

 

Abbreviation: The following abbreviation is used after quotations: The Mistress of Spices – TMS; 

(The Mistress of Spices, cover page) ; Scheherazade’s Children – SC : 

 

   The term “magic realism” is a twentieth century movement which began as a reaction to 

Expressionism. The term was coined by the famous German art critic Franz Roh in 1925 to 

express a strong current in the art toward realism. The magical realist stories often have a dream-

like landscape and call on folk-lore and myth to question the true nature of reality. Time may be 

manipulated to appear cyclically or in reverse, rather than in the more usual linear way.  

Magic realism helps to enrich the ideas of what is ‘real’ through imagination as 

expressed in magic, myth and religion. Magic realism capacitates Divakaruni to confront 

reality and tries untangling it, discovering what mysterious are in things, in life and in 

human acts. The magical elements in her novel bring out the fact that it has a link with 

psychology. According to Wendy Faris, “Magic Realism often voices in the thematic 

domain to indigenous or ancient myth, legends and cultural practice and the domain of 

narrative technique to the literary tradition that expresses them with the use of non-

realistic events and images; it can be seen as a kind of narrative primitivism”. (SC, 103) 

  The major themes picturized in the works of Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni are magic 

realism, myth and culture. She effectively brings out the themes through her characters 

in the novels through which Divakaruni tries to bring out the problems of immigrants 
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who suffer a lot. At one point of time, they become bold enough to face any obstacles in 

their way.  Divakaruni has used dream as a technique to project the magical elements 

in her novels. She restores the long forgotten Indian myth, belief, tradition and culture. 

Through the mythological references in her novels it is evident that she has a sound 

knowledge in myth. According to Divakaruni, myth symbolizes the feminine world where 

women rescue other women without expecting support from men. She uses myth in her 

novels not only as a hold to associate herself with India but also to re-evaluate sacrificing 

Indian women. Even though Salman Rushdie is not a contemporary writer of Divakaruni, it 

will not be futile if his technique is mentioned in this study. Like Divakaruni, Salman 

Rushdie used the technique of Magic Realism in the novel of Midnight Children in which 

Rushdie uses the historical background of Indian Independence and birth as a new Nation 

state to coincide with his own birth and also that of the thousand children born at the same 

time. Midnight’s Children is a book about India that must be felt seen and reacted in all its 

varied textures, overlapping mythologies, fabulous Fantasies and harsh realities.  

The novel of Divakaruni is aptly titled as ‘The Mistress of Spices’. The chapters of the 

novel are given different names of the spices titling as Tilo, Turmeric, Cinnamon, Fenugreek, 

Asafoetida, Fennel, Ginger, Peppercorn, Kalo Jire, Neem, Red Chilli, Makaradwaj, Lotus Root, 

Sesame and Maya. Moreover, Tilo in the beginning of the novel says, “I am a Mistress of 

Spices” (TMS, 3) In other words, the author acknowledges that Tilo is the mistress of all spices.  

The priority is given to explain the medicinal values of each spice, belonging to the island where 

Tilo is trained. 

The novel revolves around the titular character, Tilo who is born in a small village.  Her 

birth is unwelcomed because she is a girl. Her parents worry that they have to give dowry if she 

is married to someone. Her parents want to, “Wrap her in old cloth; lay her face down on the 

floor. What does she bring to the family except a dowry debt?”(TMS, 7)  In  the novel, the name 

of Tilo is changed to Bhagyavati. Before that, she is called as Nayan Tara. She is taken away by 

the pirates. However, her calling for wanting the power back does not go unanswered. Her power 

comes back and she says, “I overthrew the chief to become queen of the pirates” (TMS,19) Time 

passes by and she helps the pirates to achieve fame and glory. Bhagyavati expresses her inner 

thoughts “I, Bhagyavati, sorceress, pirate queen, bringer of luck and death…” (TMS, 20) She 

speaks of her like for snakes. She used to keep bowl of milk in the corner for snakes to drink. 

The snakes are invisible at their own will. She is no exception to it. Bhagyavati not knowing 

what she wants ends up in calling a great typhoon. It destroys the ship she is in and she is saved 

by the sea serpents. The serpents inform her about the island. She says “it was the sea serpents 

who told me about the island.” (TMS, 23) The serpents wish her to be with them and they would 

give new name to her. However, she chooses spices over the serpents. 

She reaches the island and meets the women who call themselves as mistresses of spices. 

There is a first mother who takes care of all and teaches them the art of mastering the spices. 

Bhagyavati joins them and chooses the name Tilotamma for her. She too masters this art. After 
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the training, women are sent to different parts of the world to do service with the power they 

possess. Tilo is sent to Oakland, California. She establishes an Indian spice shop and begins her 

duties of healing the customers who come to her by using the spices each of which possesses a 

particular power of its own. She has to help people who come to her shop. Having trespassed the 

rule, she goes outside her shop and helps Raven. Eventually she falls in love with him. She 

makes love with him knowing that she will be punished by the spices and she accepts it 

wholeheartedly. So, she loses her power and her shop is destroyed in the earthquake. However, 

the spices do not punish her. Spices give the reason for not punishing her. “Mistress who was, 

when you accepted our punishment in your heart without battling it, that was enough. Having 

readied your mind to suffer, you did not need to undergo that suffering in body also.” (TMS, 

305) The novel ends with Tilo living a happy life with Raven. 

The capability of Mistress’ power over different metals and minerals is spoken about in 

the opening chapter. Though she can command many minerals and metals, her love lies in spices, 

“I can work the others too. Mineral, metal, earth and sand and stone…But the spices are my 

love.” (TMS, 3)  She knows the origin of the spices and what do the color and smell of them 

signify and they are under her complete command, “From amchur to zafran, they bow to my 

command. At whisper they yield up to me their hidden properties, their magic powers.” (TMS, 3)  

Moreover, Tilo reveals that even the spices used in everyday cooking in America has magical 

power. And it is from her motherland as she witnesses, “…the spices of true power are from my 

birth land.” (TMS, 3) 

In The Mistress of Spices, the modern world is filled with magical elements. Divakaruni 

associates magical elements with different names of Tilo. When she is a child, she is fed with 

milk of white ass. She speculates the reason for speaking early, “perhaps that is why the words 

came to me so soon.” (TMS, 8)  Bhagyavati is called as Nayan Tara which means star-seer. She 

used to predict different events happened in her village. For instance, she knows the stealer of 

Banku, the water-carrier’s buffalo.  She also helps the zamindar to find his lost ring.  When Tilo 

changes her name to Bhagyavati she calls herself as sorceress. She travels with pirates, 

overthrows the existing headship and becomes the queen of pirates. When she is in sea, she 

comes in contact with sea serpents which save Bhayavati. The presence of sea serpents is also a 

magical element present in the novel.  Bagyavati finally comes to be known as Tilo. The power 

possessed by Tilo over spices, which she uses to cure the needy, is the pinnacle of magical 

elements present in this novel. 

The concept of divine feminine is also used by Divakaruni through Tilo. Tilo is presented 

as healer in this novel. She could do it only by connecting her ordinary self with the highest form 

of consciousness related to healing and intuition. She cures many people who come to her shop. 

For instance, she relieves the warrior-chef Kwesi off his suffering. She also heals a woman 

named Myisha, a taxi-driver named Haroun, Rehman, Jagjit, his mother, Doug and his girlfriend. 

She prepares mixture of some special spices to improve their lives. Divakaruni reveals the 

feminine spirituality of Tilo through these characters. 
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Tilo remains a wanderer throughout the novel. She is born in a village and is discarded 

from her home by her parents. The pirates coming to her village set fire and take away Nayan 

Tara. In the words of Nayan Tara “They carried me through the burning village….” (TMS, 19) 

Nayan Tara describes this as, “Their pain stung like live coals in my chest as the pirates flung me 

onto the deck of their ship, as we took sail, as the flaming line of my homeland disappeared over 

the horizon.” (TMS,19)  Nayan Tara becomes Bhagyavati and overthrows the pirate chief to 

become the pirate queen. Ship becomes her home now and that too does not last long. A great 

typhoon comes one night and destroys the ship. Bhagyavati is saved by the sea serpents. These 

serpents want to keep her with them to make it as her home but she declines. She goes to the 

island only to be there for a short time. The island does not serve as her permanent home. She 

leaves the island to America after mastering the art of controlling spices. She lives as an 

immigrant in America. 

         Magical Realism in The Mistress of Spices is explicitly revealed when Tilo, the mistress of 

spices, speaks about her physique as an oxymoron of young lady in old woman’s form. Even her 

own customers don’t know about her youth and her ability of having magical power. “They do 

not know, of course. That I am not old, that this seeming body I took on in Shampathi’s fire 

when I vowed to become a Mistress is not mine... The eyes which alone are my own” (TMS,5). 

         Divakaruni, brings home the point that the spices have some magical power to speak to 

Tilo. ‘The calling thought’ is one of the components of magic realism which is effectively used. 

Whenever Tilo was in trouble, she would talk to the Old one from whom she learnt the power of 

spices. She tells about the power of calling thought. The old one told about the calling thought 

which “can draw to you whoever you desire a lover to your side, an enemy to your feet. Which 

can lift a soul out of a human body and place it raw and pulsing in your palm? Which used 

imperfectly and without control can bring destruction beyond imagining” (TMS, 18). 

       Snakes are her friends of Tilo who has been saved from the hands of the pirates by the 

snakes of an island. Here, the magical thinking is portrayed through snakes which talk to Tilo. 

The talking of snakes is accepted as normal and Tilo too replies to it as response. This is one of 

the features in magical realism. As Tilo has a power of foreseeing the future, she has foreseen a 

forthcoming accident of Haroun in her vision. Thus foreseeing the future through vision and the 

real occurrence of the incident in future is another special feature in magic realism. As Tilo has 

foreseen the accident she decides to help him. She takes the spice that is blue and black 

glistening like the forces sundarban where it has first been found. “Kalojire, a spice shaped like a 

teardrop, smelling raw and wild like tigers, to cover over what fate has written for Haroun.” 

(TMS, 32) 

             Chitra Banerjee not only uses magical realism in her work but she is fond of using myth 

too. Tilo mentions about the spice, Kalojire, which is referred in Hindu mythology as ‘Ketu is 

one of the nine planets in astrology’. She mentions, “I must get Kalojire, a spice of the dark 

planet Ketu and protector against the evil eye.” (TMS, 32) The mythological character, Agni, the 

God of fire and the place Lanka have their own etymological significances in the novel. Chilli 
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speaks and sings in the voice of a hawk circling sun bleached hills where nothing grows. Lanka 

was born of Agni, God of fire dripping from his fingertips to bring taste to this bland earth. Even 

the name of the protagonist, Tilottama has some connection to myth. ‘Til’ means the sesame 

seed which is ground into paste with sandalwood. It helps to cure the diseases of heart and liver. 

She also adds that she is life-giver, restorer of health and hope. 

           At one point of time, Tilo wishes to change her old body into a youth to fulfill the desire 

of Raven who is her lover. She decides to call on the others like Abhrak or Laki to remove 

wrinkles and blacken hair and to make firm the sagging flesh. Tilo gets astonished on feeling at 

her beauty and is dazzled by her young look. When Tilo starts to get out from the life of spices, 

Tilo feels that she is doomed to live in this pitiless world as an old woman, without power, 

without livelihood and without a single being to whom she could turn. She spends her whole life 

for the welfare of others. At a certain stage, she gets the desire to live for her.  But Tilo’s 

happiness is soon diminished, when she has a dream of the First Mother who reminds her that 

she has only three more days in America, and on the third day she will have to enter once again 

into Shampati’s Fire and return to island. When the time arrives for the fire to consume her, she 

is again transformed into the body of the old woman, wrinkled with age and bereft of her 

youthful beauty. 

     The novel thus ends with Tilo renaming herself Maya, which can mean things. The illusion, 

spell, enchantment and the power keep this imperfect world going day after day. The novel ends 

with a positive note for the familiar immigrants’ tale of dreams and pain and struggle end with 

hope. So, The Mistress of Spices is a universal immigrant story told using magical realism. It 

blends the spices with the characters and their emotions. Turmeric, the hope for rebirth; chili, the 

cleanser of evil; fennel to cool tempers; fenugreek, to render the body sweet and Kalojire to 

reduce pain and suffering. 

       Thus magic(al) realism is often extremely serious in Divakaruni’s works and it contains 

about art, culture and human nature. As myth and culture is clothed in magic realism, it has some 

traditional values. Hence myth, superstition and archetypes play a great role in magic realist 

writing creating a new dimension of reality. 
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ABSTRACT: The term “marginalization” is synonymous to ‘exclusion’, ‘banishment’, ‘degradation’or ‘freezing 

out’. There is a promising law in our Indian Constitution that each and every citizen India is treated equally in all 

aspects at all times. But in reality it is not so, instead, women as a class or gender are degraded and exclude din the 

male-chauvinistic society. They are almost ridiculed and condemned to the core. Their self-respect and self-esteem 

is seldom bothered. Many of Indian English writer like Mahesh Dattani, Mohan Rakesh, BadalSircar 

andGirishKarnad hasdealt with this theme. Vijay Tendulkar has also deliberately voiced for the marginalized in his 

plays. This paper attempts at investigating one of his plays called Silence! The Court is in Sessionto see how the 

protagonist of the play, Miss. LeelaBenare is marginalized and ridiculed in the male-chauvinistic society in the name 

of mock-trial. 

Key words: marginalization, male-chauvinism, degradation, exclusion 

The following abbreviations are used after quotations: Collected Plays in Translation – CPT. 

 

The term “marginalization” is synonymous to ‘exclusion’, ‘banishment’, ‘degradation’ or 

‘freezing out’. There is a promising law in our Indian Constitution that each and every citizen in 

India is treated equally in all aspects at all times. But in reality it is not so, instead, women, as a 

class or gender, are degraded and excluded in the male-chauvinistic society. They are almost 

ridiculed and condemned to the core. Their self-respect and self-esteem is least bothered. 

Many an Indian English writer, like Mahesh Dattani, Mohan Rakesh, Badal Sircar and 

Girish Karnad, has dealt with this theme of marginalization. Mahesh Dattani in In Thirty Days in 

Septemberhas voiced for the marginalized. Mohan Rakesh in his Lingering Shadows brings the 

social conditionsof the Indian society to the limelight and tellsabout two contrasting sides of 

awoman. He portrays the feelings and unfulfilled desires of women and their relationships.In 

Badal Sircar’s Evam Indrajit, the pathetic Manasi is often questioned by Indrajit for not marrying 

her but he rarely feels for her individuality and rights for decision-making. Indrajit comes at last 

saying that he has married another Manasi but the empathetic Manasi is deprived of any 

company thereafter. Girish Karnad in Hayavadana depicts the life of the protagonist, Padmini, 

who is married. She is the woman who is marginalized basically and Karnad voices for her to 

emancipate from the shackles of the male-chauvinistic society. 

Vijay Tendulkar has also deliberately voiced for the marginalized through his most of his plays 

namelySilence! The Court is in Session, Kamala, Sakharam Binder, Ghashiram Kotwal, and 

Kaniyadhan. Kamala is a play which portrays the life of a pathetic girl who is sold in a rural 

flesh-market in Bihar. Jai Singh, a journalist who wants to prove that women/girls are being sold 

in the flesh-market buys her with a view to presenting at a press conference to get his promotion. 

He sees her as a mere object and rarely cares about her torn dress that she wore. Sakharam 

Binder is a play which depicts the predicament of women who are puppets in the hands of men, 
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the non-believers in marriage and indulges in carnal pleasure with two women in the play.In 

Kaniyadhan, he depicts the piteous life of a woman, Jyoti, who is suppressed and oppressed in 

the name of dowry system. Besides, she is unable to speak against the male-dominated societal, 

blindfolded customs.Thus this paper attempts at investigating one of his plays, Silence! The 

Court is in Session to see how the protagonist of the play, Miss. Leela Benare is marginalized 

and ridiculed in the male-chauvinistic society in the name of mock-trial. 

Being an actress in an amateur drama-troupe she arrives at a village to perform a drama 

with other group members. They are going to perform a mock-trial in which they will present a 

case against President Johnson for producing atomic weapons. The play starts in an empty hall 

and Benare’s entry onto the stage is itself has significance. In other words, Samant informs that 

her finger gets caught in the bolt. Opening the door is problematic. For instance, while opening 

the door, if the bolt stays out just a little bit, the door will get shut and the person inside will be 

locked up or caughtinside the hall. It is ironically depicted that Benare will also be locked up in 

this hall where her personal life will be tried and ridiculed. 

The members of the theatre-group– Mr. & Mrs. Kashikar, Sukhatme, Rokde, karnik, 

Ponkshe – arrive but a minor character, otherwise called as subordinate actor, Rawte is sick. 

Though he had never seen a court they plan to act in the court scene totally as a dreaming play. 

So that Samant gets acquainted with the procedure of the court. So they all agree for the visual 

enactment of the imaginary case against someone. Sukhatme said that Miss Benare will be the 

mistakable and all the members agree. Consequently, the trial on Miss Benare begins. Mr. 

Kashikar seats himself on thejudge’s chair and says, “Prisoner Miss Benare, under section No. 

302 of the Indian Penal Code you are accused of the crime of infanticide. Are you guilty or not 

guilty of the fore mentioned crime?” (CPL, 74 & 75)Benare is stunned at once but suddenly she 

was normal and said, “… For the court, that’s all. Why should I be afraid of a trial like this?” 

(CPL, 75) 

Benare is very open in her assault on male-chauvinism and fake concepts of masculinity. 

She is trapped very cunningly by the heartless men along with a woman, Mrs. Kashikar. Once 

the trial begins, there is no shelter for the poor Benare. 

It is hypocritical to note that she is labelled by all dirty adjectives. Her personal life was 

exposed. She was publicly dissected, revealing her illicit love affair with a married man Prof. 

Damle. Prof. Damle is significantly absent during the trial, denoting his total withdrawal of 

responsibility either socially or morally but Miss Benare is totally accused, blamed and 

questioned. During the trial, Sukhatme tries to present the value of Motherhood by saying, 

“Woman is a wife for a moment, but a mother forever” (SCS, 80). 

So it is unfair on Miss Benare’s part to take the life of the delicate bundle of joy she has 

borne. Mr. Ponkshe is called as the first witness. He asked the background of Miss. Benare for 

which he answers ambiguously to the public eye. Mr. Rokde & Mr. Karnik are called as second 

witnesses who are asked whether they have seen Miss Benare in a compromising situation. 

Rokde replies that once at night, when he has gone to Prof. Damle’s house, he has seen Miss 

Benarewith Mr. Damle He has been prohibited to come inside the room. Even Samant is called 

as a witness and he gives imaginary answers to the questions which prove to be correct regarding 

the private life of Miss Benare. He says that one night he had seen Miss Benare in Damle’s 

house. Further, Samant has heard her crying and saying, “If you abandon me in this condition, 

where shall I go?” (CPT, 92) and he has also heard Prof. Damle’s reply, “Where you should go is 
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entirely your problem. I feel great sympathy for you. But I can do nothing. I must protect my 

reputation.”(CPT, 92) 

With this clarification, this is totally imaginary, tears flow from Miss. Benare’s eyes. 

Running away from the dock, she attempts at going to the Doorway and unbolting it but it has 

been locked from outside. She is trapped symbolically. Miss Benare is compelled to vow but she 

remains silent. They discuss her age and unmarried state, the reasons for her preference to 

remain single. When she accrue that she wants to remain single, the society started to criticize 

her. Because according to the society a woman should not remain single, if they remain single 

they can be only a prostitute but Miss Benare does not desire to follows others’ command or take 

up the responsibility. It remains a curiosity for all the members to know why an educated, well 

brought up, earning girl like Miss Benare remains unmarried even at the age of thirty four. Mrs. 

Kashikar satirically remarks, “What else? That’s how can you get everything in your life without 

getting married.They just want comfort. They couldn’t care less about responsibility. That’s how 

indiscipline has disseminate throughout our society.” (CPT, 99-100) 

Miss Benare, as an individual, behaves as one human being greets another without 

bothering, about the limitations of sexes. But this very free nature is criticized by the society and 

none is ready to accept Miss Benare’s new concept of life as Mrs. Kashikar says, “Free! Free! 

She’s free all right – in everything!” (CPT, 100) how she knows him? Look how loudly she 

laughs! How she sings, dances, cracks jokes! ….” (CPT, 100). Even the two witnesses –Rokde 

and Ponkshe– present negative picture of Miss Benare totally. 

It will not be futile if the study evaluates the main theme of the play as the exploitation of 

helpless woman at the hands of modern, civilized but orthodox society. The play dramatizes the 

conflict between individual and the society in which individual is ruthlessly crushed by the 

society. The rules and norms are more important for the society than the individual. It also 

exposes the sexual politics in particular norms of family and gender relations.Miss Leela Benare 

feels and says, 

“Life is like this. Life is so and so. Life is such and such… Life is a poisonous 

snake that bites itself. Life is a betrayal. Life is a fraud. Life is a drug. Life is 

drudgery. Life is a something that’s nothing– or a nothing that’s something … 

Milord, life is a dreadful thing. Life must be hanged…. Life is not worthy of life. 

Hold an inquiry against life. Sack it from its job.” (CPT, 86) 

And it signifies that she is disillusioned with life. Through her experiences she has learnt that 

only one thing in life is important i.e. body. She reveals that her exploitation begins with her 

maternal uncle who has sexually experimented in her teen age.She confesses that it was a sin but 

she was helpless in her own house. She was so smart so that she didn’t understand the ways of 

the world. The uncle turned tail and ran. Neither her body nor her emotion died. But the 

merciless male-dominated society has ruined her reputed life and entrapped her in the name of 

mock-trial. 

This is the male-chauvinism over the female is depicted in the play as the study witnesses 

how Miss. Benare is criticized by the society. Though she has been an educated woman she is 

also subjugated by the people especially by the men. When Miss. Benare was young she was 

exploited and marginalized by her uncle but the society does not talk about him but focuses only 

onthe piteous and victimized Miss. Benare. The adultery has not only been done by the 
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protagonist but also by the people around them. When some wrong takes place the people are 

ready to blame and accuse on the female but at the same time the male indulgence is totally 

hidden. Because they say that they are men who are unquestionable in the society which is for 

the men to rule. These kinds of behaviors should be removed from and by the society. Then only 

the wrong will be rectified and punished. 
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ABSTRACT: Anita Nair is one such a genuine writer who creates life - like female characters in Mistress, 

Ladies-coupe. In this novel, Mistress focus feminist perspective, discrimination, “Weaker Sex” Especially, Radha as 

the “Weaker Sex” who needs to be protected by her husband, uncle. Still women to persecution by the male even in 

the present days. Gender based discrimination and harmful practices, treated Radha in this novel. Radha feel their  

emotions strongly, yet retain a constant value indgement, relationships they have to live through her life. She 

embraces on chris with a passion of art lover. To eradicate this gender in equality many women writers are writing 

about the embarrassing / embarrassing in our society. Even more women life is more struggle to live.  

Key words: Feminist Perspective, Discrimination, Persecution, Gender inequality, Embarrassing.  

  

It is a matter of great regret that even in this era of the twenty - first century. Still women 

condition is male dominated society. Even male thoughts female are under them, less than male 

in many ways. 

 In this novel, Mistress focus Discrimination, violence. Study in loves his wife while he 

treated less than male, dominated her. In this post colonial society. Still women suffering, 

discrimination. Even feminine physically and mentally disturbed & dominated by male society. 

Radha have been living in pain and silence for ages as victims of male dominance and sexual 

violence. Does women are oppressed and dominated by men through the novel mistress. 

 Women is important role in our post colonial society, education job etc., equal to men. 

Never women less than male. Women plays a great role in the growth and development of the 

society and make it an advanced and make  post modern society. 

Eco Feminism:- 

 Shyam expects nature or woman as a resource for the benefit of man women represent 

the generative to fertility and birth women is source for birth and making generation from 

forefather to still now, giving birth to children, feeding them and healthy grow. Eco feminism 

argues that west colonialism and science relationship between nature and natural resources. 

Shyam given preference to Radha is a feminine, as a human asset to do all house hold works. So 

feminine never desire to anything, consider as “Asset”. As a female being have feeling, humor 

sense, emotion joy & sorrow, creativity etc., 

 Feminist is always male aggression, patriarchy and builds of masculinity in our societies. 

This paper focus on feminist perspective, empowerment of female characters in the selected 
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novel of Anita Nairs Mistress. In Anita Nair’s novel the female protagonist are placed through 

domestic oppression. 

 Christopher Stewart came from alien country to write about kathakali who with Kerala. 

Radha is heroine of the novel in the mistress. Radha’s uncle koman teaches Kathakali dance and 

share his experience with chris. Later Radha crush love on him which she married, who shyam. 

 In the male aggression, Radha’s marriage was meaningless and as her husband love on 

shyam. But she felt with Christopher. 

 “You can get any girl you want. you don’t’ have to be saddled with her just because we 

owe her father a debt of gratitude,’ (Mistress P-122) 

 Radha is drawn into a sexual relationship with chris. She knew how to respect her self-

respect, Chastity. She never lose her identity, her traditions in front of anyone. Male are getting 

marriage, more than one time, two times. it voices feminists continuing concern  with giving 

women control over their bodies, providing them with the power and the knowledge to enjoy 

their sexuality and to have children if and they wish, the power to be able to say, “Women know 

their rights, own bodies Mistress later she rejects own should her husband and lover chris. She 

leads her role without any disturbance. She gives her baby a mater identity through the maternal 

care only, but the child ‘fatherless’ 

 If any male did anything wrong, they would aspect, even female society. If female did 

anything wrong, they wouldn’t aspect. 

 This is suitable topic to Mistress, moving towards becoming “Mistress” her own self. 

 In this novel mistress focused her own self identity and art. To conclude this journal, 

married Indian women and make within the relationships. Anita Nair is not a feminist, in her 

writing shows the Extra-maternal relationship  and art. In this novel focuses triangle love and 

rebellion, pain and convey a message of hope. 

 Feminists perspective portrays through her courage ones own -self and identity. 
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Mystery and Mythology in Ashwin Sanghi’s “The Krishna Key” 
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ABSTRACT: Mystery is generally defined as something that cannot be understood or explained.  Whereas, 

Mythology is referred as old stories and myth combined together.  Ashwin Sanghi is one such authors who reflects 

the world of fiction in a shadowy and addictive thriller form.  Hailed as Dan Brown of India, Ashwin Sanghi brings 

out the whole new perspective to history and vedic age in his book The Krishna Key the third book in his Bharat 

Series.  The novel is a combination of  Thriller, Crime, Mystery and Mythology and follows a history professor who 

has to prove his innocence against of the fascinating elements which decodes, the hidden mystery in the mythology.  

The story revolves around finding the four seals and solving the mystery.  The story of Lord Krishna and his role in 

Mahabharatham narrated by the author parallel.  Thus the chief aim of the paper in to analyse the mystery hidden in 

our Mythology. 

Keywords: Mystery, Thriller, Mythology 

  

Mystery is generally referred as something which cannot be understood or explained.  

Mythology is the combination of old stories and myths.  In India, in the past few years, we see 

numerous works based on the mythology fiction.  The re-imagination of mythology and 

decorating it with  interesting facts had made the fictions to gain vast grounds in India like no 

other genre.  A number of Indian writers have come out with works which are proved equal to 

the great writers like Neil Gaiman Dan Brown and Rick Riordan.  Many Indian writers such as 

Amish Tripathi, Devdutt Pattanaik, Anuja Chandramouli, Kavita Kane, Anand Neelakantan, 

Chitra Banerjee, Divakaruni and Ashwin Sanghi had shown Indian response to the renowned 

international writers.  Ashwin Sanghi is one of the most celebrated authors of the current era.  

The plot involves four different pieces of  a seal which must be brought together to solve a 

puzzle.  Each part of the seal is a possession of different people who are the descendants of 

ancient Yadava tribe, namely Saini, Bhoja, Vrishni, Kukura and Chhedi. 

  The Krishna Key which is the third book of the Bharath Series revolves around Professor 

Ravi Mohan Saini, the protagonist and a historian who has been accused of the murder of his 

childhood friend Anil Varshiney, a famous archaeologist who has managed to decipher the script 

of Indus Valley seals.  In an attempt to clear his name, Saini looks into the past of Indian 

Mythology’s grey and unexplored areas and uncovers the truth about a serial killer, Taarak Vakil 

who believes himself to be Kalki, the final avatar of Lord Vishnu. 

 Ashwin Sanghi, creates mystery and thrill in the opening chapter of the novel.  The novel 

opens in with the mysterious murder of Anil Varshiney in his office.  The mythology is 

presented parallel by the author through the story of Krishna which the Lord speaks about his 
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own story.  Ashwin Sanghi creates the atmosphere feary yet exciting with the murder of 

Varshiney where Vakil enters mysteriously and kills Varshiney with his own equipments and 

leaves a mark.  The author leaves a hint that the murder is connected to some religious aspects.  

The mark indicates the Chakra of Lord Vishnu the killer leaves a slogan in Sanskrit written with 

the blood of Varshiney. The Sanskrit Slogan written in the blood says: “Mleccha-nivaha-nidhane 

Kalyasi Karavalam Dhumaketum iva Kim api Karalam 

Kesava dhrita-kalki-sarira jaya jagadisa hare.” (TKK 5) 

The Sanskrit slogan is in full praise of Lord Vishnu and informs about his Kalki Avatar.  Murder, 

Mystery and Mythology are the three elements found in the opening chapter of the novel, which 

further continues through the novel. 

 

 The following murders are done in the same way leaving the initial ‘R M’ and different 

marks which are the symbols of Lord Vishnu.  By adding Krishna’s story in the parallel zone 

Ashwin Sanghi keeps the connection between Lord Krishna and the plot intact.  The mystery of 

the seals had started from the first chapter of the novel as the killer is in search of the seal.  The 

seal which indicates the Indus Valley civilization of India has a lot to explore about several 

interesting facts from River Saraswathi to Dwarka, Somnath, Mount Kailash and Brindavn 

temple.  As the protagonist of the novel Ravi Mohan Saini is a history professor, he breaks out 

all the mysteries by travelling to all the places to understand the mythology behind it.  The 

mysterious journey with the hint of mythology travel from the submerged remains of Dwarka, 

mysterious lingam of Somnath to the icy heights of Mount Kailash, in a quest to discover the 

cryptic location of Krishna’s most prized possession.  Ravi Mohan Saini delves into antiquity to 

prevent a gross miscarriage of justice.  He tries to safeguard the other safeguarders of the seal 

namely Dr.Nikhil Bhojaraj, Rajaram Kurkude, Devendra Chhedi.  He along with his student 

Priya Ratani moves in search of all the suitable places where the seals secret lies.  The mission 

brings out many hidden parts of mythology which is brought to the limelight to solve a puzzle.  It 

is seen that the plot has to revolve around the life story of Lord Krishna.  The events of 

Mahabharata and the past history takes the story to be a mythological fiction.  Yet, the author 

provides more thriller and surprise with inevitable mysteries throughout the entire story.  The 

characterization of the serial killer Taarak Vakil is the best showcase of mistery and excitement.  

Ashwin Sanghi compares Taarak Vakil to Kalki Avatar by his appearance and physique in the 

following quote: “His upper torso was a veritable maze of tattoos – his muscular chest having 

turned blue from the intricate symbols that could not be individually discerned.  However, at the 

centre of the various other images was a large blazing sun”. (TKK 100). Ashwin Sanghi’s ideal 

way of covering the plot with the whole of slokas and introducing the new terms and meanings I 

the story gives the perfect feel to the plot.  The mysteries of Dwarka explored with the remains, 

diving deep into the life of  Lord Krishna which was hidden from the rest of the world, reveals 

many interesting facts around the life of Krishna.  Though we may not be sure about the fact 

which the author had admitted in the story, but he keep us attached towards the plot with these 

miseries.  The search of answers in the track with several twists and the chasing murderer behind 
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increases the speed of the storyline.  The author had justified both the history, mythology along 

with the mystery to the best in his work.  Characterisation of each person is quite simple and the 

construction of the plot according to them is the good process.  Every single character has left 

great impact with their unusual brain-storming flashback.  The core reason behind the seal is the 

soul of the Krishna Key. 

 

 The serial killer grows up believing that he is the final avatar of the Blue God Vishnu.  

He does every murder in the name of God.  His murders are very technical yet it creates much 

curiosity about his intention.  The Sanskrit slogans and his lifestyle which merges with the Kalki 

avatar spices up the plot of the novel.  Ashwin Sanghi has balanced both the mystery and 

mythology in equal manner.  The story where the mysteries unfold has a mythological 

connection it.  The deep search in the mythology proves the key to reach the destination.  There 

are many obstracts and secrets which lie in the journey.  The sudden change of characters from 

good to bad the flashback stories of the characters are the crucial elements in the plot.  The 

author had connected the dots perfectly to bring the essence of thriller and anxiety over the plot.    

The author had nailed the role especially the transformation of Priya’s character to “Mataji”. He 

had explained the transformation through Saini’s eyes as: “Saini was stupefied.  The had  

explained the transformation in Priya was incredible.  Gone were the gentle smile and delicate 

dimples.  Instead, her face was flushed and there was a permanent scowl in place of the laidback 

smile”. (TKK 233).  The simple forms such as nuclear radiator compared to the Siva Lingam are 

extraordinary sense of the writer.  These kinds of genre are quite different in Indian Writing.  

Ashwin Sanghi had exhaustively researched the whopper of a plot, while providing an incredible 

alternative interpretation of the vedic age that had been relished by conspiracy buffs and thriller 

addicts.  His take on the mysteries behind mythology is vast, rich in imagination and flown with 

the antique elements of history, making the novel stand tall among the other novels of this genre. 
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ABSTRACT: In modern Indian fiction the credit of representing the “Silent voice” of women goes to Anita Desai, 

Shashi Despande and Bharathi Mukherjee. Shashi Deshpande’s women stand at the cross-roads of traditions. They 

seek change but within the cultural norms, seek not to reinterpret them but merely to make them alive with dignity 

and self-respect. With a specific drive to unveil the gender imbalance in society, she ventures to explore the life of 

Indian woman with socio-cultural and psycho-ethical paradigms of human existence. Besides, the awareness of the 

concept of human identity revealed in terms of personal relationship, she has made her fictional art highly authentic 

and convincing. The Dark Holds No Terror rejects the traditional concept that the sole purpose of a wife existence 

is to please her husband. It reveals a woman’s capacity to assert her own rights and individuality and become fully 

aware of her potential as a human being. 

KEYWORDS: Alternative identities, Cross-roads, Paradigms, Authentic, Sole purpose. 

The following abbreviation coming after the quotations is; (TDHNT-The Dark Holds No Terror ) 

 

Dilemma of Alternative Identities in “The Dark Holds No Terrors” 

Shashi deshpande has arised as a major genuine voice in Indian English fiction. Her 

novels flourish in female quest for identity. They are usually narrated by female protagonists 

who aspire to find out their own selves throughout the novels. No doubt, they are tormented by 

the memories of past but towards the end they realize their selves. The contemporary writers like 

Anita Desai and Bharati Mukherjee also explores the search for identity in their works. In Anita 

Desai’s works, her protagonists undergo many struggles to find out their real self; because of the 

pressures of worries, they seem to have lost it. And Bharati Mukherjee’s novels are also mostly 

women centered. Her protagonists explore the socio-political issues that determine the position 

on identity. 

 There are number of Indian novels that deal with woman’s problems. But the treatment 

is often peripheral and the novels end up glorifying the stereotypical virtues of the Indian 

woman, like patience, devotion and abject acceptance of whatever is meted out to her. The Dark 

Holds No Terrors by Shashi Deshpande is a totally different novel in the sense that explodes the 

myth of man’s superiority and the myth of woman being a paragon of all virtues. It is based on 

the problems faced by woman, a refreshingly new phenomenon in Indian English fiction. 

 The Dark Holds No Terrors tells the story of a marriage on the rocks. Sarita (called saru) 

is a “two-in-one woman” who is the daytime is a successful doctor and at night “a terrified 

trapped animal” in the hands of her husband Manohar (called manu) who is an English teacher in 

a third-rate college. The novel opens with Saru returning after fifteen years to her father’s house- 
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a place she had once sworn never to return to-unable to bear the sexual sadism of her husband. 

The rest of the novel is remembrance of things past and a brief confession to the father with 

whom she had hardly communicated before. So the narrative meanders between present and past. 

The stay in her father’s house gives Sarita a chance to review her relationship with her husband, 

her dead mother, dead brother Dhuruva and her children Renu and Abhi. Though she remains 

unchanged till the end, she has a better understanding of herself and others. This gives her 

courage to confront reality. The Dark no longer holds any terror. 

 The novel is remarkable for its exploration of her inner landscape. Shashi Deshpande 

does not betray any inclination or ulterior motive to sell India abroad by liberal doses of oriental 

mysticism or sociological data. For her the psychological milieu of the individual is quite an 

empirical canvas to work on. The novel is a fascinating study of male psychology by a woman 

which in turn becomes an exposition of the female psyche too. 

 Saru is highly self-willed and her problems ensue because of her outsized ego and innate 

love for power over others. She defies traditional codes at the slightest threat to her mother’s 

house. In the case of Mulk Raj Anand Gauri (in the novel Gouri), the protagonist turns defiant 

because of the ill-treatment meted out to her by her husband but in Saru’s case, defiance is her 

second nature: “Sarita … defies her mother to become a Doctor, defies her caste to marry 

outside, and defies social conventions by using Boozie to advance her career”.(Prema 

Nandakumar,821). But in both cases it is the economic independence that gives Saru and Gouri 

the courage to react. As a child Saru had seen the predicament of the grandmother separated 

from her cruel husband and considered “an unwanted burden” by her own people. From then on, 

economic independence became a goal in life which Saru took to be an insurance against 

subordination or suppression. Every move in life is towards the realization of that life. 

Shashi Deshpande conceives the fabric of her narrative art with her keen awareness of the 

unified pattern of social conventions and personal relationship.  Individual has limited choices to 

assert his identity amid the contradictory commitments of personal life, social inhibitions and 

invisible dimensions of self conceived desires and dreams.  In the novel The Dark Holds No 

Terrors (1990) through the trial of the life of Saru, Shashi Deshpande speculates on the fate of 

the middle class Indian woman who accepts professional independence to carve out spaces for 

alternate identity beyond the burden of patriarchal and parental authority.  The life of Saru, the 

protagonist of The Dark Holds No Terror, is evidently a sage of a modern woman, how she 

redefines her “self” to escape the perpetual darkness of torture, injustice and ignominy.  To 

escape the shadows of the animosity of parents, she reaffirms her identity in her professional 

achievements and later on tries to seek fulfillment in her married life.  However, after the failure 

at these two stages, she turns back to recollect and reorganize what she had left in her parental 

home.  In this respect, Shashi Deshpande follows a circular vision to constitute the fluidity of 

female identity.  Premila Paul admits: The Dark Holds No Terror by Shashi Deshpande is a 

totally different novel in the sense that it explodes the myth of man’s unquestionable superiority 

and the myth of woman being a martyr and a paragon of all virtues.  It is based on the problems 
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faced by a career woman, a refreshingly new phenomenon in Indian English fiction. (Paul 

Premila: 30). 

 Saru the protagonist in the novel The Dark Holds No Terror is projected as a victim of 

childhood insecurity. Shashi Deshpande in spite of having an insight into psychological 

obsessions of the protagonist, takes up the issue that woman’s identity is significant only in 

subordination of man and the concept of “Separate Identity” is only an illusion, concealing the 

seeds of greater disaster and disillusionment.  The plot of the novel The Dark Holds No Terror 

revolves round the efforts of a sensitive and educated woman who carves out spaces in 

professional life to achieve economic independence, purposefulness and accountability to build 

her own “self” beyond the limitations imposed by her father.  However, she fails to achieve 

desired identity both in family and society.  The futility of her efforts and her suffering born out 

of it, is revealed in the following statement and it can be accepted as the central paradigm of the 

arguments presented in the novel The Dark Holds No Terror: 

For the first time, she found herself, waveringly hesitantly, making her way to her 

real self, I as I would like myself to be.  But hunting for that real self had become 

rather like a dog scrabbling for a long buried bone.  Piles of earth flew up, but 

where the hell was the bone?  Or had there never been a bone at all. (TDHNT: 

124). 

Shashi Deshpande in her writing exhibits her excessive consciousness of her own 

position as a woman and accepts that woman is always marginalized in male dominated society. 

The reflection of resentment against the social conventions that ignore the emancipated identity 

of woman forms the basis of her artistic vision. Her female protagonists often make struggle to 

search out new identities but they simultaneously make efforts to conform themselves with the 

conventions of family and society. Moreover, the author again and again defends that woman has 

to fight to preserve her ”selfhood” in union with her urges of ”womanhood”. 
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ABSTRACT: Migration has become a universal occurrence in thecurrent world. Immigrants, the 

people who come to livepermanently in a foreign land play a prominent role in this process.A 

diaspora is the group of people who are living away from theiroriginal homeland and share 

common experiences. Diasporicliterature or immigrant literature is generally referred to the 

literarywork done by immigrants. Chitra Banerjee Divakaruniis one of the famous Diasporic 

writers. Her works communicate the shade of immigrant women sufferings in new land. Her 

works encircled by two worlds that is Indo-American struggling. Women are caught in the two 

worlds and which made them to feel hard to adjust in the new environment. It shows the 

difference between the first generation and second generation of immigrants. Some immigrants 

lose their life and become victim in new land. Chitra Banerjee’s novel Sister of My Heart, which 

explores immigrant women experience. It mainly deals with the agony of women charactersthat 

are displaced from India to America. It also focuses on the portrayal of Indian modern women 

who torn between past-present, desire-ability and tradition-culture.This paper aims to explore the 

pain of Indian women immigrant characters in Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni novel Sister of My 

Heart.  

Key Words: Immigrants, Displacement, Struggling, Suffering, Victimization  

The following abbreviation coming after the quotations is; (SMH- Sister of My Heart) 

 

Immigration is the international movement of people into a destination country of which 

they are not natives or where they do not have citizenship in order to settle or reside there, 

especially as permanent inhabitant ornaturalized citizens, or to take up employmentas a migrant 

worker or temporarily as aforeign worker. 

Inspired by the vast spread of migration, diasporic literature gained significance in 

universalliterature in a backdrop of post-colonial context, concomitantlydeveloping with post-

colonial literature. The reader would generallyexpect a diasporic writer to be an immigrant but 

some criticsemphasize that it is not compulsory that the particular writer to bean immigrant 

himself or herself as long as he or she occupies thethemes regarding actual experiences and 

mentalities of a diaspora. The salient characteristic of diasporic literature is that it is not basedon 

any theory or philosophy but on the life experiences of immigrants.Diasporic literature 
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focusesmainly on themes like dislocation, nostalgia, discrimination, cultural change, problems in 

adjustment and adaptation, orientalism,identity crisis, alienation and survival. 

Writers of diasporic Indian English literature can be dividedinto two groups: first 

generation immigrants and secondgeneration immigrants. First generation immigrant writers 

becomerepresentatives of immigrants who have lived a considerable periodof time in their 

motherland and now are trying to adapt into newcontexts after immigration whereas second 

generation immigrantwriters represent the descendants of first generation immigrants. Amitav 

Ghosh, Kamala Markandaya, BharatiMukherjee, Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, Anita Desai, Kiran 

Desai,Vikram Seth,Sunetra Gupta, AravindAditya,Vikram Chandra, Neel Mukherjee, Hari 

Kunzru, ThrityUmrigar,Sameena Ali, Kalyan Rai, Raja Rao, Anurag Mathur are some ofthe 

most prominent writers of diasporic Indian English literature. 

Chitra BanerjeeDivakaruni, famous diasporic female IndianWriter, who was born on 

1956, has secured a credible place in the place in the genre of Diasporic Literature. Divakaruni 

with her remarkable workmanships portrays diasporic women protagonists, living in two 

cultures, grappling the insecurities of exile and questioning their identities.  

Divakaruni's‘Sister of My Heart’ is an extended adaptation of her prior short story 'Ultrasound' in 

the Arranged Marriage. This epic twists around two cousins Anju and Sudha Chatterjee who are 

brought into the world couple of hours separated from one another around the same time. Since 

the day they were conceived, Sudha and Anju have been fortified in manners even their moms 

can't fathom. Encouraged into relationships, their lives take abrupt inverse turns with Anju in 

India and Sudha in America. In any case, the ladies find that, notwithstanding the separation that 

has developed between them, they have just each other to go to. They experience childhood in a 

preservationist upper-working class home comprising exclusively of ladies moms, aunties and 

the servant. In spite of the fact that their characters and desire are interestingly, they are seriously 

dear companions and perfect partners.  

Sudha, the lovely young lady longs for a sentimental marriage and parenthood dependent 

on Hindu tales and legends. Then again, Anju is to some degree physically ugly, a bibliophile 

and a radical who longs for advanced education. Both of them lost their dads on a ruby-chasing 

campaign which was arranged by Sudha's dad. Sudha feels regretful for her dad's activities. Thus 

she bargains her adoration for Ashok. She drops the possibility of her elopement with Ashoke in 

light of the fact that it may break Anju's marriage. Sudha revokes herself to an orchestrated 

marriage with a feeble willed man, who is commanded by his widow mother. Anju gets hitched 

to a PC researcher Sunil who is working in America. The string of the obligation of both the 

sisters is to some degree extended when Anju finds that Sunil feels pulled in towards the lovely 

Sudha. Prior in the work, Sunil arrives legitimately to Anju's book shop to see her (with the end 

goal of a proposed marriage) in a casual encompassing which is a regular American impact. At 

Chatterjee's home as well, his taking cups of tea around to everybody, warmly greeting Sudha 

and a reasonable refusal to his dad for share are something that show up entirely non Indian 

about him. These appearance in the story demonstrate that the difference in topographical limits 
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can seriously influence the outlook up which was established profoundly in the customs of local 

nation. Despite the fact that miles separated, both the young ladies face a similar dejection in 

their relationships. Sudha is edgy for a tyke, just to call somebody as her adoration. In America, 

Anju feels Sunil as a baffling individual. He looks for his security and does not inform her 

regarding his whereabouts. There is a sharp differentiate between the lives of both the cousins. 

From one viewpoint Sudha spends her entire day in performing family obligations while Anju 

drives openly; performing outside chips away at her own, contemplates her preferred subject in 

school. Yet at the same time the disappointment in Anju's life makes her think,  

"It's not what I imagined my American life would be like". (SMH, 186) 

Life carries them to a similar stage f life when the two of them become pregnant. Sudha's relative powers 

her to prematurely end the female tyke hatchling and no response of her better half against it, breaks her. 

She chooses to keep the kid and moves to America, since the life as a single parent and a divorced person 

would be simpler for her in California. Anju starts gathering cash through an occupation for air ticket of 

Sudha. This activity makes her vibe the intensity of monetary freedom. Because of physical fatigue and 

mental pressure Anju endures an unsuccessful labor. Sudha and her girl Dayita is the main expectation 

that would give her vitality to overlook the loss of her infant. While in transit to freedom, Sudha by and 

by declines Ashok and his affection since now she isn't sure on the off chance that she would be cheerful 

in attempting herselfto a man's impulses once more. She turns into an agitator in the realm of man.She 

finally prefers  

“A future built by women out of their own wits, their own hands”. (SMH, 294) 

While Anju and Sudha start to look for methods for satisfying their fantasies of 

independence in America, the new setting makes real breaks seeing someone. Sudha could feel 

the quiet among Sunil and Anju. There is trade of just a couple of sentences among them and that 

too about Dayita. Sudha's little girl Dayita's essence to some degree encourages Anju to decrease 

the recollections of Prem (her unborn youngster). Sunil abstains from defying Sudha to control 

his frantic energy for her since his marriage. Sudha with the fire of autonomy inside her asks a 

young lady Sara, whom she meets in a nursery, to get a new line of work for her. Sara was an 

Indian and put stock in exceptionally egotistical musings which motivate Sudha. Sudha frightens 

with her choice of cancelation of her marriage simply because she couldn't lose her security. She 

honestly acknowledges before Sudha that, "In-laws, kids, hirelings, you know how it is in India 

… . So I got myself a transport ticket to California". Sara guarantees Sudha her entrance into 

genuine American life which would be an extraordinary assistance none-the-less endeavor to 

escape from herself. Hardly any years in America change Anju in her use of impossible to miss 

words and interests. Her contracting recollections of India make Sudha understand that even their 

recollections are marooned on discrete islands. The outsider land appears to make the need of 

digestion and change for the workers. In any case, conduct changes are not really satisfactory as 

per the new culture. As Sunil, however ostensibly absorbed couldn't endure Lalit's closeness 

either with Sudha or with Anju. His fury thusly focuses on a battle with a valet who remarks over 

the Indians in the gathering, "Fucking Indians, showing of".  
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The profound situated love of both the cousins builds up a break now, maybe on account 

of the one year of division in independent grounds or as a result of one man between them. Anju 

feels uncertain with Sudha's essence in her home and Sudha conceals hate for the purposeless 

hours she spends working in Anju's home. The trio endures an awful circumstance when Sudha 

deserts Anju's house night-time of physical closeness with Sunil. Her blame urges her to move 

out of her companion's hitched life. Sudha now understands that she can't return to the old 

confined methods for Indian life. She some way or another has a sense of safety for the 

unoriginal traditions of America to begin another life. She thinks remaining at the side of a street, 

"I should radiate some kind of misery signal, since bystander gazes at me unusually. In the event 

that this were India, in any event half of them would know me. They'd ask me a thousand 

inquiries, offer to help, offer guidance, might be even escort me back home".  

Sudha as well as follow new ways for them in the wake of choosing for a separation. 

Anju starts her self-looking through adventure keeping separation with every shut one. She 

shares live with one of her companions from essayist's club however their having a place with 

various grounds proved unable make an agreeable camaraderie between them. She generally 

needs Sudha near her to share what's more, comprehend her completely. Anju feels like shivers 

in fingertips like sticks and needles when any of her American companions censures about the 

legacy which she cherishes a great deal. Indeed, even their ordinary talks are diverse to the point 

that she feels forlorn among them. She gets that,“…large chunks of herself will always be 

unintelligible to them: the joint family she grew up in, her arranged marriage, the way she fell in 

love with her husband, the tension in her household, that ménage a trio’s Indian style”.   

Sudha turns into a guardian of an old Indian man who is living with his child and his 

American wife. He experiences more mental infection than physical. He needs to come back to 

his possess land (India). The remote land has gravely influenced his wellbeing. Sudha 

comprehends his agony and guarantee him to take him to India. She cooks Indian dishes for him, 

calls him Baba and leaves Dayita to play with him. Along these lines this improves the elderly 

person's wellbeing. She is energized with her own financial balance yet leaving the old relations 

is the main lament. Sudha's reasonable refusal to Ashok, kinship with Lalit, leaving Sunil and 

choice of returning India with the old and with an arrangement of serving him thus for a decent 

school for her little girl are unquestionably the attributes of the changed 'self' in America, a spot 

where "in a minute you might be pulled up into it, released of gravity. One can take another body 

here, shrug off old identities".  

Having experienced the narrative of two sisters it very well may be said that whatever 

might be the reason for migration; Diasporic people group faces the issue of dislodging, 

rootlessness, separation and minimization in the moved nation. The ladies, who are moved, feel 

the dislodging strongly more in contrast with men, yet in addition they use relocation as a stage 

towards their opportunity and uniqueness. In spite of the fact that it is problematic for them to 

separate themselves from the local nation and traditions yet at the same time they adjust the new 

culture and attempt to make a amicability with the new environment. America offers opportunity 
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yet at the cost of losing a stable, maybe special character. Banerjee's composing confirms that 

Diaspora isn't simply a dissipating or scattering however an encounter made up of universe. 

It is applicable to say that diasporic IndianEnglish fiction is an important genre depicting 

the experiences andmentalities of Indian diaspora in a broad sense. It makes space for the 

discussions about Indian immigrants and offers emotional securityto that particular diaspora. 

Being the ideal of the Indiandiaspora, diasporic female Indian writers are successful inaddressing 

the readers of Indian English literature in a sensitive, unpretentious style while carrying a sense 

of the universal experienceof immigration. Furthermore, diasporic Indian English fiction 

keepstheir writers related with India and the entire world.  
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Abstract: This paper analyzes the significance of search for identity of women in Deshpande’s novel, That Long 

Silence. Still there is harder fight to prove their existence. Deshpande’s Protagonist search for identity gets huge 

attention because of their frustrating experiences born of the forbid nature of the Indian Patriarchal society. In her 

novels, the male characters – husband, lovers, fathers and other relations – display different aspects of patriarchy 

and oppression. Unknowingly the male friends are Feminist in their approach with the protagonists a lot. 

Deshpande’s male characters are enable the protagonists to define their identities a lot. 

Key words:  Patriarchal, Search, Feminist, Identity. 

 

Shashi  Deshpande is an eminent writer, whose writing’s portrays female character’s 

relating to contemporary. Shashi Deshpande depicts working and a modernized woman’s who 

are reacting to the changes in the environment and situations. Her character’s are very much 

revealed to the traditional and social outcomes, which a women face in this male-dominating 

society. They protest for liberty and identity against their men, but find themselves in well 

enriched society. 

               Her women’s are always caged in between family circles and working areas, between 

their aim and social wantedness. Her women often seem to be representing themselves separated 

from the other women roles but are alive carrying their self respect and dignity.  

             Deshpande’s novel, That long silence, can be considered as a classic modern, Which 

depicts the interior problem’s that are in Indian society which effect’s human relations. From ,the 

opening “To achieve anything to become anything, You’ve to be hard and ruthless” and to its 

conclusion “Without hope life would impossible,” there has been nineteen long years of silence 

between the narrator, the protagonist Jaya and her husband Mohan, Who especially snobbers on 

happening in the society.  

           The novel traces the pathway of a woman, carrying dilemma and fear, confusions which 

affect’s her aspiration. The view of man-women relationship to the novelist, does not portray the 

suppression of women in this male-dominating society, but the confusions and hardships which 

both men and women faces to prove themselves to the roles assigned for them. 

          The search for oneself and liberty, freedom seeking has become eminent themes of this 

modern novel. Indian women writers are aware to the point that decision –making lies in the 

hands of men, thus giving us a marginal for women role. Marriage is deemed to be the essential 
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social quality where female have to live with the opposite sex, but their enjoyment is confined, 

when compared to men. It is often a weapon to make women lose her comfort zone. Deshpande 

narrates Indian women’s frustrated level and feeling of alienation.  

           In “ That Long Silence” , Deshpande portrays different images of Indian women one 

belonging to lower class women, engaging oneself in domestic house-hold works for lower 

living and secondly educated middle class, who is financially independence worthless husband 

wife relation are one of the hardships of Indian life. The confusions and conflicts between 

cultural role and search for oneself, their suffrages of loneliness are depicted. 

            The female expression is the way female’s express their ideas, which determining their 

workplace in the society. It is the reflection of “female oneness or identity”. Therefore in this 

patriarchial system a female voice recognized through a self-depicting character and self-esteem. 

Desphande has risen as one of the women writer in Indian. Her works are comparable to the 

works of Anita Desai, Nayantara sahgal, who have given their thought against patriarchial 

suppression in their writing. 

         A male partner makes the female believe that she is his part of identity and make her accept 

that, as he changes the identity of a female from girl to a woman. She changes herself silently by 

accepting the change, not because of fear of society, but there in her arouses the fear of losing 

her family, her personal oneness (identity), and her relations. She feels so suppressed, that she 

longs for a change, might create her new identity. That long silence portrays the nature of 

traditional cultural and society construction of female identity, especially for women’s who plays 

the role as a wife and mother. The novel depicts Jaya’s nature a educated middle class women 

married to Mohan, who doesn’t give importance to feelings anyway she lives a stable life with 

her two kids and also managing both household works and her inner untold feelings. Jaya is still 

frustrated with fear by the ghosts of Suhashini and Seeta, she find that the fear of ghost to 

confront is less when compared to fear of facing her search of identity.  

 In That Long Silence, The marriage life of Jaya is a Failure as it does not deserve to 

prove herself the space of her own identity Jaya changes herself, her like and dislikes to the taste 

of her husband, which ends in loneliness and silence. She reveals herself fully lost, when she 

introspects herself from being played the role of Mother and wife had changed her own identity. 

She tries to find the cause of unhappiness in her married life and finds out that “That Long 

Silence” had ruined her living. Jaya to quit from her loneliness starts to write a magazine “seeta”, 

even this was not encouraged by Mohan to which Jaya consoled herself not be over react even in 

story writing. She has played and constructed her role to the will of his uncaring husband Mohan.  

 Jaya is not a feminist but a woman caught in a tussle between submission and assertion. 

However the argument and condemnation of Mohan finally made Jaya to react rudely, she also 

realises that her husband is not only the person sole responsible, for her change it is also her own 

self. Finally she decides to live for her own self to come out of her shell and lead a prosperous 

life for herself. Her thoughts are revealed it in the lines” I will have to erase That Long Silence 

between us”. Jaya finds herself last by the changing environment in their life, and that the time, 
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She began to question herself. All have lost their nature of character, her husband and herself. 

Traditionally , a woman has her identity only as a father’s daughter, her husband’s wife, and her 

son’s mother. She started to reveal herself, which is a cruel process. After her analysis Jaya 

becomes fearless. Now she has no individuality she does not even know to decide the point to 

start.  

 A quest for identity, foe a authentic life is been constructed by the protagonists, who 

shows us various problems ans obstacles in this world. Her novel provides us a path way of a 

view in our Indian society. The search for oneself, the quest for identity has been shown in the 

post colonial literature. The search for oneself, insearch of identity is the central theme of 

contemporary women’s fiction. This process is both ecological that it breaks female 

determination in becoming them self. It is important that not only the quest for identity that 

encourages writers but the exploration which leads the female protagonist to awaken from the 

burden is also a cause. 

 The female protagonist, Jaya in That Long Silence is always been constrained and keeps 

herself confined to the rules and regulation of the society. Her existence is questionable whether 

she lives for her family or for herself. She was taken for granted by everyone in the family. This 

forced her to go in search of identity. As a woman the protagonist is a caring wife and a loving 

mother and care taking to her in –laws.  In the marriage relation she shares intimacy with her 

husband and unable to express what she feels. Her silence is a symbolic representation of all 

women in this society, she emerges to write but which was not encouraged by her husband 

Mohan, and even disappointed by her children. Her life seemed to be worthless living because of 

her loss of identity.  

 Deshpande uses the first person narration to unfold the mute of Jaya. Jaya was born in a 

normal class family, even where her feelings were submissive by her father. Jaya loved to watch 

movie where as her father enjoy only classical music. To him movie songs were cheap rated. Her 

aspiration was kept aside from her childhood, even which was more suppressed after marriage by 

her husband. She sacrificed her taste of life, for the male members of the family being a female. 

Now Jaya needs a change in life. Her unfold feeling is rushing up. Now she starts to feel herself 

like the bullock carts which moves at same direction and same speed to avoid discomfort. She 

also compares herself to Gandhi, by adjustably herself to please Mohan. Her original identity is 

been changed, and the quest for identity arises. The novelist extraordinary portrayed the psyche 

of women.  

 Jaya started to feel the hope of new life, from the monotonous run of her previous life. 

Therefore the novels deals with female thrust and search for her identity which the female 

protagonist longs for. She also aspired for her own self dignity and self-dependence as she had 

suffered from silence and untold feeling with her husband the novel teaches women to fight 

against the silence and be expressive, on the other hand , it teaches men to understand the feeling 

of a women. Thus Deshpande gives an image for women to come out in search of her own 
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identity in this society. At least, the upcoming generation of women must do so in order to 

lighten the path of their daughters. This is the Deshpande’s vision for future women. 
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Abstract: There are number of interwar scholarly writings that illustrate the advancement within the 

complexity of child-figures. The issues of childhood and lament are independently built up in A Modest 

bunch of Clean from the expansive range of modernistliterature within the 1930’s. This paper puts forward 

the subtleties of the child-figures, which experience an advancement which gets to be the major subject in 

this novel. Waugh’s child is reasonably direct, and is juvenile in body and intellect. Children act as 

destroyers, grown-ups have the bodies of children, and adult-children receive childlike idiosyncrasies. 

Nearby this advancement, the creator looks at lament in connection to the child, whether that lament carries 

the characteristics of a diagnosable (physical or mental) ailment, the dream of the hyperreal, an strongly 

want to re-experience a romanticized individual past, or a combination thereof. For Waugh, the child acts 

as a catalyst, affectation occasions that disturb adults’ comfortable nostalgic universes.Through the tests 

and investigations of story styles, this innovator reacts to the moving, post-Victoria interwar society. 

Key Words: Interwar society, regression, nostalgia, childli 

 

The 1930’s were a productive decade in British writing: innovation was thriving, with the 

distribution of books by Aldous Huxley, Jean Rhys, and James Joyce, and verse by T.S. Eliot, 

Ezra Pound, and W.H. Auden. On a verifiable level, the individual of Britain were still dealing 

with the disruptive aftereffects of the Great War and were, although they did not realize it at the 

time, nearing the end of their interwar period: a time that divided the Great War from what 

would become World War Two. Among the modernist authors producing major work during the 

interwar period, there is an obvious lack of unity between each modernist’s vision of childhood 

and regret, since they approached their manipulation of the child and regret in individual ways. 

Such an absence of underlying narrative and aesthetic unity points out several things. First, there 

is no definitive perspective of what the terms “child” and “childhood” entail; children as a group 

exhibit a complex range of characteristics, and in doing so, resist simple classification. Similarly, 

there is no singular form of regret, except in the basis that regret looks back to something that no 

longer exists and can no longer be attained. The manifestations of individual and collective , 

resregret change broadly, as do the connections of children included with developments of 

lament. 
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After the age of Eliot, Lewis, Woolf, Waugh, and the rest of the ladies and men who 

might, in their person ways, be called innovators, there has been a unused increment in writing 

almost and for children. Most bookstores have a complete wing or range equipped explicitly 

toward children’s writing which has extended into indeed more noteworthy age “bubbles” with 

the rise of the Youthful Grown-up peruser that possesses the locale between childhood and 

adulthood. It would be silly to undertake to detail the sum of works composed post-World War II 

that bargain with children and childhood. 

Evelyn Waugh’s A Modest bunch of Clean (1934) centered on a man’s affection for his 

domestic and the past.The novel’s stylish and topical contrasts were characteristic of each 

author’s singularity beneath the wide scope of innovation, which contrasted fiercely within the 

Thirties. 

             Evelyn Waugh’s A Unassuming bunch of Clean (1934) centered on a man’s love for his 

household and the past.The novel’s in vogue and topical contrasts were characteristic of each 

author’s peculiarity underneath the wide scope of advancement, which differentiated furiously 

inside the Thirties. 

 fashion, substance, and affiliations inside the world of innovation partition Waugh. 

However each of their books from the early 1930’s center on characters’ recollections and 

visualizations of an tricky or deceptive past, which has habitually disillusioning connections with 

the characters’ encounter of the show and creative ability of the long run. The writer created this 

disillusionment in a comparative way: by looking at children and their relationship with 

conceptions of time and history. In spite of the nonappearance of a joined together vision Waugh 

make child-characters that are significant to the plot. 

Furthermore,Moreover, the interwar pioneers tie their children to a bigger, and fair as 

complicated, concept: the past. In making such a association, the creators enter into an existing 

discourse. Regression and children are once in a while associated in dialogs of pioneer writing or 

content. However anecdotal children regularly speak to critical speculations in and trusts for long 

haul as well as keys to memory and the past.A Modest bunch of Tidy has, through its title, self-

evident ties to canonical innovation. However Evelyn Waugh was not for the most part 

associated with any particular modernist development amid his lifetime, and his work reflected 

this need of alliance: instead of endeavor to revolutionize or scandalize the scholarly world with 

printed or topical development, his books depended on reasonably routine formal outlines. 

Perhaps maybe Waugh is undoubtedly the foremost family-minded pioneer, for in spite 

of his claim state of childlessness amid his composing of the 1934 distribution, he does not 

appear to discover the idea or state of childhood especially troublesome; his child-characters are 

decently 

           Practical: they talk and act convincingly, oppose caricature, and are effectively 

recognizable from grown-ups in their dialect and activities. John Andrew Final, Tony’s child, is 

some place around the age of six, still youthful sufficient to require a caretaker. His energy, 
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never unequivocally indicated by age and his reasonably bright identity permit Waugh to center 

his humor in John Andrew’s discourse and activities, which frequently parrot the lower-classed, 

“filthy” dialect of an domain steady hand. 

The few occasions in Waugh’s content that indicate at any uncertainty within the border 

between childhood and adulthood center on steeds. Within the most outstanding occurrence, 

John Andrew has procured a modern horse on his 6th birthday, a substitution for the Shetland 

horse that had given a entryway into the world of riding. Waugh’s annihilation of Tony’s lament 

isn't complete without disposing of his emotionally-based figments: those that permit him to 

preserve a comfortable façade of family solidarity and strength.  

  At last, Tony’s lament is monomaniacal, a solitary fixation that devours his contemplations and 

activities, which spin around Hetton and its tenants. So through Tony, Waugh combines 

components of Baudrillard’s (imperceptible) social lament and yearning for the great ancient 

days with the overwhelmingly seriously mental impacts of therapeutic lament. Waugh’s vision of 

lament does not stay steady; in spite of the fact that Tony Final starts the novel in stasis, the 

novel’s children act as catalytic strengths, disturbing his built universes and affectation alter 

through their habitations and activities. In spite of the fact that Waugh chooses , instead of 

address, the divisions between children and grown-ups, children particularly John Andrew and 

Winnie interface with and impact grown-up Tony by implies of lament, always pushing him out 

of his hyperreal world until it collapses and clears out him without bolster. John Andrew and 

Winnie may not be harbingers or vessels of regret; nor are they obviously major characters. But 

by affecting and modifying the course of Tony Last’s life and sentiments, they speak to a future 

that outsmarts indeed the foremost carefully- maintained regret.  
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Abstract: This paper scrutinizes the exploiting of women in Atwood’s the edible women.It evaluates the origin and 

growth of Canadian literature and a note on famous writers in Canada.Food as a metaphor of identity dealt to reveal 

the society how women are exploited through the character Marian McAlpin who is in search for her identity by 

taking and rejecting food.Finally she overwhelmed the barriers and sufferings to which women have been 

subjugated for a long time wrapped up her excursion of self realization and also her bygone times. 

Keywords: Women exploitation,Self actualization,Canadian voice,identity. 

 

     Women exploitation is not new thing. It has been in the human life since God has created 

(It is being said) and also resistance to it has began in ancient period.In modern world it takes 

new form using literature as a weapon for not offending but defending.In the same way Canadian 

literature functions among other literatures which deal with feminism.The feminist works which 

are popular always deal with the problems of women.Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman 

revolves around Marian McAlpin,a young woman just out of university. 

She is not confident for what she longing in her future.Disconsolate because she texture 

exploited at the buyer survey institute where she is working, she is taking everything in mind to 

marriage. But as she distinguishes what marriage has accomplished to her old school friend 

Clara, who submerse herself in travail.She is persuaded that marriage is just another seducement. 

Her egocentric, free minded and scheming to manipulate roomie Ainsley does not seem 

to be an appropriate role model either.A feminist handler, she exploits the roles women play to 

her own ends,for representative by lacking to deceit her boy friend Len Slack into manufacturing 

her pregnant and then hold the child for herself.All of her women friends and associate 

materialize,actually almost spoof,conventional women roles in which Marian discovers no 

sufficient place for herself.  

The women in her office with their fake mold of femininity dyed blonde pure with 

identical opinions who will expedition and then resolve down to marriage are no help either.At 

the same time,still,while repudiate the standards of the humane defined supreme,she feels 

expelled she is different more than anything else wants to be accepted. 
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We see how substantial  it is for Marian to be normal in every way, and how austere she 

tries to look out herself against any sign to the contradictory as she prides herself an active with a 

coolly proficient  responsiveness at all times to what situations and people seem to expect her.  

Canadian literature analyzes the classical works of Canadian writers.As in other 

literatures,in Canadian literature also there are more breaking down which includes the 

antagonism between Englishand French.These divisions are situated on the society and they also 

connections  the society for ages together.Due to American imperialism Canadian writers 

focused on the themes of identity. Unanimously all these writers expressed Canadian mythology, 

thematic concerns, and geography which is otherwise called Canadian voice. 

Canadian literature in English started in the first half of 17th century. By the early 20th 

century Canadian literature was the world extent one. Many of the classical pieces won the 

international celebrity. The writers addressed political, cultural and social alternatives in 

Canadian society,some of which were established, others obtaining from more current changes in 

language,population,communication and technology.consuming food becomes the process of 

searching for identity of the protagonist of Atwood’s the edible woman. Telling herself that “life 

isn’t run by ethics but by adaptation”, she accept to marry the young advocate  Peter. Even 

thoughshe distinguishes the requirement to get away from a world over which she has lost 

mastery, she disregard the demands of her subconscious mind and instead of acting positively. 

            Marian’s desire to marry peter is certainly a fault and subliminal Marian knows this. 

However she is inefficient to act against this knowledge.however her subconscious acquaintance 

is reflected in various ways. She progressively  begins to model strange forms of behavior. When 

she hears peter telling his hunting story to Len, she considers peter as a hunter and herself as a 

rabbit. 

            Little by little, Marian begins awakening away from the usualness,implicit rational young 

woman and proceeding  the world for her imagination  which draws her power  away from her 

sociable life. She starts to sacrifice her sense of entity. As she herself points out: I had cracked 

;from what or into what, I didn’t ‘t be learned. That her unconscious is not obeying  asshe moves 

closer towards subjection and isolation is additionally indicated by her peculiar acquaintance 

with the moderately individual graduate student Duncan. 

From the initiation. Duncan is brutalized, even misshapen, living from the underworld 

hollow. He is the adviser who associates with Marian on her earthward excursion, her slide into 

the dark side of the selfhood. Duncan no way achieves everywhere and never completes of 

anything at all. But already offered by Sherrill Grace inViolent Duality, he is not only “foil for 

peter” but also an Adwood’ binary, a kind of reflector selfhood, an actualized part of Marian 

herself with whom she can commonage but who also represents her egotism and ruthless self –

absorbed. 

 He is aimage of Marians internal life or suppressed and he represents her envision, her effort to 

get away. A overhang of Marian’s other self, a binary who may insist its reserved mindsets at 
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any time. Marian distinguishes that she has always been in activator to the requests and needs of 

other people cowardly to act on her own. It is analysis that airing her to discard both Peter and 

Duncan in the belief that without anybody whom she can come back on, she will be strained  to 

become creative by gamble on herself.  

Since Marian has liberated herself from the troubleof playing a role others for her.she stews a 

cake in the structure of a woman who looks the way she did when dressed for the party at 

Peter’s, unmistakably making is a representative of herself. Her inspiration for fitting the cake is 

that it is drafts to be test for Peter.She proposal of the cake woman as a supplemental, he will 

have analyzed his own evil side, his necessity to exploit, and she will marry Peter.  

still, already harshly disrupted by her unexpected de-materialismthe other day, he believes she is 

mentally strange  and concession for good. When Peter leavings to eat the cake. Marian eats in 

which means that she imply any more woman is to be delighted as a root object in the society in 

the buyer crowded world. She distinguishes her restrains. Now she experience her position which 

means she get back her lost identity with full asseveration.   

        Marian eating the cake woman, an alternativeof her self image in a suitable of uncontrolled  

annoyed and agony of vengeance after peter’s disagree to share it, signifies that she would rather 

against and carry on than defeat to prejudiced male chauvinist. By deictichow decayis related to 

power. Atwood delicately urges women to authorize themselves by urging them to eat their way 

into the world. The cake which she stews is at once a solution, self discovery, and a potential 

symbol of freedom, a therapy,and a leading growing  step ahead. Atwood thus opinions in an 

interview with Gibson: she is apparently making is symbolic of herself. Even though Marian’s 

opinion of selfhood as a hunted sacrificed or delicious fragment about to be swallow are 

distortions of reality for which she is largely answerable, these conception carry aallegorical 

truth about general nature of our society and personal relationships.  

In a buyer society, people feed on each other emotionally and economically. Eating becomes a 

metaphor for emotional and economic salvage. Either you eat or are eaten, there are no other 

options. The bend  from a first person to third person description  for the event of her food limit 

emphasizes Marian’s analytic disintegration and the opening in her personality under the the 

situation has through on her selfdom.  

She has not merely lost her appetence, but her voice as well. Even though Marian says herself 

complete frequently to get a embrace on herself or not to act idiotic, she has to analyses that not 

being silly is a breakable fortification opposite her afraid. Coming apart layer by layer like a 

piece of goal and visualize that she is dissolving, coming apart layer by layer like a piece of 

cardboard in a ditch pool. 

The edible woman where the food takes on a new reverberation in the post colonial and feminist 

discourses of her fiction the process of transformation and formation that the protagonist endure 

in the novel are at every turn  with consumerism and consumption as her relationship with food. 

In fact, Marian has problems not only with food but with her love life as well as her sociallife 
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too. They are all together with food. Her immense pleasure is symbol of the death of the old 

Marian. One might says that Marian’s swallow of her graft. 

Marian becomes description of a woman insurgent against the system of gender,society and it’s 

oppression. The novel crisis’s the sexism and consumerism of the Canadian rights.further, it also 

existence of the depression of women’s freedom in this novel. But choosing food as a metaphor, 

she destroys the ancestor institution of marriage; she also attacks the repressive modes of 

marriage which are obstacles to woman’s individuality and autonomy. 

      A number of pictures are used in this novel to highlight her themes by having them come 

again with increasing significance in the story. Many of the images related to food , others are 

related to physical or mental status and occupations. By comparing women reading magazines 

that tells them how to look and act to kind of food,is the theme of the edible woman. Symbols 

used in this novel the “cake” that Marian stews and eats at the end of the novel is the most 

important symbol. 

     By presenting a woman’s experience and existence in male chauvinist world, the  protagonist 

Marian’s struggle to create a female space of her revealed. Marian through economically 

independent,and treated as an edible woman by the exploiting male buyers like peter and 

Duncan. Even though she ignores to be the edible woman trapped in family life, finally she 

struggle to attain a human identity.  
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Abstract:  This paper is a similar investigation of Train to Pakistan by Khushwant Singh and Ice 

Candy Man by Bapsi Sidhwa. Both the books have recognized an overall acknowledgment and 

endorsement for verifying steadfast portrayal of common scorn, doubt and monstrous changes 

topping in the aftereffect of parcel. The two writers were a piece of segment and they had seen 

the unrest of that period. Khushwant Singh was thirty at the hour of segment and Bapsi Sidhwa 

was just eight years of age in 1947. Khushwant Singh is a notable Indian author though Bapsi 

Sidhwa is from Pakistan. Despite the fact that they share a similar subject of parcel and post-

segment issue in their books, they maintained their own one of a kind mirrors to think about the 

physical torments and mental upheavals. Both the books conceal a striking image of the split-up 

between the Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus in the late spring of 1947. The subject of outcast, of 

having a place and no having a place is a typical connection between authors from post-

provincial societies. This paper gives a point by point takes note of that thoroughly analyzes both 

the books. 

Keywords: Comparative investigation, Partition, oust and belongingness 

         

   In the two books, Ice Candy Man and Train to Pakistan, every one of the occasions depend on 

actualities yet rendered into fiction with skilful masterfulness. Bapsi Sidhwa and Khushwant 

Singh have effectively made a talk to bring the fierce past to the front line of society. The books 

incorporate the issues of freedom and segment, utilizing it as a way to investigate different issues 

which at that point develop as the bigger image of the obliteration, bleeding birth of countries 

and preceded with issues. The writers have shrewdly replicated the racial, religious, financial 

what's more, political predispositions which prompted the memorable gore, ravaging, 

contaminating and breaking down of the general public. 

           Train to Pakistan (1956) is a novel wherein Khushwant Singh tells the deplorable story of 

the parcel of India and Pakistan sensibly. Truth is told the segment contacted the entire nation 

and Singh endeavors to take a gander at the unfortunate and awful occasions from the 

perspective of the individuals of Mano Majra, a little town in Punjab, India. Ice Candy Man 

(1991) is additionally a novel portraying the contentions in the sub-mainland during the times of 
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parcel and their most harming consequences for the sub-landmass. Here the story has been told 

from a Parsee's perspective.  

          Khushwant Singh is an Indian author, writing in English though Bapsi Sidhwa is a 

Pakistani essayist. Anyway both the books share a similar topic. Khushwant Singh (1915) was 32 

years of age and Bapsi Sidhwa (1939) was 8 years of age at the hour of parcel .Both saw the 

segment themselves and attempted to portray the fear of the contention and the enduring of 

individuals during those days in their books. Train to Pakistan and Ice Candy Man, both the 

books are set in the year 1947. Be that as it may, every one of the activities described in the 

novel Train to Pakistan happen in a little town in Punjab, India, though activities described in Ice 

Candy Man happens in Lahore, Pakistan. Previous is an Indian Sub-mainland perspective on 

segment and later communicates Pakistani perspective on segment.  

           Khushwant Singh raises the shade by giving a record of the late spring of 1947 and what 

happens nowadays. Khushwant Singh utilizes the third individual portrayal strategy to keep up a 

sort of objectivity and to make a live moving picture before the eyes of the perusers to observe it. 

By third individual portrayal the essayist gives greater validness to the portrayal of the story. 

Here it very well may be noticed that the author starts novel supporting no religion, cast, 

ideological group rather concentrating just on the setback of the Sub-mainland and its occupants.  

            The portrayal here now and then is by all accounts that of a history book. During 

nowadays Hindus and Muslims laid fault on one another. "Muslims said the Hindus had arranged 

and begun the slaughtering. As indicated by the Hindus, the Muslims were to be faulted". The 

truth of the matter is, the two sides were executed; both were shot, cut, skewered and clubbed. 

Both were tormented and assaulted.  

          Both the books demonstrate that there were conjunction and amicability among the 

individuals having a place with various religions in rustic regions before segment. The uproars 

and segment demolition began from urban communities and came to the little towns slowly. 

Both the authors give the portrayals of pre-segment long periods of conjunction and congruity in 

the books and bit by bit lead their peruser to observe the contentions and the catastrophe that 

pursued. At first perusers are educated about the contentions through the discussion of the 

characters in the books. So far the depictions in both the books become light a few times and 

desolate some time.  

          In Train to Pakistan the essayist makes the depiction light by presenting the adoration 

making scene between Juggat Singh and Nooran after the awful portrayal of expert burglary and 

Lala Ram Lal's homicide. Similarly, Sidhwa makes the story very light and charming by 

permitting Lenny to applaud her sibling Adi for right around two pages. At the point when the 

depiction turns out to be very genuine in the novel Ice Candy Man, the creator presents a light 

occasion with comic components and all of a sudden some occasion makes the portrayal 

genuine.  
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          Here just the pre-parcel depictions have light tone in both the books. The cases given 

above are from the pre-parcel depiction when genuine segment has not been appeared in the 

novel. Be that as it may, both the authors allude to the forthcoming clashes of mobs and 

automatic relocations of masses through the discussion between characters in the books and after 

those lead perusers to observe the threatening and unnerving parcel clashes.  

         Both the essayists demonstrate the individuals having a place with rustic zones having no 

information of either opportunity or even segment. They are not keen on the legislative issues of 

the sub-landmass. Notwithstanding, terrible characters like Ice Candy Man in Sidhwa's epic and 

Mali in Khushwant Singh's epic get the advantage of the segment tumult and make issues for 

other people. Residents in both the books have a feeling of belongingness and they would prefer 

not to move. They anticipate that police and government should accomplish something in the 

condition.  

           Townspeople in both the books have an expectation that all will be well after some time 

and they will return to their own territory. Here the portrayal of automatic movement of 

individuals makes perusers fell as though they were themselves relocating from their mom land 

which acquires tears the eyes of perusers. Depictions of the parcel devastation in both the books 

are considerably increasingly heartbreaking. Portrayals incorporate Arrival of Ghost train, 

memorial service function of dead bodies with lamp fuel and wood, internment of the dead 

bodies, clearing of the towns and a lot more in Train to Pakistan and copying Lahore, departure 

of Pir Pindo, Rana's story and a lot more in Ice Candy Man. 

         Train to Pakistan demonstrates the odd job of police office and officials during the times of 

segment. Officials are after cash. They need every one of the Muslims of the zone leave securely. 

What they are keen on is just their property. Indian officials are not even for Indian government. 

Character of Hokum Chand, a judge demonstrates the genuine character of the police division in 

India. Hokum Chand and Inspector are appeared as degenerate officials communicating their 

perspectives against the contemporary government, lawmakers, and Muslims. Iqbal is a bashful 

socio political specialist who arrives at quit executing on the fringe region. He has been appeared 

as a political fomenter requesting that locals rebel against the contemporary government. He has 

been demonstrated pursuing political brilliance lastly vulnerable in the circumstance and now 

and again a ludicrous character in the novel.  

          Segment has made an injury both physically and mentally. Those injuries which shaped in 

savagery not eradicated after death. That lives alive in brains of individuals until the end of time. 

Indeed, even following 70 years of parcel or autonomy, the two countries are attempting to fix up 

the conditions. India Pakistan have war multiple times in view of parcel, they have savagery and 

debilitate their connection today additionally in type of Kashmir. In view of that pressure and 

stain among Hindu and Muslim, Hindus who are living in Pakistan and Muslim who are living in 

India have been confronting trepidation of death simply because of that line which was drawn 

before 70 years. These components were delightfully attracted both the books through 

assortment of characters and occasions. 
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Abstract: The literature of Australia is called Australian Literature. Being a country of prisoners 

and other sort of settlers, it was simply a verbal literature and later developed into a written form. 

Having people from both rich and poor class the Australian literature is a contrast between 

variety of themes related with family and financial system. The use of these confined over time 

provides  into the ways in  which various aspects of Australian society have changed over the 

same period, but also shows how many aspects of Australian national individuality have 

remained the same, although external changes. This paper analyses the theme of homesickness in 

the characteristics of the Cloudstreet. 

Keywords: homesichness, themes 

 

Timothy John Winton was born on 4 August 1960 to John Leslie Arthur Winton and 

Beverly Ruth Mifflin. Being an Australian writer of a complexes family background, Winton is 

able to apply variety of themes in his novel. Most of the time, these autobiographical elements 

form the basis of the novel. The themes are very confident. As all the other works, The 

Cloudstreet is also grounded in a realistic social world. 

The major themes dealt in this novel are: homesickness of the past, family relationships, 

and Authorial Narration. Tim Winton’s Cloudstreet (1991) is around the centrality of miracles 

and neighbors. It is exactly a failed miracle that brings the two protagonist families together in 

the same house, the Lambs and the pickles becoming neighbors in both senses of the word. He 

dedicates it to his grandparents, on whom some of the main characters are modeled. The 

characters in this novel search for a communal identity. 

In an Australian context, the politics of the neighbor cannot avoid the past of the country, 

history of colonization and its everlasting impact upon the present. The house the two families 

occupy is haunted by the ghost of its first owner, a nasty rich widow who, convinced by the 

priest, turns the house into an institution for native women: “she aimed to make ladies of them so 

they could set a standard for their sorry race” (36). 

The principle of neighbor’s love is explicitly mentioned by the characters in the last part 

of the novel. The relationship between the two families has definitely been transformed, 

especially through the marriage of rose and quick. Their lovemaking in the library and the fact 

that their son is born there, free the house from its past and open it up to new forms of relating to 

the other. Following the advice of the black angel, Sam decides not to sell, and Rose and quick, 

who had bought their own new house in the outskirts, decide in the end to move back to the old 

place. Lester and Oriel have regained their faith. The tin fence in the garden is brought down and 

celebrations are held. 
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Winton’s Cloudstreet is a story of extraordinary verbal adroitness. , which only Fish 

Lamb, its least eloquent character, is able to tell. His homecoming takes place, and the story is 

told, in the dawn moment at which Australia’s first serial killer, the Nedlands monster, is hanged. 

Other characters in this novel also experience the same kind of nostalgia as Fish’s. The earliest 

memory of his father, Lester lamb, is of being carried safely across a river by his own father in 

the middle of a rainstorm. It is a memory of discovery refuge in the middle of terror, a memory 

of homecoming that preoccupies Lester so much that he repeats it on three separate occasions in 

the novel. 

Homesickness, as a concept, has been sadly trivialized by a nostalgia industry that puts an 

absurd price on yellowing movie posters, restored radios and replicas of old lunch-boxes. These 

things have little real value. They are worth what people are prepared to pay for a sense of the 

past real enough to touch but small enough to gift wrap. There are aspects of Cloudstreet that 

share a remote kinship with this kind of homesickness. The book is riddled with the names of 

products that are either no longer available or no longer used in everyday life. 

Winton is quite explicit, then, about the novel’s homesickness for lost places, for an 

Australian accept and culture that are pre-American, pre-modern, pre-1960s. These qualities find 

expression in the novel’s rich registration of Australian idioms of the 1940s and 1950s, and its 

superbly lyrical descriptions of places and landscapes in and around Perth. This goes a long way 

toward explaining the reputation of the novel, at least for a certain generation of readers, the 

baby boomers, who were the major cultural force in the 1990s, when the novel was published. 

But homesickness is by its very nature conservative: it prefers the past to the future; it is at best 

undecided about modernity; it prefers the local and the traditional to the global (Dixon, 247). 

Winton’s Cloudstreet is a fascinating mix of family sagas and secrets with a spiritual 

edge. It follows the lives of two Australian families, the pickles and the lambs who are like chalk 

and cheese, yet come to live together over a period of twenty years, 1943- 1963 at one 

Cloudstreet. If Cloudstreet offered an epiphany then it was for Bennie, like its 1950s precursor, 

an epiphany of nationalist identity a poetic celebration of the battler as typical Australian all over 

again. As with many of the literary and visual texts Hodge and Mishra analyses. Cloudstreet 

seductively attempts the re-inscription of an satisfactory foundation myth. Here it is not the myth 

of the inaccessible pioneers battling the rigors of the empty outback land, but that of the lovable 

Anglo Celtic (by definition) Aussie battler- Hodge and Mishra’s ‘typical Australian’. The 

seductive quantity of the Cloudstreet material is indicated to me by the liberal recommendation 

of Armfield and the company which produced it. They are part of the anti-racist multiculturalist 

liberal left, have a history of recently produced work with Aboriginal performers, and would 

certainly not usually be seen as conservative in its position in the field of Sydney theatre. So this 

is a case as I see it of a regressive message appearing in a benign package. 

In this case the sense of classification and belonging which Neil Armfield often refers to 

the specificity of the Belvoir street space-indeed to the specific stage audience relationship 

brought into being by the ‘Belvoir comer’-was transferred to a formerly anonymous or even anti-

cultural space-not named and baptized as a home for theatre. This naturalization of normally 

dilapidated space, this making familiar and honey of a space outside the experience of most of 

the theatergoers involved was he believe central to the magnetism and cultural meaning of the 

event. The content of course was also central, and generally already well-known to the audience 

preceding to their literal theatrical experience of it, if not through the much loved novel itself 
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then through the ecstatic press write-ups and Neil Armfield’s company B book framing 

commentary. People knew, in general, what to expect and got it. Members of the production cast 

and crew all quoted their favorite line from the novel and had it accredited to them in the 

program. 

Winton’s Cloudstreet was homesickness for an Australia colonized by rural battlers who 

live isolated, but as they are encouraged to seem, meaningful lives on a hard they are deeply 

connected to. But for urban-dwellers, our relationship to the naturel landscape may be based 

more on the landscape of our imaginations than the real (Clunies Ross 224-6). Our relationship 

with landscape, both urban and rural, is far more complex than most popular commentators will 

allow and goes far deeper than merely being about connectedness or disconnectedness to 

untamed landscapes. How they feel about the landscapes of our homeland on a conscious level 

can both reveal and conceal a host of painful, hostile, aggressive and regressive emotions and 

transference relationships that have more to do with our personal, misplaced fears and fantasies 

than any unifying sense of “belonging” to the land. 

Richards suggests that psychoanalytic theories of splitting, projective identification, 

transference, and of insensible fears and fantasies may be useful for the purpose of understanding 

this preoccupation and to help illuminate the Europe Australian experience, in a broader sense, of 

land and identity. Cloudstreet was also explored in life and celebration of people, place and 

rhythms which has fueled imagination world-wide. Thus using the theme of homesickness the 

writer brought up the novel well and it had gained a volume of readers. 
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ABSTRACT: Postmodernism is a course of interpret the things rather than philosophy. These novels What author 

dealt with the caste doesn’t touch all the discriminations hold by the kongnadu community dealt with the remote 

past, culture, politics, and life’s idea of the northern part of Tamilnadu. Perumal Murugan’s novel One Part Women 

and A Lonely Harvest revolves around the marriage life of Ponna and Kaali. The superstition of illiterate people and 

forcibly forbid the thinking attitude which they considered to be pure and cultural.. The subjugation of women 

character through the character of Ponna, Ponna’s mother, Kaali’s mother can be seen throughout the novel. The 

women characters in the novel live within a domestic circle which they themselves created. This novel arose the 

question that why a family which lost the men wants its relatives to represent the lost men. The construction of the 

society based on the joint family, very close relationship among relatives and the relationship between a family and 

the society were so intimate than usual and the people restricts themselves with the boundary of tradition. 

KEYWORDS: tradition, culture, society, marriage, subjugation. 

 

Postmodernism is a course of interpret the things rather than philosophy. The kernel of 

post-modernism is that it is a criticism of modernism. The absolute post-modernism says that 

there's no absolute truth and that the whole society was created on the basis of social constructs. 

Few social constructs comprises of power relations, gender binary, social classes. 

The happenings in the society, lifestyle and culture of Homo sapiens were reflected 

through the writings of the author. These novels dealt with the remote past, culture, politics, and 

life’s idea of the northern part of Tamilnadu. Perumal Murugan’s novel One Part Women and A 

Lonely Harvest revolves around the marriage life of Ponna and Kaali with the third person and 

first person perspective narration. The former revolves around the couples where living in a 

place in which the people forced to get a baby which could be considered as a symbol of 

hormonal marriage life style. The latter was the sequel of former and it moves with the life of 

Ponna after her husband passed away. Ponna lives in a society where the people see widow as 

discriminated person in the society. It also dealt how the mind of Ponna, the protagonist was 

affected psychologically through her oscillated mind of her love toward her dead husband and 

the child which she bears. The ultimate dominance of male on vulnerable women characters can 

be seen throughout the novel. Usage of symbols by Perumal Murugan plays an important role in 

creation of the novel. The cowshed which Kaali spends most of his life thought it was safe place 

to him like the line and rules and ideology of the society to get a child to get the status or 

reputation can be seen throughout all the characters and it also project the feeble minded man he 

is.  
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The chaotic mind of the main characters: Kaali and Ponna which made them to do 

everything that others said to get a child. The superstition of illiterate people and forcibly forbid 

the thinking attitude which they considered to be pure and cultural. The caste discrimination can 

be seen in some situations. Though caste discrimination was not concerned much because of the 

main concentration towards making the child, it was included intentionally by the author. The 

novel faced so many problems because the author mentioned that the feast of sex between men 

and women happening during chariot festival. The culture and the society act as specs which 

deviate the way of looking towards married life and real life. Though they have everything to 

live peacefully, they were not allowed to do that. The technique which used at the end of the 

novel in which Kaali drinking and sharing his thoughts and Ponna immersed into new world of 

illusion in chariot festival was beautifully presented by the author. The novel One Part Women’s 

open end served as cuisine to the novel  

The whole novel A Lonely Harvest moves around the central feminine character Ponna . 

It was about her turns and twists in her life after her husband left her alone in barn. The 

characters around her shape her thoughts and made an impact on her. Most important thing was 

the internal dilemma of Ponna. The caste society of kongu naadu in Tamil Nadu doesn't make a 

huge impact on the story line. The storyline looks monotones till the last chapter. But the last 

made the difference. All the chapters in the novel dealt with realism but the scene which kaali's 

ghost appears and the scene which describes Ponna’s mental pressure between Kaali and 

Aalavayan, looks superstitious. Mentioning of problematic mind to tree, and Kaali as god 

explains the belief of superstition among village people.  The explanation of religion, culture, 

society, widow, caste, male dominated society, were mentioned with clear cut exact points. 

Throughout the novel, Ponna never attains stable mind. 

Nallayyan who was the uncle of Kaali comes at few important places in the novel might 

be admired by the readers. His character was most unique character throughout the novel. He 

cares for none, lives for him, don’t believe in the concept of marriage, love to travel to several 

villages and likes live in relationship. Unlike others he doesn’t follow the path of the society; he 

creates his own path and way of living though others call him ‘moron’. Every character in the 

novel lacks clarity and individuality except the character of Nallayyan. 

While Kaaran and Muthu speaking, Kaaran himself mentioned that discrimination was 

prevailing in their society. The subjugation of women character through the character of Ponna, 

Ponna’s mother, Kaali’s mother can be seen throughout the novel. The women characters in the 

novel live within a domestic circle which they themselves created. The second novel deals more 

deeply about the radical feminist than the first novel “One Part Women”.   

The ending in both the novels were constructed well. In “One Part Women” author left 

the reader in complete dilemma about the decision of Kaali which was considered to be open 

ended. Whereas in A Lonely Harvest, Ponna accepts her child whose father was unknown to 

anyone and decide to live for it with the remembrance of her late husband Kaali in way of her 

new child. 

 Both these novel projects the importance of regional dialects. The novels have several 

cliché than a novel needed. The author clearly projects how the society was created through the 
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thought process of the people. The society which the author describes was full of several odd 

practices and believes. Like if there was any rumour about a married women’s pregnancy, the 

pregnant women was made to stand in front of the people of whole village and relatives and 

made to say that her child was created to her by her husband and not with any other person. This 

novel arose the question that why a family which lost the men wants its relatives to represent the 

lost men. The construction of the society based on the joint family, very close relationship 

among relatives and the relationship between a family and the society were so intimate than 

usual and the people restricts themselves with the boundary of tradition. 

Initially “One Part Women” novel didn’t attract much people like other Tamil literature 

writings among the common people when it was published in Tamil language by Kaalachuvadu 

publication in Tamilnadu in December, 2010. But when it was translated into English, people felt 

that their belief on Kongu Vellalar community and their community women was portrayed badly 

and insulted and thus it created many problems including burn his books, rebel against his 

thoughts and even forced Perumal Murugan, the author to leave their place which was his own 

native place. This incident made his novel gained more popularity among the people.  
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ABSTRACT: This presented article is going to express the life of a homosexual person and his struggle to obtain 

his identity in this heterosexual world as he is being a man of having an endless love on his same gender. Thus he 

was portrayed as a queer man and the world treat him as an unfit person to live in this world. It is believed that the 

novelist E. M. Forster was a homosexual person and this novel reflected his own struggle of homosexuality. This 

peculiar term homosexuality comes under the layer of Queer theory. This theory speaks about the rights for those 

homosexual persons. Queer theory is a stream which is related to both feminism and structuralism. Since it speaks 

about homosexuals it is said that this theory comes out of LGBT studies and those letters stands for lesbian, gay, 

bisexual and transgender. In this novel the title stands for the character of the protagonist Maurice. From his 

childhood itself the protagonist Maurice has been identified as a man of not having interest on women. The word 

homosexuality stressed the intimate relationship between two men. 

Key words: homosexuality, Maurice, LGBT studies and identity crisis 

 

HOMOSEXUALITY AND ITS STRANGENESS 

 In the traditional world, the word homosexuality carries its identity as a queer term 

because people were not accepting the striking point of same sexual relationship. In fact it is not 

an obvious one that a man should marry a girl, if he fails in that case means he could be termed 

as a man of not having the permission to live in this heterosexual world. The theory which stands 

for the rights of homosexuals is Queer theory and it could be called as a strange theory which 

gained its prominence in the year 1990s.  

It focused on the sexual behavior of a particular person and according to this theory 

among those two homosexuals one might think himself as a female not based on his outward 

appearance but on his psychological level. According to the famous theorist Michael Foucault 

there is no extreme male and female in this changing world. For instance men are having desire 

on singing on the other hand female are trained as boxers. No single human being can be called 

as cisgender as they were no pure masculine and feminine characteristics among the people. 

THE LIFE OF MAURICE AND HIS HOMOSEXUALITY 

Some people believed that this novel Maurice is an autobiography of the English novelist 

Edward Morgan Forster. He was the only person who has been nominated for the Noble prize 

more than fifteen years. Though he was a well known literary person he was unable to express 

his own thought about the concept of homosexuality. Because some evidences were proved that 

he was afraid of getting criticisms from the people this is the reason for this novel not getting 

published during his lifetime. With the opening scene itself Forster has presented his protagonist 
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as a homosexual being. While Maurice was in the school his teacher taught him about the 

concept of heterosexuality which means the relationship between men and women. From that 

moment onwards he has developed his desire on male instead of female. 

As the time progresses he makes himself friend with a man called Clive Durham. Under 

his influence Maurice begins to loss his hope on Christian beliefs. Clive has given him some 

ancient Greek books which speak about same sexual relationship. It persuaded Maurice to have a 

relationship with his friend Clive. At first Maurice rejected to indulge in a relationship with a 

man. But his hormones and his rejection of female partner made him as a homosexual man. 

Though they both were enjoying their privacy Clive wants to get married with a woman in order 

to address himself as heterosexual man. But the fact is that he was afraid of this society. Clive 

getting fear that after knowing his originality the world would make accusations and criticisms 

on him. 

Depressed with the sudden decision of his partner Maurice begins to approach a hypnotist 

to be free from his homosexual identity. By that hypnotist the protagonist Maurice was named as 

congenital homosexuality and the hypnotist was assured that Maurice would become free from 

this strange life. Here comes the major aspect of this paper is that the feeling of homosexuality is 

not an offence and the people did not have any rights to interfere into the life of others. The 

feeling of love and affection always remains the same whether it is male or female. In fact the 

countries like Australia, France, Argentina and Italy were considered their homosexual people as 

citizens. Those countries were giving peaceful environment for the special people like 

homosexual community.   

THE STRUGGLE OF MAURICE TO BE IDENTIFIED IN THE SOCIETY: 

 After the separation of Maurice from his sexual partner, he has faced some difficulties to 

get some identification among the fellow heterosexuals. During his mental struggle his lips were 

called the name of Clive which expressed the pure feeling of Maurice on his psychological 

spouse Clive Durham. Without knowing anything the gamekeeper Alec was entered into the 

room of Maurice as he mistakenly thought that he was calling out his name. They started to 

consummate their sexual night. On the next Maurice was upset with his behavior and approaches 

his hypnotist as he has the doubt that his treatment was not working on. 

His fearness and depression was increased with the unknown blackmail letter which 

reveals the private night of both Maurice and Alec. The protagonist wants to protect his name 

and identity. Here comes the aspect of the novel is that the homosexuals are also like other 

people and they too deserve some identity in the society. With the life of Maurice the novelist 

has indirectly exposed his own homosexual life with a police man. In order to escape from this 

strange country the hypnotist advised Maurice to settle himself in the countries like Italy which 

allows homosexuals to live freely. To him Maurice asks that is there any possibility to live in 

England as a homosexual man. The hypnotist said that it was a doubt and there is possibility for 

that.  
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In that situation the identity must changed from an English man to any other country due 

to his attraction towards men. In contrast to that situation Alec expressed his love on Maurice. 

They both live happily without any kind of obstacles. But one day Alec said that he was in the 

position to settle in Argentina. Out of love the protagonist urges him to stay with him but he 

refused that. But with the surprise note Alec was discontinued his plan of migration and was 

waiting for Maurice. In the list race and community crisis homosexuality was the new entrance. 

It was believed that with the identity of homosexuality a person must abandon all his 

fundamental identities in this heterosexual society. 

CONCLUSION: 

 At the conclusion of this novel both Maurice and Alec were happily in the unknown 

country as they were afraid of these ridiculous comments of the society. Forster has originally 

planned an epilogue for this novel is that one day both were comes to meet the sister of Alec. She 

was shocked to hear their peculiar love affections. There was no optimistic end for the 

homosexuals as his sister were far away to realize their pure love.  
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ABSTRACT: Existentialism, a cultural or philosophical movement, theorizes that every human is free as well as 

responsible for his or her own actions in a world without meaning.  It says that all personal values, individual likes 

and dislikes are altogether lost after the development of science and technology and rapid industrialization.  In other 

words, he has lost his personal identity which drives him to search his own identity in the world. At the same time, 

he, as an existentialist, wants to stand on his own leg without depending on anybody’s help.  He takes all his 

responsibility.  These notions are perceived in Badal Sircar’s Evam Indrajit in which Amal, Vimal, Kamal and 

Indrajit and Writer undergo these kinds of experiences in their lives. Thus this paper intends to probe into the play 

how these characters lose their identities and gain another and how far they take all their responsibilities for their 

own actions. 

 

Keywords: existentialism, responsibility, identity, philosophical movement 

 

The following abbreviations are used after quotations: Evam Indrajit – EI.  

 

Existentialism is a cultural movement flourished in Europe in the 1940s and 1950s. 

Existentialists are Karl Jaspers, Martin Heidegger and Martin Bober in Germany and Jean Wahl 

and Gabriel Marcel in France.  Existentialism is as much literary phenomenon as a philosophical 

one. It does not deny the validity of the basic categories of physics, biology, psychology and the 

other sciences. It is a Greek Philosophy, in particular, the philosophy of Socrates.  The father of 

existentialism is S. Kierkeguard. The greatest existential thinker of 20th Century is undoubtedly 

is Frenchmen Paul Satre, the only person to ever decline the Nobel Prize in Literature. According 

to existentialism, one’s growth depends upon his efforts that one takes. Nobody will become 

responsible for one’s cause and effect. 

The salient features of existentialism are as follows: Firstly, existence always precedes 

essence. Existence as an infinite situation prevails over the concepts of meanings.  Secondly, 

man at first has to exist and define himself afterwards. The meaning of his existence is only a 

result produced by his consciousness that comes after he attained existence.  Thirdly, the 

“meaning” is a result of existence which acquires human consciousness.  Fourthly, there is 

neither determinism nor destiny. Man is free and his freedom includes the freedom to create his 

destiny.  Finally, choices and decisions made can be awesome. 

It is necessary to define the term “Existentialism”. As far as Oxford Dictionary is 

concerned, existentialism is a theory which states that every human is free and responsible for his 
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or her own actions in a world without meaning.  Webster’s College Dictionary defines it as a 

philosophical movement which stresses the individual’s position as a self-determining agent 

responsible for his or her own choices. Existentialism is a philosophical theory emphasizing an 

individual existence defining his or her development through acts of the will. The combination 

suggests an emotional tone or mood rather than a set of deductively related theses, and 

existentialism has attained its zenith in Europe following the disenchantment of the Second 

World War.  

The first significant thinker is Kierkguard whose work is generally regarded as the origin 

of existentialism. The writings of the existentialists falsify the view that the world is a 

comprehensible and perceivable system finds the cause for mourning and grieves.  Everybody is 

thrown back with liberty in the immaterial world which makes the man act authentically. In other 

words, he acts with all possible ways as the world allows. Different writers who have united in 

stressing the importance of these themes nevertheless have developed very different ethical and 

metaphysical systems as consequences. 

With regard to Heidegger, existentialism is a scholastic ontology.  It is a dramatic 

assessment of moments of choices and stresses for Satre. According to Barth, Tillich and 

Bultman, it is a device for reinventing the relationships between people and God.  At this 

juncture, it is essential to say that existentialism is opposite to idealism and conceptualism.  They 

are also critical of the philosophy of naturalism.  In other words, existentialism is a criticism of 

philosophy.  According to existentialism, all abstraction is false and reality is in the immediate 

data only.  Because of the tremendous progress in science and technology, rapid industrialization 

and urbanization have taken place.  This has given rise to crowded towns in which an individual 

is lost and everything is done on a large scale. Every personal value gets altogether lost. 

Today it is not the individual who chooses his decisions and rather everything is made by 

computers or statistical laws or data. Science has made the value of man negligible. He 

commands very little importance that is not worth considering. This is why the existentialists are 

opposed to scientific philosophy and culture.  The basic belief of existentialism is that any true 

philosophy must be grounded in axiology of theory of values and not in epistemology or theory 

of knowledge. The result of the development of science and technology as follows: born out of 

despair, Man loses touch of and with nature; in big towns the problems and inner conflicts of 

man have increased; and the two world wars have completely shaken man’s faith in the world of 

future and philosophy. The existentialists try to find a way-out of these things. As far as the 

value of human personality is concerned, existentialism states that ‘Man’ is the centre of the 

universe and nothing else is equal to it, even Brahman, God Universe.  Further, existentialists 

give much importance to subjectivity and think that objectivity is an abstraction and a 

hallucination.  Regarding Existentialism in education field, it is said that Existential education is 

child-centered; it gives full freedom to the child; the teacher should help the child know himself 

or herself and the existentialists give much importance to the individual needs and abilities of the 

child.  
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Bob Corbett March (1985) says that existentialism is a difficult term to define and an old 

movement. It is an odd because most thinkers whom the intellectual world categorizes as 

existentialists are people who deny it. And, two of the people namely Soren Kierkeguard and 

Friedrich Nietzsche are important with regard to the movement.  They are usually called 

‘precursors’, but studied and treated as members of the group. “I exist therefore I am” sums up 

perfectly the philosophical underpinnings of existentialist thought. Existentialism has its roots in 

the writings of several 19th and 20th Centuries’ philosophers, among them, is Friedrich Nietzsche 

who deals with the world and its inherent difficulties.   

In its most general sense, existentialism deals with the rewriting the problem of finding 

meaning within existence. The individual must find or create meaning for him or herself. 

Existentialist thought has garnered an unfair reputation for pessimism and even full-blown 

nihilism. The idea of created meaning strikes some as ultimately meaningless or even absurd. 

Some of the popular troops associated with existential philosophy, such as dictates a negative 

view of humanity or reality. In fact, much of the reality revolves around. The limitless capacity 

for ethically and intellectually engaged persons enacts change in the world. Positive change is 

then an imperative for the two existentialists; otherwise existence is a complete void. To put it 

another way, it is not simply enough to ‘be’. One has to become ‘something’ or life truly lacks 

meaning or purpose. From this point of view, existentialism has the potential to be very positive 

means of approaching reality.  

The art world has been enormously influenced by the current of existential thought, even 

from its very beginning in the 19th century. First the novel, and later the cinema each has the 

unique contribution to make existential philosophy. Many existential philosophers have 

intimated that the literature is especially well-positioned to communicate the central tenets of 

their philosophy. From this perspective, art tends to act as a lens which either focusses or 

diffuses certain modes of thinking which pars through it. In that sense, an existential novelist 

absorbs the idea in vogue at the time and reproduces them within literature. It is difficult to say 

what the existential philosophy is.  There are multiple strains and variations from one to the next, 

yet just enough communalities to see the shared underlying principles. It is perhaps more 

productive to discuss the work of several individual authors that to attempt a sweeping overview 

of the whole movement. 

Therefore, existentialism exhorts that the man himself as an individual is responsible for 

his actions. On the other hand, the philosophy or the theory dictates one not to just teach one’s 

children to read but to teach them to question what they have read and to question anything.   

Indrajit, Kamal, Vimal, Amal are all protagonists of Badal Sircar’s Evam Indrajit; 

Manasi is Indrajit’s lover; Hareesh is a servant in the office; the character Auntie could be 

‘mother’, ‘elder sister’ or anything. Here some characters have been influenced by the 

philosophy of existentialism. At this juncture, it is indispensible to reiterate some of the features 

of the existential theory with a view to analysing whether the characters in the play have 

undergone any experiences regarding these features.  To being with, existentialism says that after 

the development of science and technology and rapid industrialization all personal values, 
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individual likes and dislikes are altogether lost. It is evident in Act I in which Indrajit, instead of 

being called by his name, he is called by his roll number “thirty-four”. (EI, 7) This proves that 

they do not give more value to his name but to the number. Here the man like Indrajit feels that 

he has lost his personal identity. Then in the same Act, Amal, Vimal and Kamal talk about their 

future. 

 Amal: What will you do after passing the exam? 

 Vimal: Let me pass first. I will worry about the exam. 

 Kamal: Well, whether I pass or fail, I’ll have to look out for a job.   

  Father is retiring this year. 

Kamal: My study was all good fun till now. As the result gets nearer I  

can’t even swallow my food. (EI, 20) 

Here Kamal takes all the responsibility. He blames himself, for all his unhealthy attitudes in the 

past but not blame others for his present condition. It is also possible to say that as a man, one 

has to take the place of his parent in order to fulfill the needs of the family.  This is the societal 

compulsion.  Thus, here the idea of personal responsibility is understood. 

 On another occasion, while Amal, Manasi and Indrajit converse, both Amal and Vimal 

pinpoint their inevitable responsibilities in their lives. They do not care about the rules – “One 

has to study – that’s a rule. One has to take exams-that’s a rule. One must take up a job - that’s 

one too”. (EI, 21) – which are made by man to control his fellowmen and even himself. 

According to Amal, whether the so-called rules exist or not, it is their responsibility to take up a 

job to sustain or survive.  To Indrajit, standing on his leg without any dependence is 

preferred.  Besides, he does not like others to pay fees for his education or his growth.  In other 

words, he wants to educate himself for his future. He does not want to rely upon others. He 

individually chooses his own future. He takes all his responsibility.  

When Indrajit talks with Manasi about a girl, Leela whose husband dies of TB, she 

questions about Leela’s future. (EI, 22) But Indrajit cannot arrive at any solution. Thus the text 

suggests that society cannot solve highly individualised problems. Initiative has to come from 

him or her. As a contrast, here is an instance of individual initiative. The Writer says to Indrajit, 

“The point is – I have got married without my father’s permission.” This is a fine example of 

initiative taken by the individual like Writer. 

 In course of one’s life, one may lose their values or identities as they live in a populated 

world. Here, Writer compares the world to an office. “From home to school. From School to 

college. From College to the world. The world is an office. Like this one. A lot of business is 

transacted here very important business. A lot of people work here. Amal, Vimal, Kamal, 

Indrajit.”  (EI, 19) People have lost their values because of the modern world. They do not enjoy 

their life, they lead mechanical life. Here the world is compared to an office. People do not have 

any enjoyment in the world; they just work and earn money. It is pathetic to note that the people 

are treated like animals.  

According to existentialism, then tremendous progress is science and technology which 

has given rise to crowded towns and loss of individuality. And people are responsible for their 
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own life. If they do not like this kind of life, they can change it but they do not, because they are 

used to this kind of dull routine. In the words of Writer in the play, 

After the files, tea. Then files. Then snacks. Then files. Then tea. Then files. Then 

tram-bus-train. There are bigger offices where even more important business is 

transacted. Then files - then tea - then files – then lunch – then files – then coffee 

– then files and then office transport, taxi, car.  (EI, 32) 

Existential philosophy also says that personal growth and development can take place through 

individual’s own efforts and none can help him in this regard. The above examples from the play 

cited above depict the modern world and the lives of people.  

 At the same time, it has already been apparent that because of the growth and 

development of science and technology, man has lost his identity. Here Badal Sircar has made 

almost all the characters in the play to realise their existence which is for Indrajit in particular “a 

pointless particle of dust”. (EI 41)  Indrajit thus emerges as an individual as he starts to think that 

nothing is more valuable than his life itself in the world. (EI, 41)  This is the value of human 

personality.  According to an existentialist, “Man” is the centre of the universe and nothing is 

equal to it – Even Brahma, God universe. Here we come to know that he completely follows the 

existentialist philosophy. He has to know the value of his own life. 

Most of the men blame others for the consequences, that too, when things go opposite to them. 

But Sircar’s men like Amal do not blame others for the consequences but they admit as their 

faults. Missing an opportunity is one’s fault but not others’. Amal has missed an offer from a 

company but he does not blame anybody but he takes all his responsibility for his own failure.  

He also says that Bengalis will die at the hands of other Bengalis. From this it is well-known that 

people have lost their quality and they become evil because of the development in society. Amal 

likes to rise upon the social ladder, he takes lots of efforts to become rich. (EI, 42)  

 A man has to rely upon himself at any cost. Either believing the government, its schemes 

or politicians will never do any favour. In this aspect, Existentialism plays a vital role in shaping 

the man. This is proven in the conversation among Kamal, Amal and Vimal.   

  Kamal: Now we have to build a self-sufficient, self – supporting  

    society. 

 Amal:  We have to dismantle the capitalist system. 

 Vimal: Fascism is leading the world to destruction. 

 Kamal: Communist kills man’s sense of himself and his freedom. 

 Amal:  The democratic process is agonizingly slow. 

 Vimal: Dictatorship has always been proved an evil. 

 Kamal: Most people have to suffer under any system. 

 Amal: Our country has become the home of anarchy and corruption. 

 Vimal: Just concern yourself with your work. (EI, 47) 

From this we come to know of people who have lost their faith in government and politicians. 

They start to believe in their own self. People start to believe in existentialism as Vimal says, 
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“Just concern yourself with your own work”. (EI, 47) In fascism, communism and dictatorship, 

people have lost their individuality. 

It is pathetic to note that science has made the value of man negligible and the problems 

and inner conflicts of man have increased. The two world wars have completely shaken man’s 

faith in the world, future and philosophy. Sircar records this phenomenon through Indrajit in his 

play.  Because of this competitive world as well as mechanical world, the man is made to think 

that death is the only happiest solution in this world. Indrajit has of same opinion that he prefers 

to die at any point of time as death is unavoidable. But Manasi asks him to stop by greeting him 

to livelong. He retaliates that there is nothing alive in his life to have faith which is the need for a 

man to live. (EI, 49)  

 On the other hand, existentialists give more important to man as he is the centre of the 

universe and nothing can be equalled to it. They encourage the mankind by saying that the man 

can do anything excellently. It is evident in the following lines: 

How deep! 

 Man moves; 

 Man is the strangest of creatures! 

 He builds is house in the rocks 

 In the depth of the seas. (EI, 57) 

Both Amal and Vimal try to make themselves better than others by doing these things. They 

develop themselves without anybody’s help. They believe in their hard work. Of course, the 

science and technology improvement has made the people like Amal and Vimal. But 

existentialism says that personal growth and development can take place only through 

individual’s own efforts and none can help him in this regard. Thus Amal tries for the second 

time to pass the exam conducted by the Institute of Better Manship as he does not want to miss 

this chance.  Vimal attempts at getting cement permit as he believes that one cannot achieve just 

because of greasing one’s palms. In other words, a man should not stop with words but he should 

plunge into action. 

 As far as Kamal is concerned, he earns but he has to spend a lot on his children. He says, 

“….This is my work. By God’s grace, I have six children. I spent a thousand on my daughter’s 

illness. The second boy failed in the exam – so that was a net loss of a year’s fees. How long can 

one go on like this? Anyway, I can’t stay long here. Good bye.” (EI, 57)  Thus, he takes all his 

family responsibility. He wants to change his lifestyle as. He does not like his present life.  

 Regarding (the) Writer, he wants to write a play and thrives for a character which 

lives in reality. But according to him, the protagonist of his play should be realistic at all times 

and should not escape at any cost. He does mean Indrajit who always escapes from reality. (EI, 

50)  At the end of the play, the Writer advises Indrajit to walk on the road which is the only way 

does a man have in this world. “Walk! Be on the road! For us there is only the road. We shall 

walk.” (EI, 50)  

     Henceforth, from the beginning till the end of this play, all five characters including the 

author put their full efforts to develop themselves. Even though they get failure, they do not 
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blame others, they just concentrate on their work. Through existential approach, it is clear that a 

man has to rely upon himself amidst the growth and development of science and technology.  

Whichever the government or politicians come, the man as an individual is responsible for his 

own actions. If he wants to come up in his life he has to fight against the impossibilities to make 

everything possible in this competitive cum mechanical world. Hard work never fails.  
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ABSTRACT: Slavery is a condition in which individuals are owned by others who control their living and work. A 

man is not born as a slave but the society makes him in the name of race, gender, class and caste. Many a decade,the 

wealthy white landowners in America have exploited Africans by treating as mere objects to work on their giant 

farms throughout their lives. Toni Morrison, an Afro-American novelist, providesher writings with the insights into 

the complexity of the black community. She depicts the slavery in typical Americaby elucidating the concept of 

freedom as well as slavery in every man and woman. No independence can stop these discriminations among the 

people.  Toni Morrison and her parents have undergone these sufferings due to white people. Morrison’s A Mercy 

enlightens the readers especially her native with the knowledge of slavery versus freedom.  Morrison, in this novel 

through four slaves including the protagonist Florens, projects the enslaved lives of blacks in America. Thus the 

paper aims at studying how far these slaves have suffered in the hands of whites as well as blacks.  

Keywords: slavery, objects, black 

Note: The following abbreviation is used after quotation A Mercy. – AM   

 

Slavery is a condition in which individuals are owned by others who control their living 

and work. A slave is considered to be a property of another whopurchases or owns them and 

controls themeven from their birth.A man is not born as a slave but the society makes him in the 

name of race, gender, class and caste. Many a decade, the wealthy white landowners in America 

have exploited Africans as slaves to work on their giant farms throughout their lives. Toni 

Morrison, an Afro-American novelist provides her writings with the insights into the complexity 

of the black community. She depicts the slavery in typical America by elucidating the concept of 

freedom as well as slavery in every man and woman.  No independence can stop these 

discriminations among the people.  Toni Morrison and her parents have undergone these 

sufferings due to white people. Toni Morrison is an Afro-American Writer who projects the lives 

of the slaves, racial, gender and class discriminations in her novels. Most of the stories of her 

novels are viewed through the eyes of black women. In other words, black women or the whites 

who understands the black will be the narrator.  The following are her remarkable works namely 

Beloved (1973), The Bluest Eye (1970), Sula(1973), Tar Baby (1981), Jazz (1992), Paradise 

(1997) and Love (2003).  Her first novel is The Bluest Eye which tells about Pecola Breedlove, 

who hates her black-self. Morrison’s novels namely Beloved, Jazz and Paradise are regarded as 

trilogy. In Sula, Morrison explores the importance of female friendship in the formation of 

individual identity..          

A Mercyportrays the lives of four slaves in the household of Jacob Vaark who is a farmer 

and trader. The novel voices for the unvoiced slaves namely a traumatized Native American 

Lina, whose tribe has been wiped out by smallpox; Florens is the slave girl who is not accepted 
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as payment for a bad loan; the permanently shipwrecked Sorrow, a daughter of a sea captain who 

was killed in a storm in the coast of the Carolinas; and Willard and Scully are the two male 

contract servants. These characters in spite of belonging to different races undergo slavery. The 

novel also features White Native American characters who work as slaves. Lina, a Native 

American is the first woman slave who is bought by Jacob to help him in the farm. She is the 

only survivor of the plague which has killed her entire tribe. Lina’s identity seems to be fixed, 

even though she is adored by the Presbyterians who say that Lina works as hard as they do. 

Lina’s attitude towards them is neither rebellion norsubmission. She associates with them in a 

practical way for fear of losing shelter. When she was fourteen years old, Jacob bought her from 

the Presbyterians. He hasfoundher through the advertisements posted at the printers in town until 

he got to “Hardy female, Christianized and capable in all matters domestic available for 

exchange of goods or specie.”(AM, 50)She loves Florens and becomes her guardian and care. 

She eventually becomes friendly with Rebekka, wife of Vaark. When the first infant was born, 

Lina handled it so tenderly, to such an extent that Rebekka was ashamed of her early fears. 

Lina cares Florens but she mistrusts Sorrow, believing her to be bad luck in the 

flesh.Thus Lina is uncensored in her efforts to keep Sorrow at a distance from Florens. For 

instance, Whenever Sorrow comes near Lina, she scowls at her by saying “Scat” (122) and 

assigns some task to do at once. This makes everyone think whether she distrusts Sorrow. At this 

moment, it is inevitable to say that Sorrow is the typical example of racial slavery as she is 

always mistreated racially. When Sorrow delivers her first baby, Lina wrapped it in a piece of a 

sacking and set it a-sail in the widest part of the stream and far below the beavers’ dam.Lina 

telling Sorrow the baby is dead, quickly sets the child off into the river and gives no time for her 

to react. Twin at this juncture consoles her by saying that she is always with her.  

Sorrow believes that she hears the baby’s cry and suffers from the thought that her baby 

is drowning. It is because she thinks of her baby breathing water under Lina palm to pull back. 

(121) From that point on, mistrusts Lina completely relies even more on her imaginary friend 

Twin. Sorrow has never set foot on land before. For her, the land was astranger to her.“Such a 

dismal sight you are. Yet strong, I think, for a maid.” (116)Upon her arrival to Sir’s house, Lina 

always insists on washing her hair. Sorrow is the only character which is really being treated like 

an animal. Lina scrubs the girl down twice before letting her in the house. Before the child was 

born, Sorrow’s sole companion in the world is her Twin. Moreover Twin is fiercely possessive 

of Sorrow.  

Sorrow is pleased to see the new face, but as she reaches out to touch one of 

Florens’braids, Twin stops her and shouts not to touch. “Neither Sorrow nor Twin had settled on 

exactly what to think of the blacksmith”.(122)In spite of the day of her second delivery, Twin is 

absent and it is Willard and Scully who help her delivering the baby. She concentrates 

completely on her daughter. Sorrow with her baby daughter now attends duties as usual, 

organizing them among her infant’s needs, resistant to the complaints of others.  Sorrow renames 

herself as ‘Complete’ because the birth of her daughter frees her from her past, giving her a new 

purpose in life. 

William Bond and Scully, the two contract servants work on Jacob’s mansion andassist 

with the up-keeping of his property after his death. Both look forward for their freedom feefor 

theircontracts finally. Willard is first sold to a Virginia planter and his “original seven years 
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extend to twenty to twenty some” (57) because of the mischief he has done which extends his 

slavery. He is then released to a Wheat Farmer and following two harvests, the wheat succumbs 

to blast. The owner made a land-for-toil trade with Jacob and Willard has been handed to Jacob. 

Willard’s elevated sense of self is born on the day when he was called as Mr. Bondby the 

African blacksmith, a respectful address that he has not even received from small children or 

preachers. His friend Scully finishes his deceased mother’s contract by his three years of labour 

and he does not know how long it will take for his freedom. Scully at the age of twelve is loved 

and betrayed by an Anglican curate. Agreeing that Scully was too young to be permanently 

incorrigible, the elders passed him along to the landowner Jacob.  

      Florensis theprotagonist and speakerwho is a slave taught by a priestin opposition of the law. 

Florens’mother has offered her to Vaark. She lives and works for the next eight years on Vaark’s 

farm. There is an African blacksmith who is a man who has some knowledge of herbal 

medicines Florens now aged sixteen is set out in search of an African blacksmith because her 

mistress Rebekka is affected by smallpox. She is emotionallyin love with the blacksmith and her 

journey is a dangerous one. Florens’ love for the blacksmith explains the love of a slave on a free 

man.Florens is charged with delivering a message to the blacksmith so that he might turn to her 

owner and provide some medical relief.“Not whales,” Mistress had said.“Certainly not. She was 

treading water in the North River in Mohawk country, halfdrowned, when two young sawyers 

trawled her in. They threw a blanket over her and brought their father to the riverbank where she 

lay. It’s said that she had been living alone on a foundered ship. They thought she was a 

boy.”(49) 

While on her message to the blacksmith, Florens feels exhausted and goes to a large 

house in search of a shelter during the night. Florens explains the incident where she is 

considered as a witch because of her black colour by the whites. She describes the situation as, “I 

see a tiny steeple on a hill beyond the village and am certain the people are at evening prayer. I 

decide to knock on the door of the large house, the one that will have a servant inside. Moving 

toward it I look over my shoulder and see a light farther on.”(104)“She is much taller than 

Mistress or Lina and has green eyes. The rest of her is a brown frock and a white cap. Red hair 

edges it.”(104) 

She is very cautious because she lives in a small conservative religious community. 

Sheknows that Florens may bother the community but she allows Florens to stay. Florens enters 

thehouse and only after eating she notices a girl is also there. The girl gets up and Florens 

watches her: She stands then and limps to the table where the lamp burns. Holding it waist high 

she lifts her skirts. I see dark blood bleeding down her legs. In the light pouring over her pale 

skin her wounds look like live jewels. The Widow tells Florens,“This is my daughter Jane, the 

Widow says. Those lashed may save her life” (106). Jane suffers the consequences of not being 

considered human in that restricted religious community because of the shape of her eye. Florens  

witnesses Jane holding her face in her hands while the Widow freshens the leg wounds. New 

strips of blood gleam among the dry ones. Widow Ealing has to make Jane bleed as if to prove to 

the community that her daughter is not a demon because it is believed by them that humans only 

could bleed. 

In the morning when the members of the community arrive to the house, they are startled 

by Florensappearance and one of the women covers her eyes saying God help us. The little 
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girl’slamentation rocks back and forth. They were disturbed by Florensdarkness. Florens says,“I 

shout, wait. I shout, please sir. I think they have shock that I can talk.” (109) To their surprise, 

she says that she would be quieter after showing them the letter. She wants to prove that she is 

not at all a fawning dependent other than to her Mistress. Florens’ explanation of the events 

highlights the racist view of the villagers. Jane’s mother gets the letter “and offers it but no one 

touched it. The man orders me to place it on the table.” (111)Rebekka has written: 

The signatory of this letter, Mistress RebekkaVaark of Milton vouches for the 

female person intowhose hands it has been placed. She is owned byme and can be 

knowne by a burne mark in the palmof her left hand. Allow her the courtesie of 

safepassage and witherall she may need to completeher errand. Our life, my life, 

on this earthe dependson her speedy return.  

Signed Rebekka Vaark, Mistress,  

Milton 18 May 1690(110)  

They order Florens and Jane to stay in the house and rushed out. Jane decides to ignore 

theorders given by them and leads Florens away from the village by showing her an escape 

route. Florens explainsand Jane shows her how to get away and gives her food for the journey. 

Florens then finally reaches the blacksmith’s cabin, her joy and relief at seeing him found 

no limits. But her feasting joy is interrupted when the blacksmith points to a little boy 

afoundling, whom he has adopted. The boy is Malaik whose father is dead and mother is 

unknown. Florens fears as “I am not liking how his eyes go when you send him to play in the 

yard. But then you bathe my journey from my face and arms and give me stew.” (134) After 

departure of the blacksmith to healRebekka, Florens and the boy are left waiting together feeling 

uncomfortable with the each other. Florens becomes restless at the small creaking of Malaik, “As 

always she is trying to tell me something. I tell her to go and when she fades I hear a small 

creaking.” (135)Florens believes that she sees hatred in the young boy’s eyes.  

Florens finds his fingers clinging to the doll. She takes it away and places it on a shelf 

which is too high for him to reach. The boy begins to cry. She grabs and pulls his arm, cracking 

his shoulder, which silences him as he loses of consciousness from shock or pain, with blood 

drip from his mouth. Blacksmith returns to his cabin and sees the broken-shoulder, bloody-

mouthed Malaik laying mute on the floor. Naturally, the blacksmith’s reaction is to protect the 

boy. BecauseFlorens is the only one being present, he correctly assumes her offence. When the 

blacksmithinforms her she must leave, Florens feels he is killingher with his choice. Blacksmith, 

at the end of the novel accuses Florens that she is slave. When Florens says that she adores him 

the blacksmith replies that she has to do so as a slave.He blames Florens for her subordination to 

slavery. In the end, Florens is crushed by Blacksmith’s rejection. 

 In addition to this Florens’mother also experiences the racial slavery as she is also a slave 

in the household of Senhor. She says,“One chance, I thought. There is no protection but there is 

difference. You stood there in those shoes and the tall man laughed and said he would not allow 

it. I said you. Take you, my daughter.”(164) She subtly explains thatJacob shows respect on her 

which is not sexually objectifying her. The mother hopes that sellingFlorens to Jacob would be a 

mercy because shecould see the tall man’sseeing her as a human child, not as the pieces of eight. 

But Florens experiences this as her mother’s rejection in favour of her boy child. Florens’ mother 

recounts in detail the rapes in slavery. In fact, as Florens’mother issexually abused by Senhor, 
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she is desperate for Jacob to take Florens away from the plantation. Beacause she has not been 

treated the slaves like her owner. Florens’ mother has been abused by her owner. So, she bags 

Jacob to take Florens away, hoping that she will be safer in that way. Finally Florens’ mother 

prays that her daughter will one day forgive her and understand. 

As a black writer, Toni Morrison is fully aware of the agony of the blacks. She herself 

has undergone the sufferings in her life. Barely, in A Mercy Morrison makes the readers 

understand the trials and tribulations of the slaves of America through the characters of Florens, 

Lina, Sorrow, Willard and Scully. The novelist has portrayed the character of Florens’ mother 

who cares for her tender child’s future. When she learns that Jacob is not like her owner in 

treating women, she immediately offers her daughter to him as a slave. It is the nature of a child 

to think in other way that his or her mother gives up due to the patriarchal society. But the 

mother strongly believing her child that she would understand the truth one day is something 

remarkable and moves the readers with tears.  The signatory of the letter of Rebekka sent 

through Florens is highly hardhearted one.  The slavesin contracts expectingthe freedom fee after 

the death of Jacob is noteworthy.  Particularly, it is empathetic to visualize that Scully whose 

period of slavery is over does not know when he will be freed. Even the contract is endless. 

There are some questions in the minds of the readers: Why should Sorrow suffer in the hands of 

Florens? Or why should African blacksmith ill-treats Florens? Therefore it will not be mistaken 

if said that not only the whites but also the blacks suppress or exploit the blacks.   
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they have due to partition.  He portrays the pain of LalaKanshi Ram and his family in Sialkot, now in Pakistan, go through 
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people suffer due to partition and migration in ChamanNahal’sAzadi.  
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 Historical and socio-political change in the context of the Indian freedom movement under the 

leadership of Gandhi, both in pre-and post-independence era has been a subject of major concern for the 

Indian English novelists. Freedom struggle has been over after independence. However the nationalist 

movement which has dominated the life of a whole generation’s historical and socio-political theme 

occupies the central place in the works of the major Indian novelists of this period. The post-

independence Indian English novelists have presented this theme in their works and Gandhi being the 

moving spirit and the guiding force of the freedom movement naturally occupies the central position in 

many of these works. 

 ChamanNahal’s sequel of four novels namely The Crown and the Loincloth, The Salt of Life, The 

Triumph of the Tricolour and Azadi is based on the life and work of Mahatma Gandhi. It is a landmark 

in the annals of Indian English fiction. The novelist presents Gandhi as a colossus figure who has shaped 

the course of history of his age. These novels present the stupendous drama of the Indian Freedom 

Struggle under Gandhian leadership in all its aspects. The portrayal of the formative period of the Indian 

history has been provided authentic support of social situations through a variety of characters through 

these novels. 

 The action of the novel centers round LalaKanshi Ram, a wholesale grain merchant in Sialkot 

and his family and how they are affected by Partition. Nahal unequivocally states his views about 

Partition “In AzadiI was largely concerned with showing how the Partition of India in 1947 destroyed an 

existing harmony which had prevailed for centuries” (A xii).  

Irrespective of religions, people lived happily and harmoniously for years in the city of Sialkot. 

 The novel depicts the tragedy and atrocities at the time of partition of India which has been the 

worst ever incident in the history of India. India is very cruelly divided into two parts – India and 

Pakistan, which has left a deep scar in the minds of millions and millions of people. LalaKanshi Ram 

tells Prabha Rani, “If Pakistan is created, we’ll have to leave. That is, if the Muslims spare our lives.” (A 

28)  It has been the darkest period in the annals of Indian history and though so many decades have 

elapsed since then, this incident cannot be easily wiped out of memory, as it has left a tale of massive 

destruction and massacre. 

 Azadidescribes both pain and pleasure during the attainment of freedom of India in 1947.  When 

India has been freed from the clutches of the British rule, it has beenreally victorious to the nation and 

has been the time of jubilant.  But it is hypocritical to note that the fame of Indian history has become 

null and shameful due to the partition. The novel is about the freedom struggle of India ending into a tale 

of woe – a holocaust, genocide, mass destruction, arson, rape, carnage and turbulence, gerrymandered 
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by the British and the Muslim League. Though the action in the novel centres on the political frenzy at 

the time of partition of India into India and Pakistan, in fact it tells about the impact of the worst tragedy 

in the history of modern India.  The novel depicts the role played by Indian politics in the lives of both 

the Hindus and the Muslims in general and its impact on the lives of the lovers, like Arun and Nur and 

later on again the former with Chandni.  If Azadi makes people free from alien rule, the partition and the 

havoc it causes results in the loss of ability to communicate in private life. But Nahal, the positivist, tells 

us that suffering, pain, death are only a prelude to a new life, full of hope.   

 The harmonious atmosphere and co-operation among Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs which prevails 

in the Muslim dominated city of Sialkot is affected by the Partition. Lala recollects how Muslims helped 

the Hindus in making preparations for their festivals like Dussehra “…when effigies were made by 

Muslim workmen; the crackers and the fireworks too were supplied by the Muslims.” (75) It is 

undeniable that many a man has lost their basically acquired things and even their lives both in India and 

Pakistan due to Partition and its terrific consequences.  Even a seagull which thrives for food while it’s 

learning to fly never eats its or its kith and kin’s egg-shells. But the born human who should have been 

with human qualities murder, molest and fire his or her fellow beings.How piteous it is to come 

across!The two countries commenced their independence with bust economies and lands without an 

entrenched, competent system of government. 

 ChamanNahal’sAzadi is a modern classic which conceals an inclusive revelation of life 

signifying the chaos that partition has played on the people of the country both at the social and 

individual levels. It portrays the realistic historical documentation of the atrocious confrontations caused 

by the partition through literary perspective. As ChamanNahal himself has been a refugee, he writes 

with incredible realism. Therefore he has written his own experience through the character of LalaKashi 

Ram and his son Arun. The novel is about the mum environment before the declaration of Partition, the 

awful incidents caused by the partition and the wretched circumstances of the deracinated refugees after 

the Partition. “How do you cut a country in two, where at every level the communities were so deeply 

mixed? There was a Muslim in every corner of India where there was a Hindu. And then so soon, at 

such short notice? The broadcast had said nothing at all about the fate of the minorities in the two new 

countries”. (68) 

 In Azadi, Naha deals with the ordinary people and the impact they have due to partition.  Lala 

feels frustrated. “The two new governments were parties to the fratricidal war, and how could unarmed 

men and women withstand organized slaughter?” (183-184) This reflects the suffering of the millions of 

people who are uprooted and forced to migrate to India. People start to think that they have become 

useless in their natives. The novel highlights the untold stories of the people whose future is mysterious. 

The people who are uprooted have agonizing experiences in the camps for refugees. While they travel to 

India on foot become the victims to the violence like murder, molestation and fire. Theseatrocities and 

cruelties spread in every corner of the city at night.  At this juncture, it is pathetic to note that the native 

people are pushed into such a situation to feel that they are alienated and isolated in their free country.   

He does not take sides and blames both Hindu and Muslim communities for their sadistic animalism. 

However, what can be perceived underlying these harrowing experiences is the projection of the 

novelist‘s optimism. Punjabis grieve more for loss of identity than the loss of life and property. Nahal 

understands this crisis of identity and portrays it profoundly than other Partition writers who either treat 

it superficially or ignore it totally. 
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 Thus, Azadi, like other novels dealing with the holocaust of India’s partition, occupies a special 

place in Indian English fiction.   At a time, when extreme inhumanity often finds its justification in 

religion and when we seem to be returning to the world of the partition, with its massacre of innocent 

people, it would be worth the while to read these novels depicting the “sweeping shattering saga of the 

colossal tragedy and disruption that accompanied the partition and independence in the Indian sub-

continent.” (CL 299) This makes them to brood over the past.  

 ChamanNahal’sAzadi is the authentic record of horrible incidents caused by the partition. It is 

not less than any tragic novel. It should be also added that, ChamanNahal in his novel did not try to 

criticize one religion against other (Muslim against Hindu) in this way Nahal not only objectifies the 

personal experience but also presents a deliberate contamination of the historical with didactic and 

situational discursive elements. Almost at the end of the novel this fact is clarified.    LalaKanshi Ram 

and his fellowmen in Delhi see the parade of the Muslim women who have been exploited by abduction.  

Soon they see that a train of the Muslim refugees is attacked and subsequently many Muslims are killed. 

Nahal through his protagonist gives his idea that he does not hate the Muslims because what they have 

done in Pakistan with the Hindus is done by the Indians with the Muslims in India. These horrible 

episodes have not only invited cannibalistic waves for the humanity but they have deeply attacked the 

sociology and the psyche of social members which prevail in the countries even today.  

Thus to conclude, it can be said that ChamanNahal has subtly exposed the suffering of  the 

Indian people who have suffered and humiliated due to the partition and during the partition of India. 

Their peaceful lives pathetically get into muddle which leads to social disorder and only the screams of 

the people echo every part of the city. The two nations which were the one before the partition disturb 

the people physically and mentally.  But it is ironical to note that unsolved problems of India and 

Pakistan, even though depicted by many of the Indian English writers in their novels, will be the never-

ending ones even today whosoever rules India or Pakistan. Will ‘freedom’ or ‘Azadi’ lose its real 

meaning in future?  Who is the cause? Is Politics? Are Politicians? Or is every individual?  
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Abstract:  In his treatment of the American and European cultures in The Portrait of a Lady, James did 

not show his prejudice towards any of the two cultures. His treatment of both the cultures is very 

balanced and judicious. James shows liberal humanist outlook while approaching his ideology of 

culture. As a liberal humanist, James wanted to underscore his idea of culture by combining the best 

values of both the cultures and leaving out the infirmities. In his ideal of culture, he emphasized that one 

must have uncommitted intelligence, soaring imagination, fine sensibility and taste for arts. 
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Henry James started writing The Portrait of a Lady in Florence in the spring of 1879 and 

published it in the serial form in The Atlantic Monthly in 1880. The novel is one of best in the series of 

early novels which focused on the theme of the international situation. James has received both high 

praise as well as severe criticism for making international theme his central focus in these novels. For 

example, some critics argued that James consciously selected naïve and high minded heroines who were 

outwitted by their worldlier and sophisticated European counterparts. Another superficial observation 

was that James was taking a personal revenge from the Europeans as he had received a number of snubs 

in Victorian society. One of the examples put forth is that in The Portrait of Lady Isabel Archer declines 

the honour of becoming Lady Warburton. On the other hand, critics like Tony Tanner considered the 

international theme having great depth as James was doing a “the mutual interrogation of America and 

Europe” (65) and F. R. Leavis interpreted it as “the interplay of contrasted cultural traditions” (73).  

It is a well established fact that Henry James developed interest in studying cultures of different 

countries right from his impressionable age as his parents took him along to different places during their 

visits to Europe and America. James’s accounts of his juvenile travels in England, France, Switzerland, 

and Germany appear in his memoirs and letters. Thus, his childhood experiences became one reason for 

James to later write about international theme. Like his friends and fellow novelists Edith Wharton, 

William Dean Howells, and Henry Adams, James also wrote letters and sketches that enriched and 

expanded the genre of travel literature.  

Another reason to select this theme was James’ association with a philosophical and literary 

movement which emphasized that Americans must revive contact with Europe. As we know that the 

Europeans who came to settle in America had left Europe as a corrupt civilization. This thought 

remained rooted in American psyche till the middle of nineteenth century and the nation made a lot of 

economic and material progress. But in the second half of the nineteenth century James and his 

contemporaries felt that America, with its overemphasis on material progress, was not moving in the 
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ideal direction. They realized that America had to pay a very heavy price for its industrial development; 

America could not develop its own culture and tradition. The time had come, they realized, to ‘revive 

contact with Europe’ to make the American lean culture. It is for this reason that Henry James makes 

Isbel Archer, the heroine of The Portrait of a Lady, to travel to Europe, a journey which is called reverse 

Columbus.  Berland rightly stated : “Culture in the accumulated monuments of arts was Europe, and 

Europe was the alter of culture newly dedicated by Ruskin, Arnold and Pater upon which the Americans 

come to worship” (35 ). Another reason was Henry James’ intense desire to introduce realism in 

American novel which was highly gothic or romance like. It is for this reason that he has located his 

novels in Europe which was famous for producing great novelists in the realist tradition.  

 Henry James presents America as a symbol of innocence, while Europe for him is ancient and 

ripe with traditions.  Europe also represented for him the romantic “otherness,” something that was 

necessary for the growth of a great artist. Thus through the conflict of the American and European 

cultures, James exemplified the contradiction that is the driving force of his fiction writing. Richard 

Chase is right in his observation about American literature in general and Henry James in particular: 

“[...] many of the best American novels achieve their very being, their energy, their form, from the 

perception and acceptance not of unities but of radical disunities” (   ).  James could present a more 

complex and compounded situation, by multiplying the domestic contradictions with those arising from 

the conflict of European and American cultures. Another dimension which James added to this conflict 

was that it was located in the inner regions of his heroine. Thus, the psychological and cultural 

complexities, seen through the psychological lens by James became highly convincing to the readers.  

Henry James, like other great writer such as Shakespeare, weaves complexity and multiplicity of 

interpretation into his novel. The Portrait of a Lady can also be read at cultural and sub-cultural levels. 

At the cultural level, it is a comedy wherein he presents a contrast in the manners of characters living in 

America and those living in Europe. Thus, it is a comedy of manners such as Restoration comedy. But 

there is a major difference. While the purpose of Restoration comedy was to produce simple laughter, 

James’ novel has a serious purpose behind it. By contrasting the cultures of two continents, James wants 

to highlight his ideology of culture which is a combination of the best values in both the cultures. In 

James’ observation   Americans tend to be native, energetic, practical, sincere, direct and spontaneous, 

and individualistic. In contrast, Europeans are sophisticated, formal, obtuse, and scheming and they 

value society above individual.  At the sub-cultural level James contrasts various cultures within Europe. 

While France stands for fashion and decorative view of life, Italy represents aesthetic beauty and 

corruption. Thus, the novel has multilayered structure which provides greater freedom of interpretation 

to the reader.  

In his treatment of American culture James largely focused on three important aspects of 

American life—Puritanism, Democracy and Commercialism. Puritanism contributed positively as well 

as negatively to the development of American psyche. On the positive side, it produced people with 

strict discipline, moral uprightness and honesty. On the negative side it created people who were cold, 

hypocrites and lacked aesthetic sense. Isabel Archer’s preoccupation with ‘making the right choice’ 

throughout the novel reflects her Puritan bent of mind which is always committed to moral uprightness. 

In choosing Gilbert Osmond she considers his poverty over the riches of Goodwood and Warburton. Her 

commitment to Pansy is also driven by her moral commitment. It is for this reason that she has been 

rightly called ‘a true daughter of the Puritans’. She also rejects Casper Goodwood because in her 

imagination she finds herself in the embrace of the strong arms of Goodwood, a situation she detests and 

fears. This throws light on her distrust of the desires of human body and pleasures of life, a trait deeply 

rooted in Puritan psyche.  
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Henry James’ fight with stark American commercialism comes to fore in Isabel Archer’s 

rejection of Casper Goodwood, the famous American industrialist who represents American 

commercialism’s threat to emancipated women like Isabel archer. Goodwood makes a number of 

attempts to impress Isabel and change her opinion, but all his attempts have nightmarish quality of 

assaults on her freedom, spirituality and bodily integrity. The hypermasculanity of Goodwood repels 

Isabel to accept him as his partner. She believes that despite all the love and care shown by Goodwood, 

he will only treat her as a chattel. She knows that that Goodwood will offer her the same bogus freedom 

that Mr. Touchett offered to Mrs. Touchett. She bluntly tells him: “ I ... am not bound to be timid and 

conventional; and indeed, I can’t afford such luxuries. Besides, I try to judge things for myself; to judge 

wrong, I think, is more honourable than not to judge at all. I don’t wish to be a mere sheep in the flock; I 

wish to choose my fate and know something of human affairs beyond what other people think it 

compatible with propriety to tell me” (160). 

At the end of the novel when Goodwood offers freedom from Osmond to Isabel, she once again 

rejects him as she knows that he will merely possess her as an object. Through this rejection of 

Goodwood by Isabel, Henry James was pointing at the emerging social reality in America wherein 

males were preoccupied in gathering wealth and American women were trying to find for themselves 

their free space to create a meaningful life.  

In his treatment of the third important feature of American culture, democracy, James pointed at 

the positives as well negatives of democracy which was the very foundation of American constitution in 

1776. On the positive side democracy help produce individuals with intellect, sensitivity and soaring 

imagination. Isabel and Henreitta Stackpole show all these qualities. On the negative side, emphasized 

James, democracy extended freedom to all and sundry to the extent of stubbornness. Henreitta has that 

stubbornness in her behavior as a journalist, poking her nose in the private life of her acquaintances as 

well as strangers. She has been rightly called a journalist in petticoats who compromises with the 

privacy of others in the name of democracy. 

The Portrait of a Lady is not just a story about comparison of American and European cultures, it 

is more a story about showing how contacts and conflicts with other cultures can have on the American 

character. Though Isabel is presented as an intelligent American girl who loves freedom of choice and 

individualism, she has a number of weaknesses including opinionated self,  thgeoratical commitment to 

ideal of freedom and lack of lived experience and lack of judgment in finding the gap between good and 

evil.  It is through her  encounters with harsh realities of life in Europe , she was able to learn, she was 

refined, and strengthened to look at her problems squarely in the face and not to shy away from them. 

According to Christof  Wegelin in his essay titled The American as a Young Lady :  

The general pattern of Isabel’s story is the pattern underlying many of James’s stories of 

the American girl in Europe. Their common theme is nothing more than a variation on the theme 

of the lived life, .... The full life - almost axiomatically the good life - is of course not mere 

activity, but consists of experience had and understood, experience appropriated to oneself and 

made into knowledge. Experience missed - rejected by oneself or withheld by others - and 

experience misunderstood, perverted, is what is bad. What is therefore necessary for the full and 

good life are the opportunity and the freedom which provide experience; the desire, the energy, 

the curiosity which takes it; and the intelligence which understands it. 

Isabel really learnt, but not before making the greatest mistake of her life. She mistook Madame 

Merle as the living expression of the epitome of the high culture. Thus she allowed her to be trapped into 

the net of Madam Merele and marrying Osmond. It was only Ralph who could manage to place Madame 

Merle rightly, to him, she was too rounded a character, too perfect a personality to be true:  
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‘Her merits are immense’ said Ralph. ‘She’s indescribably blameless; a pathless desert of 

virtue; the only woman I know who never gives one a chance ... She pushes the search for 

perfection too far ... her merits are in themselves too overstrained. She’s too good, too kind, too 

clever, too learned, too accomplished, too everything. She’s too complete, in a word. (249) 

Ralph was also able to really place Osmond. He said he thinks of Osmond as narrow and selfish 

someone who takes himself too seriously and again after listening to the many fine theories of Isabel on 

Osmond, he said “He’s the incarnate of tastes... He judges, measures, approves and condemns by that” 

(344). Ralph Tochett occupies the central figure of the story, a sort of reflection of the real thing. He is 

the embodiment of the high civilization or culture as civilization, as James considers it. He was able to 

see through all the personalities that has something to do with Isabel. Wegelin is of the opinion:  “Ralph 

is not to be identified James. He dramatizes merely James’s expectant sympathy with the American 

quality which Isabel represents –the imagination he keeps calling it which is spiritual energy” (67). 

On the mythical level, The Portrait of a Lady presents America as human innocence and Europe 

as experience. The dialectics of life between innocence and experience is shown trough the life of Isabel 

Archer. Her education will be complete only if she extends her innocence to the door of experience. It is 

this journey through experience that will complete her identity as a human being. But this journey of 

education involves lot of pain and suffering. Marius Bewley called this the complex fate of Americans. 

The fate of every American was predetermined—she is incomplete without experience and to gain 

experience she has to suffer in life. In the beginning of the novel Isabel requests Ralph to show him the 

ghost in his house and Ralph immediately responds that she is not eligible to see as she has not suffered 

in life. 

In his treatment of the American and European cultures in The Portrait of a Lady, James did not 

show his prejudice towards any of the two cultures. His treatment of both the cultures is very balanced 

and judicious. James shows liberal humanist outlook while approaching his ideology of culture. As a 

liberal humanist James wanted to underscore his idea of culture by combining the best values of both the 

cultures and leaving out the infirmities. In his ideal of culture emphasized that one must have 

uncommitted intelligence, soaring imagination, fine sensibility and taste for arts. James’s novel is 

enigmatic in the sense that it is difficult to pinpoint the intent of situations and characters as they are 

enveloped in a mist. There is an endless plurality of interpretation that he offers in his house of fiction 

that has ‘million windows’. Taking a thread from his masterpiece, John Benville has attempted a sequel, 

Mrs. Osmond, to The Portrait of a Lady in 2017.  
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35. 
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The modern world is, as multiculturalists have correctly noted, a "boiling pot of civilizations" (Tong 

87). The tiny word "ism/s" has a significant impact on the multifaceted world in both a direct and 

indirect manner. To argue that the globe is totally polarised as a result of the rise, resurgence, and 

dominance of modern "isms" would be more accurate. Some of these prevailing isms include 

nationalism, feminism, socialism, Marxism, structuralism, post-structuralism, classicism, neo-

classicism, and socialism. Cultural discourse contributes to and completes the present socio-political 

discourse. Defeating sexism is not the goal of feminism. It is a humanistic discourse that aims to 

recognise women as full members of society, or to "humanise" them. It examines language that is not 

innocent, politics, caste, and preaching. The humanity of women is also restored by feminism. 

Feminism, or feminist, is not at war with men; rather, it is at battle with patriarchal ideologies that 

believe in weakening women and empowering men. "Feminism is the political philosophy and practise 

that struggles [sic] to free all women," claims Barbara Smith. (49). Women's rights advocates like Doris 

Lessing, Jeanette Winterson, Angela Carter, Irish Murdoch, Muriel Spark, Margaret Drabble, and others 

have been renewing their demands while simultaneously presenting a feminist lens through which to 

view the world. Reading and analysing the writing of theorists like Simone de Beauvoire, Adrienne 

Rich, and Virginia Woolf is enjoyable in part because it shows how creative feminist authors have been 

in identifying and presenting new forms of oppression of women in all spheres of life. They are 

constantly one step ahead, making it impossible to pin them down or anatomize them in a way that is 

satisfactory. "Each feminist theory or perspective strives to characterise women's oppression, to explain 

its roots and consequences, and to recommend tactics for women's liberation," claims Rosemarie Tong 

(1). Socio-Political and Cultural Discourse Women, Literature, and Struggle is a scholarly academic 

endeavour that gives a serious theoretical and philosophical reflection on a variety of societal issues as 

well as the women's issues that are purposefully and glaringly overlooked. 

The most contentious idea: patriarchy—derives from the Greek term patriarches. According to 

second wave feminists like Betty Friedan, Alice S. Rossi, Casey Hayden, and others, men have always 

held the key to power in the household, in the workplace, and in society at large. The systemic and 

institutional bias against women creates, upholds, and perpetuates patriarchy, according to feminist 

critics and theorists who have all voiced this opinion. Men dominate over women under patriarchal 

structures, which is a socio-cultural-political-historical result. Another counterargument is that, if 

patriarchy was a product of culture, it might very easily be undone by a counterculture, and all three 

feminist movements have worked to develop the counterculture with the goal of achieving women's 

liberation. 

The arguments put out by feminist critics precisely identified the patriarchal causes of women's 

problems and cleared the ground for their emancipation. The inferior status granted to women was not a 

gift from God or a result of their physical delicacy, but rather a cruel human action brought about by the 

patriarchal value system. The patriarchal fight against women, in the words of Maria Mies, is "the 

division of labour under capitalism to the division of sexes" (Smith 31). Feminists criticise men's denial 
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of women's rights and their subjugation in a variety of subtle ways. In the words of Kate Millet, 

"Patriarchy, reformed or unreformed, is patriarchy still: its greatest atrocities purged or forsworn, it can 

actually be more solid and safe than before" (quo. in Tong 87).  

Women's awareness of the prejudice and double standards imposed on them by the male-dominated 

society grew during the 1960s. Additionally, it became clear that patriarchal prejudices were at blame 

for this. These stereotypes also rigidly define patriarchal gender roles, which degrade women and 

institutionalise such a system to maintain women's perpetual inferiority to males and confine them to the 

home and hearth. Women are the victims of this male dominance, and as Marxist scholar Friedrich 

Engels stated, "Women become men's "property," and as bell hooks wrote, "Patriarchy has no gender," 

the fight to remove patriarchy becomes a battleground for everyone. The current book is an effort to 

abolish patriarchy's wickedness and restore society on the principles of equality and liberty. 

The book is largely concerned with two aspects of human life: first, the place of women in society, 

and second, how literature may help women break free from all of the societal and patriarchal bonds. It 

serves as a witness to a bigger, centuries-long effort to free women from all forms of sex slavery. The 

different societal challenges facing women are addressed by Mary Wollstonecraft in her renowned book 

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792). The works of Virginia Woolf and John Stuart Mill, The 

Subjection of Women (1869) and A Room of One's Own (1929), respectively, serve as symbols for all 

female authors who experience various forms of societal, economic, and psychological discrimination. 

The "stream of consciousness book" has, however, made enormous contributions. Women's 

psychological pain is a focus for Dorothy Richardson and Virginia Woolf. The various stereotypes that 

harden the fundamental condition of women have been examined. However, the rise of feminism 

became generally acknowledged and accepted when Simone de Beauvoir's 1949 book The Second Sex 

was published. She raises all the concerns that devalue women's status in society. She emphasises how 

pervasive a woman's condition is, from the moment of her birth all the way through to the afterlife. 

Even in America, Margaret Fuller's 1845 book Woman in the Nineteenth Century demonstrates the 

various social viewpoints on women writers. Later, the supremacy of men over women is advocated in 

works like Mary Ellman's Thinking about Women (1968) and Kate Millett's Ph.D. thesis Sexual Politics, 

published in 1970. The claim that women have no unique essence in the universe is one that is 

frequently made in patriarchal rhetoric. Women make up the majority of the working class at the start of 

the 1960s. In The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth Century Imagination, 

published in 1979, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar prominently display the writing style of both 

feminist and literary authors. 

According to Patricia Meyer Spacks in The Female Imagination (1975) A Literature of Their Own: 

British Women Novelists from Bronte to Lessing (1977), Toril Moi in Sexual/Textual Politics: Feminist 

Theory (1985), and Ellen Moers in Literary Women (1976) all analyse the contributions made by women 

as writers and as members of society. When introducing the notion of "matrophobia," Adrienne Rich 

emphasises the relationship between a mother and daughter in her book Of Woman Born: Motherhood 

as Experience and Institution. She makes it explicit when talking about "matrophobia" that it refers to 

becoming a mother rather than the situation of being a mother. She wants to break down the 

psychological taboos around the role of parenthood. According to her, becoming a mother and being 

able to birth babies are always things to be proud of. But when a woman is denied control over the 

offspring she carries inside her body for more than nine months, this is wrong. Undoubtedly, it has been 

widely accepted as a conception of motherhood that is ideal. She actually acknowledged motherhood's 

benefits based on women's unique experiences and requirements. It is now understood that a woman 
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need not give up her identity in order to be a mother, nor does she need to give up her work. She regrets 

that the husband never works with the wife. She does not, however, voice any complaints about it. 

Both The Newly Born Woman (1986) by Helen Cixous and Speculum of the Other Woman (1985) by 

Lucy Irigaray highlight the different struggles and injustices that women must endure as a result of 

patriarchal forces and serve as a point of reflection for future generations. The reality of women being 

prohibited from pursuing further education becomes apparent. According to feminists, a woman who 

was later denied her human rights as a kid wants to provide her daughter all her rights. She wants to give 

her daughters entire freedom for this reason. A mother cannot outdo the providence for her daughter, 

however, due to society and patriarchal neglect of the position of equal human rights for women. The 

various forms of theatrical presentation are covered by Jukia Kristeva in Desire in Language: A Semiotic 

Approach to Literature and Art (1980). She sees the necessity to restructure the sociocultural 

representation of gender. Even in the 1980s and 1990s, the queer theory began to take shape among 

academics. Its main goal is to upend the manner in which all sexual, social, psychological, and gender 

identities are established in order to challenge the status of women in society relative to men. 

The goal of all the books mentioned above by feminists from around the world is to raise awareness 

of their shared efforts to dismantle the idea of women as "other" and "objects," torpedo all male-defined 

feminine positions, and to call for a general harmony regarding the real existence of all people while 

ignoring gender identities. 

As a result of the improved availability to cultural discourse, ideological shifts in recent decades' 

prominent issues like class, gender, race, and ethnicity may now be better communicated. However, a 

book this size and scope cannot fully address all the issues related to women writers. In actuality, the 

goal of the current volume is to serve as a significant introduction to the key discussions and analyses of 

women's literature. And it is now clear that one of the purposes of these studies is to attempt to offer a 

collection of concepts in women's writing. This function is open-ended, and attempts of this nature 

always aim to encourage additional research in the area.  
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 36.  

¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É nÖù¹EòÉ³ý +ÉÊhÉ VÉ±É´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ 

b÷Éì. VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¦ÉÉxÉÖnùÉºÉ®úÉ´É ºÉÉä³ÆýEäò 

Eèò. ¤ÉÒ. +É®ú. b÷Ò. Eò±ÉÉ ´É ´ÉÉÊhÉVªÉ ¨ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉ ¨É½þÉÊ´ÉtÉ±ÉªÉ, xÉÉÊ¶ÉEò ®úÉäb÷ 

 

 +É{É±ªÉÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉ ÊxÉiªÉÉSÉÉ ¶É¤nù `ö®ú±ÉÉ +É½äþ. ªÉÉ±ÉÉ EòÉ®úhÉ½þÒ iÉºÉäSÉ +É½äþ. 20 ´ªÉÉ ¶ÉiÉEòÉiÉ 

1962 SÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉ ¨ÉÉä`öÉ +ÉÊhÉ ´ªÉÉ{ÉEò ¨½þhÉÚxÉ {ÉÊ®úÊSÉiÉ +É½äþ. {É®ÆúiÉÖ 21 ´ªÉÉ ¶ÉiÉEòÉSªÉÉ {ÉÊ½þ±ªÉÉ nùÒb÷¶ÉiÉEòÉSÉ 

®úÉVªÉÉSªÉÉ EòÉähÉiªÉÉ xÉÉ EòÉähÉiªÉÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉ EòÉªÉ¨ÉSÉ ¨ÉÖCEòÉ¨É `öÉäEÚòxÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉSÉä {ÉÉ½þÉ´ÉªÉÉºÉ Ê¨É³ýiÉ +É½äþ. 

iªÉÉiÉSÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ EòÉä®úb÷´ÉÉ½Úþ VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒSÉä |ÉÉ¤É±ªÉ iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý iÉ®ú iªÉÉSÉÒ nùÉ½þEòiÉÉ +ÊvÉEòSÉ |ÉJÉ®úiÉäxÉä VÉÉhÉ´ÉiÉ +ºÉiÉä. 

¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉ {ÉÉ>ðºÉ ½þÉ ½ÆþMÉÉ¨ÉÒ º´É°ü{ÉÉSÉÉ +É½äþ +ÉÊhÉ VÉÉMÉÊiÉEò ½þ´ÉÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ¤Énù±ÉÉÆ¨ÉÖ³äý iÉÉä +ÉhÉJÉÒSÉ ±É½þ®úÒ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉxÉä {ÉÉ>ðxÉ 

xÉ {Éb÷hªÉÉSÉä Ênù´ÉºÉ ±ÉIÉÉiÉ PÉäiÉ±Éä iÉ®ú iÉä VÉÉhÉ´ÉÚ ±ÉÉMÉiÉ +É½äþ. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ®úÉVªÉÉ´É®ú nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉSÉä ºÉÉ´É]õ ®úÉ½þiÉ +É±Éä +É½äþ. 

½äþ ´ÉÉføiªÉÉ ¶ÉäiÉEò®úÒ +Éi¨É½þiªÉÉ ´É <iÉ®ú ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É°üxÉ º{É¹]õ ½þÉäiÉ +É½äþ. 

 nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉ |ÉÉ¨ÉÖJªÉÉxÉä nùÉäxÉ {EòÉ®úSÉÉ +ºÉiÉÉä BEò ¨½þhÉVÉä {ÉÉ´ÉºÉÉSÉÉ +¦ÉÉ´É ´É nÖùºÉ®äú ¨½þhÉVÉä +ÊiÉ{ÉÉ>ðºÉ. ªÉÉ 

nùÉäx½þÒ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓSªÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉ¶ÉÒ ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ºÉÉiÉiªÉÉxÉä ºÉÆPÉ¹ÉÇ Eò®úiÉ +É½äþ. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ªÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉSÉÉ +lÉÇ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®úÉiÉ PÉähÉä ½äþ 

Gò¨É|ÉÉ{iÉ `ö®úiÉä.  

 nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ¨½þhÉVÉä {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ´É iªÉÉ+xÉÖ¹ÉÆMÉÉxÉä +zÉºjÉÉäiÉÉÆSÉÒ +xÉÃÖ{É±É¤vÉiÉÉ ËEò´ÉÉ iÉÒµÉ ]ÆõSÉÉ<Ç +ºÉ±Éä±ÉÉ +xÉäEò 

¨ÉÊ½þxªÉÉÆSÉÉ ´É ´É¹ÉÉÈSÉÉ nùÒPÉÇ EòÉ±ÉJÉÆb÷ ½þÉäªÉ. nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ½þÉähªÉÉºÉ ´ÉÉiÉÉ´É®úhÉÉiÉ PÉbÚ÷xÉ ªÉähÉÉ®äú +ÉEòÎº¨ÉEò ¤Énù±É, 

´ÉÞIÉiÉÉäb÷ ËEò´ÉÉ V´ÉÉ±ÉÉ¨ÉÖJÉÒSÉä =päùEò ËEò´ÉÉ ´ÉhÉ´Éä <. EòÉ®úhÉÉÆxÉÒ =nÂù¦É´É±Éä±Éä {ÉªÉÉÇ´É®úhÉÒªÉ ´É VÉ±ÉSÉGòÉiÉÒ±É nùÉä¹É <iªÉÉnùÒ 

EòÉ®úhÉä +ºÉÚ ¶ÉEòiÉÉiÉ. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý iªÉÉ EòÉ³ýÉiÉ +zÉvÉÉxªÉÉºÉ½þ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ +¦ÉÉ´É ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉÉºÉ½þ ºÉ´ÉÇ |ÉÉhÉÒ¨ÉÉjÉ ¤ÉÉÊvÉiÉ 

½þÉäiÉ +ºÉiÉÉiÉ ´É iÉä VÉÒ´ÉxÉ {ÉÖx½þÉ {ÉÚ´ÉÇ´ÉiÉ ½þÉähªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ +xÉäEò ´É¹ÉÇ ±ÉÉMÉiÉÉiÉ. 

iÉºÉäSÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉ ¶É¤nù ]ÆõSÉÉ<Ç¶ÉÒ ÊxÉMÉÊb÷iÉ +É½äþ {É®ÆúiÉÖ +±ÉÒEòbÒ±É EòÉ³ýÉiÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉSÉä ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ ¤Énù±ÉiÉ +É½äþiÉ. +ÉÊhÉ 

nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ¨½þhÉVÉä {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ]ÆõSÉÉ<Ç +ºÉä º´É°ü{É ªÉä>ð ±ÉÉMÉ±Éä +É½äþ. |ÉºiÉÖiÉ ±ÉäJÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ {Éb÷±É ä±ªÉÉ 

nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉSÉÒ BäÊiÉ½þÉÊºÉEò {ÉÉ·ÉÇ¦ÉÚ¨ÉÒ, ´ÉÉºiÉÊ´ÉEòiÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ iªÉÉ+xÉÖ¹ÉÆMÉÉxÉä Eò®úÉ´ÉªÉÉSÉÒ ={ÉÉªÉªÉÉäVÉxÉÉ ªÉÉ´É®ú |ÉEòÉ¶É 

]õÉEòhªÉÉSÉÉ |ÉªÉixÉ Eäò±Éä±ÉÉ +É½äþ. 

nÖù¹EòÉ³ý {ÉÉ·ÉÇ¦ÉÚ̈ ÉÒ - 

 ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉ (nùJJÉxÉ) YÉÉiÉ +ºÉ±Éä±ÉÉ ¨ÉÉä`öÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉ <.ºÉ. 1396-1406 ªÉÉ ¤ÉÉ®úÉ ´É¹ÉÉÈ¨ÉvªÉä {Éb÷±Éä±ÉÉ 

nÖùMÉÉÇnäù́ ÉÒSÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýªÉÉ xÉÉ´ÉÉxÉä +Éä³ýJÉ±ÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉä. ªÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉ¨ÉÖ³äý nùJJÉxÉ¨ÉvªÉä ¨ÉÉä`ö¬É |É¨ÉÉhÉÉ´É®ú ±ÉÉäEò ={ÉÉºÉ¨ÉÉ®úÒ¨ÉÖ³äý 

¨ÉÞiªÉÚ {ÉÉ´É±Éä ½þÉäiÉä ´É +xÉäEò ºlÉ±ÉÉÆiÉÊ®úiÉ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉSÉä YÉÉiÉ +É½äþ. iÉºÉäSÉ ªÉÉ EòÉ³ýÉiÉ ¤É½þÉ¨ÉxÉÒ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê¶É®úÉ³ýºÉä`ö 

xÉÉ¨ÉEò ´ªÉÉ{ÉÉªÉÉxÉä JÉÚ{É ¨ÉÉä`äö EòÉ¨É Eäò±ªÉÉSÉä ÊnùºÉÚxÉ ªÉäiÉä. ¨½þhÉÚxÉ iªÉÉÆxÉÉ {ÉÖfäø iªÉÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ ±ÉÉäEòÉäkÉ®ú ¨É½þÉ{ÉÖ¯û¹É ¨ÉÉxÉ±Éä 

MÉä±ªÉÉSÉä {ÉÉ½þÉ´ÉªÉÉºÉ Ê¨É³ýiÉä. |ÉÉSÉÒxÉ EòÉ³ýÉ{ÉÉºÉÚxÉ +xÉäEònùÉ ®úÉVªÉÉ±ÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉ±ÉÉ iÉÉåb÷ tÉ´Éä ±ÉÉMÉiÉ +É½äþ. <.ºÉ. 941, 

1022, 1148 iÉä 1159, 1336 iÉä 1406, 1460 +ºÉä ¨ÉvªÉªÉÖMÉÒxÉ ´É Ê¥ÉÊ]õ¶É {ÉÚ´ÉÇ EòÉ³ýÉiÉ ´É xÉÆiÉ®ú 1850 iÉä 1900 

ªÉÉ EòÉ³ýÉiÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉ¨ÉÖ³ä 2 EòÉä]õÒ ±ÉÉäEò ={ÉÉºÉ¨ÉÉ®úÒiÉ ¨ÉÞiªÉÚ¨ÉÖJÉÒ {Éb÷±Éä. ªÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉSÉä ´ÉhÉÇxÉ ¨É½þÉi¨ÉÉ ¡Öò±É ä ªÉÉÆxÉÒ 

¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSÉÉ +ÉºÉÚb÷ ¨ÉvªÉä Eäò±Éä +É½äþ. 
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¨É®úÉ`ö´ÉÉb÷¬ÉiÉ ÊxÉVÉÉ¨ÉÉSªÉÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ BEò nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ JÉÉiÉäSÉ ½þÉäiÉä. iªÉÉ +½þ´ÉÉ±ÉÉ´É°üxÉ +ºÉä ÊnùºÉÚxÉ ªÉä iÉä EòÒ, 

1630, 1659, 1479 +ÉÊhÉ 1787ªÉÉ ´É¹ÉÔ ¨É®úÉ`ö´ÉÉb÷¬ÉiÉ |ÉSÉÆb÷ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý {Éb÷±Éä ½þÉäiÉä. iªÉÉEòÉ³ýÒ Ê{ÉhªÉÉSÉÒ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ 

]ÆõSÉÉ<Ç ¦ÉÒ¹ÉhÉ º´É°ü{ÉÉSÉÒ ½þÉäiÉÒ EòÒ iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý +xÉäEò ±ÉÉäEò ¨ÉÞiªÉÚ¨ÉÖJÉÒ {Éb÷±Éä. VªÉÉ¤Éqù±É {ÉÚhÉÇ +Ê¦É±ÉäJÉ ={É±É¤vÉ +É½äþ. 

+ºÉÉ ¨ÉÉä`öÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý 1899-1900 ºÉÉ±ÉÒ +É±ÉÉ. iÉiEòÉ±ÉÒxÉ ¨É®úÉ`ö´ÉÉb÷¬ÉSªÉÉ {ÉÉSÉ½þÒ ÊVÉ±ÁÉiÉ ½þÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉäiÉÉ. iÉºÉäSÉ 

½èþnù®úÉ¤ÉÉnù ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ¨ÉvªÉä½þÒ iÉÉä ½þÉäiÉÉ. iªÉÉEòÉ³ýÒ BEò nÖù¹EòÉ³ý +ÉªÉÖCiÉ½þÒ xÉä¨ÉhªÉÉiÉ +É±ÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ. 15 ±ÉÉJÉ °ü{ÉªÉä iÉ¡òÉ´ÉÒ 

ËEò´ÉÉ EòVÉÇ ¨½þhÉÚxÉ ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆxÉÉ ´ÉÉ]õ{É Eò®úhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ ¨ÉÆVÉÚ®ú ZÉÉ±Éä. iªÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ 12 ±ÉÉJÉ ¯û{ÉªÉä |ÉiªÉIÉÉiÉ JÉSÉÇ ZÉÉ±Éä. ½þÒ 

¨ÉnùiÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÒ UôÉ´ÉhªÉÉ, iÉ±ÉÉ´É, ¤ÉÉ®ú´É JÉÉänùhÉä ªÉÉÆEòÊ®úiÉÉ JÉSÉÇ ZÉÉ±Éä ½þÉäiÉä. +ÉVÉ ¨É®úÉ`ö´ÉÉb÷¬ÉiÉÒ±É ¤É½ÖþiÉÉÆ¶É MÉÉ´ÉÉiÉ 

+¶ÉÉ |ÉEòÉ®úSªÉÉ {ÉÉhÉ´É`ö¬ÉÆSÉÒ ÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉÒ =nùÉ. +Éb÷, ¤ÉÉ®ú´É, MÉÉ´ÉiÉ±ÉÉ´É, Ê´ÉÊ½þ®úÒ ªÉÉ iªÉÉSÉÒ ºÉÉIÉ näùiÉÉiÉ.  

 1972 SªÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉxÉä ºÉÆ{ÉÚhÉÇ ®úÉVªÉÉ±ÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ näù¶ÉÉ±ÉÉ½þÒ OÉÉºÉ±ªÉÉSÉä º{É¹]õ ½þÉäiÉä. ½þÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý +xÉÖ¦É´É±Éä±ªÉÉ 

±ÉÉäEòÉÆxÉÉ +ÉVÉ½þÒ iÉÉä ¦ÉÒ¹ÉhÉ º´É°ü{ÉÉSÉÉSÉ ´ÉÉ]õiÉÉä. ªÉÉSÉä EòÉ®úhÉ 1972 ªÉÉ ´É¹ÉÔ iÉÖ±ÉxÉäxÉä {ÉÉhÉÒ {ÉÖ®äúºÉä ½þÉäiÉä. {É®ÆúiÉÖ 

+zÉvÉÉxªÉÉSÉÒ |ÉSÉÆb÷ ]ÆõSÉÉ<Ç ½þÉäiÉÒ. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ±ÉÉ |ÉiªÉäEò PÉ]õEò ½þÉ ¤ÉÉÊvÉiÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ. iªÉÉSÉ¤É®úÉä¤É®ú 1998-99 ªÉÉ 

´É¹ÉÔ nùJÉÒ±É +¶ÉÉ|ÉEòÉ®úSÉÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ®úÉVªÉÉSªÉÉ EòÉ½þÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ {Éb÷±ªÉÉSÉä ÊxÉnù¶ÉÇxÉÉºÉ ªÉäiÉä. 

¶ÉäiÉÒ-ËºÉSÉxÉ ´É nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ´ÉÉºiÉ´É ¨ÉÓ¨ÉÉºÉÉ -  

 ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ 225 EòÉä]õÒ ½äþC]õ®ú B´ÉføÒ ¶ÉäiÉVÉ¨ÉÒxÉ +É½äþ. vÉ®úhÉ |ÉEò±{ÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý 38 EòÉä]õÒ ½äþC]õ®ú ¨½þhÉVÉä 

BEÚòhÉ ®úÉVªÉÉSªÉÉ 16.9 ]õCEäò B´ÉføÒSÉ ËºÉSÉxÉ IÉ¨ÉiÉÉ ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉSÉÉ nùÉ´ÉÉ VÉ±ÉºÉÆ{ÉnùÉ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ¡æò Eäò±ÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉä. 

¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉSªÉÉ ªÉÉ +ÉEòbä÷´ÉÉb÷ÒxÉÖºÉÉ®ú 16.9 ]õCEäò VÉ¨ÉÒxÉ ËºÉSÉxÉÉJÉÉ±ÉÒ +É½äþ +ºÉä ¨ÉÉxÉ±Éä iÉ®úÒ ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É =´ÉÇÊ® úiÉ 

83.1 ]õCEäò VÉ¨ÉÒxÉ ½þÒ EòÉä®úb÷´ÉÉ½Úþ ®úÉ½þiÉä. {ÉhÉ vÉ®úhÉÉSÉÒ ËºÉSÉxÉ EòÉ¨ÉÊMÉ®úÒSÉ 30 ]õCEäò {ÉªÉÈiÉ PÉºÉ®ú±Éä±ÉÒ +É½äþ. ½äþ ºÉnù®ú 

Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉxÉä ¨ÉÉxªÉ Eäò±Éä +ºÉ±ªÉÉä ®úÉVªÉÉSÉÒ ËºÉSÉxÉ IÉ¨ÉiÉÉ EòÉMÉnùÉä{ÉjÉÒ 16-9 ]õCEäò +ºÉ±ÉÒ iÉ®úÒ |ÉiªÉIÉÉiÉÒ±É ËºÉSÉxÉ 

BEÚòhÉ ¶ÉäiÉVÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒSªÉÉ 11.4 ]õCEäòSÉ +É½äþ. ªÉÉSÉÉ nÖùºÉ®úÉ +lÉÇ +ºÉÉ EòÒ, ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ 88.6 ]õCEäò VÉ¨ÉÒxÉ ½þÒ 

+ÊxÉªÉÊ¨ÉiÉ {ÉÉ´ÉºÉÉ´É®ú +ÉÊhÉ +±{É¶ÉÉ ¦ÉÚVÉ±ÉÉ´É®ú +´É±ÉÆ¤ÉÚxÉ +É½äþ. iÉºÉäSÉ ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉÒ SÉÖEòÉÆ¨ÉÖ³äý ´ÉÞIÉiÉÉäb÷ iÉºÉäSÉ 

¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ¦ÉÚºiÉ®ú ®úSÉxÉÉ ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ¨ÉÖ®úhªÉÉSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ Eò¨ÉÒ +É½äþ. VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ¨ÉÖ®úÊ´ÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ´É 

ºÉÉ`ö´ÉhªÉÉSÉÒ |ÉÊGòªÉÉ ºÉÆlÉ®úÒiÉÒxÉä ½þÉäiÉ +ºÉiÉÉxÉÉ ¦ÉÚMÉ¦ÉÉÇiÉÒ±É {ÉÉhÉÒ ={ÉºÉÉ ªÉÉ´É®ú EòÉähÉiÉäSÉ ¤ÉÆvÉxÉ xÉºÉ±ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒiÉÒ±É 

{ÉÉhÉÒ Ênù´ÉºÉåÊnù´ÉºÉ Eò¨ÉÒ ½þÉäiÉ +É½äþ. 1960 SªÉÉ ºÉÖEòlÉxÉEò®ú ºÉÊ¨ÉiÉÒSªÉÉ {ÉÉ½þhÉÒxÉÖºÉÉ®ú Ê´ÉÊ½þ®úÒiÉÒ±É {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ {ÉÉiÉ³ýÒ 

Eò¨ÉÒ ½þÉäiÉ +É½äþ. iÉºÉäSÉ ¦ÉÚVÉ±É ºÉ´ÉæIÉhÉ ´É Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ ªÉÆjÉhÉäSªÉÉ +ÆnùÉVÉÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉ nù®ú´É¹ÉÔ ¨ÉÖ®úhÉÉªÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ 

25 ]õCEäò {ÉÉhÉÒ Ê´ÉÊ½þ®úÒiÉÚxÉ ={ÉºÉÉ Eò°üxÉ Ê{ÉEòÉÆxÉÉ Ênù±Éä VÉÉiÉä. ¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉSªÉÉ Ê´É½þÒ®ú JÉÉänùhªÉÉºÉ {É®ú´ÉÉxÉMÉÒ näùhÉÉSÉÉ ºÉ{ÉÉ]õÉ  

¨ÉÉjÉ SÉÉ±ÉÚSÉ ®úÉÊ½þ±ÉÉ +É½äþ. 

 1960 ±ÉÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ 4.6 ±ÉÉJÉ Ê´ÉÊ½þ®úÒ ½þÉäiªÉÉ. +ÉVÉPÉb÷Ò±ÉÉ ¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉSªÉÉ Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ ªÉÉäVÉxÉÉÆSªÉÉ |ÉÉäiºÉÉ½þxÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý 

(nù¶É±ÉIÉ Ê´É½þÒ®ú ªÉÉäVÉxÉÉ) ªÉÉÆSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ ½äþ ºÉÉiÉiªÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉføiÉSÉ +ºÉÚxÉ iÉä 2012 ¨ÉvªÉä 18,34,837 B´Éfäø ½þÉäiÉä. iªÉÉiÉ 

+VÉÚxÉ BEò ±ÉÉJÉÉSÉÒ ¦É®ú {Éb÷±ªÉÉSÉÉ ºÉ´ÉÇºÉÉvÉÉ®úhÉ +ÆnùÉVÉ +É½äþ.iÉºÉäSÉ xÉÉånùhÉÒEÞòiÉ EÖò{ÉxÉ±ÉÒEòÉÆSÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ ½þÒ 3,53,939 

B´ÉfÒ +É½äþ. iªÉÉiÉ½þÒ ¨É®úÉ`ö´ÉÉb÷¬ÉiÉÒ±É ±ÉÉiÉÚ®ú, =º¨ÉÉxÉÉ¤ÉÉnù, {É®ú¦ÉhÉÒ, ¤ÉÒb÷ +ÉÊhÉ VÉ³ýMÉÉ´É, vÉÖ³äý ªÉälÉä VÉ´É³ý{ÉÉºÉ 1000 

¡Úò]õ JÉÉä±É EÚò{ÉxÉÊ±ÉEòÉ JÉÉänù±ªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉiÉ. ªÉÉSÉÉ +lÉÇ +ºÉÉ EòÒ {ÉÖxÉ¦ÉÇ®úhÉÉ{ÉäIÉÉ ={ÉºÉÉ +ÊvÉEò +É½äþ. ¶ÉäiÉÒ±ÉÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ 

Ê¨É³ýhÉä ½äþ +MÉiªÉÉSÉä +É½äþ, {É®ÆúiÉÖ ªÉÉ±ÉÉ <iÉ®ú EòÉähÉiÉÉSÉ {ÉªÉÉÇªÉ +ºÉÚ ¶ÉEòiÉ xÉÉ½þÒ EòÉ? ¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉxÉä ªÉÉ±ÉÉ +É´É®ú PÉÉ±ÉÚxÉ 

ÊxÉÎ¶SÉiÉ +ºÉä vÉÉä®úhÉ `ö®úÊ´ÉhÉä ½þÒ EòÉ³ýÉVÉÒ MÉ®úVÉ +É½äþ. 

 ¤É´Éæ ºÉÊ¨ÉiÉxÉÒxÉä 1960 ºÉÉ±ÉÒ Ê{ÉhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ, =tÉäMÉ +ÉÊhÉ ¶ÉäiÉÒ +ºÉä {ÉÉhªÉÉSªÉÉ ´ÉÉ]õ{ÉÉSÉä ºÉÚjÉ `ö®úÊ´É±Éä ½þÉäiÉä. 

½äþSÉ ºÉÚjÉ 2003 SªÉÉ ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉSªÉÉ xÉ´ÉÒxÉ VÉ±É vÉÉä®úxÉÉxÉä Eäò±Éä. ªÉÉ vÉÉä®úhÉ ¨ÉºÉÖtÉiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉÉ 

|ÉÉvÉÉxªÉGò¨É½þÒ {ÉÚhÉÇ{ÉhÉä ¤Énù±É±ÉÉ +ºÉÚxÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ]õ{ÉÉSÉÉ {ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉ Gò¨É Ê{ÉhªÉÉSªÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉ±ÉÉ +É½äþ, iÉÉä ®úÉºiÉ +É½äþ. ªÉÉiÉ 

PÉ®úMÉÖiÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉ{ÉèEòÒ MÉÖ®úÉføÉä®úÉÆºÉÉ`öÒ ±ÉÉMÉhÉÉ®äú {ÉÉhÉÒ +ÆiÉ¦ÉÚÇiÉ +É½äþ. nÖùºÉ®úÉ |ÉÉvÉÉxªÉGò¨É ªÉÉ{ÉÚ´ÉÔ ¶ÉäiÉÒ±É ½þÉäiÉÉ iÉÉä +ÉiÉÉ 
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+SÉÉxÉEò =tÉäMÉIÉäjÉÉ±ÉÉ Ênù±ÉÉ MÉä±ÉÉ. ¨É½þk´ÉÉSÉä ½äþ EòÒ näù¶ÉÉSªÉÉ VÉ±ÉvÉÉä®úhÉÉiÉ ½þÉ Gò¨É ¶ÉäiÉÒ±ÉÉ +É½äþ. {ÉhÉ +É{É±ªÉÉ 

EÞòÊ¹É|ÉnùÉxÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ ¨ÉÉjÉ ½äþ =±É]äõ ZÉÉ±Éä. (®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ VÉ±ÉvÉÉä®úhÉÉiÉ =tÉäMÉÉ±ÉÉ {ÉÉSÉ´ÉÉ Gò¨É +É½äþ.) ¶ÉäiÉÒ±ÉÉ ÊiÉºÉ®úÉ Gò¨É 

Ênù±ÉÉ. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉ {ÉªÉÉÇ´É®úhÉÒªÉ +ÉÊhÉ ¨ÉxÉÉä®ÆúVÉxÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú (º´ÉÒË¨ÉMÉ, VÉ±ÉGòÒb÷É, {ÉªÉÇ]õxÉ) ªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ Ênù±ÉÉ. iÉÉi{ÉªÉÇ ¶ÉäiÉÒ±ÉÉ 

{ÉÚ´ÉÔºÉÉ®úJÉä {ÉÉhÉÒ Ê¨É³äýxÉÉºÉä ZÉÉ±Éä. {ÉªÉÉÇªÉÉxÉä {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ |É´ÉÉ½þ ¶É½þ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉEòbä÷ ´É³ýÉ±ÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉSÉÒ 

UôÉªÉÉ +ÊvÉEò MÉb÷nù ZÉÉ±ÉÒ. =tÉäMÉÉÆxÉÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ®úÉJÉÒ´É `äö´É±Éä VÉÉ>ð ±ÉÉMÉ±Éä. ªÉÉ´É¹ÉÔ +Éè®ÆúMÉÉ¤ÉÉnù ªÉälÉä ¦ÉÒ¹ÉhÉ nÖù¹EòÉ³ý 

+ºÉiÉÉxÉÉ nùÉ°ü =tÉäMÉÉ±ÉÉ ¨ÉÖ¤É±ÉEò {ÉÉhÉÒ Ê¨É³Úý ±ÉÉMÉ±Éä. 

 ½äþ ºÉ´ÉÇ ½þÉäiÉ +ºÉiÉÉxÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ {É³ý´ÉÉ{É³ý´ÉÒ (SÉÉä®úÒ), {ÉÉhÉÒ MÉ³ýiÉÒ, ]ÄõEò®ú ¨ÉÉÊ¡òªÉÉ ªÉÉÆºÉÉ®úEäò xÉ´ÉÒxÉ |É¶xÉ 

ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ZÉÉ±Éä +É½äþiÉ. ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSªÉÉ ¶ÉäiÉÒ±ÉÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ xÉÉ½þÒ, iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý EòVÉÇ¤ÉÉVÉÉ®úÒ{ÉhÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý +Éi¨É½þiªÉÉ ´ÉÉfø±ªÉÉ. {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ 

|ÉSÉÆb÷ §É¹]õÉSÉÉ®ú ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉSÉä ¦ÉªÉÉ´É½þ ÊSÉjÉ ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉxÉä ªÉÉ{ÉÚ´ÉÔ EòvÉÒSÉ {ÉÉÊ½þ±Éä xÉÉ½þÒ. ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSÉÒ =¦ÉÒ Ê{ÉEäò, 

¡ò³ý¤ÉÉMÉÉ =nÂùv´ÉºiÉ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉ +ºÉÚxÉ ¶ÉäiÉÒ IÉäjÉÉiÉÒ±É EòÉä]õ¬´ÉvÉÒ °ü{ÉªÉÉÆSÉÒ MÉÖÆiÉ´ÉhÉÚEò VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒiÉSÉ MÉb÷{É ZÉÉ±ÉÒ +ºÉä ¨½þhÉiÉÉ 

ªÉä<Ç±É. ªÉÉEòÊ®úiÉÉ +É{É±ªÉÉ±ÉÉ ¶ÉäiÉÒ IÉäjÉÉ±ÉÉ {ÉÖx½þÉ +¶ÉÉ ´ÉÉ<Ç]õ nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉ¶ÉÒ ºÉÆPÉ¹ÉÇ Eò®úÉ´ÉÉ ±ÉÉMÉÚ xÉªÉä ÊEò¨ÉÉxÉ {ÉIÉÒ iÉÉä 

Eò¨ÉÒ ´½þÉ´ÉÉ ªÉÉEòÊ®úiÉÉ ¶ÉÉ·ÉiÉ VÉ±É´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ Eò®úÉ´Éä ±ÉÉMÉä±É. +É{É±ªÉÉ näù¶ÉÉiÉ ËºÉSÉxÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ ´ÉÉ{É®ú±ªÉÉ VÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ 

{ÉÉhªÉÉiÉÒ±É 65 ]õCEäò {ÉÉhÉÒ +ÉÊhÉ PÉ®úMÉÖiÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉºÉÉ`öÒ ´ÉÉ{É®ú±ªÉÉ VÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ 85 ]õCEäò {ÉÉhÉÒ ½äþ 

Ê´ÉÊ½þ®úÒ¨ÉvÉÚxÉ ={ÉºÉÉ Eäò±Éä±Éä +ºÉiÉä. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý näùJÉÒ±É {ÉÉhÉÒ ={ÉºÉÉ ´ÉÉfø±ÉÉ +É½äþ. {ÉªÉÉÇªÉÉxÉä {ÉÉhÉÒ {ÉÉiÉ³ýÒ JÉÉ±ÉÉ´ÉiÉ +É½äþ. 

EåòpùÒªÉ ÊxÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ +ÉªÉÉäMÉÉSÉä ¨ÉÉVÉÒ ºÉnùºªÉ ¸ÉÒ. ÊEò®úÒ]õ BºÉ. {ÉÉ®úÒJÉ ªÉÉÆxÉÒ ¨ÉÉMÉÒ±É nùÉäxÉ ´É¹ÉÉÇ{ÉÚ´ÉÔ Ênù±Éä±ªÉÉ ¨ÉÖ±ÉÉJÉiÉÒiÉ 

¶ÉäiÉEò®úÒ ¦ÉÚMÉ¦ÉÉÇiÉÒ±É {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ ¤ÉäºÉÖ¨ÉÉ®ú ={ÉºÉÉ Eò®úÒiÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý {ÉÉhÉÒ {ÉÉiÉ³ýÒ JÉÉ±ÉÉ´ÉiÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉSÉä ¨ÉiÉ ´ªÉCiÉ Eäò±Éä 

½þÉäiÉä. EòÉ®úhÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ={ÉºÉÉ Eò®úhªÉÉ´É®ú +É{É±ªÉÉ näù¶ÉÉ ¤ÉÆvÉxÉ xÉÉ½þÒ. VªÉÉ näù¶ÉÉiÉ ´ÉÉÌ¹ÉEò nù®úb÷Éä<Ç {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ={É±É¤vÉiÉÉ 

1700 PÉxÉ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú +ºÉiÉä iÉä´½þÉ iÉÉä näù¶É ºÉÖÎºlÉiÉÒiÉ +É½äþ +ºÉä ¨ÉÉxÉ±Éä VÉÉiÉä. ªÉÉ VÉÉMÉÊiÉEò ¨ÉÉ{ÉnÆùb÷ÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú nù®úb÷Éä<Ç {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ 

={É±É¤vÉiÉÉ 600 iÉä 1000 PÉxÉ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú +ºÉhÉÉ®úÉ +É{É±ÉÉ näù¶É {ÉÉhªÉÉSªÉÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉiÉÒiÉ MÉÆ¦ÉÒ®ú ËSÉiÉÉ ´ÉÉ]õÉ´ÉÒ +¶ÉÉ ÎºlÉiÉÒiÉ 

+É½äþ. 

 +É{É±ªÉÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ {ÉÖføÒ±É iÉCiªÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä nù¶ÉÇÊ´É±Éä±Éä +É½äþ. 

iÉCiÉÉ Gò¨ÉÉÆEò 01 

{ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú (nù.±ÉPÉ¨ÉÒ) 

´É¹ÉÇ ={ÉªÉÖCiÉ 

ºÉÉ`öÉ 

ËºÉSÉxÉ Ê¤ÉMÉ®ú ËºÉSÉxÉ 

   Ê{ÉhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ +ÉètÉäÊMÉEò <iÉ®ú BEÚòhÉ BEÚòhÉ 

{ÉÉhÉÒ´ÉÉ{É®ú 

2001-02 17817 12346 2558 707 715 3980 16326 

2002-03 18936 12965 2851 633 752 4236 17201 

2003-04 16941 10569 3058 445 1287 4790 15359 

2004-05 18298 10603 3037 478 1345 4860 15763 

2005-06 24860 13689 2908 422 1596 4926 18616 

2006-07 27309 16630 2528 521 1245 4294 25404 

2007-08 25489 16413 2802 581 2157 5540 26434 

2008-09 24803 15517 3445 575 1755 5775 25366 

2009-10 19366 12113 3351 610 1002 4363 20848 

2010-11 27309 15447 3260 656 1960 5876 26706 

ºjÉÉäiÉ – ËºÉSÉxÉÉSÉÒ ·ÉäiÉ{ÉÊjÉEòÉ 
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 ´É®úÒ±É iÉCiªÉÉ´É°üxÉ ½äþ º{É¹]õ ½þÉäiÉä EòÒ, +É{É±ªÉÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ BEÚòhÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ´ÉÉ{É®úÉiÉ ËºÉSÉxÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ VÉÉºiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ 

´ÉÉ{É®ú±Éä VÉÉiÉä. {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ |ÉiªÉIÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú +ÉÊhÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ]õ{ÉÉSÉÉ |ÉÉvÉÉxªÉGò¨É ªÉÉiÉ ´ªÉºiÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉ ÊnùºÉÚxÉ ªÉäiÉÉä. 

 näù¶ÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä nù®úb÷Éä<Ç {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ´ÉÉÌ¹ÉEò ={É±É¤vÉiÉÉ 1700 PÉxÉ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú +ºÉiÉä. iÉä´½þÉ iÉÉä näù¶É {ÉÉhªÉÉSªÉÉ 

={É±É¤vÉiÉäSªÉÉ ºÉÆnù¦ÉÉÇiÉ ºÉÖÎºlÉiÉÒiÉ +É½äþ +ºÉä ¨ÉÉxÉ±Éä VÉÉiÉä. ªÉÉ VÉÉMÉÊiÉEò ¨ÉÉ{ÉnÆùb÷ÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú nù®úb÷Éä<Ç {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ={É±É¤vÉiÉÉ 

600 iÉä 1000 PÉxÉ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú +ºÉhÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É {ÉÉhªÉÉSªÉÉ ={É±É¤vÉiÉäSªÉÉ ºÉÆnù¦ÉÉÇiÉ ËSÉiÉÉ ´ÉÉ]õÉ´ÉÉ +¶ÉÉ ÎºlÉiÉÒiÉ +É½äþ. 

+É{É±ªÉÉ±ÉÉ º´ÉÉiÉÆjªÉ Ê¨É³ýÉ±Éä iÉä´½þÉ ½þÒ ÎºlÉiÉÒ xÉ´½þiÉÒ. {É®ÆúiÉÖ ´ÉÉføiÉä +ÉètÉäÊMÉEòÒEò®úhÉ xÉÉMÉ®úÒEò®úhÉ +ÉÊhÉ ËºÉSÉxÉ ªÉÉ 

{ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉ¨ÉÖ³äý iªÉÉiÉ ´ÉÉfø ZÉÉ±ªÉÉSÉä ±ÉIÉÉiÉ ªÉäiÉä. {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉiÉ ºÉnùÉä¹ÉiÉÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý +É{É±ªÉÉ näù¶ÉÉSÉä ¯û{ÉÉÆiÉ®ú 

{ÉÉhªÉÉSªÉÉ ºÉÆnù¦ÉÉÇiÉ iÉÚ]õ +ºÉhÉÉªÉÉ näù¶ÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä ZÉÉ±ÉÒ. ½þÒ ´ÉÉºiÉÊ´ÉEòiÉÉ xÉÉEòÉ®úiÉÉ ªÉähÉÉ®ú xÉÉ½þÒ. 

 VÉÉMÉÊiÉEò iÉÉ{É¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉÉføÒSÉÉ ´É @ñiÉÚ ¤Énù±ÉÉSÉÉ {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É, ½þÉ +±ÉÒEòb÷Ò±É EòÉ³ýÉiÉ SÉSÉæSÉÉ ¨ÉÖqùÉ `ö®ú±ÉÉ +ºÉiÉÉxÉÉ 

2004 ºÉÉ±ÉÉ{ÉÉºÉÚxÉ Ênù±±ÉÒ +ÉªÉ.+ÉªÉ.]õÒ. ¨ÉÖJªÉ ´ÉèYÉÉÊxÉEò bÉì. +Ê·ÉxÉÒEÖò¨ÉÉ®ú MÉÉäºÉÉ´ÉÒ ½äþ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉÒ±É ¤ÉÉ®úÉ ¨ÉÉä`ö¬É 

xÉtÉÆ´É®ú ½þÉähÉÉªÉÉ ½þ´ÉÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ¤Énù±ÉÉSªÉÉ {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉÉÆSÉÉ +¦ªÉÉºÉ Eò®úÒiÉ +É±Éä +É½äþiÉ. iªÉÉÆSªÉÉ ¨ÉiÉÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú näù¶ÉÉiÉ±ªÉÉ MÉÆMÉÉ, 

¨É½þÉxÉnùÒ, ¨ÉÉ½þÒ, ±ÉÖ®úÒ, ¥ÉÉÀhÉÒ, MÉÉänùÉ´É®úÒ, EÞò¹hÉÉ, EòÉ´Éä®úÒ, xÉ¨ÉÇnùÉ, iÉÉ{ÉÒ, ºÉÉ¤É®ú¨ÉiÉÒ +ÉÊhÉ {ÉäzÉÉ®ú ªÉÉ xÉtÉ ÆiÉÒ±É {ÉÉhÉÒ 

¨ÉÉä`ö¬É |É¨ÉÉhÉÉiÉ PÉ]Úõ ±ÉÉMÉ±Éä +É½äþ. iÉºÉäSÉ ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É MÉÉänùÉ´É®úÒ, EÞò¹hÉÉ ªÉÉ xÉtÉÆ¨ÉvªÉä½þÒ ={É±É¤vÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉiÉ PÉ]õ ½þÉä>ð 

±ÉÉMÉ±ÉÒ +ºÉä b÷Éì. MÉÉäºÉÉ´ÉÒ ªÉÉÆxÉÒ xÉ¨ÉÚnù Eäò±Éä +É½äþ. @ñiÉÚ¤Énù±ÉÉSÉÉ {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É ¨½þhÉÚxÉ ºÉxÉ 2050 {ÉªÉÈiÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉ VÉ´É³ý{ÉÉºÉ 

ºÉ´ÉÇSÉ xÉtÉÆ¨ÉvªÉä {ÉÉhÉÒ PÉ]õ±Éä±Éä +ºÉä±É +ºÉä ½þÉ +½þ´ÉÉ±É nù¶ÉÇÊ´ÉiÉÉä. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ¦ÉÊ´É,ÂªÉÉiÉ VÉè´É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉiÉä±ÉÉ vÉÉäEòÉ ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ 

½þÉä>ð ¶ÉEòiÉÉä. EòÉ®úhÉ iÉÉ{É¨ÉÉxÉ ´ÉÉføÒ¨ÉÖ³äý xÉtÉÆSªÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉiÉ ´ÉÉªÉÚ Ê´É®úPÉ³ýªÉhªÉÉSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ ¤Énù±ÉiÉä +ÉÊhÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉiÉÒ±É 

VÉèÊ´ÉEò |ÉÊGòªÉä¨ÉvªÉä ¡ò®úEò {ÉbÚ÷ ¶ÉEòiÉÉä ½äþ ±ÉIÉÉiÉ PÉähÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò +É½äþ. 

 ºÉÖEòlÉxÉEò®ú ºÉÊ¨ÉiÉÒSªÉÉ ¨ÉiÉä VªÉÉ |Énäù¶ÉÉiÉ ´ÉÉÌ¹ÉEò ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ 750 Ê¨É.¨ÉÒ. {ÉäIÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ {ÉÉ>ðºÉ {Éb÷iÉÉä. iÉÉä ¦ÉÚ¦ÉÉMÉ 

¨½þhÉVÉä +´É¹ÉÇhÉ|É´ÉhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉ ½þÉäªÉ. ªÉÉ +ÆiÉMÉÇiÉ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É 14 ÊVÉ±½äþ ªÉäiÉÉiÉ. VªÉÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ={É±É¤vÉiÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ 

+É½äþ, ¨½þhÉÚxÉ EòÉ]äõEòÉä®ú{ÉhÉä ´É ÊxÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ¤Érù ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eò°üxÉ {É®Æú{É®úÉMÉiÉ ¤ÉÉMÉÉªÉiÉnùÉ®ú ´É EòÉä®úb÷´ÉÉ½Úþ ¶ÉäiÉEò® úÒ ªÉÉ nùÉä½þÉåiÉÒ±É 

nù®úÒ Eò¨ÉÒ Eò®úhªÉÉ{É±ÉÒEòb÷Ò±É ´ÉÉ]õSÉÉ±É ¨½þhÉVÉä ºÉ¨ÉxªÉÉªÉÒ {ÉÉhÉÒ´ÉÉ]õ{É vÉÉä®úhÉ ½þÉäªÉ. +ÉVÉ MÉÉänùÉ´É®úÒ JÉÉä®äú ªÉälÉä VÉÉä 

¨É®úÉ`ö´ÉÉb÷É Ê´É¯ûrù xÉÉÊ¶ÉEò, +½þ¨ÉnùxÉEò®ú ºÉÆPÉ¹ÉÇ ½äþ iªÉÉSÉä  tÉäiÉEò ¨ÉÉxÉ±Éä {ÉÉÊ½þVÉä. =VÉhÉÒ ºÉÉä±ÉÉ{ÉÚ®úSÉä 21 ]õÒ.B¨É.ºÉÒ. 

{ÉÉhÉÒ ¨É®úÉ`ö´ÉÉb÷¬É±ÉÉ näùhªÉÉºÉ ½þÉähÉÉ®úÉ Ê´É®úÉävÉ +ºÉä±É ½äþ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉä +ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ Ê´ÉiÉ®úhÉ ½þÉäiÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉSÉä ÊxÉnù¶ÉÇEò +É½äþ. 

iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É EòÉ½þÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ºÉÖ¤ÉkÉÉ +É±ÉÒ +É½äþ iÉ®ú, =´ÉÇÊ®úiÉ JÉÉ±ÉÒ±É ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ EòÉªÉ¨É nÖù¹EòÉ³ý 

{ÉÉ½þÉ´ÉªÉÉºÉ Ê¨É³ýiÉÉä ¨½þhÉÚxÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉä ºÉ¨ÉxªÉÉªÉÒ ½þÉähÉä ½äþ +MÉiªÉÉSÉä +É½äþ. +xªÉlÉÉ ®úÉVªÉ +ÉÊhÉ +ÉÆiÉ®ú®úÉVªÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ {Éä]õhÉÉ®ú 

½äþ ÊxÉÎ¶SÉiÉ.iªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉä ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ ½þÉähÉä MÉ®úVÉäSÉä +É½äþ. iÉä {ÉÖføÒ±É|É¨ÉÉhÉä Eò®úiÉÉ ªÉä<Ç±É. 

 ½þÉì´ÉbÇ÷ Ê¤ÉZÉxÉäºÉ ºEÚò±ÉSªÉÉ +¦ªÉÉºÉÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉÒ±É ËºÉSÉxÉÉSÉÒ ºÉÖÊ´ÉvÉÉ +ºÉhÉÉªÉÉ IÉäjÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ Eäò´É³ý 5 ]õCEäò 

IÉäjÉÉ´É®ú Ê`ö¤ÉEò ËºÉSÉxÉ ËEò´ÉÉ iÉÖ¹ÉÉ®ú ËºÉSÉxÉ +ºÉÉ iÉÆjÉÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eò®úhªÉÉiÉ ªÉäiÉÉä. ½þÒ iÉÆjÉä {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ¤ÉSÉiÉ Eò®úhÉÉ®úÒ 

+É½äþiÉSÉ. Ê¶É´ÉÉªÉ VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒSÉÒ ½þÉähÉÉ®úÒ vÉÚ{É lÉÉÆ¤É´ÉhÉÉ®úÒ +É½äþiÉ. iÉºÉäSÉ ªÉÉ iÉÆjÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ®úÉºÉÉªÉÊxÉEò JÉiÉÉÆSÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú ÊxÉªÉÆÊjÉiÉ 

{ÉrùiÉÒxÉä ½þÉäiÉÉä. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉºÉÉ®úJªÉÉ näù¶ÉÉiÉ ªÉÉ iÉÆjÉÉSÉÉ |ÉºÉÉ®ú ºÉ®úEòÉ®úxÉä ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ |É¨ÉÉhÉÉ´É®ú Eò®úhÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò +É½äþ. 

VªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ®úÉºÉÉªÉÊxÉEò JÉiÉÉ´É®úÒ±É +xÉÖnùÉxÉ JÉSÉÇ Eò¨ÉÒ ½þÉä<Ç±É. VÉÉä Ê´ÉpùÉ´ªÉ {ÉrùiÉÒxÉä Ênù±ªÉÉºÉ 30 ]õCEäò B´ÉføÒ ¤ÉSÉiÉ ½þÉä>ð 

¶ÉEòiÉä +ÉÊhÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eò¨ÉÒ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý {ÉÉhÉÒ ={ÉºÉhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ ±ÉÉMÉhÉÉªÉÉ Ê´ÉVÉäSªÉÉ JÉSÉÉÇiÉ½þÒ ¤ÉSÉiÉ ½þÉä<Ç±É. 

={ÉÉªÉ ªÉÉäVÉxÉÉ - 

1. VÉÉºiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ±ÉÉMÉhÉÉ®úÒ Ê{ÉEäò =nùÉ. Eäò³ýÒ, ½þ³ýnù ªÉÉÆºÉÉ®úJÉÒ +ÊvÉEò {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ Ê{ÉEäò nÖù¹EòÉ³ýOÉºiÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É 

¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆxÉÒ PÉä>  xÉªÉäiÉ +ºÉä ¨½þhÉhÉä ½äþ ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSªÉÉ º´ÉÉiÉÆjªÉÉ´É®ú MÉnùÉ +ÉhÉ±ªÉÉMÉiÉ ½þÉä>ð ¶ÉEäò±É. ¨½þhÉÚxÉ 

ºÉ®úºÉEò]õ ¤ÉÆnùÒ xÉ +ÉhÉiÉÉ ªÉÉ Ê{ÉEòÉÆºÉÉ`öÒ Ê`ö¤ÉEò ËºÉSÉxÉ, nÖù¹ÉÉ®ú ËºÉSÉxÉ {ÉrùiÉÒSÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eò®úhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ ¶ÉäiÉEò®úÒ 

´ÉMÉÉÇSÉä +±{É ¦ÉÚvÉÉ®úEò, ¨ÉvªÉ¨É, =SSÉ +ºÉä MÉ]õ Eò°üxÉ +xÉÖGò¨Éä 90 ]õCEäò, 75 ]õCEäò, ´É 50 ]õCEäò +ºÉä 
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+xÉÖnùÉxÉ näùhªÉÉiÉ ªÉÉ´Éä VÉähÉäEò°üxÉ ¤ÉäºÉÖ¨ÉÉ®ú +ÉÊhÉ ¨ÉÉäEòÉ]õ {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®ú ¤ÉÆnù ½þÉä<Ç±É +ÉÊhÉ =´ÉÇÊ®úiÉ ¶ÉäiÉEò®úÒ 

VªÉÉÆSªÉÉ Ê{ÉEòÉÆxÉÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ Ê¨É³ýiÉ xÉÉ½þÒ iªÉÉÆxÉÉ näùJÉÒ±É ªÉÉSÉÉ ±ÉÉ¦É ½þÉä>ð ¶ÉEäò±É. Ê`ö¤ÉEòºÉÉ®úJªÉÉ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEò ËºÉSÉxÉ 

{ÉrùiÉÒSªÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉ¨ÉÖ³äý Ê{ÉEòÉÆSªÉÉ =i{ÉÉnùEäòiÉ ºÉ½þVÉ{ÉhÉä ´ÉÉfø ½þÉäiÉä. VÉä {ÉÉ®Æú{ÉÊ®úEò {ÉrùiÉÒiÉÚxÉ ½þÉäiÉ xÉÉ½þÒ. EòÉ®úhÉ 

Ê{ÉEòÉ±ÉÉ ±ÉÉMÉä±É <iÉEäò {ÉÉhÉÒ {ÉÉ®Æú{ÉÊ®úEò {ÉrùiÉÒuùÉ®äú näùiÉÉ ªÉäiÉ xÉÉ½þÒ. {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉÒ Ê{ÉEòÉÆSÉÒ ´ÉÉfø ªÉÉäMªÉ®úÒiÉÒxÉä ½þÉäiÉ 

xÉÉ½þÒ. =i{ÉÉnùxÉÉiÉÒ±É ´ÉÉfø ½äþ ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSªÉÉ ªÉ¶ÉÉSÉä MÉ¨ÉEò +ºÉiÉä. iªÉÉEòÊ®úiÉÉ =i{ÉÉnùxÉ´ÉÉføÒºÉÉ`öÒ ‘Ê`ö¤ÉEò ´É 

iÉÖ¹ÉÉ®’ú ½þÉ ¨ÉÆjÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÉ iÉ®úSÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ ªÉÉäMªÉ®úÒiÉÒxÉä ½þÉä<Ç±É. 

2. {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ ¡äò®ú´ÉÉ{É®ú ½þÉ nÖù±ÉÇÊIÉiÉ ®úÉÊ½þ±Éä±ÉÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ +É½äþ. PÉ®úMÉÖiÉÒ +ÉÊhÉ =tÉäMÉÉSªÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉiÉÚxÉ 80 ]õCEäò iÉä 90 

]õCEäò ºÉÉÆb÷{ÉÉhÉÒ ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ½þÉäiÉä. ªÉÉ ºÉÉÆb÷{ÉÉhªÉÉ´É®ú |ÉÊGòªÉÉ Eò°üxÉ iªÉÉSÉÉ {ÉÖxÉ´ÉÉÇ{É®ú Eò°üxÉ {ÉªÉÉÇ´É®úhÉÉSÉÒ 

VÉ{É´ÉhÉÚEò Eò®úiÉ VÉ±ÉºÉÆ{ÉkÉÒSÉÒ ÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉÒ Eò®úiÉÉ ªÉäiÉä. ÊxÉ¨É¶É½þ®úÒ +ÉÊhÉ ¨É½þÉxÉMÉ®ú ªÉälÉÒ±É ºlÉÉÊxÉEò ºÉÆºlÉÉÆxÉÒ 

ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ Eäò±Éä±ªÉÉ ¤ÉÉMÉÉÆºÉÉ`öÒ iªÉÉSÉ Ê`öEòÉhÉÒ +¶ÉÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ Eò®úhÉä EòÉ³ýÉSÉÒ MÉ®úVÉ +É½äþ. =nùÉ. {ÉÖhÉä 

¶É½þ®úÉiÉÒ±É ¨ÉÖ³ýÉ-¨ÉÖ`öÉ xÉtÉÆiÉÚxÉ |ÉSÉÆb÷ ºÉÉÆb÷{ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ½þiÉ +ºÉiÉä. iªÉÉSÉÉ {ÉÖxÉ´ÉÉÇ{É®ú Eäò±ÉÉ iÉ®ú ¶É½þ®úÉiÉÒ±É +xÉäEò 

¤ÉÉMÉ-¤ÉÊMÉSªÉÉÆxÉÉ iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý VÉÒ´ÉnùÉxÉ Ê¨É³äý±É. ªÉÉ EòÉ¨ÉÉEòÊ®úiÉÉ +±ÉÒEòb÷SªÉÉ EòÉ³ýÉiÉ SÉSÉæSÉÉ `ö®ú±Éä±ªÉÉ EÆò{ÉxÉÒ 

CSR SÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú ½þÉähÉä ¨É½þk´ÉÉSÉä `ö®äú±É. 

3. {ÉÉ´ÉºÉÉSÉä VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒ´É®ú {Éb÷hÉÉªÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ 30 iÉä 35 ]õCEäò ¤ÉÉ¹{ÉÒ¦É´ÉxÉ ½þÉäiÉä. iÉ±ÉÉ´ÉÉiÉÒ±É {ÉÉhªÉÉiÉÚxÉ ¨ÉÉä`ö¬É 

|É¨ÉÉhÉÉ´É®ú ¤ÉÉ¹{ÉÒ¦É´ÉxÉ ½þÉäiÉä. iÉä ½þÉä>ð xÉªÉä ¨½þhÉÚxÉ +ÉVÉ{ÉªÉÈiÉ EòÉähÉiÉÉ½þÒ ={ÉÉªÉ ºÉÉ{Éb÷±ÉÉ xÉºÉÚxÉ, ªÉÉ´É®úÒ±É ={ÉÉªÉ 

¨½þhÉVÉä ¤ÉÉ¹{ÉÒ¦É´ÉxÉ lÉÉÆ¤ÉÊ´ÉhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ {ÉÉhÉ±ÉÉä]õ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ EòÉ¨Éä ½þÉähÉä MÉ®úVÉäSÉä. {ÉÉhÉ±ÉÉä]õÉ¨ÉÖ³äý VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ 

¨ÉÖ®úhªÉÉSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ ´ÉÉføiÉä. 

4. Ê¶É´ÉEòÉ±ÉÒxÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ºÉÉ`ö´ÉhÉ |ÉÊGòªÉÉ +ÉVÉ½þÒ ={ÉªÉÖCiÉ +ºÉÚxÉ b÷ÉåMÉ®úÉ³ý ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É =ÆSÉ ÊEò±±ªÉÉ´É®ú =x½þÉ²ªÉÉiÉ 

ºÉÖrùÉ iªÉÉiÉ ¤ÉªÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ {ÉÉhÉÒ ®úÉ½þiÉä. ªÉÉ Ê¶É´ÉEòÉ±ÉÒxÉ VÉ±É´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ iÉÆjÉÉSÉä xÉ´ªÉÉxÉä ºÉÆ¶ÉÉävÉxÉ Eò°üxÉ 

nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÒ, b÷ÉåMÉ®úÉ³ý ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eò®úiÉÉ ªÉä>ð ¶ÉEäò±É EòÉªÉ? ½äþ {ÉÉ½þhÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò +É½äþ. 

5. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É ¨ÉÉä`ö¬É vÉ®úhÉÉÆxÉÉ +É·ÉÉÊºÉiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒºÉÉ`öÒ xÉ Ê¨É³ýhÉä, EòÉ±É´Éä, SÉÉªÉÉÆSÉÉ näùJÉ¦ÉÉ³ý JÉSÉÇ, 

{ÉÉhÉÒ MÉ³ýiÉÒ , {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ, +EòÉªÉÇIÉ¨ÉiÉÉ, {ÉÉhÉÂÉSÉä +ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ Ê´ÉiÉ®úhÉ Ênù±Éä VÉÉhÉÉ®äú {ÉÉhÉÒ +ÉÊhÉ |ÉiªÉIÉ 

ËºÉSÉxÉÉJÉÉ±ÉÒ±É VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒSÉä ¨ÉÉ{ÉxÉ ªÉÉSÉÉ EòÉähÉiÉÉSÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉ ÊnùºÉÚxÉ ªÉäiÉ xÉÉ½þÒ. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³ý ºÉ´ÉÇSÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓSÉä {ÉÖx½þÉ xÉ´ªÉÉxÉä 

ºÉ´ÉæIÉhÉ Eò®úhÉä MÉ®úVÉäSÉä +É½äþ. JÉSÉÉÇSÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú Eò®úiÉÉ ½äþ ]õ{{ªÉÉ ]õ{{ªÉÉxÉä ªÉähÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò +É½äþ. VÉähÉäEò°üxÉ 

{ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ +{É´ªÉªÉ ½þÉähÉÉ®ú xÉÉ½þÒ.Éì 

6. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É 88 ]õCEäò ¶ÉäiÉVÉ¨ÉÒxÉ ±ÉÉ¦ÉIÉäjÉÉ¤ÉÉ½äþ®úÒ±É {ÉÉhªÉÉ{ÉÉºÉÚxÉ ´ÉÆÊSÉiÉ +É½äþ. ¨½þhÉÚxÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ{É^õÒ 

+ÉEòÉ®úiÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ®úºÉEò]õ BEò nù®ú xÉ `äö´ÉiÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉ{ÉÉºÉÚxÉ ´ÉÆÊSÉiÉ +ºÉhÉÉªÉÉ ËEò´ÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ {ÉÖ®ú´É`ö¬ÉSªÉÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉÆxÉÉ 

Eò¨ÉÒ nù®ú +ÉÊhÉ ¨ÉÖ¤É±ÉEò {ÉÉhÉÒ ´ÉÉ{É®úhÉÉªÉÉÆxÉÉ +ÊvÉEò nù®úÉxÉä {ÉÉhÉÒ{É^õÒ +ÉEòÉ®ú±ÉÒ iÉ®ú {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ ÊxÉÎ¹GòªÉ 

{ÉrùiÉÒxÉä ½þÉähÉÉ®úÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eò¨ÉÒ ½þÉä<Ç±É ´É {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉä ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ ½þÉähªÉÉºÉ ¨ÉnùiÉ ½þÉä<Ç±É. 

7. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É vÉ®ú¨ÉÉÆSÉÒ IÉ¨ÉiÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ ºÉÆJªÉÉ {ÉÉ½þiÉÉ xÉ´ÉÒxÉ |ÉEò±{ÉÉÆxÉÉ ¨ÉÉxªÉiÉÉ näùiÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ´ÉÈEò¹É VÉ±É 

+É®úÉJÉb÷É ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ½þÉähÉä ½þÒ ¨É½þk´ÉÉSÉÒ ¤ÉÉ¤É ¨ÉÉxÉÉ´ÉÒ ±ÉÉMÉä±É. EòÉ®úhÉ +ÎºiÉi´ÉÉiÉ +ºÉ±Éä±ªÉÉ vÉ®úhÉÉiÉ xÉ´ªÉÉxÉä 

¤ÉÉÆvÉ±Éä±ªÉÉ vÉ®úhÉÉÆ¨ÉÖ³äý JÉÚ{ÉSÉ Eò¨ÉÒ VÉ±É|É´ÉÉ½þ ªÉäiÉÉxÉÉ ÊnùºÉiÉÉä. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý vÉ®úhÉÉJÉÉ±ÉÒ±É (±ÉÉä+®ú) ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ 

nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ¨ÉÉä`ö¬É |É¨ÉÉhÉÉ´É®ú VÉÉhÉ´ÉiÉ +É½äþ. =nùÉ. MÉÉänùÉ´É®úÒ xÉnùÒ´É®úÒ±É VÉÉªÉEò´ÉÉb÷Ò vÉ®úhÉÉSªÉÉ >ðv´ÉÇ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ 

ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ZÉÉ±Éä±ÉÉ ÊxÉ³ý´ÉÆbä÷ |ÉEò±{É, iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý VÉÉªÉEò´ÉÉb÷ÒSªÉÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉiÉ iÉÚ]õ ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.  

8. ®úÉVªÉ VÉ±É ±É´ÉÉnù ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ ÊxÉhÉÇªÉÉ|É¨ÉÉhÉä {ÉÉ´ÉºÉÉ²ªÉÉiÉ ºÉ´ÉÇºÉÉvÉÉ®úhÉ VÉÚxÉ iÉä +ÉìC]õÉä¤É®ú ªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉ 

vÉ®úhÉÉiÉÒ±É {ÉÉhÉÒ ¶ÉäiÉÒºÉÉ`öÒ ºÉÉäb÷iÉÉ EòÉ¨ÉÉ xÉªÉä. ¤ÉªÉÉSÉnùÉ {ÉÉ>ðºÉ Eò¨ÉÒ ZÉÉ±ÉÉ EòÒ xÉnùÒSªÉÉ ´É®úÒ±É ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É 

vÉ®úhÉÉiÉÚxÉ EòÉ±É´ªÉÉuùÉ®äú ÊxÉªÉ¨É¤ÉÉÁ ËºÉSÉxÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ {ÉÉhÉÒ ºÉÉäb÷±Éä VÉÉiÉä. {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉÒ vÉ®úhÉ Ê®úEòÉ¨Éä ½þÉäiÉä +ÉÊhÉ {ÉÖx½þÉ 
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{ÉÚhÉÇ ¦É®ú±ªÉÉÊ¶É´ÉÉªÉ JÉÉ±ÉÒ±É ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ xÉ ºÉÉäb÷hÉä ½þÒ |É´ÉÞkÉÒ ¤É³ýÉ´ÉiÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉxÉä +ÉvÉÒ JÉÉ±ÉÒ±É ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É 

vÉ®úhÉÉÆºÉÉ`öÒ {ÉÉhÉÒ ºÉÉäb÷±Éä iÉ®ú +É{ÉÉä+É{ÉSÉ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÉ +{É´ªÉªÉ Eò¨ÉÒ ½þÉähªÉÉºÉ ¨ÉnùiÉ ½þÉä<Ç±É. 

9. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ ªÉÉäVÉxÉÉÆSÉä BEòjÉÒEò®úhÉ PÉb÷´ÉÚxÉ =nùÉ. ®úÉä½þªÉÉä, VÉ±ÉºÉÆvÉÉ®úhÉ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉ, ´ÉxÉÊ´É¦ÉÉMÉ, 

ºÉÉ.¤ÉÉÆvÉEòÉ¨É Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉ, EÞòÊ¹É Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉ ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ BEòÉÎi¨ÉEò |ÉªÉixÉÉÆuùÉ®äú ¶ÉÉºjÉ¶ÉÖrù {ÉrùiÉÒxÉä ±ÉPÉÖ-{ÉÉhÉ±ÉÉä]õ IÉäjÉ 

Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ EòÉªÉÇGò¨É ‘¨ÉÉlÉÉ iÉä {ÉÉªÉlÉÉ’ {ÉªÉÈiÉ ®úÉ¤É´ÉÚxÉ {ÉÉhÉÒ ½äþ VÉÊ¨ÉxÉÒiÉ VÉÉºiÉÒiÉ VÉÉºiÉ |É¨ÉÉhÉÉiÉ ¨ÉÖ®äú±É +ºÉÉ 

±ÉPÉÚ {ÉÉhÉ±ÉÉä]õ IÉäjÉÉSÉÉ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ PÉb÷´ÉÚxÉ +ÉhÉ±ÉÉ iÉ®úSÉ VÉ±É ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ ½þÉä>ð ¶ÉEäò±É. 

ºÉÉ®úÉÆ¶É - 

 nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ½þÉ ÊxÉºÉMÉÇÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉ +ºÉ±ÉÉ iÉ®úÒ iÉÉä ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉÒ SÉÖEòÉ, MÉè®ú´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ ´É ºÉ¨Éx´ÉªÉÉSÉÉ +¦ÉÉ´É ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý 

+ÊvÉEò |ÉJÉ®ú ½þÉäiÉ +ºÉiÉÉä. nÖù¹EòÉ³ý +É{ÉhÉ ®úÉäJÉÚ ¶ÉEòiÉ xÉºÉ±ÉÉä iÉ®úÒ näùJÉÒ±É ªÉÖrù{ÉÉiÉ³ýÒ´É®ú VÉ±É ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ Eäò±Éä iÉ®ú 

iªÉÉSÉÒ nùÉ½þEòiÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ Eò°ü ¶ÉEòiÉÉä. ¨½þhÉÚxÉ VÉ±É ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ ½þÒ ±ÉÉäEò SÉ³ý´É³ý ZÉÉ±ÉÒ {ÉÉÊ½þVÉä. ªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉÉiÉÒ±É 

ºÉ´ÉÇ PÉ]õEòÉÆxÉÒ ªÉÉiÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉÊ´É¹]õ½þÉähÉä ½þÒSÉ EòÉ³ýÉSÉÒ MÉ®úVÉ +É½äþ. 
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1. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú (1999) ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ´ÉÉì]õ®ú +Äb÷ <Ê®úMÉä¶ÉxÉ Ê®ú{ÉÉä]Çõ ¨ÉÖÆ¤É<Ç. 

2. ËºÉSÉxÉ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ (2008) ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É +ÊiÉÊ´ÉEòÊºÉiÉ ±ÉPÉÚ {ÉÉhÉ±ÉÉä]õ IÉäjÉÊxÉ½þÉªÉ BEòÉÎi¨ÉEò ¦ÉÚVÉ±É 

´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ 

3. Ê´ÉVÉªÉ Ênù´ÉÉhÉ (2009) Eò½þÉhÉÒ {ÉÉhªÉÉSÉÒ ºÉCiÉÒSªÉÉ +ÊvÉOÉ½þhÉÉSÉÒ VÉÉxÉä-¨ÉÉSÉÇ 2009 ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ |É¤ÉÉävÉxÉ {ÉÊjÉEòÉ. 

4. ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú (2007) Ê®ú{ÉÉä]Çõ +Éì¡ò nù BCºÉ{É]Çõ OÉÖ{É +ÉìxÉ OÉÉ>Æðb÷ ´ÉÉì]õb÷®ú ¨ÉìxÉäVÉ¨Éå]õ +Äb÷ +ÉäxÉ®ú¶ÉÒ{É 

ªÉÉäVÉxÉÉ +ÉªÉÉäMÉ, xÉ´ÉÒ Ênù±±ÉÒ. 

5. ¨Éä 2013 nÖù¹EòÉ³ý ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉÒ +ºÉiÉÉä iÉÉä +ºÉÉ – |ÉnùÒ{É {ÉÖ®Æúnù®äú, ´ÉÉ]õºÉ°ü. 

6. ®ú¨Éä¶É {ÉÉvªÉä (2014) ºÉÚI¨É ËºÉSÉxÉ +ÉÊhÉ VÉ±ÉºÉÆvÉÉ®úhÉÉSÉÒ MÉ®úVÉ, nèù. ±ÉÉäEòºÉkÉÉ. 

7. ¨ÉxÉÉäVÉ {ÉÉÆb÷Eò®ú (2015) ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É nÖù¹EòÉ³ý, {ÉÉÊIÉEò {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉ]õºÉ°ü. 

8. Ênù.¨ÉÉ. ¨ÉÉä®äú (2013) nÖù¹EòÉ³ýÉSÉÒ nùÉ½þEòiÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ nùÒPÉÇEòÉ±ÉÒxÉ ={ÉÉªÉ, ºÉÉ{iÉÉÊ½þEò ºÉÉvÉxÉÉ. 

9. xªÉÉªÉ¨ÉÚiÉÔ xÉ®åúpù SÉ{É³ýMÉÉÆ´ÉEò®ú (2015) nùÒb÷¶Éä ´É¹ÉÇ ¡òCiÉ ¨É±É¨É{É^õÒ, ±ÉäJÉ nèù. ±ÉÉäEòºÉkÉÉ. 
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